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12th

ICAANE
Themes of the 12th ICAANE

1. Field Reports. Recent excavations, surveys and research
2. Environmental Archaeology. Changing climate and exploitation strategies:
impact on ecology, anthropized landscapes and material culture
3. Hammering the material world. Characterization of material culture, processes
and technologies
4. Cognitive archaeology. Reading symbolic and visual communication networks and structures
5. Modeling the past. Contemporary theoretical approaches to the archaeology
of economies and societies
6. Networked archaeology. Global challenges and collaborative research in the
new millennium
7. Endangered cultural heritage. Coordinated multilateral research, conservation and development strategies
8. Islamic archaeology. Continuities and discontinuities between a deep past and
modernity
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12th

ICAANE
Abstract of Papers

Abar Aydin, Natascha Bagherpour, Thomas Stöllner

Theme 4

From the Realm of the Villagers to the Realm of the Numinous: Religious Practice in Rural Late
Iron Age to Sasanian Central Iranian Highlands
In summer 2000, Gerd Weisgerber and Thomas Stöllner from the DBM (Deutsches Bergbau-Museum Bochum) revisited a prehistoric copper mine close to the modern village of
Vešnave (Province Ghom, Iran). Excavations started in 2001, in collaboration with colleagues
from ICAR (Iranian Centre for Archaeological Research). The excavators were overtaken by
the large quantities of finds at the site of Chale Ghar 1, which could not be connected to the
actual prehistoric mining activities, dating to the 2nd Millennium BCE, but hinted to a much
later reuse of some of the galleries. In the course of the campaigns between 2001 to 2005, the
joint international team excavated several thousand finds in different parts of the galleries of
Chale Ghar 1 and Chale Ghar 2, comprising a large number of complete and broken ceramic
vessels (bowls, flasks and jugs of small to medium size), wooden vessels and jewellery, as well
as animal bones, remains of plants and fruits, nuts and bakery products. The majority of objects
date between Late Iron Age (Iron Age III/IV) and the Sasanian period, few have an earlier date,
while the last objects were deposited in the Early Islamic Period. The work conducted so far
indicates that the site was some sort of a sanctuary in which the individual and intimate perception and experience played an important role. The connection to water makes it tempting to
connect it with some sort of Mazdean/Zoroastrian belief, but it needs explanation why it does
not fit to what we know about purity of elements in canonical Zoroastrism as we know it from
the Sasanian Period onwards. Also, during the 2005 season, a survey was carried out near to
the modern village during which more than 30 sites were identified. The pottery examined so
can be dated to Iron Age III/IV up until the Islamic Period, indicating that the sanctuary played
an important role in the life of the local villagers. The lecture will pursue on how the villagers
related their realm (the settlements and allocated fields and gardens) in the valley of Vešnave to
the somewhat hidden mountain sanctuary.
——————————
Abbasnejad Seresti Rahmat, see Asadi Seyyed Kamal
——————————
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Abdali Negar

Theme 3/Workshop 5

Glazed architectural Elements from Rabat Tappeh, Northwest Iran
Glazed artefacts are one of the most striking element of the “Mannaean” material culture which
emerged only 40 years ago first as a result of plundered activities and then regular archaeological excavations, mostly at the sites of Ziwiye and later in Rabat and Qalaichi. In the 1960s
glazed bricks and vessels from north-western Iran turned up in the international art market deriving from illegal excavations. Over the years over 1500 baked terra cotta unglazed and glazed
architectural elements have been accessioned by the Urmia Museum and National Museum in
Tehran from the Iron Age sites referred to as Qalaichi and Rabat in West Azerbaijan province in
north-west Iran. About 10% show glazed decoration figural, floral and ornamental decoration.
In the following, I will focus on the glazed artefacts from the site of Rabat Tappeh which is
located at the south-west end of Rabat town; 1600 m from the western bank of the Lesser Zab
River. The art history and iconographic aspect of the motives will be investigated. Additionaly,
I will briefly discuss the technique of manufacture as well as the comparisons with other counterparts in the Ancient Near East such as Qalaichi.
——————————
Abdullah Sangar Mohammed, see Colliva Luca
——————————
Abdul Massih Jeanine, Shinichi Nishiyama

Theme 5/Workshop 19

New Discovery of Phoenician Batroun, northern Lebanon: Iron Age-Persian Period occupations
Batroun is a coastal town located ca. 30 km north of Beirut and is known for its large wall that
locals call “Phoenician wall”. It stands out on the western edge of the town facing the sea and
protecting the quarry and the western limit of the town from the waves. However, no serious
archaeological investigation of the “Phoenician” period was carried out in the past. In 2018, a
joint archaeological mission of Lebanese University and Chubu University (Japan) was commenced to reveal the archaeological occupations of the old Batroun. During the course of our
investigation, substantial evidence of the late Iron Age to Persian period occupations were identified in the northwest part of the town. The results indicate that, for the first time, the history of
Batroun apparently goes back to the “Phoenician” period. In this paper, we present our results
of the 2018-2019 seasons and discuss the significance of discovery for the study of Phoenicia.
——————————
Abdulwahhab Suleiman Hasan, see Beuger Claudia
——————————
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Abrahami Philippe, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Abramishvili Mikheil

Theme 5/Workshop 14

Attempts to Archeological Reading of Genetic Studies of the Aegean Bronze Age Population
(Caucasian Perspective)
Recent genetic studies of the Minoans and Mycenaeans showed that the Bronze Age populations of the Aegean and Anatolia derive from an Anatolian Neolithic-related population, but
they also had ‘eastern’ (Caucasus-Iran related) ancestry, which probably occurred during the
fourth to second millennia BC. Current paper is an attempt to establish connection between the
results of these archaeogenetic studies and archaeological data, and puts forward for discussion
the hypothesis of possible migration from the territories south of Caucasia to the Aegean during
the Middle Bronze Age, coinciding with the flourishing phase of the Trialeti culture in South
Caucasia, the Middle Minoan (Early Palace) period on the Aegean Islands and the beginning of
the Mycenaean Age on mainland Greece. In addition to archaeological evidence, the paper will
also discuss the historical events taking place in Anatolia in early 2nd millennium BC, which
probably led to the aforementioned migration.
——————————
Abu Jayyab Khaled, Elizabeth Gibbon

Theme 3/Workshop 23

What happened to the Ubaid? Understanding Networks of Communication During the Ubaid/
Late Chalcolithic 1 Transition in Northeastern Mesopotamia
The transition between the Ubaid (5200-4500 BC) and Late Chalcolithic I periods (4500-4200
BC) is somewhat under studied in greater Mesopotamian archaeology. The general consensus is
that after a long period of interaction across Mesopotamia and adjacent regions, including a regular flow of artifacts and ideas, The Late Chalcolithic I period represents a time of retrenchment
and hypothesized regionalism. In this paper we aim to address two major concerns pertaining
to this transition. First, through the use of ceramic data, and the application of multivariate
statistic methods and formal network analysis, this paper aims to quantitatively determine how
networks of communication between the two periods may have changed over the course of
time. Second, through analyzing the circulation of ceramic sub-assemblages, in northeastern
Mesopotamia, we attempt to understand how change manifests at a micro regional scale. The
concept of communities of practice is used as an explanatory framework to interpret patterns
of ceramic production and consumption. We see that communities of practice can help unpack
the entangled processes of ceramic assemblage formation and help highlight the social actions
behind them.
——————————
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Afshari Leila, see Afshari Soraya
——————————
Afshari Soraya, Leila afshari, Mohammad Rahmatpour

Theme 1

Emergency Excavation in the Area Around the Kabood and Modavar Towers of Maraghe,
Northwest of Iran
The largest city in Eastern Azerbaijan after Tabriz, Maragheh is located in 130 km from the center of the province, in the southeast of Lake Urmia and south of Sahand mountain range. One of
the most important and influential centers in the Islamic era was Maraghe, especially during the
rule of the Seljuks and Ilkhanis, and therefore valuable works of Islamic era have remained in
this city. the Kabood and Modavar towers are among the important works of the Islamic era in
the city of Maraghe that are located 10 meters from each other, that time of construction of both
buildings belongs to the Seljuk period. The emergency excavation in the area around the two
towers in 2018 was carried out, because of the performing organizing operations in enclosures
of towers of the city by construction and improvement and failure to observe the rules, privacy
and the danger of destruction of this historical range. The execution of the excavation project
was carried out with the aim of identifying the historical texture and the layering of the site,
which resulted in obtaining works from Islamic era. It can be mentioned the remnants of the
two towers of the Seljuk period, the remains of the discovered architecture, which, according
to the writings of Hinduṣaha Nakhjovani, in the experiences of Al-Salaf, reports the presence
of five towers in the range where the Kabood and Modavar towers are located. The results of
the excavation in this area revealed four of the five towers mentioned in history. The fifth tower
is most likely buried under residential houses or destroyed due to past activities that the Maraghe Civil Engineering and Construction Company has been doing in this area. It can be said,
according to the historical sources and the findings of the excavation, the current range of the
Kabood and Modavar towers in Maraghe belonged to a school in Seljuk era that was known
as Atabaki school. Stone and brick materials are used in the tower buildings, and their facade
are covered with sliced lime travertine rocks. The simple architectural remnants that were built
around the towers in the next era, in addition to the remnants of the mentioned towers, as well as
clay findings, indicate that the space around these towers in the Middle Ages of Islam included
the Maraghe urban texture.
——————————
Agakhanova Vitaliya, Anatoliy Yuminov

Theme 3

Mineral composition of large stone objects from the Bronze Age Margiana
During 2018 autumn season of the work a profound analysis of the pethrofond of Russian-Turkmenian Margiana Arcaheological Expedition has been taken. Mineral composition of such
stone objects like miniature columns, staffs and discs received thanks to excavations at Bronze
Age site Gonur Depe was carried out. X-ray phase analysis on “DRON-2” undertaken using
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X-ray diffractometer shew that all stone objects were made of sedimentary and metamorphosed
sedimentary rocks which can be easily processed. Crystalline limestone was used to produce
more than 50% of miniature columns and stone disks. Onyx marble, gypsum and were also
used. Polishing reveals a rich natural pattern of these rocks. Perhaps ancient people of Margiana
chose these rocks to make the stone objects more attractive. Stone staffs are made mainly of
mica schist, as well as mudstone and siliceous dolomite limestone.
——————————
Agakhanova Vitalya A., see Dubova Nadezhda A.
——————————
Aghajani Iman, Moslem Mishmastnehi, Maryam Moeini

Theme 8

Imāmzāda ʿAbdallāh-i Kudzar, Iran: New Insights regarding its Architectural Revetments
The mausoleum of Imāmzāda ʿAbdallāh-i Gudzar (Markazi province, Iran) has been dated to
the Seljuq period. Its interior surfaces have been understood as decorated in stuccos, but this
research reveals the existence of unexpected materials. Despite its significance for the history
of Iranian architecture, this monument still lacks thorough scrutiny of its architecture and decoration. This study presents new insights into the monument’s history and unique artistic production of architectural decoration. It includes full documentation of inscriptions, a detailed plan,
and sections. Furthermore, it proposes a technological and stylistic comparison of mausoleum’s
revetments, with Seljuq and Illkhanid stuccos. Finally, the results of decorative materials’ analytical study reveal the unexpected use of clay-based materials. This particular application of
clay-based materials determined technical consequences and presents a specific knowledge and
skill of Iranian architectural revetment craftsmanship.
——————————
Aghdam Javad Zhaleh, see Esmaeili Atigh Hossein
——————————
Agranat-Tamir Lily, see Liran Carmel
——————————
Aguilar Juan, Ammar Hatem Najm, Stéphane Bordas

Theme 7

Digital 3D models of the IS looters’ tunnels under the Nebi Yunus Mosque, Mosul and their
informative potential
The Nebi Yunus Mosque, which according to local tradition contained the tomb of the prophet
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Jonah, was blown up in 2014 by IS/Daesh. Its members then tried to level to the ground what
was left of the mosque by using bulldozers and, by accident, found the remains of a Late Assyrian palace under it. To find small objects of value, they systematically dug tunnels to loot
the ancient building. In the past three years and within Heidelberg University’s archaeological
project, large parts of the tunnels have been documented in 3D using digital photogrammetry.
The georeferenced digital elevation models (DEM), once imported into a Geographic Information System (GIS), allow us to draw a floor plan of the ancient building. But what else can we
learn from the 3D models? This presentation not only provides insights into the technique of
3D scanning the tunnels, but also aims at making a case for digital archaeological research and
its role in the recovery of this Iraqi cultural heritage site.
——————————
Ahrens Alexander		

Theme 1

Results of the Fieldwork at Tell Bleibil in the Southern Jordan Valley and the Survey in the Wadi
Shuʿaib, Jordan, 2018–2019
The Wadi Shuʿaib Archaeological Survey Project (WSAS) was initiated in 2016. It focusses
on a thorough survey and reevaluation of all archaeological and historical sites in the Wadi
Shuʿaib, connecting the Transjordanian Plateau with the Jordan Valley. The microclimatic diversity in the two regions connected by the Wadi Shuʿaib presents a striking contrast, with an
abundant precipitation and natural aquifers located in the north-eastern part of the wadi along
the western edge of the Transjordanian Plateau, and a dry, semi-arid climate in the riparian
zone of the southern Jordan Valley. Additionally, since 2018, targeted excavations are currently
conducted at the Bronze and Iron Age site of Tell Bleibil, located close to the alluvial fan of
the Wadi Shuʿaib in the south-eastern part of the Jordan Valley, a climatically extremely challenging region. The paper will present the finds from the field seasons conducted in the years
2018–2019.
——————————
Aikaterini Sidiropoulou, see Kopanias Konstantinos
——————————
Aioanei Andrei, see Hunziker-Rodewald Regine
——————————
Ajam Abbas, see Naseri Reza
——————————
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Ajorloo Bahram, Lorenz Korn

Theme 8

Irano-German Expedition to the Archaeological Site of Rab’e Rashidi, Tabriz, Iran: New Ideas
& Renewal Works
Historically dated to the Ilkhanid times, Rab’e Rashidi or Rashidiyya is recorded as the academic complex constructed at the foot of Mt. Sorkhāb, NE Tabriz, in the reign of the Ilkhanid
Sultan Muhammad Öljeitü by Khwāja Rashid al-Din Fazl- Allah. Architectural units of such
an endowed cultural complex, presented as an eastern borough to Tabriz, are well defined by
Khwāja Rashid al-Din’s own book of Endowment Deed for Rab’e Rashidi, c. 1300 AD (Waqf
Nameh Rab’e Rashidi, c. 700 AH). After some former distributed field works in early 2000s,
the project re-started and retrieved in 2017 by close collaboration of ICHHTO, ICAR, Tabriz
Islamic Art University and a team from Otto Friedrich Universität joined to the German Institute of Archaeology (DAI). The joint Irano – German expedition has applied new field and laboratory approaches into Rashidiyya including archaeo- geophysical surveys and archaeometric
analyses. Accordingly, the recorded materials present three periods of settlement at the site
since 14th for early 17th century. This article has reported the preliminary progresses during
2017 – 2018 joint field works.
——————————
Ajorloo Bahram, see Fuchs Christian
- see Kavyannia Maryam
——————————
Akar Murat, see Avşar Ulaş
——————————
Alachkar Sawssan 		

Theme 1

Analysis of ceramic data from survey in the western Upper Khabur (Syria): some preliminary
results on the Early Bronze Age
During surveys undertaken in the 1990s by Bertille Lyonnet in the western Upper Khabur
(Syria), about fifteen tons of sherds were collected from around sixty sites, covering all periods. Most of this material can be dated to the Early Bronze Age. The finds have recently been
integrated in a database. This contains the contextual and typological information for around 20
000 vessel units. Quantified distribution maps of the various ceramic elements can be produced
from the database. Using this spatial approach, it is possible to address questions such as the
existence of cultural frontiers, particularly the geographical extent of the zone with circular
towns, as well as developments in settlement density. The study will thus contribute towards a
better understanding of the history of settlement in the Upper Khabur, in the wider context of
the North Mesopotamian Early Bronze Age.
——————————
15

Alaei Moghadam Javad

Theme 1

Investigating the Structure of Settlement Patterns in Farahan Plain and their Changes over
Time Based on the Latest Archaeological Studies
Farahan plain with an area of about 8,000 Km2, is among the flat plains with a specific natural
geographic area which is located southwest of Iran’s central plateau. In recent years, by designing and implementing a comprehensive archaeological project as well as a paleoclimatology
on the region, the author has studied and identified the settlement periods and the climatic and
social conditions governing each period. During the archaeological survey conducted in this
region, 765 ancient sites were identified. During the studies performed and various dating, the
settlement formation in this plain began from the late Neolithic and Early Chalcolithic eras, and
continued until the present day; and during this several thousand years, dramatic changes have
taken place in the settlement structures and patterns. The studies have shown that the site distributions of each period are not uniform in Farahan Plain. The Neolithic period is only observed
in two sites and the Chalcolithic period is found in about thirty sites, while during the third
and second millennium BC, the number of sites is reduced to less than 15. From the beginning
of the first millennium to the Parthian period, the process of settlement formation continued
in the same way. In the Parthian period, the number of settlement locations increased to 182
Sassanid sites and 200 settlement places. The results indicate that these changes occurred at the
beginning of the Parthian period due to positive climate changes in the region. These settlement
changes, not only continued despite the negative climatic changes in the region during the first
century BC, but also, they were accompanied by growth and persisted to the present date, with
short-term fluctuations. After the domination of Iran by Arabs, the number and extent of settlements sharply reduced for several centuries. However, since 11th century, the increasing trend
of settlement numbers and areas continued once again until the present day, albeit with a slight
fluctuation.
——————————
Alahyari Hadi, see Rafiei-Alavi Babak
——————————
Albesso Moussab, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Al-Hussainy Abbas		

Theme 2

Mi-Enlil Arakhtum Survey Season 2018-2019
The project began in 2016 when archaeological sites in the Dagharah area to the northeast of the
Qadisiyah province, south of Babylon, were surveyed. In 2017, archeological sites in the region
of Sumer were surveyed also, as well as those in the area north, northeast and north west of
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Abu al-Salabikh. I have to add here that this area had never been surveyed before. In the Adams
survey, this region is reported as an “unsurveyed area”. In 2018, fieldwork was completed in the
two first areas. Survey results for the previous two seasons were studied. The project had four
aims. Firstly, to reveal the total number of sites lying along the ancient river courses. Secondly, to investigate how ancient rivers changed their course over time, and how this affected the
occupation of sites. Settlement activity has always followed the course of rivers. Thirdly, to establish the preservation state of each site, and the damage caused by agriculture and associated
canals, by drainage systems and other human actions, and their impact caused for example by
urbanism and building activities. And fourthly, to identify modern sites on ancient settlements,
the names of which are known from cuneiform sources. The survey began in January 2016 only,
and the abovementioned goals are not yet achieved. At the end of 2018 and the beginning of
2019, an archaeological survey was carried out on archaeological sites located on the eastern
side of the estuary and opposite the site of Gamdat Nasr. The first of these sites, to the north was
Khet al-Ahemer, is part a group of archeological sites affected by agricultural activities, such
as Tulool Kartiya in the area of Alshahimiyah and Tell Tahmiyah and Tel Abu Jthoua. Some of
the most important finds were sealed bricks that date back to the kings of the Malgium dynasty
in the early Isin-Larsa period. Some royal inscriptions, dating to important periods, and dozens
of sealed bricks were also found. For example, a royal inscription of King Takil-Ilissu, seals
stamps for King Nebuchadnezzar II, and sealed bricks with inscriptions in the Pahlavi tradition.
——————————
Alia Fares

Theme 6

The Lebanon Mountain Trail Cultural Heritage Project. Preserving Cultural Heritage and Engaging Archaeology for Education on the Lebanon Mountain Trail
The Lebanon Mountain Trail (LMT) is the 470km hiking trail in Lebanon, crossing 76 villages along Lebanon’s western mountain range. The archaeological heritage found on the trail is
highly diverse and rich. Typologies vary between antique prehistoric troglodytes, roman temples, 19th silk factories, Byzantine churches, olive oil and wine presses, vernacular houses,
shepherd huts, and medieval fortresses. Thus, the LMT-Cultural Heritage Project (LMT-CHP)
was created to survey this immense heritage using technical datasheets. The documentation is
being coordinated in close agreement with the Lebanese General Directorate of Antiquities.
Six sections have been surveyed until now, with scientific and educational results. Educational
hands-on archaeological activities for the local communities were initiated, increasing their cultural heritage awareness level and building an attachment to their heritage, in order to preserve
it and to benefit from it through sustainable tourism opportunities.
——————————
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Alizadeh Fatemeh

Theme 2

Investigating of the settlements pattern ofthe Parthian period in the Bahukalat river basin of
Iran based on geographic substrates
Environmental factors play an important role in creating human settlements. One of the ways
of investigating the relationship between the environment and the deployment of human beings
in archeological studies is the study of establishment and settlement analysis model that studies
the formation of settlements in environmental environments; therefore, in addition to studying
the impact of the environment on human settlements, it is also important to recognize the degree
of adaptation of deployment to the environment. The catchment area of the Bahukalat River
in Makran (south of Baluchestan) with an area of about 30,000 square kilometers in the vast
basin contains phenomena with a diverse geological structure, of which about 7,000 square kilometers are plain and the rest of the mountainous. The catchment area of the Kaju and Gargar
River from the northwest and the Sarbaz river crosses the northeast in Bauchalkat and feeds
the area into the Oman Sea. This area is one of the most important areas of southeastern Iran,
because in the past and through historical documents one of the ways to enter the Balochistan
section is the way of spice from India to the plateau of Iran and Kerman, and in particular Jiroft, which is also the gateway to India. It has gone through this area. This research, with the
aim of analyzing the patterns of establishment, addresses the specific environmental conditions
of the region with descriptive-analytical methods, in relation to the pattern of establishment,
the method of arrangement, distribution of settlements, their hierarchy, type of livelihood and
other factors in the perspective of the Bahukalat basin. By studying historical texts, historical
and natural geography of the region, classification and review of the sites and their findings,
and then using related statistical analysis methods, the response to the research hypotheses was
as follows. Southern Baluchestan settlements had a significant correlation with environmental
factors including seasonal and permanent water resources, topography and altitude from the
sea level and communications and trade networks. As a result, a three-level hierarchical model
was developed in Bauchalkat that at the top of the pyramid of large cities of significant size and
location, two small villages and seasonal and temporal settlements, as well as two other ranks
were in.
——————————
Al-Jahwari Nasser, see Douglas Khaled
——————————
Allegretta Ignazio, see Moscone Daniele
——————————
Alloteau Fanny, see Fügert Anja
——————————
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Al-Maqdissi Michel, Georges Mouamar

Theme 1

The Akkar Plain: material culture and regional interactions during the Bronze Age. Prospection 1986-1987 and 2005-2006
Presentation of the results of the work carried out by a Syrian-French team in the Syrian part
of the plain of Akkar during four campaigns. The results show an occupation organized around
twenty sites placed on the whole plain. The central position of these sites between the coastal
region and the plain of Homs will promote a significant regional interaction that can be demonstrated by the circulation of ceramics and the tradition of manufacture. This communication
will be the first step in publishing the scientific results of this action as part of a multidisciplinary research on the Amurru region.
——————————
Al Najjar M., see Kanjou Youssef
——————————
Al-Shorman Abdulla, see Philip Graham
——————————
Altaweel Mark, see Squitieri Andrea
——————————
Al-Yaqoobi Dara, see Colliva Luca
——————————
Amadio Marialucia, see Bombardieri Luca
——————————
Amato Flavia		

Theme 3/Workshop 20

Long-term developments in lithic production in Eastern Georgia: the cases of Tsiteli Gorebi 5
and Aradetis Orgora
In 2018 the Georgian-Italian Lagodekhi Archaeological Project started excavations at Tsiteli
Gorebi 5, a site belonging to a cluster of Chalcolithic settlements in the Lagodekhi Municipality
of Eastern Georgia, two of which had previously been excavated and identified as Late Chalcolithic. Besides Chalcolithic pottery sherds, the site yielded a rich lithic assemblage, mostly
consisting of obsidian flakes. The paper will present the preliminary results of the analysis of
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the lithic finds from the 2018 and from the 2019 excavation season and discuss their dating
and cultural affiliation. The assemblage from Tsiteli Gorebi 5 will be compared with that from
Aradetis Orgora (a multiperiod site of Eastern Georgia which yielded lithic finds from the 4th
millennium BC to the Iron Age), previously studied by the author, in the attempt to identify long
term developments in lithic production in the region and their socio-economic implications.
——————————
Amicone Silvia, see Sconzo Paola
——————————
Amin Moradi, Marco. G. Brambilla

Theme 8

The Mausoleum of Ali-Shah; Fifty Years of Misunderstanding
According to historical testimonies, Ali-Shah, the distinguished vizier of the Ilkhanid court
(1256-1353 CE), built an impressive structure in Tabriz, the Mongol empire’s new capital,
located in contemporary Northwest Iran. Most of the debates generated hitherto about the function and the identity of this construction focus on a typical mosque layout. However, there has
been insufficient architectural evidence to support this idea. In reality, most of the scholarly
studies are mainly limited to some general information from past decades attesting to its function as a mosque. It is of relevance that the most recent studies by various contemporary scholars suggest that what is known as the Ali-Shah Mosque belongs to a post-Ilkhanid architecture.
In fact, what is attributed to the medieval structure of Ali-Shah was the destroyed northern
wing of the building. This research rejects the function of this vanished complex as a mosque
based on its architectural composition and will lead to a review of the previous archaeological
works in order to identify the original construction made by Ali-Shah. The results confirm a
portal-domed construction scheme following the pre-Mongolian (10-12th centuries) Central
Asian construction typologies that became standard practice for later significant buildings of
the Timurid (1370-1507 CE) period.
——————————
Amodio Maria		

Theme 3/Workshop 8

Trash and City. Analysis, clues and methodological keynotes about the city and garbage disposal during the Late Antiquity
The wide dumping areas found in the late antique cities long been interpreted as a decline evidence during the last centuries of the Roman empire. Nevertheless in the last decades, thanks
to the improved analysis methods and understanding data, it was possible to shed a more clear
light about how and where the garbage/dumping areas are located in the urban spaces. As a
matter of fact it should be underlined that the dumping areas are not always the clear sign of
abandonment or neglect but can also emphasize an animated life in the area. This paper will fo-
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cus on some methodological aspects about the garbage disposal and dumping area trough some
“city samples” both in the West and in the Near East, trying to reconstruct different aspects of
the city life in the Late Antiquity (such as city planning, administrative, social and economic
issues) starting from the area where the people use to throw away the things that they don’t need
anymore.
——————————
Amoretti Valeria, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Angevin Raphaël, Christophe Nicolle, Juliette Mas

Theme 3/Workshop 3

A New Concept of Agglomeration in Ninevite 5 Mesopotamia
Urukean disruption is followed by the emergence of several regional cultures. Among them, the
one that corresponds to the spread of the Ninevite 5 ceramic. It’s characterized by the founding
of agglomerations built on terraces. Neither villages nor towns, these settlements contrast with
the urban planning of neighbouring regions, particularly the northwestern Kranzhügels area
and the Middle Tigris and Diyala valleys. Recent excavations at Bash Tapa in the Erbil plain
allow studying the design and evolution of these terrace systems throughout the period. They
highlight the originality of its implementations and the specificities of the social organization of
the groups which built such agglomerations.
——————————
Arce Ignacio

Theme 8

Two New Umayyad mosques in Jordan
As a result of the surveys conducted recently, two new Umayyad Mosques have been identified
in Jordan. Both share a fragmentary state of conservation, having lost their most characteristic
and characterizing element, i.e.: their respective mihrabs, which would have allow an immediate and unmistakable identification by their excavators. Their specific conditions, are however
the result of quite different vicissitudes in relation to their excavation and conservation. They
are found in different geographic contexts: One of them is part of an Umayyad qasr, built ex
novo in a suburban context and close to a former Roman fort from the Limes Arabicus, following a paradigmatic pattern of transformation and change of use of these sites, located in strategic locations within the surrounding landscape. The other one would be the congregational
mosque built in the centre of a pre-existing urban centre, responding also to a well-established
practice of building a mosque in the core of existing cities, as practical and symbolic expression
of the control of the new political and religious power of the Umayyad caliphate over these
lands and their urban communities.
——————————
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Areshian† Gregory E., see Simonyan Hakob Y.
——————————
Ariane Thomas		

Theme 3/Workshop 5

Khorsabad glazed bricks
Excavators of the Assyrian city of Khorsabad reportedly found a large amount of glazed bricks,
unfortunately very damaged and too often spread around the site. Thus, only a few glazed
bricks arrived in Paris as samples mostly kept in stores. A recent study of the bricks from Khorsabad in Louvre museum allowed to reconstruct a monumental panel. This paper will discuss
it and the related research program with the C2RMF Lab in connection with the Berlin’s team
working on Ashur’s bricks.
——————————
Arnhold Simone, Paata Bukhrashvili, Zurab Tskvitinidze

Theme 5

New data of the East Georgian Late Iron Age
The first excavation on Samreklo (East Georgia) brought to light mainly pottery of the Late
Bronze and Early Iron Age. This, together with the artificially designed terraces of the ruins,
which were similarly documented in Nazarlebi, indicate extensive use in this period. However,
one third of the pottery differs significantly from the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age material due to oxidising firing at higher temperatures and a different type spectrum. The dating of
this younger pottery, which can be typologically classified into the Late Iron Age, is still controversially discussed. In Samreklo it is connected with a building structure of 8.5 x 7 m on the
southern slope, which ended in an extensive fire. Ashes, charcoal and large quantities of burnt
daub are impressive evidence of this. Radiocarbon dates from this burnt layer can now provide
absolute data on the usage period of the Late Iron Age pottery.
——————————
Arntz Monique

Theme 3/Workshop 2

What makes a figurine work? A case study from the Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük (Turkey)
In Neolithic Near East figurine studies focus has – and largely continues to be -on anthropomorphic figurines at the expense of zoomorphic and more abstract figurine types. This bias can
be partly explained by the modern pre-occupation with ‘art’ and aesthetics, where objects that
are considered to be aesthetically pleasing are assumed to be expertly made by skilled craftspeople – or ‘artists’. While the label of ‘art’ is applied to some of the anthropomorphic figurines, zoomorphic figurines are more often described as ‘expediently made’ without much skill.
Using our aesthetic sensibilities as a measuring stick to gauge skill is extremely problematic.
Approaching skill differently, this paper takes as a starting point that figurines were made with
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a function in mind and they were that made to fulfil this function effectively. This allows us to
examine skill through local systems of knowledge and examine the process of production as a
set of choices informed by both technological and social considerations. Within the framework
of craft theory, a sensory update will be applied to the chaîne opératoire approach. This entails
formulating perceptive categories, or those aspects of the material(s) that are recognisable and
(possibly) relevant to craftspeople. Working with zoomorphic figurines from Çatalhöyük (Turkey), this project aims to demonstrate a link between the use of certain types of clay, particular
ways of making and subsequent engagement with figurines as being linked together. I do not
propose that through a sensory approach we can distil meaning or experience material culture
as originally intended. However, through a systematic study of different aspects of materiality
it is still possible to re-evaluate aspects that were of importance to people making and using
figurines. In this way this paper offers an alternative way to approach the challenging topic of
skill and the entangled concept of quality.
——————————
Arranz-Otaegui Amaia

Theme 5/Workshop 21

Cereals, nuts, tubers or seeds? Revisiting the Natufian plant-based subsistence
Considered as some of the last hunter-gatherers that inhabited southwest Asia before the emergence of agriculture, the plant-based subsistence of the Natufians has long been subject to
discussion. Since the early studies by D. Garrod, the Natufians have been depicted as complex
hunter-gatherers who first settle down and started to rely on the exploitation -and for some authors even the cultivation- of wild cereals. In this paper, we test some of these ideas by examining the archaeological evidence accumulated in the last three decades. We discuss the economic
role of different plant-foods during the Natufian (including wild cereals, fruits and nuts, rootfoods and other wild plants), and examine the correspondence between the archaeobotanical
evidence and the available material culture. We argue that historically driven interpretations
of the archaeological record have largely biased our understanding of the Natufian plant-based
subsistence. The evidence calls for a re-evaluation of the role that Natufians played in the transition from foraging to farming in southwest Asia.
——————————
Arrivabeni Monica, Harvey Weiss

Theme 2

Akkadian Accuracy
New high-resolution radiocarbon dates (σ <30 yrs) for the Leilan Lower Town define the onset
and terminus of Akkadian imperialization comparable to radiocarbon and ceramic-signature
dated urban and village sites across the Khabur Plains. The 2200 BC Khabur Plains settlement abandonments were synchronous with regional abandonments across western Syria and
extended to EH III Greece, Argaric Spain, northern OK Egypt, and the Harappan Indus. Fifty
high-resolution paleoclimate proxy sites (twenty encircling Mesopotamia) define the coincident
4.2 ka BP megadrought event from Spain to India, a function of synchronous westerlies and
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Indian Summer Monsoon failure. The abrupt onset, magnitude (~30% precipitation reduction)
and duration (~200-300 years) of the 4.2 ka BP megadrought, now identified as both global and
unequalled to modern times, reduced regional agro-production and forced collapse, abandonments, and habitat tracking to refuge environments.
——————————
Asadi Seyyed Kamal, Rahmat Abbasnejad Seresti

Theme 1

Analysis of Neolithization in Lowlands of South-Eastern Caspian Sea: Questions and Hypothesis
The origin of Neolithization and domestication in the lowlands of the South-Eastern Caspian
Sea (LSECS) is of great importance. This contribution includes the plains of Behshahr and
Neka. Since the excavations of Carlton S. Coon in the middle of the twentieth century, important questions about Neolithization have been ignored in the area. In recent years, archaeologists
have once again been attracted to the process of Neolithization in LSECS and three hypotheses have recently been raised: the first considers the Neolithization to be an intrinsic process;
the second considers it to be of Caucasian origin and the third hypotheses holds that it has an
origin in the Central Zagros. The first hypothesis is based on the assumption that the plains of
LSECS differ in geology, geography, food resources, settlement pattern, and Caspian Sea level
fluctuations with other regions in Southwest Asia and the Fertile Crescent; according to this
hypothesis, a pattern of cultural sequences and human movement from cave to plain was established. The second hypothesis, set out by S. K. Kowzlowski through a comparative study on
stone tools from Kamarband, Altepe and Hutu, and tools discovered from some caves and sites
in Azerbaijan, Turkey and Georgia, highlights that the industries of LSECS are very similar to
the Trialetian tradition. The third hypothesis introduced the Neolithization process as an exogenous phenomenon by analyzing the living, settling and climatic data gathered from the caves
such as Altepe, Kamarband, Hutu, Komishan, and Sang-e Chakhmaq, a Pre-pottery Neolithic
site located in northern edge of Iranian Dasht-e Kavir. The purpose of this contribution is to
evaluate and criticize the three theories mentioned above, and to present a proposal about the
Neolithization of LSECS additionally. Another aim is to analyze the studies and assumptions
of Neolithization and domestication subject in LSECS. In order to analyze scientifically the
various modes of endogenous and exogenous evolution at each stage of the Neolithization in
LSECS, a comprehensive research plan is needed.
——————————
Ascalone Enrico

Theme 1

Excavation report 2017-2019 at the Monumental Area in Shahr-i Sokhta
The archaeological research in Shahr-i Sokhta between January 2017 and December 2019 allowed to reconstruct, still partially, the stratigraphic sequences of Area 33, located between
the ‘Central Quarters’ and the so-called ‘Monumental Area’. The excavations conducted so
far have made it possible to identify 4 occupational phases with an uninterrupted stratigraphic
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sequence, although with evidence of contraction in phase 2. The above four phases of Area 33
are inserted between Shahr-i Sokhta Phase 6 and 3 (according to the sequences identified by M.
Tosi’s researches) in a period of great transformation that involved not only the major centres
of Sistan, but also the entire Iranian plateau. The new archaeological evidence, supported by the
new chronologies acquired with the analyses at 14C, substantially change our knowledge about
the major site of Sistan, allowing wider historical considerations on the emerging of complex
societies in Eastern Iran, Greater Indus and Oxus civilization during the third millennium BC.
——————————
Askari Chaverdi Alireza, see Callieri Pierfrancesco
——————————
Astruc Laurence, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Aube Sandra		

Theme 8

Ceramic tile decoration in 15th-century Tabriz
Tabriz was a significant and renowned artistic centre during the 13th-15th centuries. The loss
of most of its architectural heritage has yet introduced many gaps in its artistic history. The ceramic from Tabriz is one of these lacunas to be reconstituted. This paper aims to restore some
of the steps of this artistic history by presenting ceramic tile material made in Tabriz in the 15th
century, when the town was the capital city of the Turkmen Qara Qoyunlu and Aq Qoyunlu
dynasties. The material from the Masjed-e Kabud and the Masjed-e Hasan Padeshah in Tabriz,
along with ceramic sherds kept at the Cité de la Céramique (Sèvres, France), will allow to define the peculiarities and innovations of Tabrizi workshops.
——————————
Aubet Semmler Maria Eugenia		

Theme 3/Workshop 6

The Early Bronze Age in Tyre
The recent discovery of a rich and complex EB settlement on the former island of Tyre makes
the southern boundary of Lebanon a strategic crossroad to explain the alleged differences between the Southern and Northern Levant instead of looking at the question from smaller regional perspectives. The differences with EB Sidon, only 30 km North from Tyre, are in this sense
significative.
——————————
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Avrutis Vladimir Wolff

Theme 3

“His eyes shall be red with wine…” (Gen. 49:12). One Thousand Years of Wine Production at
Nesher-Ramla Quarry
The wine production was an important branch of the economics in the southern Levant. In recent years, sixteen wine presses of different periods were excavated at the site of Nesher-Ramla
Quarry, located in the Northern Judean Shephelah. The analysis of the new finds from the site
and revision of the previous researches permits us to review and enrich our knowledge about
the technology of wine production from the Iron age to Early Islamic period. Three main types
of wine presses were defined: simple, introduced in the Iron age; developed, dated to the Roman
and Byzantine period, and composite, which appears at the end of the fifth century CE. The
unique state of preservation of one of the most advanced wine presses, allows us to improve our
understanding of the development of wine production process on an industrial scale. The status
of Palestine as the Holy Land, dispersion of Christianity and increase of pilgrimage during the
Byzantine period appear to be the main factors of the technological rise of winemaking. The
popularity of the Holy Land wine across the Christian world stimulated its production in terms
of quantity and quality. The number and variety of the winepresses discovered at Nesher-Ramla
reflect the increase of wine production in the southern Levant over a considerable period of
time. The concentration of winepresses at the settlement, especially at the Byzantine period,
suggests that the site served as a main center of wine production in the region.
——————————
Avşar Ulaş, Murat Akar, Charlotte Pearson

Theme 2

Changing Environment in the Borderlands: Synchronizing Archaeological Data with the First
Undisturbed Sediment Cores from the Alluvial Deposits of Amuq Valley
Located at a transitory buffer zone, the Amuq Valley of Hatay has been sensitive to social
and environmental ebb and flows, best defined through archaeological data obtained from Tell
Tayinat and Tell Atchana. Now seen as two contemporary sectors of one Mega City; the recent
research suggests that the administrative center changed location from Tayinat to Atchana approximately around 2200 BC; the moment in time when climate change is proposed to have
brought aridity and drought; the 4.2K BP event. The second administrative shift occurred at the
end of the Late Bronze Age from Atchana to Tayinat corresponding to another arid interval;
the 3.2K BP event. As part of the Amuq Valley Regional Project, the first undisturbed sediment
cores were successfully extracted between these two sectors. The preliminary analysis of the
cores added further to the understanding of the Mega city, and also revealed paleoclimatic and
paleogeographic information that could be useful to reconstruct the landscape of Amuq Valley
through time. The cores were radiocarbon dated and scanned by ITRAX micro-XRF scanner
to obtain high-resolution optical images and geochemical data at 2 mm intervals. The Pleistocene - Holocene transition is distinctly defined as a shift from higher Ca/Ti values due to drier/
colder Pleistocene climate to lower Ca/Ti values due to warmer/wetter Holocene climate. The
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Ca/Ti anomalies detected around 4.2 K BP and 3.2K BP events may then be linked to social
and cultural transformations as well as collapse and regeneration patterns observed during the
environmentally stressed phases of the Bronze and Iron Ages.
——————————
Azad Tawfeeq Adam, see Razmanhang Yalda
——————————
Azadeh Mohaseb, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Azadi Ahmad, see Brisset Elodie
——————————
Azareh Zahra, Farzad Soltanian

Theme 1

The findings of the ancient hill of Shakardian in village of Maklwan in the city of Fouman,
Guilan
The city of Fouman is from the cities of Gilan province in the north of Iran, and is centered
around the town of Fouman. The city has 2 sections and 6 villages. 200 meters above the village of Makkwan is the ancient hill of Shakirdian. This ancient hill contains remains of ancient
monuments of the Iron Age I and II. Among the valuable works of handmade clay are various
colored pottery. The most commonly used pottery from this hill was gray and red, dating back
over 3000 years to this type of pottery.
——————————
Baaklini Adonice-Ackad		

Theme 5

Modeling the diffusion of the Assyrian culture in the Iron Age Near East. The case study of the
Kingdom of Hamat
If the Neo-Assyrian Empire (934-610 BCE) had a significant political impact on the ancient
Near-East, it also had a cultural impact on the states of the region. While that last issue is less
studied than the history of the conquest of the Near Eastern entities by the Assyrians, it is clearly attested by Assyrian and “Assyrianized” artefacts and architectural remains found through
the Near East. Assyria’s cultural influence on its neighbours was almost always explained as a
result of the Assyrians’ actions – for examples: settlement of Assyrian colonists or cultural imperialism –, using, consciously or not, the traditional “Centre-Periphery” model. But, as some
scholars have shed light on the diversity of the interaction between the Neo-Assyrian Empire
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and its periphery and provinces, it is interesting to try to use other models which give more
importance to the local interaction to understand the diffusion of the Assyrian culture, like the
“Centre-Province-Periphery” or the “Peer Polity Interaction” models. To do so, I will focus on
the case study of the influence of the Assyrian culture on the kingdom of Hamat (Northwest
Syria).
——————————
Babakr Nader, see Ur Jason
——————————
Bachhuber Christoph, see Massa Michele
——————————
Badalyan Miqayel		

Theme 3

2014-2019 Archaeological excavations at Erebuni Fortress, Republic of Armenia
The archaeological site of Erebuni, situated in the south-eastern outskirt of Yerevan, was built
by Argishti I (ca. 785/780-756 BC), one of the most powerful monarchs of the Urartian empire.
Recent archaeological excavations conducted in 2014-2019 by Armenian-French and Armenian expeditions provided important data on the correlation between Urartian and post-Urartian
periods (end of VII-VI century BC). In the area of the columned hall adjacent to the so-called
temple of the Urartian god Haldi, new layers and structures related to the early phases of the
foundation of Erebuni were unearthed. Based on the stratigraphical and pottery investigations,
it is plausible to infer that the columned hall had no connection with the Urartian temple and can
be dated to the post-Urartian period. The square structure with its large foundational remains
was fixed in the north-eastern part of the columned hall area. It is plausible to infer that this
structure can be dated to the Urartian phases of Erebuni fortress. In the post-Urartian period,
it was likely no longer in use. East to the foundation walls of the temple of Haldi, a beautiful
street with pebbles stones was discovered. The detailed investigations of the Armenian-French
archaeoseismological team shown that this area experienced a sizeable magnitude earthquake,
happened — on the base of our stratigraphical observations — in the first half of the VII century B. C. In all likelihood, the earthquake was one of the primary reasons to repurpose and
reorganize the fortress and its life. The 2016 to 2018 excavations of the so-called large hall of
the Erebuni fortress were conducted by an Armenian team. Unfortunately, during the Soviet
period, this area was excavated rapidly and without due diligence. During our excavations, new
structures were unearthed: in the southern part of that area, four bases of pillars were found
affixed to the soil. Upon further work, it appears that the pithoi hall only became established in
the late-Urartian period. Here, in the mixed Soviet excavated “layer”, fragments of the Urartian
wall-paintings were discovered.
——————————
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Badel Emilie

Theme 3

3rd millennium BC bituminous stone industry at Susa, Khuzistan
This paper describes the bituminous stone industry dating to the IIIrd millennium BC which has
been recovered by the French archaeological mission at Susa in the early 20th century. The raw
matter originates from the Luristan mountains some 200 kms north of Susa. A wide variety of
objects was obtained by carving this stone, such as vessels, ornaments, cylinder seals, maces,
spindle whorls and stoppers. Firstly, we attempt to outline a basic reconstruction of the objects
manufacturing sequences. Secondly, the distribution of bituminous stone objects through Mesopotamia and Khuzistan suggests a technical tradition anchored in the Susiana plain at the Proto-Elamite period, although some decorative patterns on vessels reinforce the impression that
external influences occurred. Indeed, contemporary softstone vessels from southeastern Iran
and Persian Gulf that were imported in Mesopotamia as luxury goods demonstrate very similar stylistic elements. The bituminous stone may have been considered by locals as a valuable
stone which was useful for meeting demand of the social elite for precious objects.
——————————
Bader Camille, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Badreshany Kamal, Michel De Vreeze, Graham Philip

Theme 3/Workshop 6

The Development of Integrated Regional Economies in the Early Bronze Age Levant: new evidence from “Combed-Ware” jars
This paper uses new petrographic and geochemical data (ICP-AES and MS analyses) taken
from samples of combed-ware jars occurring at sites on Lebanese coast, the Biqa‘ valley, the
Orontes valley around Homs and the North Jordan Valley to investigate the production and distribution of these vessels in the Levant during the Early Bronze Age. The evidence points to the
existence of integrated regional interaction zones that can be identified through specific modes
of craft production and the associated distribution networks. The new evidence sheds light on
the development of a nucleated settlement landscape, and the economic, social, and political
changes that this implies, in the Central Levant and Western Syria during the first half of the 3rd
millennium BC, Early Bronze Age.
——————————
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Bagherpour Natascha, Maruchi Yoshida

Theme 7

The Heritage of the Saltmen of Zanjan – Sustainable Preservation Strategies in Times of Social
Transformation and Volatile Political Climate
The saltmines in the province of Zanjan have been playing an important economic role and
today the historical saltmines are a source of inestimable cultural and historical remains. The
saltmummies from Chehrabad, actually presented in the Saltmen-Museum in Zanjan, are the
most spectacular witness of the dangerous work underground in the mines of Chehrabad. The
downside of the rich salt deposits is that soil and groundwater show high salt concentrations,
making the water supply for the population very difficult. Consequently and because of a lack
of work, many young people are migrating to the cities to escape the sparse life. An Iranian-German project consortium led by the German Mining-Museum Bochum and the Iranian
Cultural Heritage, Handicraft and Tourism Organization (ICHHTO) are cooperating with the
Saltmen-Museum Zanjan to develop a sustainable preservation strategy for the cultural heritage
of the saltmines. Two projects, both financially supported by the German Gerda Henkel Foundation, are actually undertaken tackling two major issues: 1. The long-term preservation of the
mummies and related objects in the Saltmen-Museum and 2. Water supply for the population
around the historic saltmine of Chehrabad. In both projects, involving local professionals and
building local capacities to develop feasible solutions rather than importing western technologies are the key to achieving sustainability. However, the effects of sanctions and economic
pressure are omnipresent. Therefore, solutions have to be adjusted to long-term availability of
spare parts and accessibility to information sources. Both projects aim to support the self-help
capacity of the local people in bot environmental and economic development.
——————————
Bagherpour Natascha, see Abar Aydin
——————————
Bakhshisamarin Farshid, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
——————————
Balatti Silvia, see Brisset Elodie
——————————
Baldassarri Pietro, see Valeri Marco
——————————
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Baldi Johnny Samuele

Theme 3/Workshop 23

Between an end and a new beginning: Tracking the post-Ubaid Mesopotamian transition as a
horizon of ceramic innovations
In recent years, new research in previously unexplored or poorly documented areas of the Mesopotamian alluvium has made it possible to better define, both chronology and material distinctive aspects of the Ubaid cultural phenomenon. In particular, the end of the Ubaid period has
been investigated in well stratified contexts, which, despite the regionally-changing nature of
the Ubaid cultural sphere, can be compared with the best-known archaeological record, coming
from the Mosul-Tepe Gawra region, or from the Syrian steppe. The purpose of this article is to
attempt to characterize this transition in an extremely basic way, so as to make it (where possible) better recognizable during fieldwork activities. In this sense, this paper discusses some
recent ceramic data and radiocarbon dates from both Northern Mesopotamia (from the sites
of Logardan and Boskin, in the areas of Rania and Chamchamal in the Zagros Piedmont) and
Southern Mesopotamia (from the area of Larsa-Oueili). Although elementary, this approach is
not intended to underestimate the complexity and diversification of economic, social and cultural dynamics that have certainly developed in different ways in distinct (and far from each
other) areas within the Ubaid sphere. On the contrary, an analysis of the evolution of ceramics
including not only the most superficial and visible aspects but also all its technical features, is
aimed at verifying whether, towards the end of the Ubaid phase, the Mesopotamian cultural
world still had its own internal coherence, or whether the post-Ubaid transition marked a total
cultural fragmentation along divergent development lines in the different regions.
——————————
Balossi Restelli Francesca		

Keynote Theme 3

From Pottery manufacture and use to social relations at the beginning of full-time craftsmanship. The Case of Late Chalcolithic 3-4 Arslantepe (3900-3400 BCE), Eastern Turkey
In a phase of increasing social complexity and growing craft specialisation, as that of the late
4th millennium in Greater Mesopotamia, investigating the relation in material culture between
technology and typology, and contextualising both within the specific intrasite areas of finding
and use may be a key to the understanding of economic and social relations within the investigated community. A case study will be presented from Late Chalcolithic Arslantepe (Period
VII), where broad pottery forming techniques and paste categories shall be confronted with
ceramic shapes and function, but most importantly of all, the distribution of these in different
domestic and public areas of the settlement shall be used to answer such questions as: did elites
have different access to pottery craftsmanships? Were craftsmen directly controlled and working under the elites? Were there any pottery productions reserved to special events or users that
might underline and contribute to explain status or economic distinctions within the community? Finally, the presence and place of finding of “foreign” pottery styles will be investigated
as a mean of enquiring the way in which inter-regional relations might have been managed and
experienced.
——————————
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Bangsgaard Pernille, Lisa Yeomans

Theme 2

New faunal results from the on-going work at Ganj Dareh, Iran
Tracking Cultural and Environmental Change: The Epipalaeolithic and Neolithic in the Seimarreh Valley, Central Zagros Project has re-excavated the site of Ganj Dareh in 2017-2018.
The site is well known with evidence for goat domestication paramount in any discussion of
the settlement. We will here present results from the current work showing that there are other
aspects to human-animal interactions that are of interest. The material analysed derives from all
of Smith’s orginal levels covering the entire span of occupation. These results include the display of animal parts in the architectural phase D and included the wings of birds (mainly chukar
partridge but also some ducks), antlers and the bucrania of wild sheep. Goat dominate the bone
assemblage in all layers and hoof prints of these animals impressed into drying mudbricks are
a clear indication that domestic livestock formed part of this assemblage.
——————————
Banning Ted, Kevin Gibbs

Theme 1

A Yarmoukian Site in Wadi Quseiba, Northern Jordan
A survey of Wadi Quseiba’s drainage basin in northern Jordan employed Bayesian search methods to find late prehistoric sites that often escape more conventional surveys. One of those
discovered is a Yarmoukian site that was the subject of excavation in 2014 and 2018. The site
exhibits abundant pottery with distinctive Yarmoukian forms and decoration, ground stone,
figurine fragments, pits, both mud-brick and stone architecuture, and large volumes of lithic
debitage. However, sickle elements are extremely rare and mammalian bone completely absent, while remains of river crab (Potamon potamios), freshwater mussel (Unio terminalis) and
various species of snail are the only fauna represented in the assemblage. Whether this is due
to unusual preservation, disposal practices, or specialization in non-agricultural activities at the
site is the major question.
——————————
Barcina Cristina 		

Theme 5

Domestication of what? Objectification, meta-group cohesion, and heterarchy as the conceptual parameters of a new ontological, socioeconomic, and political understanding of the fourth
millennium BC
Interpretations currently given by archaeologists to explain how “”civilization”” came to be
still rely on concepts of the political that conceptualize power as motivated by territorial expansion backed by coercive physical force. This means that, from the consolidation of domestication at the end of the seventh millennium BC until the emergence of the first urban aggregations in the fourth millennium, we would expect to see a linear progression based on a logic
of “bigger and more”. But that is not happening. In the same way Marilyn Strathern proposed
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her reciprocity and gift exchange model for the Hagen of Papua New Guinea in order to make
economy less “economistic”, we need to make politics less political, that is, less about a social
construct called polis, premature until the third millennium, and also less about rulers motivated
by “bigger and more” ambitions. Usually when dissatisfaction about a political model fails (the
Wari phenomenon of Peru, the Ubaid of Mesopotamia), archaeologists turn to trade networks
as alternative loci of miraculous heuristics. Trade is, of course, mostly analyzed as an exclusively economic phenomenon based on simplified versions of a market economy. They may be
combined with political ambitions, as with the original Uruk world system model proposed by
Algaze in 1993. In order to understand the actual invisibility of hierarchy and elites’ behavior in
the material remains that encompass most of the so-called Neolithic and Chalcolithic, we need
more integrative approaches. By analyzing animists’ and Euro-centrist ontologies, anthropologists have given us not only a better understanding of how “modern Westerners” think, if only
by opposition, but also the key to ask questions that overcome dualities (ritual/economy): who
is included in a sociality, and how are those relationships articulated? Ultimately, how did the
ontological shift towards a less subjectified and more objectified social world happen? An adaptation of Mary Douglas’s “group-grid” model could also lead to a better understanding of aggregation and social cohesion that goes beyond oppressors and oppressed dynamics, visualized as
social and territorial pyramids, which are stereotypical and mechanistic. Finally, the heterarchy
concept coined by McCullough, the father of cybernetics, and adapted to archaeology by Carole
Crumley, could help us understand how decision-making power could have been shared, even
if it eventually led to sacred kingship.
——————————
Bar-Oz Guy, see Shochat Harel
——————————
Basso Elena, see D’Alfonso Lorenzo
——————————
Batiuk Stephen 		

Theme 5

Caucasian Cocktails: The Early Use of Alcohol in “The Cradle of Wine”
The identification of the earliest evidence for wine production in the Neolithic period of Caucasia has shown that alcohol was an important product from the earliest phases of the agricultural
revolution. The great biodiversity of the region, in particular its horticultural resources, leaves
open the possibilities of alcohol being developed from a variety of sources. This paper provides a brief discussion of the evidence in the archaeological record for alcohol from different
resources in the Neolithic through the Early Bronze Age periods of Caucasia, and what developments might have led to one form of alcohol being favored over another. Archaeological case
studies, in particular those of the Kura-Araxes Culture of the mid-fourth and third millennium
BCE, explore the role that alcohol played in these early societies.
——————————
33

Battini Laura		

Theme 3

The Making of Terracotta Figurines and Plaques
Over the past 20 years, coroplastic studies have undergone a critical revival which affected
more the classical than the ancient Near East field. This communication presents a renewed
method to improve the analysis of terracotta, based on materiality, iconography and context.
This research acknowledges the permission of Agnete Wisti Lassen, Keeper of the Yale Babylonian Collection, and a special fund of the CNRS (Soutien à la mobilité internationale 2019).
The paper’s images are © of the Yale Babylonian Collection.
——————————
Baudouin Emmanuel, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Bauer Joachim, see Benz Marion
——————————
Beattie J., see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Begliev Muhametnazar Y., see Fribus Alexey V.
——————————
Beitz Bernard, see Khries Hashem
——————————
Bellucci Benedetta		

Theme 4

Symmetry and Duplication in Hittite Seals
The organization of images in a symmetrical duplication is an aesthetic element that changes
according to decorative or narrative purposes, reflecting a concept of world order. Hittite art
shows a clear tendency to be organized following a symmetrical order. Mirror imagery appears
to have played an essential role on cylinder seals, stamp seals, but especially ring seals. In this
paper, the symmetrical composition will be compared to that of selected works of art such as
rock reliefs, sculptures, metal objects and ivory carvings. In the analysis of seals and seal im-
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pressions, all elements will be taken into consideration, including Hittite hieroglyphic signs:
their use follows schemes that look attentive to the arrangement’s appearance as much as to the
clarity of the text.
——————————
Ben-Dor Evian Shirly, seeYagel Omri
——————————
Ben-Yosef Erez, seeYagel Omri
——————————
Benz Marion, Joachim Bauer, Christoph Purschwitz, Hans Georg K. Gebel

Theme 4

Creating Relations – Investigating the social impact of symbols in LPPNB burial rituals of the
southern Levant
In prehistoric archaeology, symbols have often been reduced to their visual representations and
semiotic meaning. Irrespective of the difficulties to assign a specific content to symbols without
written evidence, these interpretations can grasp the impact of symbols only partly. We suggest
an integrative study of symbols based on socio-neurobiological and cognitive approaches, focusing on mediality and emotions. Rituals are thereby considered symbols in action. Anthropological research has shown that audiovisual effects and bodily participation in rituals influence
the creation of empathy, memory and behavior decisively. A multiple burial and an extraordinary child burial from the Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of Baʻja, Jordan, serve as examples to
illustrate aspects of our new approach. Focusing on mediality and on the process of the ritual
will advance our deep understanding of the dialectical relationship between the dead and the
living community during the early Neolithic.
——————————
Benz Marion, see Purschwitz Christoph
- see Reifarth Nicole
——————————
Bernardini Federico, see Cocca Enzo
——————————
Berthon Rémi, see Palumbi Giulio
- see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
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Bertossa Silvano, see Valeri Marco
——————————
Bes Philip, Tine Rassalle

Theme 3/Workshop 8

As Above, so Below? Dumping and Phasing in a Cistern at Byzantine Horvat Kur (Galilee,
Israel)
Archaeological research at the site of Horvat Kur (Galilee, Israel) during the past decade has
largely focused on a Late Roman/Byzantine synagogue. Much less attention was devoted to a
deep, rock-hewn pear-shaped cistern immediately north of the synagogue’s northern wall. Research in 2012 and 2016 revealed that this water reservoir, unlike many others in the region, had
remained sealed since the Late Byzantine period, therefore constituting a unique treasure trove
of cultural and environmental information. This paper in particular targets the stratigraphy of
the sediment in the cistern. Two distinct layers were identified: the lower one consists of very
fine and compacted silt, in which a large number of either complete or restorable vessels were
found. The cone-shaped layer on top of the silt is very different. The soil is loose and contains
much more fragmented pottery. There is also a notable chronological difference. While the
silt-layer assemblage can likely be dated to the fourth century AD, that from the upper layer
is almost two hundred years younger. So both the pottery’s state of preservation and the way
of deposition indicate that the cistern underwent a very diverse history of use. This paper will
present the stratigraphy and the quantified pottery data and add a number of methodological
reflections on the interpretation of phasing in order to reveal what dumping practices below
ground can tell us about the life of the people above it.
——————————
Besnard Blandine 		

Theme 4

Hygienic practices in the Late Bronze Age (c. 1600-1130 B.C.): evidence from the first washroom facilites and their uses in the Southern Levant
It’s only from the 2nd century A.D., due to the Roman presence in the Southern Levant, that
bathing facilities increase in the architectural landscape of the region. However, during the Late
Bronze Age (ca. 1600-1130 B.C.), seventeen residential units point toward the identification
of spaces dedicated to the sole use of water, called here washroom facilities, which have no
direct descendants in the subsequent periods. The question of their appearance, function, use
and spread has never been examined yet. By defining their contexts, analyzing their spatial distributions and examining their possible functions and uses, this presentation will question the
historical frame for the appearance, origin and disappearing of these facilities and focus on their
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possible use for hygienic practices. Between the domestic and diplomatic spheres, it seems that
these washroom facilities were limited to a restricted use and population and that their foreign
origin is one reason why they were never adopted by the local population.
——————————
Beuger Claudia, Raphaela Heitmann, Sarah Schlüter, Abdulwahhab Suleiman Hasan
Theme 1
Late Bronze/Iron Age landscape of the Khalifan district (Soran, Iraqi Kurdistan)
The Khalifan Survey Project (2014-2019) yielded several structures on high plateaus and smaller mounds of the northwestern Zagros. Their general structure and topography refer to a defensive function of these sites. Some architectural details may date them to the Uratian era.
However, in all cases the chronological setting of the sites remains unclear due to the scarcity
of finds. On the other hand several sites in the alluvial plains of Khalifan, along the Great Zab,
Rawanduz and Alana rivers, show settlement activities during the Late Bronze and Iron Age. Of
these sites Pir Wali, located on the southern river banks of the Rawanduz River, is of particular
interest. This site is being discussed as an Assyrian military outpost probably facing a local
fortification system of hilltop fortresses.
——————————
Bianco Raffaela, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Bieliński Piotr

Theme 2/Workshop 12

Two Umm an Nar period settlements in the mountains of north-western Oman (Wadi Qumayrah
valley)
Since 2015 an Omani-Polish conducts intensive investigations within the wadi Qumayrah valley area. During these explorations several sites has been discovered and registered among
which were two Umm an-Nar period settlements. First of them labelled as QA 3 is situated on
the eastern bank of wadi Qumayrah in close vicinity of Ayn Bani Saed village, while the other
labelled as Bilt 1 is located some 7 km further to the North, near the modern village of Bilt. On
QA 3 remains representing Umm an Nar settlement are scattered on the distance o over 90m
and are partly covered by ruins of an Iron Age II village. The prominent feature of Umm an Nar
period on QA 3 is a huge stone tower measuring ca 20 m in diameter and preserved to the height
of about 5 m. The BIlt 1 site is much smaller than QA 3 and seems to be composed of at least 3
badly preserved multi-roomed structures.
——————————
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Bietak Manfred

Theme 1

The introduction of shadûf irrigation to Egypt by immigrants during the Second Intermediate
Period
Excavations at Tell el-Dab‘a have revealed gardens with irrigation canals and water supply systems for a mansion of the early 13th Dynasty (c. 1800-1750 BC). The volume of water needed
to fill both systems exceeded the capacity of water carriers. Another water supply system of the
late Hyksos Period (c. 1560-1530 BC) has in its constructions parallels in Mesopotamia and its
cross section of 52.5 x 40 cm requires a potent water lifting device which could only have been
a shadûf. The interior was empty except for clean sand at the bottom. This proves that it was
not a sewer but was used as a water supply system. Remains of a fish skeleton show that the
water was taken most probably from the banks of the Nile. Shadûfs were known from Egypt
only from the 18th Dynasty onwards; in Mesopotamia, however, they were known from the
third millennium BC onwards. As the inhabitants of Tell el-Dab‘a (ancient Avaris) were from
the late 12th Dynasty onwards largely immigrants from western Asia the introduction of this
kind of artificial irrigation leads to the conclusion that people from northern Mesopotamia were
involved in this technology transfer.
——————————
Biglari Fereidoun, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Blocher Felix, Paata Bukhrashvili, Shorena Davitashvili

Theme 1

Excavations at the Late Bronze / Early Iron Age Site of Nazarlebi, Kacheti Region, Eastern
Georgia, 2017 - 2019
Nazarlebi is a conspicuous oval site on the southern fringe of the Shiraki plain in the province
of Kachetia, Eastern Georgia (716 m a.s.l.). Earlier archaeological investigations in the 1990s
and 2000s provided evidence for its datation in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age (ca 13th to
9th century B.C.). In 2017 a new archaeological joint project between the Ilia State University Tbilisi and the Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg started. Excavations 2017-2019
produced a double-sided stone wall circle (diam. 19 m), three bronze hoards consisting of
weapons, tools, jewellery etc., further small finds and ceramics. After three campaigns’ work
the site can be defined as a sanctuary similar to contemporaneous Shilda near Kvareli in the
Alazani valley, Eastern Georgia. Excavations will (hopefully) continue in 2021.
——————————
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Boaretto Elisabetta		

Theme 5/Workshop 21

Absolute chronology of the Natufian in the southern Levant and synchronization with climatic
and cultural changes: can we increase the time resolution?
During the 3500 (15,000-11,500 cal BP) years, of the Natufian period, important cultural and
climatic changes took place. Archaeologically, this time span is divided, mainly based on lithic
typology, into two major phases: Early and Late Natufian with the transition between them
around ~13,500 Cal BP. Towards the end of this period a climatic change, the Younger Dryas, is
detected in several climatic archives around the world. The impact of such climatic change on
the environment has been extensively studied both in the archeozoological and archeobotanical
records. The timing of these cultural and environmental changes and whether or not there is a
cause and effect between climate change and cultural change requires a high resolution chronology based on independent absolute dating methods. New excavations, with high stratigraphic
resolution and dense dating based on radiocarbon method have proposed new scenarios for
the geographical diffusion of the Natufian culture and the synchronization with the Younger
Dryas event. It has been shown that the general accepted sequence of Early followed by Late
Natufian is not supported. There is a time overlap of about 1000 years with the lithics of Early
Natufian coexisting with those of the Late Natufian. This has been re-evaluated according to
the new radiocarbon calibration curve Calib2020 with implication about the contemporaneity
of cultural changes in the different regions. The increased desire in precision for the chronology
of the Natufian settlement and the associated cultural record is on aspect about the complexity
of this chronology. As today Natufian culture seems to start in different areas at the same time,
this scenario should be challenged towards a higher timing resolution to see the actual pace of
cultural and technological transfer in the Natufian region.
——————————
Bocquentin Fanny 		

Theme 5/Workshop 21

To Die Or Not To Die: death and redistribution of social roles in the Natufian Period
A fully sedentary lifestyle appears to have been established for some Natufian communities,
where rigorous spatial planning implemented over the long term between living and dead people. From a few dozen known for earlier Epipalaeolithic, the dead are now several hundred to
be buried, more or less closely associated with the dwellings. They provide us data about funerary treatments and, more broadly, about the identity and the social and mental construction
of Natufian societies. The funerary rituals play a key role in the establishment of communities
not only on a territory but even more so in a new materiality and duration that characterized
the Natufian period. The dead are invited to participate in the neolithization process through
the new social place they gain generation after generation. In this presentation, we propose to
illustrate these hypotheses based on primary archaeo-anthropological data collected on a large
part of the Natufian burials and skeletons available to date.
——————————
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Bocquentin Fanny, see Nadel Dani
——————————
Bollók Ádám 		

Theme 4/Workshop 22

Patterns of Continuity and Change in Providing the Dead with Amuletic Protection in the Late
Antique Near East
Although late antique Near Eastern mortuary assemblages do not, as a rule, provide archaeologists with a particularly high number of metal, bone, and glass small objects of personal use,
the abundance of amuletic devices among mortuary finds is doubtless a noteworthy element of
the mortuary behaviour of late antique Levantine communities. This state of affairs deserves
special attention in the light of the repulsion Christian Church authorities nurtured towards the
use of amulets by members of their flock. In order to explore whether the spread of Christianity
among late antique Levantine communities led to the appearance of any significant changes in
the local population’s mortuary behaviour in this regard, the present paper offers an analysis
of the chronological and geographical distribution patterns of amuletic devices discovered in
well-preserved mortuary assemblages. Whenever possible, a cautious attempt will also be made
to determine the religious affiliation of the respective burial communities in order to better understand the differences between their mortuary habitus.
——————————
Bolognani Barbara 		

Theme 3/Workshop 2

Detecting Children Agency in Coroplastic Production. Guidelines for the Interpretation of Clay
Figurines as Children’s Entertainment Products
In academia, the most persistent prejudice about clay figurines concerns their simplistic interpretation as objects for children entertainment. Many times, their relatively cheap material,
as well as the portrayed subject, would have made them worthy being considered toys. Even
inscribed tablets are made by clay but, as far as known, nobody declares that they were meant
with a playful purpose. Indeed, who usually gives this interpretation never ask itself why clay
figurines are, after pottery, the most common artefact in Near Eastern excavations. Nevertheless, one might state that even if children did not make clay figurines, this fact does not rule out
the idea that they were also used as toys or children were the recipients of this class of materials.
This paper thus seeks to make a list of evidence enable us to determine when a figurine is modelled by a child or was produced with a specific playful purpose. The method developed in the
paper merges real case studies in the archaeology of Near East and other distant cultures with
nowadays studies on human cognitive development and childhood visual art.
——————————
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Bombardieri Luca, Marialucia Amadio

Theme 5/Workshop 15

Rituality in increasing complexity. The evidence from Middle Bronze Age Erimi
Whilst cemeteries are canonically perceived as ritualized spaces in prehistoric contexts, no explicit evidence does exist to define ritual forms in households and settlement areas. Data from
Bronze Age Cyprus have suggested that the household itself acted as setting for ritual in Early
Bronze Age pre-urban communities. A different picture seems to emerge during the Middle
Bronze Age proto-urban period. Ongoing research conducted at Erimi-Laonin tou Porakou are
providing us with new multi-scalar data for analysing the development of ritual forms in the
context of increasing complexity and social transformations of Middle Bronze Age Cyprus.
——————————
Bonatz Dominik		

Theme 1

Tell Ushayer – A Late Bronze Age Fortress in North Jordan
Tell Ushayer is situated on the North Jordan plateau just 3 km west of Irbid. Recent investigations have highlighted the remarkable topographic features of the site. It is an artificially
raised mound of perfectly circular shape with an intra-mural settlement area of 5771 m2. This
settlement is surrounded by a monumental fortification, which has a constant radius of 43 m
and a length of 296.3 m. On its base, the wall consists of four rows of big lime-stone blocks. It
reaches a width of 3 m and is added to its inner side with a sort of casemate architecture. Pottery
finds from the excavated parts of this fortification yielded the important information that it was
constructed in the Late Bronze II and collapsed at the end of the Iron I period. Since absolutely
no find from the completely surveyed settlement area at Tell Ushayer dates earlier than the Late
Bronze Age, the whole evidence points to a well-planned new foundation of this period. The
paper will resume the first results of the new archaeological project at Tell Ushayer and discuss
them in the context of regional and over-regional sociopolitical and economic developments
from which the need of such an outstanding fortressed site may have arose.
——————————
Bonechi Marco

Theme 3/Workshop 4

Ebla and the Greater Levant. Overlapping Palace G Textual Data to Recent Archaeological
Discoveries
The current processing of the huge information of geographical imports embedded in the cuneiform texts from Tell Mardikh ‒ Ebla, written few time before the Palace G fire around 2310 BC,
goes hand in hand with the changing picture of the Greater Levant of the second half of the 3rd
millennium BCE due to recent and unexpected archaeological discoveries. This paper aims to
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establish a list of the often controversial geographical dossiers emerging in the Ebla documents,
in order to provide the historical reconstruction with an updated textual basis, to be used in an
appropriate dialectic with the archaeological record.
——————————
Bonfanti Annarita Stefania, Artur Petrosyan, Roberto Dan, Priscilla Vitolo, Tommaso Saccone, Matteo Delle Donne, Lorenzo Costantini, Chiara Zecchi, Ghasem Moradi, Lavinia
Giorgi
Theme 1
From Urartu to the Orontids Seven years (2013-2019) of Armenian-Italian excavations in the
site of Solak-1 / Varsak (KSP016), Hrazdan River Valley, Armenia
The goal is to present a glance on the results of activities in the site of Solak-1/Varsak, located in
the Hrazdan River Valley, in Armenia, about 30 km north of Yerevan. The site consists of three
areas, Hill A, Hill B, and the settlement. During the years of activities in the frame of Kotayk
Survey Project, six test trenches and three extensive areas of excavations have been opened.
The investigations brought to the identifications of five horizons, from middle Palaeolithic to
Middle Age. The most important evidences date back to the Iron Age, when a square building
reinforced by regularly spaced buttresses was built by the Urartian king Argišti I or Sarduri II,
during the first half of the 8th century BC. It had a double function of road-station and administrative centre of the surrounding areas. After a short abandonment, the site was again settled
during the Orontid period and became part of a series of fortifications used by this local dynasty,
which ruled under the control of the Achaemenid Empire.
——————————
Bonnie Rick, Saimi Kautonen

Theme 2

Religious Responses to Climate Change in the Southern Levant
Recent concerns with climate change and extreme environmental events have stressed their disruptive effect on global ecologies, cultures, politics, and economies — both in present and past
societies. However, relatively little effort has been made to explore how climatic fluctuations
impacted the religious structures within a society and related changes in people’s ritual practices. This paper discusses to what extent environmental factors affected the introduction, change
and upkeep of Jewish water purification rituals in the southern Levant from around the late second century BCE into the second and third centuries CE. Facilitated by the development of an
open electronic database of hundreds of published stepped pools, we present our first results of
a study of past water level fluctuations in selected stepped pools using available archaeological
evidence and paleo-climatic proxy data for the period and region.
——————————
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Bonnie Rick, see Holmqvist Elisabeth
——————————
Bordas Stéphane, see Aguilar Juan
——————————
Borgi Federico, see Méry Sophie
——————————
Bormetti Matteo, see Maini Elena
——————————
Boroomandara Somaye, see Malekzadeh Mehrdad
——————————
Bostanova Tahmina, Natalia Skakun, Dmitriy Shulga

Theme 1

Features of the Gissar Neolithic Culture (South Tajikistan)
The stone industry of Gissar culture is one of the most striking phenomena of the Neolithic of
Tajikistan. The production inventory of the Gissar sites is presented by tools composed of two
types of raw materials: pebbles and flint. According to typological and traceological studies,
pebble and flint tools are not fully interchangeable. They refer to different types and applied
for various purposes. At the same time, the quantitative ratio of these groups of artifacts varies
geographically: on several sites of the Yavan valley (a local version of Gissar culture) the flint
inventory is prevail. The paper describes briefly the Gissar culture and provides an overview
of old and new data on various aspects of the typology and traceology of Gissar production
equipment.
——————————
Bottaini Carlo, see Giardino Claudio
——————————
Bourke Stephen James

Theme 1

Exploring the Bronze Age at Pella in Jordan: Highlights from the 2019 Field Season
The 2019 field season at Pella in Jordan worked both on the main mound of Khirbet Fahl, and
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on the high hilltop of Tell Husn to the south. On the north face of Husn, another 5m of the 4m
thick EB II circuit wall was exposed, badly damaged by earthquake faulting. Inside and below
this wall rectilinear EB IB architcture lay over EB IA apsidal housing, On the eastern edges of
the summit an undisturbed MB I ‘warrior burial’ was encountered. On the south face of Khirbet
Fahl, excavations focused on rooms associated with the LB IIA elite/palatial residence, where
more than sixty objects of glass (beads, vessels and inlays), faience (vessels and jewellery pieces), ivory, wood and bone inlays (geometric and anthropomorphic) of the highest workmanship,
metal Reshef figurines with inlaid glass eyes, steatite spoon fragments, and several faience
cylinder seals, make up an extraordinarily rich assemblage, seemingly settling the status of the
structures in which they were found. Below the Bronze Age palatial complexes, a 4x4m probe
sampled 4m of Chalcolithic and Ceramic Neolithic occupation, including PNA-associated Late
Neolithic horizons at the base of the sequence, an extensive ‘post Wadi Rabah’ occupation of
Neolithic/Chalcolithic transitional date, and a thick horizon of Late Chalcolithic material.
——————————
Bourke Stephen, see Webster Lyndelle
——————————
Bouzaglou Liora 		

Theme 3

Provincial Clays, Imperial Pots? Production, Distribution and Consumption of Assyrian-style
Ceramics in the Southern Levant (8th – 7th centuries BCE)
The Assyrian conquest, annexation and deportation processes shaped the imperial fabric and
landscape of the Southern Levant (8th – 7th centuries B.C.E). These changes in the sociopolitical
organization – from independent kingdoms to annexed provinces and tributary states – should
be expressed in many aspects of the material culture, but first and foremost, in the potting practices. Investigating the appearance, the manufacture, the distribution, and the consumption of
the local imitations of Assyrian ware as well as its insertion within the local ceramic traditions
through petrographic, technological and typological analyses, will help to reconsider changes
and continuities in an imperial milieu. From fashioning clays to shaping Empires, this paper is
willing to reassess the mecanisms behind the presence of Assyrian-style vessels and the imperial material impact in its western frontier.
——————————
Bradbury Jennie		

Theme 5/Workshop 19

A view from the coast: The Kubba Coastal Survey Project, 2016-2019
The northern coastal strip of Lebanon had, until recently, largely escaped the impact of urban
sprawl and development. As such, it represented one of the only remaining coastal areas in the
country with relatively well-preserved archaeology. The Kubba Coastal Survey (KCS), initiat-
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ed in 2016, covers an area of c. 21km2. Over the past four years we have begun to build up a
detailed understanding of activity in this area, from the Palaeolithic until the mid-20th century
CE. This paper will present the major findings of this work. It will explore some the challenges
of working in a rapidly developing landscape and point towards some of the benefits of bringing
together traditional archaeological survey and cultural heritage assessments. Through a combination of archaeological (land and underwater) and geomorphological research, as well as
20th century heritage documentation we aim to offer a holistic understanding of habitation and
exploitation of this coastal zone over the long durée.
——————————
Bradley Daniel, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Brambilla G. Marco , see Amin Moradi
——————————
Breniquet Catherine, see Reifarth Nicole
- see Vila Emmanuelle
—————————
Breu Adrià, see Gomez Bach Anna
—————————
Bridey François		

Theme 3/Workshop 23

The proto-urban times in Susiana (Iran): new studies on ‘Susa I’ ceramics
The Susiana plain, in southwestern actual Iran, provides for the 6th and 5th milleniums BC a
parallel cultural sequence to that of southern Mesopotamia, and often considered as ‘Ubaid-related’. Like Oates’s definition of the Ubaid ceramic sequence, Le Breton delineated a specific
Susiana sequence, later modified and specified in various ways by scholars wishing not to use
the Ubaid as a point of reference for the region. The only common points are indeed the use of
seals as clue of a gradual transition to complex societies, and the production of black-on-buff
ceramic, which finds its ultimate development in Iran during the LC1. The area of diffusion
of the Iranian painted LC1 ceramic is very vast, from the Luristan (Giyan) to the Fars (Bakun), though the southeast of the Caspian Sea (Hissar), the west of the central plateau (Sialk,
Arisman) and the Susiana plain (Susa). This draws a dynamic regional koine, distinct from
the Ubaid world but resulting from a parallel trajectory, and which can be considered as a first
stage of the ‘inter-Iranian’ exchanges linking the communities of the plain and of the plateau.
In Khuzistan, the site of Susa, founded in the second half of the 5th millennium BC, is maybe
the one which has delivered the most important painted ceramic material for the LC1. This
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material comes mainly from the tombs of the great necropolis of Susa I, excavated by Jacques
de Morgan in 1906-1908. This largely unpublished assemblage consists of about 1500 painted
vases and thousands of sherds. The study of this meterials implies the re-evaluation of the documentation of ancient excavations (de Morgan and de Mecquenem) and the more recent ones
(unpublished excavations of the Acropole 2 trench by Perrot and Canal, who excavated the last
2 tombs of the necropolis). This brings a new light on this ‘post-Ubaid’ production and on proto-urban times at Susa and in the Susiana plain.
——————————
Brisset Elodie, Morteza Djamali, Andrea Ricci, Silvia Balatti, Majid Naderi, Ahmad Azadi, Pejman Firoozbakhsh
Theme 2
Facing water shortages in ancient Iran: new evidence from sedimentary records of the Southern Zagros and historical insights
In ancient Iran, societies were master of hydraulic works to cope with arid conditions. Constructing and repairing qanats, km-long tunnels bringing groundwater to surface for irrigation,
were subjected to government tax. Such innovative water management systems have favoured
the great economic development of Persepolis, one of the capitals of the Achaemenid Kings,
and the appearance of the sophisticated Persian Gardens. More recently, more recently, starting
from around the 5 century BCE, written sources have revealed a region impacted by cycles of
droughts and famines. It echoes conditions that the region is facing today with the drying out of
several lakes, land desertification and agricultural losses. Based on multiproxies paleoenvironmental analyses of the sediment record of Lake Maharlou (Brisset et al. 2019) covering the last
4 millennia, and precise comparison of those results with historical sources (Ricci et al., submitted), this contribution aims to explore how the succeeding civilizations faced with aridity in
the Southern Zagros. The work received the support of “La Caixa” Foundation (ID-100010434)
by the project SALTY “Water resource SustAinabiLiTY: minutes from ancient Persia” (LCF/
BQ/PR19/11700001), and is part of the ongoing project “HighStepLands” (DFG-SPP “Iranian
Highlands) that aims to address the question of ancient society resilience to environmental
changes in the South-Western Zagros through a multidisciplinary approach (history, archaeology, paleoecology).
——————————
Brisset Elodie, see Djamali Morteza
——————————
Bruccoleri Valentina, Jacopo Bruno

Theme 8

Timurid imitations of Chinese porcelain in Turkmenistan
Blue-and-white porcelains produced in China were exported to Central Asia by the mid-14th
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century, and during the 15th century they became objects for diplomatic gift exchanges between
China and the Timurid empire. The rarity and the appreciation of these wares led to the development of a local alternative in tin-glazed earthenware and fritware, which imitated the Chinese
porcelain’s shapes, colours and decorations. This paper aims to provide a general survey of
Chinese porcelain and its Timurid imitations in a geographical zone between Iranian Khorasan
and Central Asia with a focus on the archaeological excavations in Turkmenistan. The reason
this paper focuses on this geographical zone is due to its strategic position/location on the commercial routes, but also because southern Turkmenistan has been widely investigated, with excavations from the second half of the 19th century until recently, including the Italian-Turkmen
archaeological mission in Nisa.
——————————
Bruno Jacopo

Theme 3/Workshop 1

Ceramic Traditions of Southern Mesopotamia: some Thoughts on the Ceramic Assemblages of
Tell Baqarat 7-8
This brief note is based on the potsherds found during the archaeological investigations conducted by the Italian Expedition in the area of Tell Baqarat 7-8 (TB7-TB8) during the seasons
2013-2019. Ceramics were collected during surface surveys and stratigraphic soundings. TB7TB8 are the most ancient sites among the Tūlūl al Baqarat mounds. The ceramic collected so far
seems to be assigned mainly to the Uruk period and – as far as concern the levels found in the
excavations in TB7 – during the Early Uruk period (LC 2). Based on the comparisons provided
by Uruk and the other sites of the south, it is possible to observe that within the assemblages
of TB7 many elements could be dated from the end of the Ubaid period and mainly during the
Early Uruk phase (LC2). Through the analysis of the pottery recovered during the ongoing
activities of the Italian Expedition, it is possible to give new information on the ceramic complexes of IV millennium in southern Mesopotamia.
——————————
Bruno Jacopo, see Bruccoleri Valentina
——————————
Buccellati Federico		

Theme 6/Workshop 18

Born Digital: The Energetic Calculator for Ancient Buildings
The Digital Turn has certainly brought a great number of changes to the field of archaeology
and to scholarship as a whole. While many digital applications enable us (thankfully) to do what
we were already doing with greater ease, precision and speed, the advent of computers has also
opened up new fields and possibilities which were unimaginable in a pre-digital context. This
paper discusses EnCAB, the Energetic Calculator for Ancient Buildings, a tool which enables
scholars to calculate the energetic costs required for various construction steps in ancient con47

structions. The case will be made that EnCAB is a ‘born digital’ project which has the potential
to open entirely new research paths in our field.
——————————
Bucci Ilaria

Theme 4

‘Scratching the surface’: A contextual approach to the graffiti from Hatra, Northern Iraq
Graffiti, as archaeological artefacts, can make an invaluable contribution to the study of the
ancient world. This is certainly true in respect of Hatra, a Parthian city in Northern Iraq, where
pictorial and textual graffiti were widely distributed in a variety of residential, religious, and
military contexts. The scholarly tendency, however, has been to consider them comparatively
insignificant, particularly in relation to the more monumental evidence from the city, and they
have been largely neglected in scholarship. Moreover, attempts to define the material have
failed to achieve a uniform categorisation, often revealing how modern understandings of graffiti as something illicit and ‘out of place’ have impacted the perception of modern scholars.
Studying graffiti according to their temporal, spatial and cultural context allows instead a more
appropriate interpretation of them as expression of the writing practices in the city, telling us
more about the identity of the people that left these messages and the visual means they chose
to interact with their audiences and built environments.
——————————
Bukhrashvili Paata, see Arnhold Simone
- see Blocher Felix
——————————
Bürge Teresa 		

Theme 3

Change and continuity in the production of pottery in times of upheaval: The case of Hala Sultan Tekke, Cyprus, in the 13th to 12th centuries BCE
The aim of this paper is to trace and define aspects of continuity and change in the way pottery
was produced, used and exported in the period around 1200 BCE. This period is characterised
by major political, cultural and social upheavals in the Eastern Mediterranean. Cyprus was
affected to a considerable extent due to its crucial location and its function as a major trade
hub, which had a significant effect on the ceramics exported from the island to the Levant and
Egypt. Whereas breaks in the import of Mycenaean tablewares and the ceasing production and
export of local tablewares such as Base-ring and White Slip are well known, the development
of other locally produced, especially plain, wares is still under-researched. Hala Sultan Tekke
offers an excellent opportunity to fill this gap due to its richness in stratified material from the
13th to the 12th centuries BCE, which enables to observe changes in production techniques and
to establish typological sequences.
——————————
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Bürge Teresa, see Kofel Dominika
- see Polig Martina
——————————
Butterlin Pascal, Alexander Pruss

Theme 7

Science diplomacy and archaeology, the inside H 2020 project and Mari
The H 2020 Inscide project’s objective are to investigate through time the complex relationship
between science and diplomacy. the history and current challenges an archaeological mission,
like the mission de mari Mari faces, offers a perfect case study to investigate how science and
diplomacy have been closely entangled.
——————————
Cabral Ricardo, see Tomé André
——————————
Calabrese Agata Maria Catena

Theme 4

Buried in the Senses: GIS and the Phenomenology of Funerary Practice in EBA North Mesopotamia
This paper will employ GIS in exploring the experiential aspects of the burial process in Early
Bronze Age North Mesopotamia. To investigate past sensorial experiences, an audio and smell
analysis were performed on a 10m DEM and land-cover map, in order to explore the potential
impact of vocal/musical sound and odour, associated with funerary rituals. A 10m resolution
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and landcover map were developed to map the terrain of the
archaeological site of Ebla and as foundation for further analysis. The sounds analyses were
performed using SpreAD-GIS, while the smells were investigated through AERMOD-View
(Gaussian Plume Air Dispersion Model) within a GIS environment. The results suggest that
there was more than one significant sensory experience associated with the funerary arena in
Early Bronze Age society of Ebla and that these could be manipulated by the political authorities to communicate, maintain and reinforce their authority and power. Moreover, this study
showed that GIS-based analysis, when used critically, is a valuable tool in studying past landscape perception.
——————————
Calcagnile Lucio, see Curci Antonio
——————————
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Calini Ilaria		

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Jars and Sherds in the Flux of History: Second Millennium BCE Ceramic Assemblages from
Qasr Shemamok (Iraqi Kurdistan)
The excavations and surveys carried out by the French Archaeological Mission at Qasr Shemamok (Erbil region, Iraqi Kurdistan) since 2011 have shown that the site displays a strong continuity of occupation, particularly since the Late Bronze and Assyrian periods until the Sasanian
era, a situation which is particularly well attested and exemplified in the material culture. This
paper will present the main results of our last campaigns on the site, dealing in particular with
ceramic assemblages of the Late Bronze Age levels which allow for a more systematic study of
the interface between the Mittani and the Middle-Assyrian periods. By reflecting a very gradual
process of “changing continuity”, the ceramic material from Qasr Shemamok seems to point
towards a significant cultural closeness between local and Assyrian traditions.
——————————
Callieri Pierfrancesco, Alireza Askari Chaverdi

Theme 3/Workshop 5

The monumental gate of Tol-e Ajori, (Persepolis, Fars): the archaeological contexts of the discovered decorated bricks
The role of this presentation within the glazed bricks panel is to summarise the architectural
and archaeological contexts of the glazed bricks found during the excavation at Tol-e Ajori.
The first part of the paper will illustrate the plan of the Tol-e Ajori gate, presenting the new
evidence of the last excavation campaign. This campaign was conducted from September 2020
to March 2021 by part of the Iranian team, while other members including the the Italian team
have been participated remotely . Thanks to the construction of a permanent protective shelter,
the excavators were able to implement the project of removing the soil that had been used for
the filling of the 26 excavated trenches. In addition new excavations were carried out that allowed to understand the complete plan of the Gate and to prepare the conditions for the creation
of a museum of the site. In the second part, the archaeological contexts in which the decorated
bricks were found, will be presented: from the in situ location of glazed flat bricks to the presence in layers of collapses and deposits of numerous fragments of decorated bricks including
relief glazed ones.
——————————
Campagno Marcelo, see Milevski Ianir
——————————
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Campbell Katie

Theme 8

The impact of Mongol rule on urbanism in the South Caucasus: Urban Change in Barda, Azerbaijan from 1200-1400
The Mongols are best known as destroyers of cities, with historical sources telling of devastation, murder and dispersal of urban populations across Central Asia and the Caucasus through
the 1220s and 1230s. As a result, the later 13th century has often been characterised as a period
of gradual rebuilding and revival, alongside the reestablishment of trade and production networks. The Mongol Ilkhanid rulers chose a series of shifting capitals in north-western Iran as
their power-base, and so, in the mid-13th century Barda, in the historical region of Arran, present-day Republic of Azerbaijan found itself near the imperial centre of power. Using excavation
and architectural data, this paper charts changes in the city from the pre-Mongol period to the
collapse of the Ilkhanid dynasty and beyond, arguing that Mongol governance had a greater
impact on Barda than the apparent devastation of the conquest.
——————————
Canci Alessandro, Hasan Ahmed Qasim

Theme 4/Workshop 22

The human burials from Sinduxa (Kurdistan region, Iraq). A bioarchaeological and archaeothanatological approach
In oriental archaeology the study of human skeletal remains sadly still today receives poor attention causing depletion to the archaeological and historical interpretations. Here we present
the results of a study based on an integrated approach between archaeothanatology (among
the topics taphonomy of human bone remains, spatial relationships between other elements of
the tomb as the architectural structure or grave goods) and bioarchaeology of the human bone
remains coming from the excavations of Şinduxa necropolis nowadays embedded in the city
center of Duhok, Iraqi Kurdistan. Briefly, four tombs were explored: one, placed in plain earth
covered with stone slabs belonging to an adult woman and the other three consisted in stone
funerary chambers above the ground were bone remains of 9 adult subjects of both sexes were
lying. Interestingly in each of these structures a well preserved simple oval clay sarcophagus
containing one or two skeletons was present. Regarding the tomb’s chronology 14 C calibrated
dating indicates a time frame from Neo-Assyrian to the Parthian epoch.
——————————
Cannavò Valentina, see Porta Francesca
——————————
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Cappella Federico, Romel Gharib, Elisabetta Gallo, Licia De Vito, Lorenzo Nigro
Theme 5
Jamaan & Khirbet al-Jamous: Iron Age Fortresses of the Kingdom of Ammon at the time of
Assyrians (Sapienza - DoA rescue excavations)
In the last four years, Sapienza University of Rome and the Department of Antiquities of Jordan have carried out some rescue seasons at the sites of Jamaan and Khirbet al-Jamous in the
province of Zarqa, in north-central Jordan. The aim of these archaeological activities was to
survey and to document two major Iron Age II fortresses. In both sites, relevant evidence of an
Iron Age IIB-C occupation was uncovered, including – at Jamaan – material culture elements
connected to the Neo-Assyrian presence in the region. The two fortresses were aligned on the
northern border of the Kingdom of Ammon (Bît Ammûni of Assyrian sources) and deserve to
be protected and further studied.
——————————
Cappella Federico, see Spagnoli Federica
——————————
Caramelli David, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Caramello Sara		

Theme 4

Exchange of skulls or skilled exchanges? Specialist Gift Exchange in the Ancient Near East
during the Late Bronze Age
The large number of cuneiform tablets from the royal archives of the LBA provides information
about the international diplomacy of the period, but, at the same time, attests also a large-scale
gift exchange. This phenomenon mainly consisted of raw materials and luxury goods, but in
part also of specialists, often sent to a faraway court, where a foreign king required their skills.
Egyptian and Near Eastern specialists were considered in these cases as an exchange good: in
fact, they increased the power and the reputation of the king who had sent them, just as a large
amount of gold. It can be assumed that, in parallel with this human gift exchange, also a skill
exchange took place: the first gift was theoretically temporary, as the specialists were expected to return home, whereas the second one was intangible, but more enduring. The aim of the
present work is to find evidences of both these exchanges that certainly influenced the relations
among the royal courts of the LBA.
——————————
Cardillo Franco Alberto, see Di Ludovico Alessandro
——————————
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Carmel Liran, Lily Agranat-Tamir, David Reich, Israel Finkelstein, Shai Carmi, Ron
Pinhasi
Theme 5/Workshop 17
The Genomic History of the Bronze Age Southern Levant
We report genome-wide DNA data for 73 individuals from five archaeological sites across the
Bronze and Iron Ages Southern Levant. These individuals, who share the “Canaanite” material
culture, can be modeled as descending from two sources: (1) earlier local Neolithic populations and (2) populations related to the Chalcolithic Zagros or the Bronze Age Caucasus. The
non-local contribution increased over time, as evinced by three outliers who can be modeled as
descendants of recent migrants. We show evidence that different “Canaanite” groups genetically resemble each other more than other populations. We find that Levant-related modern populations typically have substantial ancestry coming from populations related to the Chalcolithic
Zagros and the Bronze Age Southern Levant. These groups also harbor ancestry from sources
we cannot fully model with the available data, highlighting the critical role of post-Bronze-Age
migrations into the region over the past 3,000 years.
——————————
Carmi Shai, see Liran Carmel
——————————
Cartolano Mattia 		

Theme 4

Reading animal and human figures in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic communities of the Near
East
This paper aims to delineate the socio-cognitive impact of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
figural artefacts in the cultural development of Pre-Pottery Neolithic communities in Southwest
Asia (12,000 – 8,400 cal. BP). The idea meaning of “impact” denotes certain predispositions of
symbolic items and ritual contexts in conveying social conventions and knowledge transmission in order to implement a community value of economic, social and political character. The
social impact of animal and human figural artefacts is assessed by a comprehensive study of
two main subjects: (i) the Neolithic demographic transition of group sizes and (ii) the study of
the use and lifespan of the items, of their audience involvement and manufacture expenditure.
Regarding the demographic study, this research presents population level estimates at the site
and regional level for the Near Eastern regions of central and southeast Anatolia, Levant and
upper Mesopotamia (excluding Cyprus). With respect to the anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
figural artefacts (e.g. decorated portable items, architectural installations, figurines, sculptures,
etc.), a section of this paper is dedicated to present the existent information about the context,
content, motif, form and matter of such items in selected Neolithic sites. The descriptive statistics of the data are then presented in order to identify potential correlations between the geographical location, the nature of objects and population levels. When possible, a more specific
analysis is produced in relation to phase of occupation, locus and settlement context across sites
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and regions. A brief comparative analysis with ethnographic evidence in small hunter-gatherers
and agro-pastoral societies is proposed in order to corroborate the understanding of symbolic
usage and ritual aspects. Finally, the discussion of the results will offer a further test to the current interpretations of the symbolism and ritual life of Pre-Pottery Neolithic populations and the
possible socio-cognitive implications.
——————————
Casadei Eloisa		

Theme 3/Workshop 1

Continuity or Change? Detecting the Development of the Ceramic Horizon Between the 3rd
and 2nd Millennium BC as Seen from Tell Zurghul/Nigin
Thanks to its spatial and temporal sensitivity, pottery is fundamental to improve our knowledge
about ancient cultures and their interrelations. Moreover, understanding the chaîne opératoire
that characterized pottery manufacture is a key element for the reconstruction of the less visible
economic and social activities. Unfortunately, due to the complex history of the archaeological research in Iraq, the Southern Mesopotamian pottery is still poorly understood, and the
renewed archaeological activities in the region are fundamental for the provision of new well
stratified ceramic assemblages. Starting from this insight, the paper focuses on the ceramic materials from the Italian expedition at Tell Zurghul/Nigin, led by Sapienza University of Rome
and University of Perugia. The long occupational history of the site allows to reconstruct the
development of the pottery production from the Ubaid to the Old Babylonian periods. A special attention will be given at the transition between the 3rd and 2nd mill. BC. The final aim
will be the identification of the main changes in the pottery production sequence between the
Early and the Middle Bronze Age. The research will be double-folded. On the one hand, the
corpus of materials from Tell Zurghul/Nigin will provide a case-study for the identification of
the ceramic horizon of the 3rd-2nd mill. BC transition. On the other hand, the identification of
continuity and changes in the pottery products through time will be used for the construction
of a new ceramic periodization between the second half of the 3rd and the beginning of the 2nd
mill. BC. Finally, a tentative will be made in understanding if changes in the chaîne opératoire
of the pottery production could help in the reconstruction of the craft organization, and if it has
been impacted by the social, economic, and politic changes described in the historical sources.
——————————
Casanova† Michèle, see Shafiee Mojgan
——————————
Caselli Alessandra		

Theme 1

Jebel al-Mutawwaq and the Middle Wadi az-Zarqa region during the IV millennium BC: results
of a comprehensive research based on the reanalysis of the Hanbury-Tenison’s survey
During the IV millennium BC several socio-cultural transformations occurred, such as the tran54

sition between Late Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age I and the development, during EB I,
of a proto-urban phase, which led to the EB II urbanization process. The characteristic of EB
I processes is that they appeared at a regional and micro-regional scale. This paper will focus
on the Wadi az-Zarqa region (Jordan), where surveys and archaeological excavations identified
several IV millennium sites, but the paucity of excavated sites and the incomplete knowledge
of the EB I material culture has made it more difficult to delineate the dynamics and the archaeological landscape in the region during that period. The new Spanish-Italian expedition at Jebel
al-Mutawwaq, conducted since 2012, is giving valuable data about the IV millennium BC material culture and spatial organization in the area allowing to use Jebel al-Mutawwaq as a key site
to understand the social dynamics in the micro-region of the Middle Zarqa valley. This paper is
the result of the study of new unpublished data from Jebel al-Mutawwaq and a reanalysis of the
Jerash region Hanbury-Tenison’s survey.
——————————
Castel Corinne		

Theme 4

Monumental Architecture on the Margins of the Syrian Desert: Spatial Analysis, Functions and
Rituals of the Sanctuary of Tell Al-Rawda (Early Bronze Age IV)
With its two temples, its sacred precinct partially built and its numerous installations in situ, the
main sanctuary of Tell Al-Rawda is one of the most spectacular of Early Bronze Age Syro-Mesopotamia and one of the few to have been fully excavated in its latest phase of construction,
around 2200 BC. This lecture aims at presenting the researches carried out by the French-Syrian archaeological Mission in this monumental complex (more than 2300 m2). After a discussion about its religious interpretation, the questions of the general organization of the internal
space, as well as the activities and possible rituals performed in this sanctuary will be address.
In this aim, we will integrate in our reflexion all the available archaeological data (architecture,
inventories, installations, craft areas and faunal rests) and some textual sources. Fresh insights
into the religious practices and the functioning of a large sanctuary of Western Central Syria
will be proposed.
——————————
Castellano Lorenzo, Pam Crabtree, Ali Gürel, Catherine Kuzucuoğlu, Alvise Matessi,
Lorenzo D’alfonso
Theme 2
A diachronic view on the Anatolia landscape: environment, economies, and polities from the
Bronze Age to the Ottoman Period in the Northern Tyanitis (Southern Cappadocia, Turkey)
The particular environmental conditions and a long history of anthropic activities in Central
Anatolia resulted in the mosaic of landscapes characteristic of the region, a palimpsest of a
complex history of human-environment interaction. The aim of this contribution is to investigate this complexity through a case study on the landscape of the Northern Tyanitis (Turkey). In this paper we will combine an on-site and off-site approach, integrating data (archae-
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ological, archaeobotanical, zooarchaeological) from the site of Niğde-Kınık Höyük, with data
(settlement pattern, geomorphological, and paleoenvironmental) collected from surveys in the
site vicinity. Our findings suggest a gradual process of intensification of human impact on the
landscape, starting in the first half of the first millennium BCE and reaching its apex in the
Hellenistic period - in the form of deforestation and the major expansion of agricultural land,
including orchards and vineyards. By means of a multidisciplinary and multi-scalar approach,
the final aim of this paper is to contribute a holistic account of the environmental, economic,
and socio-cultural dynamics of the region.
——————————
Castiglione Marianna, Ida Oggiano

Theme 3/Workshop 2

From the chemical composition of clay to the performance of rituals. The case of the figurines
from the Phoenician cult place of Kharayeb (Lebanon)
The study of pottery is no longer limited to morphological and functional aspects as well as
that of figurines is not confined to iconographic and stylistic aspects. Nowadays, both include
the examination of the production techniques, from the time when clay is extracted to when it
is modelled. The many questions that an archaeologist is called to address include checking the
provenance of the artefacts by locating the geographical areas of origin. Archaeometry is sometimes able to respond to this challenge and may also help to point out details at a technological
level. It may provide insights into the degree of specialization of potters, highlighting the use of
new techniques in analysing coatings and compositions, related to the opening of new commercial contacts. In this paper, we will illustrate the project entitled Establishment of a Phoenician
Pottery Database on the Chemical Composition of Terracottas Using Ion Beam Analysis Techniques (IBA) and Application to the Study of Artisanal Production (Pottery and Coroplastic)
from the Kharayeb Archaeological Site in Southern Lebanon, directed by Ida Oggiano (ISMA
- CNR, Rome) and Mohamad Roumié (LAEC - CNRS-L, Beirut) will be illustrated. Particular
attention will be paid to the use of this kind of technique for the reconstruction of social life and
religious practices from the Iron Age to the Hellenistic period.
——————————
Catanzariti Antonietta, Terri Tanaka, Amy Richardson

Theme 1

Recent Research in the Qara Dagh Valley of Iraqi-Kurdistan, a view from the site of Ban
Qala
This paper presents the results of the second and third excavation seasons at Ban Qala, a site
located in the Qara Dagh Valley in Iraqi Kurdistan. In 2018 and 2019, trenches excavated on the
slope and the upper mound of Ban Qala provided us with information to better determine the
occupation history of the site along with a clearer understanding of the activities taking place
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at the site during the Late Chalcolithic and mid-third millennium BCE. This paper will discuss
the data collected and provide a regional perspective from the mountainous region of Northern
Mesopotamia on the Late Chalcolithic and mid-third millennium BCE periods.
——————————
Cattani Maurizio		

Theme 2/Workshop 12

Early Bronze Age in South-Eastern Arabia. The formation of complex social and economic
structure according the archaeological evidence of coastal region
Known as Hafit period, related to Jemdet Nasr phase, the centuries at the end of IV and early III
mill. BC (Early Bronze Age 1) marks a significant transformation in demographic increase and
in the development of structured settlements in South-East Arabia. Linked to the exploitation of
copper and to the start of date palm cultivation, we can recognize Early Bronze Age as a turning point of social organization. The particular evidence of settlements (HD-6) and cemeteries
(HD-7, HD-10, SH-1, RJ-6) in the area between Sur and Al-Ashkharah, shows new forms of
architecture and new supply of resources, linked to the establishment of social units. The paper
deals with the illustration of the archaeological evidence as well as in connecting with a broader
region showing the evolution until late III mill. BC (Early Bronze Age 2).
——————————
Cattani Maurizio, see Cocca Enzo
- see Kenoyer Jonathan Marj
——————————
Cavriani Marzia, see Curci Antonio
——————————
Cecconi Gaia, see Gallo Elisabetta
- see Montanari Daria
——————————
Cellerino Alessandra		

Theme 3

Ceramic innovations and conservatisms in Hellenizing Elymais: the glazed pottery from
Shami
This paper focuses on the study of Hellenistic pottery from the excavation at Shami/Kal e-Chendar in ancient Elymais. The increased impact of Greek culture after the Alexander’s conquest
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and the new Graeco-Macedonian political dominance over the satrapies of the fallen Achaemenid empire, generated an intensification of cross-regional connectivity by circulation of peoples, ideas and objects. The Hellenistic ‘global’ culture, spreading over an increasingly integrated world, had a considerable impact also on a mass product such as pottery. The introduction
of Greek shapes did not preclude localised adaptation. The morphology of the locally produced
hellenizing ceramics find globally widespread comparisons, but the technique of manufacture
follows the ancient Mesopotamian tradition of common or alkaline glazed ware. The local
workshops reinterpreted the Greek repertoire leading to the formation of an original and varied
production diffused from Mesopotamia and the Gulf to the Iranian plateau.
——————————
Cerasetti Barbara		

Theme 1

Margiana in the Bronze Age. The BMAC phenomenon through the latest data from Togolok 1
(Southern Turkmenistan)
Central Asia’s Bronze-Iron Age transition during the 2nd mill. BCE is bookended by the urban
fluorescence of the Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC) and the re-emergence
of urban centers that would be subsumed into the Achaemenid Empire. The intervening period
(Late and Final Bronze Ages, ca. 1950-1300 BCE) has been described as one of decay of the
BMAC socio-political and cultural system. Three key issues drive the still-underdeveloped
scholarship on the dissolution of the BMAC in the 2nd mill. BCE: the position of the BMAC
Margiana vis-à-vis its regional contemporaries and economic partners; the apparent interaction
between sedentary farming communities and non-local agropastoralists; chronological issues,
whose unclear timescales are difficult to reckon with the archaeological record. These interrelated issues could be addressed through the study of a single long-lived BMAC site as Togolok
1, to clarify how BMAC related to earlier and later occupation in ancient Margiana.
——————————
Cercone Ashley 		

Theme 3

Morphological Variability in Early Bronze Age Anatolian Potting Technologies
Since Valentine Roux and Danièla Corbetta’s classic 1989 publication, there has been a heightened interest in the emergence of the potter’s wheel amongst archaeologists working in the
Mediterranean and Near East. Through the employment of experimental archaeology, x-radiography, and the identification of surface features, scholars have been able to examine the introduction of this method and the necessary learned motor skills required to utilize it. Despite numerous previously published studies and even the recent formation of ceramic-making research
groups, such as CRAFTER, potting traditions in Anatolia have been neglected. In hopes of
beginning to shed light on this issue, this paper discusses the results from a study that combines
experimental archaeology and morphometrics to examine the morphological variability between the pottery wheel and mold technology in Early Bronze Age (3000-2000BCE) Anatolia.
——————————
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Cereda Susanna		

Theme 3/Workshop 7

The informative potential of microscale observations of floor deposits: an example from the site
of Arslantepe (Malatya, Turkey)
Buildings are one of the most valuable and multifaceted expressions of the material culture:
they not only serve the basic function of providing a shelter but at the same time also express
social, economic, and political dynamics, while in turn shaping the behaviour of their occupants. In this paper I will discuss how a microarchaeological approach—focusing mainly on
micromorphology―, by looking at the information stored in earthen deposits, can considerably enhance our understanding of these spaces. For this purpose, I will draw on the work I
carried out for my PhD on the public architecture of the site of Arslantepe (Malatya, Turkey). I
will show the different aspects—such as technology, use of space, perception, etc.— that were
explored through the study of these microscopic features. At the same time, I will highlight
how this diversity of topics could be addressed only thanks to a constant integration of the micro-level analysis within the broader archaeological context and through a continuous dialogue
with other lines of evidence.
——————————
Cereti Carlo G., Barbara Faticoni, Gianfilippo Terribili, Massimiliano Vassalli
Theme 1
Paikuli Project: seasons 2018 and 2019
The author will present the main results of the 2018 and 2019 seasons on the site of Paikuli, a
Sasanian monument built by King Narseh, who also ordered a bilingual inscription, Parthian
and Middle Persian, to be written on its wall. The three compaigns in 2018 and 2019 allowed
our team to further document the site and its surroundings, discovering several new inscribed
blocks.
——————————
Cerqueglini Letizia 		

Theme 7

Toward a Linguistic Archeology of the Southern Levant: Non–Arabic Names of Utensils and
Landscape Elements in Traditional Palestinian Dialects
Traditional Palestinian Arabic (TPA) varieties, spoken by elders over age 70, represent a living museum of Classical and Late Antiquity. Based on ethnographic fieldwork and a recorded
corpus, I noticed that TPA contains several words of non-Arabic origin (Akkadian/ Ugaritic/
Canaanite/ Hebrew/ Aramaic/ Greek/ Latin): domestic, agricultural tools and natural elements.
Cultural transmission is proved here because the loanwords have the same specific meaning
in both lending and loading language. Non-Arabic substrata vary according to variety and mi-
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cro-region: Muslim Galilean derived terms for agricultural tools and plants from Aramaic, and
terms for domestic fauna and animal rearing from Latin and Greek. Christian Galilean and
Jerusalem TPAs show mainly Ugaritic, Aramaic, and Hebrew loanwords in names of domestic
tools. Muṯallaṯ TPA was pervasively influenced by Akkadian and Canaanite. I show the continuity in the material culture between ancient Semitic languages and TPA dialects.
——————————
Cerullo Lucia, see Genito Bruno
——————————
Cesaretti Andrea, see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Chaaya† Anis, see Charaf Hanan
——————————
Chahoud Jwana, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Chambrade Marie-Laure, see Gondet Sébastien
——————————
Chandan Deepak, Richard Peltier

Theme 6/Workshop 9

Climate of the Ancient Near East from the Early Holocene (9000 kya) to the Middle Holocene
(6000 kya)
The nexus of paleoclimate and archaeology has witnessed explosive interest in recent years.
Presently, researchers from both fields are studying climate-human interaction on a diverse
timescale, from the evolution of Hominins in Africa millions of years ago to the climatic controls on the dispersal of modern humans out of Africa to the influence of climate on the rise
and fall of Bronze age ‘city-state’ civilizations in the Near East and links between the Medieval
Climate Optimum (and the little-ice age) and societal changes during the last millennium. The
scope of such collaboration is truly novel in the now nearly half-century old field of numerical
paleoclimate modeling. Though the advantages that numerical paleoclimate modeling offer to
the field of archaeology are unequivocal, it is important to only utilize data that are sourced from
high fidelity modeling efforts to be as confident as possible in one’s conclusions. Furthermore,
it is also important to understand the effect of modeling choices on the resulting data product,
and the limitations of the employed numerical model. We focus on these aforementioned issues
here using numerical experiments performed with a modern global coupled-climate model, to
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discuss the evolution of the climate in the archaeologically important North Africa-Near East
region over the past 9000 years. During this interval the region saw a steady, but at times potentially rapid transition from an ecosystem and climate characterized by the presence of “Green
Sahara” to the present desert-like conditions. In the context of the CRANE project’s objective,
we address the influence of this consequential environmental transition on the Bronze age civilizations of the region and we discuss the important effect of modeling choices (and thus of the
modeled climate) on the success of CRANE’s agent-based modeling efforts.
——————————
Charaf Hanan, Anis Chaaya†

Theme 5/Workshop 19

Settlement and pottery from the Lebanese-German survey of the Akkar Plain: The Late Bronze
and Iron Ages
Two survey campaigns in the Akkar Plain (Northern Lebanon) and the surrounding hilly region
carried out by a German-Lebanese joint expedition (Freie University – General Directorate of
Antiquities) took place in 1997 and 1999. Of the 54 sites surveyed, 11 yielded Late Bronze Age
pottery attesting to a substantial – but not surprising – reduction in human occupation of the
plain during this period. During the subsequent Iron Age period, the number of settlements will
however increase to 26 sites. But many small sites from the Iron Age II show no evidence of
settlement during the Iron Age III. Study of the ceramic material dated to the Late Bronze Age
shows an alignment with the Late Bronze Age pottery found at the excavated site of Tell Arqa,
indicating that all of these 11 sites belong to a homogeneous local cultural sphere. Most of the
Late Bronze Age pottery collected came from the sites of Tell Humaira and Tell Biri, both located by the Nahr el-Kebir River. As typical to ceramic material from surveys, all the recovered
pottery was unfortunately in sherd form. The only complete objects were from an obviously
looted tomb at Tell Humaira that yielded local and imported material. The Iron Age pottery varies between three main families and comprises different types of plates, bowls, chalices, jugs,
juglets, kraters, cooking pots, and amphorae. The majority of the assemblage dates to the Iron
Age II and Iron Age III.
——————————
Charpentier Vincent, see Maiorano Maria Pia
——————————
Chelazzi Francesca 		

Theme 2

«He who owns the soil, owns up to the sky». Human-environment-climate coevolution in
Prehistoric and Protohistoric Cyprus
The lesson that we can learn from human-environment-climate interactions in the past can have
a significant impact on current policies in ecological justice and sustainability, supporting the
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correct understanding of the behaviour of natural ecosystems on different timescales, including
past present and future. In Europe, the most environmentally sensitive areas are found in the
Mediterranean region, where processes of land degradation and desertification, often magnified
by the impact of climate change and biodiversity loss, are having severe consequences for human and natural communities. Anthropogenic factors aggravate the clinical condition so that
today many of the developed international legislative instruments and conventions, including
policies on cultural resource management, seem to be inadequate and ineffective. As with many
other Mediterranean islands, Cyprus has a complex natural and cultural history, which accounts
for the outstanding diversity of habitats, landscapes, species and people. In the last decade, an
increasing body of intersectoral research projects has developed and tested new methodologies
to explore the varying nature of human responses to environmental, climatic and societal transformations. These projects have opened up the potential of using Big Data in archaeological
research including radiocarbon, landcover, satellite, botanical, zoological and genetic datasets
and general (climate) circulation models (GCMs) that can be mapped onto each other in order
to examine long-term, large-scale trends in different datasets calibrated against each other. Is
Cyprus ready for the challenge? This paper aims at providing a complete reassessment of the
Cypriote archaeological, palaeoclimatological, archaeobotanical and archaeozoological legacy
data that can support a new holistic narrative when critically integrated. The purpose of this
paper is to highlight the potential of this new ‘season’ of multi-proxy techniques, to prepare Cypriot archaeology for this exciting challenge where the island can successfully become a solid
bridge within the reconstruction of the Holocene history of the Mediterranean region.
——————————
Chesson Meredith S.		

Theme 3/Workshop 6

EBA Local Histories and Difference on the southeastern Dead Sea Plain, Jordan
The southeastern Dead Sea Plain EBA sites offer robust evidence to explore the establishment,
florescence, and abandonment of small-scale, fortified communities. It is clear that the area’s
local histories, resources, and ecologies influenced how inhabitants crafted their own version
of walled town life. Intriguingly, we see important differences of economic practices, settlement organization, and scale between the neighboring settlement sites of Bab adh-Dhra’ and
Numayra. Comparing EBA material culture from Bab adh-Dhra`s, Fifa’s, and Khanazir’s cemeteries to objects found in the settlements of Ras an-Numayra, Bab adh-Dhra`, and Numayra
highlights another crucial set of differences: the presence and absence of various non-local
materials and products. In this paper, I explore how a focus on difference allows us to examine
the theme of EBA regionalism.
——————————
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Chiarini Sara		

Theme 4/Workshop 11

Scripts, pseudo-scripts, sketches and their layout on ancient Greek and Roman curse tablets
(6th century BC - 6th century AD)
Within ancient para-religious practices as cursing, the graphic part of the ritual had a paramount
role. While much work has been done on language and materiality of ancient curses, the interest
on their visual features has developed only recently. An overview of the functional interactions
between the graphic elements that could complete a curse tablet (i.e. magic signs, drawings and
strings of letters) and its text is provided here. Several patterns of arrangement were adopted
with varying effects, especially concerning the function fulfilled by the non-linguistic elements.
The paper touches on two of the research questions raised by the workshop, namely the visual
syntax of pseudo-scripts and their nature of transcultural encounters, since the evidence for
curse tablets displaying combinations of script and pseudo-script ranges from the Near-East to
the northern provinces of the Roman Empire.
——————————
Chilingarishvili Tornike, see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Chiti Barbara		

Theme 5

Urbanization versus urbanism. New insights on the emergence of the urban phenomenon in
Syria at the turn of the 4th and 3rd millennium BCE
Although the emergence of the urban phenomenon and its evolution in Syria between the end
of the 4th and the first half of the 3rd millennium BCE seem to be well known and taken for
granted, the definition of ‘urban center’ still poses many difficulties and remains controversial
for many scholars. Indeed, the criteria for identifying the urban nature of a site may differ
greatly and, in most cases, the conceptual difference between urbanization and urbanism is not
taken in account. Hence, the sporadic presence of features assumed as typical or distinctive of
urban centers is sometime deemed enough to define a site as a fully-fledged city, even though
this evidence is rather to be considered as the first steps in the urbanization process. The mixing
up of the urbanization and urbanism concepts entails a possible misidentification of urban sites
and consequently a misleading perspective of the urban phenomenon. Based on these considerations, this paper aims to identifying the different phases of urban transformation of Late
Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age sites in Syria and, in a broader perspective, to propose new
insights on the urbanization process of the region.
——————————
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Chogovadze Tamar, see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Clark Brigid

Theme 5/Workshop 15

New Light on Cypriot Imports and Trade in the Levantine Middle and Late Bronze Age Transition
Changes in ceramic imports reflect adaptation of maritime trade systems to changing economic,
social, and political conditions. This paper will be utilize Cypriot pottery, imported via maritime trade, to understand changing patterns of trade in Cypriot imports to the southern Levant
during the Middle and Late Bronze Age. In the Middle Cypriot period, Cypriot imports were
integrated into the Levantine littoral systems. Trade is further expanded during the 16th century
BCE and in the transition from the Middle to Late Bronze Age, with an increase in amount as
well as types of Cypriot imports to the Levant, contemporary with the rise of (proto-)urbanism
in Cyprus. This study will include the first results of an integrated study of Cypriot imported
pottery found at Megiddo, as well as Levantine maritime gateways such as Kabri and Achziv.
The transition from Middle Cypriot to Late Cypriot wares can be used to analyze chronological
synchronisms and the development of maritime connectivity between Cyprus and the Levant.
——————————
Cluzan Sophie		

Theme 4

Ninni-ZAZA et Gishtarat: L’inventaire des temples en regard de la nouvelle approche architecturale
La documentation de la mission archéologique d’André Parrot permet de reconstruire une certaine image de l’inventaire des temples de la Ville II de Mari. Ces inventaires révèlent l’existence de tendances communes à l’ensemble des sanctuaires. Sur ce point, les temples de
Ninni-ZA.ZA et de Gishtarat présentent toutefois quelques particularités. L’exposé s’attachera
à évaluer ces dernières à l’aune des résultats de la nouvelle approche architecturale.
——————————
Cocca Enzo, Giacomo Vinci, Maurizio Cattani, Federico Bernardini
Theme 2/Workshop 12
The Bronze Age tower of Al-Khutm (Bat, Oman): Stratigraphic sequence, chronological span
and pottery analyses
The extensive investigation carried out between 2015 and 2018 at the UNESCO site of AlKhutm (Bat) allowed to uncover an important complex dated back to the end of third millen-
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nium BC, whose state of conservation and monumentality are unique among the towers so
far investigated in Oman. The complex, initially featured by a circular tower of about 22 m in
diameter and by an imposing perimeter wall on its western side, underwent important restoring
interventions during the first centuries of the second millennium BC which partially changed
the use of space both in the inner and the external sectors. We intend to present here the major
results obtained in the last three campaigns carried out at the site. In detail, we will provide an
outline of the stratigraphic sequence of the excavated deposit and discuss the chronological
and cultural information gathered from the preliminary study of the materials found (including
several scientific analyses on pottery samples) and from a few radiocarbon dates on charred
materials collected.
——————————
Cohen-Sasson Eli, see Milevski Ianir
——————————
Collins C., see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Colliva Luca, Serenella Mancini

Theme 1

The Erbil Citadel ceramic corpus: A preliminary analysis of main productions and their relationships with archaeological stratigraphy
Since 2012 the High Commission for Erbil Citadel Revitalization (HCECR) and the Italian Archaeological Mission in the Iraqi Kurdistan of Sapienza University of Rome (MAIKI) fruitfully
cooperate for the study and the enhancement of the Erbil Citadel. This archaeological site with
its more than six thousand years of continuous occupation is the most significant in the region
and has been included in the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2014. The paper presents the preliminary results of the HCECR-MAIKI study of the ceramic corpus found during the HCECR
excavations at the Erbil Citadel from 2013 to 2015. This study, although still in progress, explores the problematic relationships of this ceramic material with the archaeological stratigraphy and it has allowed us to identify significant productions, including interesting importations
from the Iranian plateau and the Near East, ranging from the Hellenistic to the Ottoman period.
——————————
Conati Barbato Cecilia, see Moscone Daniele
——————————
Coppa Alfredo, see Genchi Francesco
——————————
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Coppini Costanza, Jesper Eidem

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Tell Shemshara - the early 2nd Mill. Sequence
Tell Shemshara is a famous archaeological site within the area of the Kurdish Region of Iraq.
Danish and Iraqi excavations carried out 1957-59 exposed the ruins of an Old Babylonian
palace with archives of cuneiform tablets. which provide a broad historical vista of the region
during a brief period of the early 18th cent. BC. In 2012 a new project was initiated to pursue
further investigation of Shemshara and its hinterland, with a special emphasis on the early 2nd
Mill. BC. At the site of Shemshara the palace excavated in the 1950’ies (Level V) has been
re-examined, and levels below it (Levels VI-X) probed. Ceramics retrieved in the earlier levels
are safely stratified below Level V (ca. 1780 BC). Two cuneiform tablets (from Levels VIIIa
and VIIIb) provide further chronological anchorage for the new evidence. The profile of this
still rather limited material generally fits contemporary levels at other sites in the Western Zagros within Iraq (like Bakr Awa, Yelkhi) and Iran (Hasanlu, Dinkha Tepe).
——————————
Coppini Costanza, see Doro Lisa
——————————
Corfù Nicolas Assur

Theme 4

“Rod and ring” - pictorial rendering of “all the heavenly ME”?
In ancient Mesopotamian art a rod and a ring in the right hand of a deity is often depicted. This
symbol is up to now not well understood. With the aid of archaic pictograms of written texts
from the beginning of script (4th millennium B.C.E.) an interpretation as the pictorial rendering
of the heavenly ME is proposed. It is also argued that Pukku und Mekkû of the Gilgameš epic
could be his ME, as Pukku is round and Mekkû is rod-shaped. At least answers to very old questions is this field are proposed: 1. Rod and ring in the right hand of a god represent his ME. 2.
Following Abram ME is the expression of the now and the ever, so, the all of existing. 3. Pukku
and mekkû of Gilgameš are his ME.
——————————
Corsi Andrea Luigi 		

Theme 8

Observations on the manufacturing techniques of the Abbasid stuccoes from the Friday Mosque
of Isfahan (767 – 840/41)
The aim of this paper is to present the main typologies identified from the study of the corpus of the early Abbasid architectural stuccoes (pertaining to the Abbasid mosques dated 767
and 840/41) unearthed in the Friday Mosque of Isfahan by the Italian Archaeological Mission
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(1973-1977). The presentation will introduce some of the outcomes of my study, particularly
focusing on the compositional aspects of the mixture (i.e. texture, colour and inclusions) and
the manufacturing processes (installation and carving). This type of analysis enabled the recognition of a significant morphological and technical heterogeneity, allowing the identification
of different stucco productions likely indicating the work of distinct workshops. While these
information provide a better understanding of the decorative interventions carried out on the
early phases of the building, the contextualization of the different productions in the respective
phases offers a view on the diachronic developments of stucco craftsmanship in the area of
Isfahan during the early Abbasid period, still poorly investigated.
——————————
Costa B., see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Costantini Lorenzo, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
——————————
Couturaud Barbara

Theme 3/Workshop 3

Early Bronze Age in Iraqi Kurdistan: an introduction
The Early Bronze Age in Northern Mesopotamia where Iraqi Kurdistan is located is one of the
less known periods of this area. Since few years, many national and international missions have
relaunched research projects on dozens of sites, some of them have delivered third millennium
levels of occupation. Yet, the most important data on this period is provided by texts, iconography and sherds, mainly out of their context since they were recovered during survey. These data
are of importance, but sometimes shifted from the reality of the field. This introduction paper
aims at providing a re-examination of Early Bronze Age data on the territory of Iraqi Kurdistan,
through iconography, textual sources and archaeological data provided by the main IIIrd millennium sites located in Kurdistan.
——————————
Crabtree Pam, see Castellano Lorenzo
——————————
Creamer Petra M.		

Theme 4/Workshop 22

Changing Death throughout Assyria: Provincial versus Heartland Mortuary Practices in the
Longue Durée
The Assyrian Empire spanned a period of over seven hundred years and a geographic extent of
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almost one million square kilometers. Throughout its history, it established control over many
pre-existing settlements, drawing them into the fold of Assyrian political dominance and cultural influence. Mortuary material is one of the most conservative forms of culture; it is deeply
rooted in tradition, personal belief systems, and group identity. Distinct and purposeful expressions of identity are displayed through graves and grave goods, which are nearly ubiquitous in
excavations within the Near East. This paper discusses the rise of a distinct Assyrian imperial
identity by utilizing mortuary data from both central and provincial sites within the Assyrian
Empire. General shifts in burial practice within these provincial sites over time reveal a notable influence of Assyrian culture, showing that Assyrian culture permeated in varying degrees
through the local, non-elite populations.
——————————
Crescioli Lorenzo, see Valentini Stefano
——————————
Crewe Lindy

Theme 5/Workshop 15

Building big at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age: evidence from Kissonerga-Skalia
The settlement of Kissonerga-Skalia, located in western Cyprus, was a long-lived settlement
occupied from c. 2500–1600 BC. At the threshold of the Late Cypriot Bronze Age earlier domestic structures were built over with a complex that included monumental walls, large open
spaces and areas with industrial-scale facilities, including pyrotechnical installations, one of
which has been interpreted as a malting kiln for beer production. This scalar increase in construction and production will be explored in relation to the transformation of Cyprus from village-based to urban-oriented society at a time when seaborne trade was increasing in the eastern
Mediterranean.
——————————
Crewe Lindy, see Johnston Christine
——————————
Cucchi Thomas, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Cultraro Massimo

Theme 5/Workshop 14

The “Tankard Vessel Connection” between Southern Caucasus, Anatolia and Aegean in the
Early and Middle Bronze Age
A recent reassessment of the evidence of kantharos shape vessels in Early-Middle Minoan Crete
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(Cultraro 2006; Weingaarten 2017), has contributed to focus on the circulation and local adaptation of a non-Aegean pottery shape in Southern Aegean. Crete, however, represents the most
southern limit of a wider phenomenon of circulation of foreign pottery shapes originated in
Western Anatolia since the EBA III. Looking at the Northern borders, double-handles tankards,
named as kantharos, are largely known in Southern and Central Caucasus, where new radiocarbon dates lead to better define the chronological context. This paper aims at reconstructing the
origin and the diffusion of kantharos vessels in the Caucasian Bedeni Culture during the MBA,
as well as its connection to the Anatolian world. New data come from a recent reassessment of
the MBA cemetery at Modinakhe, Western Georgia, where the presence of Kantharos-shaped
vessels of foreign origin suggest to focus on the circulation of Northern Aegean and Western
Anatolian pottery repertoire in MBA Caucasus. The main question is to evaluate the role played
by the Central and Western Anatolian communities in these long-distance relationships, as well
as differences and convergences of this foreign shapes in the MBA Caucasus. Kantharos is a
typologically selected shape which circulates within specific and restricted contexts of high
symbolic value. Further investigations on the function, thanks of the recent advanced Organic
Residues analyses, help us to define the function on this pottery category as vessels used for
the consumption of fermented beverages, maybe wine, mostly related to religious and cultic
contexts.
——————————
Cuny Julien

Theme 3/Workshop 5

Achaemenid Brick Decoration in the Louvre
French excavations at Susa since 1885 have brought to light numerous brick fragments, both
glazed and unglazed, from the Achaemenid period, about 4000 of them, mainly unpublished,
being kept in the Louvre. Most of these fragments, which are presently being registered and
documented, can be related to the decoration of the Palace of Darius, while some others might
be linked with other Achaemenid monuments on the site. The lack of reliable documentation
as a result of old excavation methods and the absence of any extant in-situ remains of standing
walls make difficult any attempt of relocate the original panels. Nevertheless, the study of internal iconographic and technical criteria such as sizes and dimensions, corner elements, and of
all different marks visible on the bricks, will help reconsider and challenge previous hypothesis
about the original decoration of the palace.
——————————
Curci Antonio, Elena Maini, Marzia Cavriani, Lucio Calcagnile, Beatrice Demarchi, Gianluca Quarta, Federico Zaina
Theme 2
A giraffe bone from the Neo-Assyrian palace compound at Karkemish? Influences and connections between Assyria and Egypt during the Iron Age III
During the 2016 campaign of excavation at Karkemish, a probable femur of giraffe was found
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inside a stone-lined pit in one of the rooms of the eastern sector of the Neo-Assyrian palace
compound (Area C East). The room had two main structural sub-phases, and the pit containing the giraffe bone pertains to the floor of the earliest level (Phase 9a, Iron III). The paper
presents the results of the archaeological and osteological analysis of the bone remain, also
in view of the connections between Assyrians and Egyptians during the Iron Age III. In fact,
close connections between the city of Karkemish and the Egyptian kingdom are attested since
the Neo-Assyrian period at the site. According to Egyptian sources, during the later 7th century
BCE, Karkemish was the place of two important battles fought under Psamtek I and Neko II.
The city was under the Egyptian influence since the beginning of the Third Intermediate Period,
when the Kingdom of Kush re-established its control over the Levantine region. Archaeological
evidence supporting a direct connection between Assyrians and Egyptians at Karkemish has
been extensively documented by both the British expedition from 1911-1920 and the present
Turco-Italian one (2011-ongoing).
——————————
Curcio Cloe		

Theme 4

Ancient Mesopotamia: a sacred landscape?
The paper will focus on the relationship between natural elements considered of divine nature
(as deified rivers, mountains and so on) and spaces built and signified by ancient Mesopotamians, both concurring to form, singularly and in association to one another, a complex and
composite sacred landscape. The lack of thorough studies on this topic is not coherent with the
number of literary and material sources concerned with it. This paper also looks at the deep
impact of ceremonial buildings on the shared cultural imagery as a way for the ruling authority
to justify the preservation of a divine order wanted by the gods and guaranteed by their earthly
representatives. There are enough elements to state the symbolic and awe-inspiring power of
religion projected on natural and anthropogenic elements and its pivotal role in shaping the
physical and mental landscape of ancient Near Eastern cultures.
——————————
Cyrus Georg		

Theme 5

The Production of space in Iron Age Squatter occupation of Godin Tepe
Squatter occupations are a widespread phenomenon in past as well as in contemporary societies.
In the archaeological record there are mostly recognized as last period of a monumental building. As such there are used as argument for continuity or discontinuity but are rarely viewed as
a distinct cultural phenomenon worth studying. However, if we want to understand collapse,
continuity and change, a further investigation of this settlement is necessary. In this talk I will
conceptualize the mode of production of space for archeological introduced by Lefebvre. With
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this theoretical approach I can describe both, the squatter occupation itself and the transition
from the monumental building to the squatter occupation. I will apply my theoretical approach
to the Iron Age citadel of Godin Tepe.
——————————
Cytryn-Silverman Katia		

Theme 8

The West Gate of the Great Mosque of Ramla
This lecture will focus on the west gate of the the Great Mosque of Ramla, prior a crusader
church. Originally the main and most elaborate entrance to the building, today the wooden
doors are closed and the iron gate leading to them from the street is locked. The church-mosque
has a long history of restorations and adaptations, though the inside remains much the same, except for repainting, the addition of a mihrab on the southern wall, the cancelling of the altar on
the east, and the erection of a raised gallery over the entrance from the north, facing the mihrab.
Of the original entrances, the south one was blocked once the mihrab was fixed behind it, the
north entrance was preserved throughout the ages up until recently, yet the west gate underwent
many changes since the building’s conversion, in the late thirteenth century.
——————————
Czarnowicz Marcin, see Milevski Ianir
——————————
Da’adli Tawfiq		

Theme 8

Muʿāwiya and the mosque (?) of al-Sinnabra
Three excavation seasons were carried out in al-Sinnabra, or better known as the Early Bronze
age site of al-karak/Bet Yerah, during February 2018, and February and September of 2019.
These renewed excavations were undertaken after the publication of our report, Bet Yeraḥ III:
Hellenistic Philoteria and Islamic al-Sinnabra, in which we published the findings of the previous excavations carried in the 1950s. The renewed excavations aimed to touch unexcavated
soil in the hope of finding some clear stratigraphy as well as some ceramics and other small
finds. A third aim was the exposure of new units. Since remains of a bath and an audience hall
were already exposed on site, we thought that there might be a third element that constituted
an essential part in any Umayyad place, namely a mosque. Despite the challenges of recent
disturbance, undocumented excavation, erosion and landscaping, which often frustrated our
attempts to identify the remains of the dismantled palace, preserved only at its foundations, we
ultimately succeeded in tracing a significant, completely unexpected annex to the palace situated outside its northern fortification wall.
——————————
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Dabrowski Vladimir, Margareta Tengberg

Theme 8

Plants’ circulation in the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea during the Islamic period: new
archaeobotanical data from eastern Arabia
The trade of plant products in the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea during the Islamic period
has been the subject of much debate. Until lately, the main sources available for these research
issues were the textual references while archaeobotanical analyses have recently brought to light
new data for this period. Indeed, botanical material from harbor cities and coastal settlements
situated in eastern Arabia has shown the presence of exotic crops, most of them identified for
the first time in this region, such as pepper (Piper nigrum), rice (Oryza sativa), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor ssp. bicolor), finger millet (Eleusine coracana ssp. coracana) and mango (Mangifera indica), as well as timber like teakwood (Tectona grandis) and rosewood (Dalbergia sissoo).
Their attestation in coastal sites makes likely their importation as trade products although, for
some crops, acclimatization within the oasian agricultural systems has to be considered.
——————————
D’agostino Anacleto, Valentina Orsi

Theme 1

New results from recent excavations at Uşaklı Höyük
Uşaklı Höyük is the largest archaeological mound visible across the hilly countryside between
Yozgat and Sorgun, in the North Central Anatolian Plateau, along the southern bank of the Eğri
Öz Dere. Since 2008 the team of the Uşaklı Höyük Archaeological Project has been working
to obtain new information about the development of the settlement, from its initial phase of urbanisation to its transformation during the periods of the formation of states in the Late Bronze
and Iron Ages. Part of this objective has now been achieved, as documented by the results of
the recent excavations in area A and D where large sectors of two monumental buildings of
Hittite date and a sequence spanning from the Late Bronze Age to the Late Iron Age have been
exposed. This paper will present an overview of the main results of latest excavations with a
focus on architectural features, stratigraphic sequence and ceramic horizon.
——————————
D’Agostino Franco, see Quenet Philippe
- see Romano Licia
——————————
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D’alfonso Lorenzo, Elena Basso, Alessio Mantovan

Theme 4

The reorganization of social elites and exclusive rites in post-Hittite Central Anatolia: networks
and structures beyond the Alishar-IV ware
Alishar-IV is the best known sub-group of the Black Monochrome Geometric Painted ware
from Iron Age Central Anatolia, characterized by figurative panels with silhouette style wildgoats in concentric circles filling motifs. Since it was first found at Alişar Höyük, that site was
considered its production core center. During the campaigns 2011-18 at Niğde-Kınık Höyük,
south Cappadocia, we found several fragments of Alishar-IV. We could define three Alishar-IV
shapes, and five productions, different for color, surface treatments and style of decoration. Archaeometric analysis allowed us to single out local products vs. imports. Comparing our results
with literature on provenance of Alishar-IV ware at other sites, considering the limited number
of Alishar-IV fragments at each site, we aim at presenting a model of network and structures beyond the production of this ware embodying a new male, exclusive rite of drinking that shaped
the reorganization of elites in post-Hittite Anatolia.
——————————
Dall’armellina Vittoria, Elena Rova

Theme 5/Workshop 14

What happens in the North? New approaches to old problems (workshop organizer)
Near Eastern archaeologists traditionally tried to trace Mesopotamian cultural influences into
the neighbouring regions. However, discoveries in Anatolia and, more recently, in the Southern
Caucasus have highlighted a number of peculiar features, which set this northern sector of the
Near East apart from the Mesopotamian cultural macro-area. First of all, this highland region
is open to influences not only by the southern urban civilisations, but also by the cultures of the
Northern Caucasus and the Eurasian steppes. Furthermore, it appears to play a pivotal role in
an EW-oriented network of interrelations which connects Central Asia and Northern Iran with
the Aegean region. Besides raw materials and different classes of artefacts, production technologies and specialised know-hows, as well as symbols, rituals, funerary customs and other
forms of social behaviour, ideas, animals, people and, possibly, their languages travelled, at
different times and in different ways, along this “Northern Corridor”. The proposed workshops
aims at re-evaluating relevant evidence from different fields of studies – some of which has
been known for quite a long time, but interpreted within now outdated theoretical frameworks
–, and at discussing new multidisciplinary approaches and possible interpretative models for
dealing with it, thus setting an agenda for future research. The main chronological focus should
be between the IV and the II millennium BC.
——————————
D’Amico Valentina, see Valentini Stefano
——————————
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Dan Roberto, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
- see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
D’andrea Marta, Agnese Vacca

Theme 4

The Ebla Region from the Early to the Middle Bronze Age: Reading Socio-Cultural Changes in
Patterns of Settlement and Material Culture
Excavations at Ebla and other multi-period sites in its region have allowed for a preliminary
periodization and a general outline of the local developmental trajectory from the Early to the
Middle Bronze Age. This may provide the chronological and conceptual frameworks to re-analyse data from past surveys in the Ebla region, in order to incorporate them into the regional
narratives for the mid-third and the early second millennium BC. The study of this period is
connected with the formation, growth, and cyclical crisis and reorganization of urbanization as
well as with the transition from a non-Amorite to an Amorite political landscape. Consequently,
the reconstruction of patterns of settlement and changes in material culture distribution may
reveal different internal and external interconnected relations through Early Bronze III-IV to
the early Middle Bronze I.
——————————
D’Andrea Marta, see Richard Suzanne
- see Vacca Agnese
——————————
D’Anna Maria Bianca, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Darejanashvili Davit, see Pataridze Nino
——————————
Dass Ahmed, see Fiaccavento Chiara
——————————
Davidovich Uri		

Theme 3/Workshop 6

Activity patterns and task-specific sites: desert perspectives on EBA regionalism
The study of regionalism in archaeology usually revolves around comparative analyses of set-
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tlement patterns and material-cultural trajectories in and between regions. This stems directly
from the very nature of the archaeological data produced in the settled zones, deriving from
excavations of deep stratified sites and supplemented by the results of regional settlement surveys. Marginal areas, however, provide a much different perspective on regionalism, manifested archaeologically in task-specific sites reflecting mostly non-settlement activities. The Judean
Desert, a local arid region in the rain shadow of the Central Highlands of Cis-Jordan, offers a
case in point, where Early Bronze Age (EBA) activities distanced from the settled regions can
be clearly portrayed using Landscape Archaeology frameworks. Herding stations, ritual hubs,
control points and temporary refuge places, used in specific episodes during the EBA, constitute glimpses into desert and sown relations in the southern Levant and the ways by which
marginal areas are manipulated, and perceived, by the settled cores.
——————————
Davidovich Uri, see Wachtel Ido
——————————
Davit Kvavadze, see Rova Elena
——————————
Davitashvili Shorena, see Blocher Felix
——————————
Davoudi Hossein, see Mashkour Marjan
- see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Davtyan Ruben

Theme 5

Representative aspects of horse gear in Lori Berd (Armenia)
Historically, linking climate and vegetation change with the archaeological record is difficult
for multiple reasons. These include imprecise age-depth models and low-resolution records.
In addition, paleoclimate proxies are not always close to archaeological sites making interpretations difficult. To overcome these challenges, we have implemented a novel approach to
sediment coring around the Mount Aragats region of Armenia. In this region, the archaeological
project, Project ArAGATS, has been conducting archaeological fieldwork for the past 20 years.
To understand the interaction between humans and changes in vegetation we have undertaken
an extensive coring campaign. This joint French / American / Armenian project has extracted 4
cores across a 10 kilometer east-west transect. These cores provide a full Holocene record with
the oldest dating to 12,000 cal BP. By connecting these cores into one “master core” we aim
to provide a robust record of vegetation, climate, and fire at both a local and regional scale. To
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do this we utilize a range of biological and geochemical proxies, including pollen, NPPs, macro-charcoal, XRF, and the biomarker glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraether (GDGTs). In this paper
we will lay out our methodologies and present the initial results of our research.
——————————
De Angelis Antonella, Cristina Lemorini

Theme 3/Workshop 20

Metalworking at Arslantepe village VI B2 (EBA): preliminary data from a use-wear and residues approach on macro-lithic tools
The functional analysis of the artifacts involved in metalworking can give interesting information about the steps that transform a mineral block in an object. When combined with a spatial
analysis, it allows to evaluate the organization of work, way people are involved in the production and the management of specialized areas in relation to domestic spaces. In this paper we
discuss the role that macro-lithic tools played in the metalworking, particularly the processing
of minerals, in a Near-East Early Bronze Age village (Arslantepe period VI B2, Eastern Anatolia). Starting with an overview on the distribution of evidence related to metal production in the
village, the research will focus on two sample areas: one interpreted as a metallurgical atelier,
the other as a storage room of a house. Through macroscopic observations and use-wear analysis of a sample of macro-lithic tools correlated with other data from these areas, we highlight
production processes carried out in the metallurgical area, in particular steps involving minerals
before smelting. Moreover, we investigate if some activities related to metallurgy were also
carried out within a domestic space to understand if other people aside from the artisans were
involved, even in an “external” way, in the production cycle.
——————————
De Backer Fabrice 		

Theme 4

Le Roi d’Assyrie est Apsû: tout baigne dans l’huile
Grâce à l’étude croisée des textes mentionnant les rituels funéraires royaux néo-assyriens,
les sources archéologiques et les comparaisons ethnographiques, il est possible d’identifier
quelques composantes du liquide de conservation du cadavre. La production de ce baume, ainsi
que les infrastructures et le personnel requis, peuvent également être déduits des données connues grâce au texte. Les phénomènes contemporains seront utilisés afin de combler les lacunes
éventuelles laissées par les données néo-assyriennes.
——————————
De Cataldo Francesca, see Genchi Francesco
——————————
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De Cupere Bea, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
De Groene Donna 		

Theme 2

Human-animal relationships in the Early Neolithic in the Eastern Fertile Crescent
The transition from mobile foraging and hunting to sedentary farming and herding has been one
of the most important changes in the history of humankind. This transition started in several
different areas of the Near East around 9500 BC. This was a slow and complicated transition,
which took place in multiple places in the Near East independently, rather than a sudden revolutionary change which spread from a single core zone (Zeder 2012). In the past century most
archaeologists relied on morphological markers to assess whether plants and animals were domesticated. However, it has been successfully indicated based on culling profiles that humans
started to manage animals several millennia before the first changes in morphology are visible
(Zeder 2012). Because of the lack of morphological markers, it is hard to understand when people first started to manage animals and what these first stages of animal management involved
(Makarewicz and Tuross 2012). Stable isotopic analysis already shed new light on the human-animal relationships in the Levant (Makarewicz and Tuross 2012) and Anatolia (Pearson
et al. 2007), but has not been applied for assemblages from the Eastern Fertile Crescent. The
aim of this research is to get more insight in early human animal management practices using
stable isotopic analysis combined with zooarchaeological analysis in this relatively understudied area.
——————————
De Gruchy Michelle, see Deckers Katleen
- see Lawrence Dan
——————————
De Jong Lidewijde		

Theme 4/Workshop 22

Pollution or Practical Solution? On the spatial setting and reuse of tombs in the Northern Levant (1st c. - 3rd c. CE)
The few examples of fully preserved tombs from the Roman province of Syria provide conflicting information about its occupants. Visual imagery, epitaphs, funerary architecture, and human
remains point to discrepancies between those commemorated and those actually buried. These
discrepancies are commonly explained in terms of status differences: only a small selection
of the buried are commemorated in art and text. At the same time, growing urban centers and
population numbers placed new pressures on the funerary spaces, resulting in frequent reuse of
tombs. Yet such disturbance of older burials stands at odds with the widespread beliefs about
the protection of the deceased body and emphasis on keeping it whole. Using the example of
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Tombs C and F in Palmyra, this paper explores the negotiations between theory (beliefs) and
practice that occurred in the cemeteries. This negotiation was related to different and sometimes
contradictory beliefs about what happened to the body after death.
——————————
De Marco Michele, see Gallo Elisabetta
——————————
De Miroschedji Pierre 		

Theme 3/Workshop 6

EB III Southern Canaan in Its Levantine Setting
In the perspective of an analysis of EB III regionalism and cultural transmission in the southern
Levant, this paper aims to investigate the original situation of its southernmost region (“Southern Canaan”, i.e. the southern tip of the Fertile Crescent) from different standpoints: 1- The modalities of the EB II-III transition in the context of the interregional connections with northern
Canaan. 2- The increasing “urbanization” of the Shephelah region and its periphery during the
EB III. 3- The development during this time period of a material culture encompassing large
territories of southern Canaan. 4- At the same time, the growing standardization in material culture between southern and northern Canaan, and the greater dichotomy with the central Levant.
5- And finally, the position of Southern Canaan in the wider context of the EB III Egyptian-Levantine connections.
——————————
D’Errico Davide, see Zampetti Daniela
——————————
De Vingo Paolo 		

Theme 8

The sea of the Caliphs: the economic relations between the Byzantine, Latin and Arabic world
on the basis of early medieval archaeological sources
This communication aims to propose, based on the results of archaeological excavations carried
out in the coastal areas of the western Mediterranean, the constant relations between the Byzantine, Latin and Muslim world that from the seventh century onwards have formed and shaped
the identity of the Mediterranean, a sea that not only separated, but above all defined and connected the shores of three different historical-political areas. From the first Islamic expansion
until the 12th century, when the Italian maritime cities, flanked by Catalan merchants, imposed
their economic and commercial control on the Mediterranean routes, it’s possible to analyze
the complexity of the relations of a shared area through the archaeological data. The position,
often considered subaltern of the Islamic world on the Mediterranean Sea, must be restored to
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its actual historical dimension in a story in which time cannot be marked only by Latinos and
Christians. In reality, in the early Middle Ages, despite the Latin world through the maritime
archives and the Christians, in the monastic annals, they shaped, being victims of it, the figure
of the Muslim as ‘pirate moro or Saraceno’ there was an economic and mercantile universe,
almost continuous and uninterrupted from Baghdad up to Cordoba which demonstrates the
adaptive capacity, from the seventh century onwards, of Arab and Muslim societies to the annexed changes connected to the permanence of a confrontation along a border as extensive as
that represented by the Mediterranean.
——————————
De Vito Licia, see Cappella Federico
- see Gallo Elisabetta
——————————
De Vreeze Michel 		

Theme 3/Workshop 6

Alternative trajectories towards social complexity in the Early Bronze Age Northern Levant
The presentation will particularly target the lack of a ‘developed’ Early Bronze I ceramic assemblage in parts of Lebanon and the sudden rise of an Early Bronze II ceramic industry. It
will explore regional socio-economic trajectories and local and non-local agents in this process.
Throughout the Early Bronze Age, the Beqaa valley shows ceramic contacts with the northern
Jordan Valley, but the intensity remains unclear and must be further explored. While, Byblos
has long been the type-site for developments on the Lebanese littoral, it lacks the necessary
high-resolution data due to excavation strategies. However, more recent excavations such as at
Sidon, Fadous Kfarabida, Arqa, and the current excavations at Tell Koubba are adding much
needed data about the social developments during this period on the Lebanese coast. Conspicuously absent so far at many of these sites is evidence for gradual ceramic evolution during
the Early Bronze I. It thus becomes crucial investigate the timing and transmission of ceramic techniques, and the reasons for these regional differences. As noted, a marked difference
might be perceived with the Southern Levant, where ceramic change can be directly related to
growing socio-economic complexity. Here, the ceramic industry is gradually evolving during
the Early Bronze I (ca. 3600-3000 BC) and comes to full fruition during the Early Bronze II
(ca. 3000-2900 BC). Newly introduced Early Bronze II-III ceramic industries in the Northern
Levant can be clearly associated with their southern Levantine ancestors, particularly the North
Canaanite Metallic Ware. One strong possibility is that the Early Bronze economy in Lebanon
intensified rather rapidly with a stimulus from more southern communities. To fully understand
these developments, the emergence of Egypt as a dominant political factor must also be further
qualified. The overall objective is to better understand the variation in developments towards
social complexity and different scales of economy, from a profoundly Levantine perspective.
The key motivation is to form new socio-economic models to explain different routes towards
social complexity taken in the Northern and Southern Levant, and to understand the profoundly
different role of foreign contact as a principal agent in these developments.
——————————
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Decaix Alexia, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Deckers Katleen, M. De Gruchy, S. Riehl, V. Tumolo, D. Lawrence
Theme 6/Workshop 9
Vegetation Reconstruction in the CLaSS (Climate, Landscape, Settlement and Society) Project
The CLaSS project, funded by an ERC Starting Grant awarded to Dr Dan Lawrence, investigates the relationship between climate fluctuations and settlement history over the last 8000
years. As part of the project, anthracological data (amongst other archaeobotanical data) is
being collated for the entire Near East. We aim to reconstruct the vegetation and understand
the impact of people and climate on the environment. We will also investigate the boundaries
of human adaptation to changing environments. The anthracological research in this project
uses a combination of database collection of published charcoal identifications, new charcoal
identifications, diameter measurements and dendrological studies. In this presentation we will
present some results from the different approaches and highlight planned work. Eventually, archaeobotanical data, settlement data and climate simulations will be combined in the project to
investigate the question: What factors have allowed for the differential persistence of societies
in the face of changing climatic and environmental conditions?
——————————
Del Cerro Carmen, Carlos Fernandez Rodriguez

Theme 6

Photogrammetry Works at al Madam (Sharjah, UAE) on 2019 season of work
The so-called Mudbrick Working Area (MWA1), in the archaeological site of al Madam 1 was
completely uncovered in 2019 in order to obtain a 3D model as accurate as possible. The main
goal was to create a very high-resolution 3D model of the entire complex, in which it would
be possible to identify and measure accurately the footprints and the tool marks found in the
muddy dried surface some years ago. This model let us not only to carry out very detailed
anthropometric studies of the footprints, but also to study the production techniques of the
mudbricks in the Iron Age. The model is shared online thanks to the collaboration between
Sharjah Archaeological Authority, Global Digital Heritage (a private organization dedicated to
documenting, monitoring, and preserving the Heritage) and the Spanish archaeological Mission
working on Sharjah.
——————————
Del Fabbro R., see Kanjou Youssef
——————————
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Delle Donne Matteo, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
——————————
Demarchi Beatrice, see Curci Antonio
——————————
Derada Martina, Andrea Trameri

Theme 3

Continuity of local ceramic traditions at Kınık Höyük (Southern Cappadocia): late Achaemenid
pottery from the “NW Building”
Between 2013 and 2018 four rooms of a multi-level building were excavated on the citadel
mound at Kınık Höyük (Niǧde). The building has two main phases, the first spanning between
ca. the 3rd c. and mid-2nd c. BCE, and the second between ca. 150 BCE and the end of the 1st
c. BCE. The approximate dating of the building is secured by a sequence of 14C dates and material finds, in particular Hellenistic period coins from the late building. The aim of this paper
is to present selected forms (bowls) of the ceramic assemblage of two significant contexts with
secure stratigraphy from the 3rd c. building. These contexts indicate that ceramic types of Central Anatolian local tradition, usually described in literature as “Late Achaemenid”, were still in
use at this settlement during the whole 3rd c., and likely even in the first half of the 2nd c BCE.
In the later building new pottery types, characterized by strong Hellenistic influx, completely
substituted the previous local tradition.
——————————
Di Ludovico Alessandro, Franco Alberto Cardillo, Umberto Straccia
Theme 6/Workshop 18
Mathematical Investigation of Glyptic Iconographies: A New Synthesis
The huge and long-lasting production of cylinder seals in ancient Western Asia is one of the
most typical features which characterized its civilizations along almost three millennia. In the
history of the past experiences of quantitative research on artefacts and visual languages of
pre-classical Near and Middle East the cylinder seals have played a major role. This is probably
due to the long life of these products, but also to their peculiar functions and to some technical
issues, like, e.g., the physical constraints bound to the shape and dimensions of these objects.
This paper presents an approach to Mesopotamian glyptic iconography which is, on one hand,
the evolution of the application of long tested mathematical methods integrated with new ones,
and, on the other hand, the possible starting point for new ways of approaching the interpretation and classification of the figurative languages represented in cylinder seals’ carvings.
——————————
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Di Michele Angelo		

Theme 3/Workshop 1

The Third Millennium pottery sequence from Area B in Tello (Iraq): Persistence, changes and
evolutions
The archaeological investigations at the site of Tello have resumed in 2015 and provided a new
data set of pottery from a well-stratified context. In particular Area B provides an uninterrupted
sequence of occupational layers that date to the beginning of the third to the beginnings of the
second millennium BC. The paper will discuss the results of the analysis of the morphology
of the pottery material unearthed from this sequence and the systematic classification of the
ceramic repertoire of Area B of Tello. The findings of this study are crucial for our understanding of the material culture, developed at Tello between the Early and Middle Bronze age.
In addition, this paper will discuss the analysis of the evolution of the pottery repertoire with
special consideration of different distinct sequences within this historical period as indicated by
stratigraphy of the site. Finally, the paper will discuss the results of an analysis of the formation
processes of the composition of this ceramic assemblage as related to pottery production, daily
use and potential markers of status and identity.
——————————
Di Michele Angelo, see Rost Stephanie
——————————
Dibo Suzanne 		

Theme 5

Centre and periphery: dynamics of the occupation of the north-east region of Syria during the
second half of the 3rd millennium BC
Upper Mesopotamia was densely occupied by large urban centres from the beginning of the 3rd
millennium BC. This flourishing phase of urbanisation was affected around 2350-2200 by the
arrival of the Akkad kings. From that time on, the urban landscape of the region was administered by a new central power that developed the agricultural potential. This required a change
in the ryhthms of occupation in certain zones. The period is associated with transformations and
destructions. Some sites show traces of destruction. On others, the extent of occupation was
reduced and new layouts implemented. Altogether, this scenario implied a new organisation of
the region. Certain sites lost their central role and became peripheral. An assessment of the occupation of the whole region will be made by combining data from both survey and excavation.
——————————
Didier Aurore, see Marchand Florine
——————————
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Dietz Albert

Theme 3/Workshop 1

The Pottery of the German Excavations on the Southern Mound of Ur. Ur III and Old Babylonian Pottery in Context
The excavations on the southern mound of Ur conducted by Prof. Dr. Adelheid Otto (LMU),
a part of the renewed Ur Excavations under the direction of Prof. Dr. Elizabeth Stone (Stony
Brook, NY), in 2017 and 2019 unearthed a house of the Isin-Larsa and Old Babylonian period
with remains of the inventory in precisely datable contexts. This presents the opportunity to analyze the pottery in a clear context and to establish a typology of early Old Babylonian pottery
in Southern Mesopotamia. The Ur III level lies immediately beneath the house. This offers the
rare chance to study Ur III pottery in well stratified contexts and compare them with the Old
Babylonian assemblage. The material of both levels can be dated with the help of tablets and
sealings. I will present an overview of the pottery analysis of the German excavation at Ur and
its potential to produce a clearer understanding of the differences and continuities of southern
Mesopotamian pottery from the end of the 3rd to the beginning of the 2nd millennium BCE.
——————————
Diffey Charlotte, Roger Matthews, Wendy Matthews

Theme 2

Agriculture and the emergence of settled society: New evidence from the Zagros region
The Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods of the Eastern Fertile Crescent have come to be characterized as a time of ‘transformative disruption’. During the Neolithic, the renegotiation of
relationships between humans and their environment, led to the development of new and diverse societal interactions, at both an intra- and inter-community level. These relationships
were strengthened and solidified throughout the subsequent Chalcolithic period, as permanent
agriculture provided the foundations for the emergence of complex, hierarchical communities.
In the Zagros region, however, discussions surrounding these themes have been limited by a
lack of direct archaeobotanical evidence for plant exploitation, particularly from the Chalcolithic period. This paper will present the results of ongoing archaeobotanical investigations at the
Neolithic site of Bestansur in the Western Zagros foothills, Iraq, and the Middle Chalcolithic
site of Nad Ali Beig in the Central Zagros region, Iran. It is hoped that detailed archaeobotanical
analysis of charred plant remains recovered from both sites will shed light on the emergence
of the Neolithic agro-economy as well the development and continuation of these relationships
throughout the succeeding Chalcolithic period in the Zagros region.
——————————
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Djamali Morteza, Elodie Brisset, Emmanuel Gandouin, Alain Véron, Sébastien Gondet,
Marjan Mashkour
Theme 2
Wetlands and palaeowetlands of the Persepolis Basin; valuable archives of palaeoenvironmental changes and human activities
Geological and hydrological setting of the Persepolis Basin is very suitable for the formation
of small and large wetland systems. The genesis of these wetlands is mostly related to the presence of karstic limestones in the highlands surrounding the Persepolis alluvial plain (Marvdasht
Plain) which collect the meteoric water and discharge it through numerous small springs at the
piedmont areas. Wetlands of different sizes displaying different hydrochemical and ecological
characteristics have formed around the emergence points of these springs. Most of these wetlands can be classified as carbonate wetlands in which an array of ecosystems including ponds,
channels, and peat surfaces develop harbouring species-rich plant and animal communities.
Sediments are whether organic (gyttja and peat) or inorganic (carbonate mud) with a rich fossil
fauna (molluscs, ostracods, chironomids, etc.). The high amplitude of water table fluctuations
may expose the wetland sediments to subaerial exposure and pedogenesis. The products of
the uncompleted pedogenesis of sediments originally deposited in waterlogged conditions, are
called ‘palustrine carbonates’ which main characteristic is a mixture of sedimentary and pedogenic features. When the pedogenic processes are not advanced, the sediments can be used as
significant sources of palaeoenvironmental information. The high abundance and wide distribution of the carbonate wetlands in Persepolis Basin may explain, among other reasons, why
the semi-arid plain of Persepolis has attracted the human communities since palaeolithic time.
The karstic springs and wetlands of Persepolis Basin have certainly served as complementary
water resources for Elamites and Persians and have contributed to the development of urban
landscape of the region. Indeed, several lines of evidence indicate that the Persepolis wetland
systems have been deeply impacted by human activities since millennia and particularly since
the Antiquity. Today, most of these unique ecosystems are endangered by overexploitation of
groundwater and intensive agriculture and land reclamation.
——————————
Djamali Morteza, see Brisset Elodie
- see Gondet Sébastien
- see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Dler Mohammed, see Razmanhang Yalda
——————————
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Dolce Rita		

Theme 1

A Look Upstream from Qasr Shemamok. Soundings at the Site of Kandara Qal (Iraqi Kurdistan)
The new project begun by the French Mission during the 2018 excavation campaign forms part
of the research programme for the longue durée to reconstruct the modes of occupation of the
natural and social landscape of the site of Qasr Shemamok even before the Third Millennium
urbanization. The project follows the first surface surveys undertaken in a north-easterly direction, almost 1 km upstream on the Shiwazor bank, with the discovery of numerous sherds of
Nineveh 5 on the surface at the site known as Kandara Qal, the ceramic evidence dating to the
Uruk and Ninevite 5 Periods found on the surface just outside the site of Qasr Shemamok and
in secondary deposits, and above all the results of the most recent surveys in the same area (J.Ur
et alii 2013-EPAS 2012) which confirm the presence of a stable settlement, occupied from the
Late Chalcolithic until the Bronze Age. The pottery sherds discovered at Kandara Qal during
the surface surveys and the soundings undertaken in 2018 have confirmed the chronological
and cultural horizon between Late Uruk -Nineveh 5, included specimens of painted, incised and
excised types; the pottery discovered during the excavations of 2019 date prevalently to the late
3rd millennium BC.
——————————
Domżalski Krzysztof, see Waliszewski Tomasz
——————————
Doost Sanaz, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Döpper Stephanie		

Theme 8

Mud-Brick Villages and Open-Air Mosques – The Late Islamic Landscape of the Al-Mudhaybi
Region in Central Oman
The Al-Mudhaybi Regional Survey’s (Goethe University, Germany) 2019 field season in central Oman encountered several vestiges of the Late Islamic period (c. 1650–1970 CE). These
include abandoned mud-brick villages, open-air mosques, and campsites. Within the scope of
this paper, the characteristics of those structures in central Oman, their embedment into the
landscape, and their spatial distribution will be discussed. This gives, for the first time, the
opportunity to compare settled (i.e., mud-brick villages) and nomadic (i.e., open-air mosques,
campsites) life during this period in central Oman. Additionally, the pottery assemblage at one
mud-brick village in the study area will be presented as it provides new data for the study of the
material culture of this so far widely neglected era.
——————————
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D’orazio Claudia

Theme 5

Sealing practices in the Near East during the Late Bronze II period: aspects of inter-regional
integration in the age of internationalism
The sealing practices during the Late Bronze II period (ca. 1375-1175 BCE) have been thus
far underappreciated notwithstanding the numerous archaeological excavations and studies on
the material culture from the period. This paper discusses the evidence of clay sealings from
archaeological contexts between the Levant, Anatolia, Mesopotamia and Elam. The corpus of
sealings from Karkemish and North Syria, for instance, provides insights on the core-periphery relationships under the Hittite Empire, while the evidence from Tell Sabi Abyad and Tell
Fekheriye, significantly contributes to defining the functioning of the dunnu in the Middle Assyrian state. The contextual, functional and iconographic analysis of these materials allows
to reconstruct the nature of sealing operations taking place at the political and administrative
centers of LB II polities, highlighting aspects of inter-regional integration during the age of
internationalism.
——————————
Doro Lisa, Costanza Coppini

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Pottery Traditions and Material Culture in 2nd Millennium BC Northern Mesopotamia: The
view from Gir-e Gomel
Gir-e Gomel is located in the heart of the Navkur Plain, the “plain of mud”, very fertile and suitable for agriculture over the course of the millennia, as the high number of sites detected by the
LoNAP survey attests. The site of Gir-e Gomel with its 40 ha is the largest site in the plain and
must have played a central role in the 3rd and 2nd millennium BC. Results from text trenches
carried out in 2012 and 2013, show the occupation of the southern fringes of the site in the mid3rd millennium and in the early 2nd Millennium, i.e. in the Middle Bronze Age. New results
from the 2018 and 2019 excavation campaigns added new data about the site in the MBA. A
sequence of occupation dated to this period has been brought to light in two sectors of the site:
in the eastern fringe of the site’s lower town, in Operation 2, and in the necropolis located in the
southern lower town (Operaton 1). The MBA contexts and ceramic assemblages from these areas will be presented in this paper, with the aim of delineating the settlement sequence of MBA
Gomel. Comparisons with excavated sites from neighbouring regions will be highlighted in order to place MBA Gomel in the panorama of early Second Millennium Northern Mesopotamia.
——————————
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Douglas Khaled, Nasser Al-Jahwari, Mohamad Hesein, Kimberly D. Williams
Theme 2/Workshop 12
Umm an-Nar Settlement at Dahwa 7, North Al-Batinah, Oman: Excavations 2018-2021
In Dahwa region, ca. 25 km southwest of the coastal city of Saham, in North Oman Peninsula,
five Umm an-Nar settlements have been discovered. The settlements were identified as Dahwa
after the nearby village and recognized as (DH1, DH5, DH6, DH7 and DH8). The first settlement (DH1) was excavated between 2014 and 2017, where unique material culture was uncovered. the C14 analysis indicate that the site was settled during the beginning of the second half
of the third millennium BC and lasted till the end of the Umm an-Nar culture around 2000 BC.
In order to have a better understanding of the settlement of DH1, and to shed more lights on the
development of Umm an-Nar culture in Al-Batinah Region in northern Oman was very essential and important to explore DH7. First to ensure wither those settlements were coinciding or
were used by the same group of people but in different phases. Secondly to help understanding
the architectural patterning between the one was uncovered in DH1 and those were noticed in
other settlements. Thirdly to test the hypothesis of existing a ritual building/temple in DH1 by
excavating a similar building found in another settlement at DH7. Between 2018 and 2021 the
settlement at Dhawa 7 was excavated. Unlike DH1, whose buildings were constructed on a flat
terrace, the buildings of DH7 were distributed on three different topographical levels, indicating a planned settlement. The lower area contains the major part of the settlement, the middle
area contains only two buildings, one of them a monumental building. The upper area, which
is the highest part of the site, was restricted to only one building (DH7:S.1). This building was
excavated completely. Although it is the smallest structure in the settlement, its plan and construction material are indicative of a unique building. The results of the investigation at DH7
proved that the region witnessed for the first time highly organized community ruled probably
by class system represented by the appearance for the first time ritual and administrative buildings. The distribution of different types of buildings at the settlement show that it could be
pre-planned. Construction technique and structures plans indicate of advanced experience in
architecture. Moreover, the similarity in the cultural material found in DH7 and DH1 indicates
that there was a homogeneous culture to a great extent in the region during the second half of
the 3rd millennium B.C. Large percentage of Indus ceramic found at DH7 indicate of intensive
trade exchange across the Indian ocean.
——————————
Dowlati Maryam 		

Theme 4

Surkh Dum-i Luri Temple and its Assignment to the Native Gods of Luristan
Luristan is a province of western Iran in the foothills of the Zagros Mountains. This area was
populated by migrant tribes in the 3rd, 2th and first millennium BC, who have left a magnificent
collection of artwork. Their ability in artistic design, metalworking, and casting has resulted in
fascinating artifacts, weapons and containers, especially known for their high quality bronze.
Surkh Dum-i Luri is located 10 kilometers far from the southeast of Koohdasht city in nowa-
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days Luristan province. In 1938, this area was excavated and explored via Holmes investigation
commission led by Schmidt. The original solidification period of this area (layer 2) consists of
great architectural collection named temple where 1804 objects were discovered in the walls
and by underground discoveries. Some of these objects have inscriptions with the names of the
Mesopotamian deities like Ninlil. Therefore, Schmidt attributed the temple of Surkh Dum-i
Luri to the goddess Ninlil.This paper, compares the objects with or without inscriptions, by the
criteria of Luristan native style, also with analyzing the mentioned period in the inscriptions
and matching them with the time of temple construction, to questions the dependency of this
temple to the goddess Ninlil. The current study is trying to provide reasons to confirm the temple’s connection with the indigenous religions of Luristan.This paper has employed descriptive
approach and it was relied on the library data and archaeological survey. According to our
findings, Luristan indigenous style cannot be observed in the inscriptions objects. On the other
hand, the history of the inscriptions backs to the several centuries before the period of building
the temple, based on the names of the kings mentioned. Based on this time difference, the inscriptions objects do not belong to the creators of the temple. This means that these objects were
probably looted from the Babylonian temples and dedicated to this temple later. Consequently,
the construction of Surkh Dum-i Luri temple does not relate to the worship of Mesopotamian
gods and in fact, it is related to the indigenous rituals and religions of the local people.
——————————
Drewello Rainer, see Reifarth Nicole
——————————
Dubova Nadezhda A., Natalya Skakun, Alixey V. Fribus, Sergey P. Grushin, Anatoliy M.
Yuminov, Vera V. Terekhina, Vitalya A. Agakhanova, Ya. Tirkisheva
Theme 3
Stone miniature columns, disks and scepters of Margush country (Bronze Age Turkmenistan)
Large stone items – so named miniature columns (MC), disks (SD) and scepters (SS) – are
significant markers of Bactria-Margiana archaeological culture (BMAC). A certain amount of
them occurs from Kara-Kum desert, from Margiana. Only individual items and without special
descriptions were included in the publications. Full stocktaking of all Bronze Age findings in
Margiana have been started in 2018 thanks to the financial support of the RFBR (project N 1809-40082) and Agreement between IEA RAS and Ministry of culture of Turkmenistan. Now
information about 143 MC, 52 SS and 18 SD are collected. The main part of them was found in
the graves and rooms; several ones – on the surface. Different types of SS and specific features
of the MC and SC were described. The stone raw materials, from which these items were made,
technology of its production, variation of their processing and forms as well as distribution
among archaeological sites of Turkmenistan, Iran, Balochistan and Tajikistan are discussed.
——————————
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Dubova Nadezhda A., see Fribus Alexey V.
- see Sataev Robert
- see Sataeva Liliia
- see Tishkin Alexey A.
- see Veresotstskaya Galina E.
——————————
Dudgeon Kate 		

Theme 2

Microfossil insights to plant-use at Neolithic Abu Hureyra, Syria, 8800-6000 cal. BC
Archaeobotany contributes crucial evidence for shifts in human economy from foraging to
farming and for understanding the strategies employed by people in the past to cope with
changing environmental conditions. However, differential preservation of plant proxies leads
to the over or under representation of some plant types. This research adopts a multi-proxy approach, including the analysis of phytoliths and faecal spherulites to provide new perspectives
on human-environment interactions at Neolithic Abu Hureyra, N. Syria (~8800-6000BC), and
integrates this new data with the extensively analysed charred plant macro-fossils. Excavated
in the 70s, Abu Hureyra is significant for its longevity, occupied over several millennia with
Epipalaeolithic and Neolithic phases However, the site is now flooded due to the construction
of the Taqba dam. This study therefore also evaluates methods which can be applied to archived
material so that research can continue in areas of high archaeological significance which are no
longer accessible.
——————————
Durgun Pinar 		

Theme 4/Workshop 22

Memories in and of Anatolian cemeteries
Versus ritual practice, or was there a dichotomy between public and private space?
——————————
Düring Bleda 		

Theme 5

Rethinking the Emergence of Social Inequalities: The Case of Chalcolithic Cyprus
Chalcolithic Cyprus witnessed the emergence of marked differences in the size and elaboration
of houses and the emergence of long-distance trade and metallurgy that connected Cyprus with
the broader eastern Mediterranean. However, we lack evidence for persistent social inequalities
in Chalcolithic communities. In this talk I will discuss some recent evidence from the Chalco-
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lithic site of Chlorakas-Palloures, contextualize these results in the context of the broader Chalcolithic of Cyprus, and in particular the sites investigated by the Lemba Archaeological Project,
and discuss some possible models for understanding the social make up of these societies.
——————————
Durusu-Tanrıöver Müge		

Theme 1

Surveying the Western Borderlands of the Hittite Empire: Polatlı Landscape Archaeology and
Survey Project
This paper aims to report on a new fieldwork initiative in central Turkey, Polatlı Landscape
Archaeology and Survey Project. Having completed its first field season in June 2019, the
major aim of this survey is to explore the archaeological signature of the Hittite Empire in its
under-studied western frontier. The paper will start with a brief overview of the information
about this region in Hittite textual sources. Afterwards, I will discuss our long-term goals with
this project and present the fieldwork results from the 2019 season, including our work in
Hacıtuğrul Höyük – a large Iron Age center 22 kms northeast of Gordion.
——————————
Earley-Spadoni Tiffany

Theme 3

Landscapes of Warfare in the Ancient Near East: A View from Urartu
In Tony Wilkinson’s influential Archaeological Landscapes of the Near East (2003), he employs
signature landscapes as an organizing principle of his study, and as a way to mobilize comparative investigations. According to his formulation, certain kinds of landscapes, composed of
particular combinations of elements, recur throughout the long expanse of the histories of the
region and across its geographical zones. Many of the categories that he describes are inspired
by natural features or human-environment interaction such as Landscapes of the Highlands
or Landscapes of Irrigation. By contrast, the proposed signature landscape, that of warfare,
is almost entirely culturally produced and socially-constructed. In this paper, I will argue that
systematic warfare altered the form and experience of landscapes in the Urartian empire. I will
focus on the Urartu of the 8th to 7th centuries BCE, a time when it expanded its imperial reach
into modern day Armenia and Iranian Azerbaijan. I will present relevant archaeological data
and GIS analyses, integrating them with historical evidence. I propose that the ancient state of
Urartu may be called a landscape of warfare, transformed by increasingly elaborate methods of
fortification and militarization, as well as the inexorable experience of human calamity. In this
context, landscapes of warfare are proposed as a signature landscape of the ancient Near East, a
concept which may prove useful for comparative studies of crosscultural warfare.
——————————
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Eblighatian Ani 		

Theme 6

The benefits of accessible raw archaeological data: The Case for the Study of Lamps from Antioch-on-the-Orontes excavations (1932-1939)
Since decades, the region of the Near East has been rich in archaeological fieldwork. Institutions throughout the world seek to conduct archaeological excavations. The artefacts discovered during the excavations are well documented. On the other hand, due to the required time
to study and publish the results, we have very small amount of publications compared to the big
number of excavation missions and finds. Moreover, through time the uncompleted research
projects or unstudied materials run the risk of fading into oblivion. The present paper aims
to highlight the importance of a new proposed level of collaboration between institutions and
researchers in order to bring to light unstudied or forgotten materials that often have a worth
that far exceeds a singular value of the discovery itself. This intervention is based, in part, on
my own experience while working on a PhD project in Classical Archaeology (on lamps from
Roman Syria) at the University of Geneva in Switzerland. My original plan, based on results
from local excavations in this context, could not be continued in its initial form because of
the recent conflict in Syria. As a result, I had to explore alternative strategies and to focus my
attention on pertinent collections. The collection of Antioch-on-the-Orontes excavations (19321939), preserved at the Art Museum of Princeton University in New Jersey in the United States,
provided me interesting materials (lamps and archives) to conduct my research. Despite the old
tools and methods of documentation, I was able to rebuild the archaeological context and study
the lamps through stratigraphy. The results provide information and new insights both for the
study of lamps (Lychnology) as well as of Antioch and its vicinity. Such information is clearly
beneficial, not only for purposes of individual research, but for other interdisciplinary studies.
I will discuss in detail how future initiatives to make raw archaeological data available for
research, through open access and digital humanities, can become deeper and can contribute
to a wider understanding of our fragmentary knowledge of the past of the Near East through
materials. I will also put forward possible future patterns of research and future methodologies
and tools that may contribute to such developments for the sake of collaborative research in the
new millennium. Given that networked archaeology has already started partially. The institutes
that are providing access to their database played also positive role in enriching my research.
Through collaboration we may make even better use of numerous excavated archaeological
sites.
——————————
Ebrahimiabareghi Setareh		

Theme 3

Tepe Sadegh, an orbital site of Shahr-i Sokhta
Sistan, in Southeast of Iran, due to Hirmand River has been a suitable place of human residence.
The environmental advantages did foster the prosperity and glory the Sistan region showed
during different periods of time. Archaeological excavations in this area show that this area
had been residential especially in the 3rd millennium BCE. The ancient settlement of Shahr-i-
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sokhta is one of the most important historical sites in Sistan and has been settled from the 4th
and 3rd millennium BCE. The extent of this settlement is 150 hectares, and it is situated in 57
KM south of Zabol city. This settlement had been excavated at the beginning by Tosi, the Italian
archaeologist from 1967 till 1978 and then from 1997 till now has been excavated by Sajadi, the
Iranian archaeologist. According to the results obtained from the excavations in Shahr-i-sokhta,
it played a profound role in trade, exchanges, and relations with surrounding areas. Till now
most of the researches are focused on the site of Shahr-i-sokhta and only a few attentions are
paid to the surrounding orbital settlements in its Hinterland and their function in an integrated
settlement system. The number of orbital sites of Shahr-i-sokhta increased and extended with
the population, as well as the evidence of specialization and prosperity of Shahr-i-sokhta due
to commercial exchanges with surrounding areas. The role of orbital sites regarding this site as
pottery producers became more important. The increase and decrease in the extent are related
to different conditions such as environmental, economic and social conditions. Tepe Sadegh is
one of the orbital sites of Shahr-i Sokhta, in 13 KM southwest of Shahr-i-sokhta, the foundation of this settlement has been simultaneous with efflorescence and growth of Shahr-i Sokhta.
Excavations and studies on this site occurred to draw light on exchanging materials between
Shahr-i Sokhta and other settlements, and also to find out about the general view of prehistoric
archaeology of southeast of Iran. Among evidence to support and expand these studies, pottery
is unique for its abundance on the site. Pottery is the most frequent findings in Shahr-i Sokhta
and Tepe Sadegh. Therefore, in this paper, a typology of the pottery of Tepe Sadegh presented
to discuss chronological and cultural connections with Shahr-i Sokhta and other sites. And also,
will be trying to find out about the role of Tepe Sadegh during its time. The pottery and earthenware analytical type include different characteristic such as clay, paste, form, design, color of
design, slip, glaze, kind of chamotte.
——————————
Edrey Meir

Theme 3/Workshop 2

There’s a Figurine at Bottom of the Sea: Methodological Approaches to Dealing with Terracottas found Underwater
Figurines are commonly found in many archaeological contexts, from domestic, through cultic, to funerary. However, since the 1970’s with the development of underwater archaeology,
another context was added. In recent years many figurine assemblages were found underwater, which may represent shipwrecks’ cargos or offerings cast into the sea during rituals. The
study of figurines in underwater contexts poses many difficulties beyond their identification
and interpretation. Their discovery is usually subjected not only to systematic surveys, but also
to unexpected weather conditions. Many figurine caches were severely looted, resurfacing in
antiquities markets void of context. They are subjected to complex post-depositional processes
that can displace, scatter, break, and severely erode them, and they are often covered by marine concretion, rendering them unidentifiable. This paper wishes to present the difficulties and
challenges we have encountered while dealing with an underwater assemblage of terracotta
figurines found in the Mediterranean, and the solutions we have found which can be applied to
figurine assemblages elsewhere.
——————————
92

Egbers Vera		

Theme 4

People are Strange: Experiencing strangeness through the built environment in Assyria and
Urartu
During the Iron Age many people amongst Urartu and the Neo-Assyrian Empire had to endure
displacement and forced labor due to internal policies as well as external military conflicts.
While the archaeological remains from this time and region suggest that we can only grasp
the realm of upper class life, I will present my research on those marginalized people who
evidently populated or ‘visited’ the cities and citadels of Ziyaret Tepe, Khorsabad, Bastam, or
Ayanis. Through the lens of the postmodern Thirdspace theory of Henri Lefebvre and a sensory
archaeology informed approach, I analyzed the above-mentioned sites and ask: how did a potential POW or forced laborer experience the specific spatialité of Urartu or Assyria after being
subjectified in the other? How did a strange spatial setting influence perception and behavior of
marginalized ‘strangers’?
——————————
Eger Jana

Theme 3/Workshop 7

Caprine birth seasons at early Aeneolithic Monjukli Depe, Turkmenistan: Insights from stable
isotope analysis
Stable isotope analyses of archaeological skeletal material have become increasingly significant in archaeological research. Their application serves to reconstruct paleoclimatic and environmental conditions, or diet and mobility of prehistoric humans or animals. A combination
of various isotope analyses, such as nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, and strontium, are helping to
address many central questions in archaeology. In addition, isotope ratios of animal bones and
teeth can provide detailed information on the potential organization of herding in early village
societies. My contribution is a case study of an analytical approach to infer birth distribution
in past caprine herds through stable oxygen isotope ratios (δ18O). In order to determine the
seasonality of birth the method uses the reconstruction of the annual cycle record of δ18O in
caprine molars. This requires the analyses of stable oxygen isotope composition of tooth enamel through sequentially sampling, which is the extraction of enamel in multiple horizontal bands
along the tooth crown. A statistical method adapted to the δ18O-sequences allows subsequently
the comparison of the time of birth between individuals. The δ18O-history of caprine teeth from
the Monjukli Depe faunal assemblage was investigated in order to gain insights into the timing/
season of birth of the herd population and more generally to shed light on caprine husbandry at
the early Aeneolithic settlement.
——————————
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Ehdaei Afsaneh, Mohsen Makki, Jan Lentschke, Mehran Maghsoudi

Theme 2

The geoarchaeological analysis of the site selection of ancient settlements in relation to the
Flooding Risk, case study: North Khorasan, Iran
From thousands of years ago to now, rivers have always been one of the most important factors
for locating, providing many benefits but also many risks. In fact, from the past to the present,
the location of habitats in relation to the rivers has had a significant impact on the extent of
the damage caused by the floods. The study area is North Khorasan Province in north eastern
corner of Iran. Thus far, limited geoarchaeological studies have been conducted in this field. At
this paper, by establishing flood risk zoning map, the amount of flooding in the sub basins of
North Khorasan Province in the north east of Iran has been estimated. Then, the location of the
1306 Establishment periods (including Neolithic, Chalcolithic, Bronze, Ironic, Achaemenid,
Ashkanid, Sasanid and Islamic periods) of the ancient settlements in relation to the distance
to the streams and the proximity to the different stream orders in different zones have been
investigated and analyzed. Since the aim is to analyze the location of the ancient settlements in
relation to the flood occurrence, factors that were considered to be almost constant over the past
several thousand years have been studied. After extracting information about all 24 sub basins
of the study area, the layers were prepared using Arc GIS software. Due to the fact that some of
the layers were Gaussian and their normalization, fuzzy operation was performed on all layers
and afterward, the flood Risk zooning map was prepared. In the terms of the flooding Risk, the
sub-basins have been categorized into five classes with very low, low, moderate, high and very
high flooding risk areas. Also, the location of the settlements in relation to the nearest stream order was investigated. The results showed that more than 52 percent of the ancient settlements in
the very high flood risk zones are situated near to the first stream orders, which are often empty
of water, and only during rainfall, A small amount of water flows inside them. In contrast, the
lowest frequency of the settlements close to the first stream orders is located in the very low
flood risk areas (25.15% of them).
——————————
Ehteshami Niloofar, Leila Khosravi, Mehdi Mousavi Kouhpar

Theme 4

The Iconology of Horse in Late Sasanian Stuccos from Jahāngir Site, Ilām Province, Iran
As a relatively common icon in Sasanian material culture, Horse features on silverware, stamps,
textiles, reliefs, and stuccos. It is necessary to have a detailed description of this element on
archaeological finds in the first step. At the same time, the importance of this icon is not limited
to the description. As an interdisciplinary method, iconology may lead us to a broader perspective on the meanings behind this material. Stucco decoration was a standard method to design
architectural spaces with different functions in the Sasanian period. The case study of this research has been derived from Archaeological excavations in the Jahangār site in Ilām province,
southwest of Iran. As the most advanced and final step of iconography, iconology tackles the
religious, social, and economic matters behind cultural material. The present study aims to
analyze the aspects of cultural materials that have been so far neglected. Another aim of this
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research is to discover the interactions between southwestern Iran and its adjacent lands during
the Sasanian period, emphasizing the icon of Horse.
——————————
Eidem Jesper		

Theme 7

Gone with the Water: Flooded heritage and second-phase salvage in the Middle East
Since the 1950’ies scores of dams have been constructed throughout the Middle East, inundating thousands of heritage sites. First phase salvage projects have secured crucial data in many
instances, but never achieved complete coverage. The paper will explore this general theme,
drawing especially on evidence from recent fieldwork on the Rania Plain (NE Iraq). Since 1959
a large portion of the plain is permanently or seasonally inundated by the artifical Dokan Lake.
Early first-phase salvage work conducted here in the 1950’ies provide opportunities to assess
the long-term effects of flooding on Middle Eastern type heritage sites.
——————————
Eidem Jesper, see Coppini Costanza
——————————
Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh, Mahdiyeh Rezaei, Sima Khanbanpoor, Mahsa
Taheri, Omid Mohseni, Farshid Bakhshisamarin, Mirza Mohammad Hasani, Seyed Allahyar
Ejtahed Nejad Kashani, Seyed Vahid Ejtahednejad Kashani, Seyed Hamed Ejtahednejad Kashani

Theme 1
Introducing and reviewing the identification of the Qasr-e Manouchehr, Arsanjan - Fars
Arsanjan is an area of about

1500 km and is located 120 km north-east of Shiraz. Castle Qasr-e
Manouchehr is located in this area and in the village of Saleh Abad. The walls and structures
of this work, which are in fact a solid fortress on the mountain, can be seen. According to the
evidence, this work is one of the forefathers of the early Islamic era, which was still residential
to the middle Ages. Pottery scattered on a hill is a simple type of pottery with plain designs and
plain cubic zirconia and green pottery of the middle Ages. The bricks used in the building are
15 × 15 and 5 cm in diameter. In addition to brick, stone carcasses and gypsum mortar are the
most important materials. The presence of this castle, which has a defensive and protective side,
along with other works such as Tol-e Khandaghi, stone Band o Bast, and several tombs, indicate
the importance of the region during the Sassanid and early Islamic periods. Considering the location of this work on high altitude and the lack of accessibility and visibility, so far, there have
been no steps for the registration and determination of privacy and also the necessary measures
to protect it. Keywords: Sassanid period, Qasr-e Manouchehr, Islamic period, Arsanjan.
——————————
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Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyed Hamed, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
——————————
Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyed Vahid, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
——————————
Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh, see Khanbanpoor Sima
——————————
Elad Itai, Yitzhak Paz

Theme 1

ʿEn Esur (Asawir), an EBIB Urban Center at the Coastal Plain of Israel and its Role in the
Early Urbanization of the Southern Levant
The transition between the late EBIB and the EBII, dated to the end of the 4th millennium BC,
is considered by many scholars as a critical point that ended one cultural phenomenon (village life) and started another one (urbanization). Recent excavations at ʿEn Esur, conducted on
behalf of the IAA in a huge scale of c. 1700 squares, revealed large portions of a 650 dunam
EBIB settlement, the largest known in the southern Levant. In this settlement, various traits
of urbanization are found: carefully planned streets, squares, drainage and storage facilities,
fortifications and a unique public building that may have been used as a temple. Moreover,
this site, located on a central junction leading from the coastal plain to the Jezreel Valley, was
a trading center as evidenced from finds that originated in other regions, including the Jordan
Valley and Egypt. Based on the data collected to date it can be stated that ʿEn Esur was already
fully urbanized during the EBIB and was an important component of a widespread proto-urban
phenomenon which includes very large and often fortified EBIB settlements like Ein Zippori,
Tel Shalem, and Tel Erani.
——————————
Elaheh Seyedeh, see Taheri Mahsa
——————————
El-Bashaireh Khaled, see Philip Graham
——————————
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El-Hajj Hassan 		

Theme 3/Workshop 7

Detecting Archaeological Damage from Space using Open-Source Satellite Data and Machine
Learning: The Case of the Near East
In recent decades, one of the major challenges facing archaeology in the Near East is preserving
archaeological sites from destruction. The task of monitoring such sites has been traditionally
done manually using optical satellite images. This method, although effective, proves costly
and time consuming. In this paper, I propose a twofold automatic approach to monitor archaeological sites in Near Real Time using Open Access Synthetic Aperture Radar [SAR] data and
Machine Learning. Although SAR is rarely used in archaeology, this talk showcases the information that can be gained from multiple interactions of the radar waves with the archaeological
ruins. The product of this interaction is then classified using Machine Learning techniques
trained to discriminate between looting and non-looting disturbances. This approach provides
archaeologists with up-to-date information on site disturbances and allows for the development
of better protective strategies for archaeological sites in danger.
——————————
Eramo Giacomo, see Moscone Daniele
——————————
Erato Vemou, see Kopanias Konstantinos
——————————
Erb-Satullo Nathaniel L. 		

Theme 3

Innovating Iron in the South Caucasus
Given its position between the heartlands of Near Eastern iron innovation and the Eurasian
Steppes, the Caucasus is a crucial region for understanding the spread of iron from the Near
East north and east across Eurasia. This paper first reviews current knowledge about the spread
of iron technology in Eastern Anatolia and the South Caucasus, focusing on direct evidence for
iron metallurgical activities—namely smelting and smithing sites. This discussion illustrates
how earlier attempts at synthesis often rested on shaky analytical foundations and chronological
assumptions. Next, I present new data, from recent surveys, excavations, and laboratory research, which has begun to place our understanding of iron innovation on firmer footing. These
results both revise previous interpretations and offer new insights into the mechanisms though
which iron technologies were adopted.
——————————
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Erdal Yilmaz, see Valentini Stefano
——————————
Erdal Yılmaz Selim, see Akyol Ali Akin
——————————
Erel Yigal, see Eshel Tzilla
——————————
Erftenbeck Hanna 		

Theme 4

What this wall means – Early Bronze Age fortification walls in the Southern Levant
The first proto- and early urban communities of the Southern Levant developed during the Early
Bronze Age (c. 3600–2000 BCE) and were characterized by a variety of social and economic
changes, including the invention of walled settlements. The most prominent feature of this new
built environment was the almost ubiquitous presence of large fortification walls surrounding
these proto- and early urban settlements. Researchers often regard these wall systems as one
of the key criteria for the identification of early urban settlements in the Southern Levant. Today, monumental walls are often seen as symbols of hostility and exclusion, but was this the
case during the Early Bronze Age? Were these large walls solely built to function as means of
defense against attackers? What role did these walls play in the development of a new urban
way of living? In this paper I reevaluate how these walls have been interpreted, focusing on
such questions as who built them, why they built them, and how they were perceived by both
members of the proto- and early urban communities and people that would have been considered ‘outsiders’. I will attempt to answer these questions by using a semiotic approach to material culture, focusing on the semiotic ideology that surrounded these walls and how they were
culturally embedded. Did the meaning, the indexical value of these walls change over time? If
so, how? Were they created as signifiers of elite power, or are they a result of communal work
designated to strengthen group identity? I argue that to understand the indexical power of Early
Bronze Age fortification walls in the Southern Levant, we have to consider their cultural embeddedness. I situate this analysis at the intersection of archaeology and semiotics to evaluate
whether it is possible to apply semiotic understanding of sign use and sign interpretation to
the material world, in order to further our understanding of Early Bronze Age urbanism and
invention of walled communities in the Southern Levant. The goal of this paper is to broaden
our understanding of walls, both in the past and in the present, especially in regard to their socio-cultural and political implications in the urban landscape, and to extend our understanding
of walls as a material expression of communication, specifically during this initial urbanizing
period. This approach has implications for archaeological research focusing on interpreting the
role of the built environment, especially in proto- and early urban settlements.
——————————
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Erlich Adi 		

Theme 3/Workshop 2

The use of stone molds for terracotta figurines and lamps in Late Roman Palestine
Mold technique for serial production results with multiplicity and uniformity of products. A clay
mold is casted by covering an archetype or model by a layer of clay, to get a precise impression,
or by casting it in plaster. Casting terracotta figurines in molds is evident in the Levant from the
Middle Bronze Age, reaching its peak in the 1st millennium BCE. During the Greco-Roman
period, workshops producing both terracotta lamps and figurines operated in Egypt and the
Levant. From the 3rd century CE onward, workshops in Roman Palestine used soft limestone
molds instead of terracotta or plaster molds. Stone molds require awkward craftsmanship, carving the model in negative into the soft stone, instead of easily casting it from an archetype. Any
fault in the carving would have damaged the mold irreversibly. The new technique caused also
a change of style, from the three-dimensional and naturalistic to the flat and stylized. This paper
will examine the change of production methods in Late Roman Palestine, its possible correlation with the prioritization of lamps over figurines, the cultural and religious change it may have
embodied, and the impact of technique on style.
——————————
Ertsen Maurits

Theme 5

Modelling Gaia: towards an Actor-Network modelling framework in archaeology
Agent-based models have become powerful instruments to explore archaeological questions.
Yet, one of the main challenges remains to avoid too much prestructuring of agent behaviour
in such models. Discussion examples on Mesopotamia and Jordan, this paper explores how the
Gaia approach as provided by the French scholar Latour allows an elegant, robust and theoretically convincing modelling framework. A major decision appears to be how to assign agency
to non-humans as well, next to human model agents.
——————————
Eshed Vered, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Eshel Tzilla, Yigal Erel, Naama Yahalom-Mack, Ofir Tirosh, Ayelet Gilboa

Theme 3

The shift from Phoenician to Greek maritime trade during the Late Iron Age: New insights based on the provenance of silver hoards in the Southern Levant
Silver hoards unearthed in the Southern Levant provide evidence for far-reaching trade. The
shifting silver ore sources to the Levant throughout the Bronze and Iron Ages reveal hitherto
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unknown developments in the history of Mediterranean trade to the Levant. Here we focus on
the Late Iron Age (~815‒586 BCE). Forty-one samples from four Judahite silver hoards were
subjected to Lead Isotope Analysis. The results reveal a marked shift in silver ore sources, from
Iberia in the 8th century to mainland Greece in the 7th century BCE. The reanalysis of previously published results from Philistine silver hoards reveals a similar shift. While Phoenicians
were apparently the sole providers of silver from Iberia to the Levant from the 9th century BCE
to the early 7th century BCE, the suppliers of silver from Greece are yet unidentified. We suggest that they were East Greek merchants that reached as far as Naukratis in Egypt. This shift
in maritime trade was most likely not due to a decline in Phoenician silver production in Iberia.
More plausibly, it was the result of the Assyrian withdrawal from the southern Levant around
the mid-7th century BCE. While the Phoenicians enjoyed a privileged status in the Mediterranean under Assyrian rule, new powers traded with the Levant in the 7th century, when Egypt
was the main power in the East Mediterranean. East Greeks, perhaps with Cypriot collaboration, became the silver providers to the Levant at least until the Babylonian destruction at the
early 6th century BCE.
——————————
Eskandari Nasir, see Shafiee Mojgan
——————————
Eslami Moein, Sharareh Farokhnia

Theme 3

Shades of grey: mineralogical and geochemical analysis of Grey wares of Iron age central Iran
from Qeytarieh cemetery
The Qeytarieh is the first known early Iron age cemetery from central Alborz mountain, which
plays a critical role in the typology of grey ware from central Iran. Two thousand five hundred
grey wares discovered from Qeytarieh, present various forms and shapes with different tonality
ranging from black to the light grey appearance. Majority of objects include burnished grey
ware, though there are also few simple surfaces grey ware in the collection. It is for the first time
that, grey wares of Qeytarieh subject to Archaeometrical investigation. In this study, we analyzed a total of 180 pottery samples from nearly all representative forms and shapes to investigate technical and geochemical characteristics of grey ware in Qeytarieh cemetery. The result
will help scholars to have more reliable information on the manufacturing process of typical
grey wares. With the aim of geochemical results, we could significantly detect two groups with
separate chemical remarks. Interestingly some typical shapes exclusively correlate with one of
these two groups, whereas some other more common forms are correlating with both groups.
It demonstrates that some forms were probably produced in a more extended period, even after
the new paradigm for raw source materials were determined. Further study on typology and
classification of forms and function associated with each grave will enable us to understand
more details on resource management system and its behind socio-economic changes. Microscopical studies confirmed that potters in Qeytarieh strictly followed the unified procedure for
the production of grey wares, in which they used low calcite content clay with constant volcanic
aggregations in the composition of the body. SEM studies, on the other side, confirmed that the
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firing process for burnished samples was carried out in high temperature. Further studies should
be already carried out on other related early Iron Age sites to enable us corresponding distribution and exchange pattern of grey ware across central Iran.
——————————
Esmaeili Atigh Hossein, Javad Zhaleh Aghdam

Theme 8

The Early Seljukid Phase at Qal’e Bakhtak Fortress in the Leyland Borough of Azerbaijan, NW
Iran
Archaeologically, the southern areas of Maragha, SE corner of the L. Urmia is not yet well presented. Historically, Maragha itself played a key role during Seljukid and Ilkhānid times. Such
role is well reflected in Seljukid - Ilkhānid architectural remains as tower tombs and Tousi’s
observatory. The 50 hectare area in the borough of Leyland, some 160 Km south to Tabriz, is
enclosed curtain walls nick named as Qal’e Bakhtak. For the first time, the site is reported by
W. Kleiss, from DAI, in 1970s. Regardless of Early Islamic materials, archaeological soundings
relatively dated the fortress to the Late Antiquity times. Furthermore, 23 gold Byzantine coins
present a Seljukid phase at Bakhtak. These coins belong to the reign of Constantine X (10591067) and Romanus Diogenes (1068-1071). Thus, it is hypothesized that fort has played a key
role during Alp Arsalan’s 1071 Seljukid invasion of Byzantine eastern fronts.
——————————
Esmaeili Maryam, see Nafari Reza
——————————
Estrada Oscar, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Esztári Réka, Ádám Vér

Theme 4

Divine messages encoded in writing – a case study of Daniel 5,25
It is well known that numerous literary and iconographical motifs, as well as termini technici
appearing in the Book of Daniel are assuredly rooted in or go back to the Mesopotamian cultural tradition, where they have their own respective anti- or prototypes. However, during the
process of transmission these motifs and elements generally came by a new shape, losing their
original meaning and significance in their new context. Therefore, in the case of such “parallels” we cannot speak about the actual reception or the interaction of concrete texts. On the
other hand, the present paper concerns a case which might be an exception to this assertion.
With respect to the famous “writing on the wall” written by a mysterious hand on the wall of the
palace of Belshazzar during a royal banquet, recounted in the Aramaic court tale which consists
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the core of the fifth Chapter of the Danielic composition, it was already noted by many scholars
that the motif, as well as the process of interpretation of the divine message offered by Daniel
have a clear Mesopotamian background or origin. This story is actually the earliest example of
a new method of communication with the divine recorded in the Bible, a method which was
virtually nonexistent before the exile: the interpretation (pesher) of a written text – a sacred text,
originating from God. The four enigmatic words (menē’ menē’ teqēl ûparsîn, according to the
Masoretic text) were deciphered by the protagonist with the aid of paronomasia, a popular exegetic tool applied already by the Mesopotamian commentaries of the first millennium B.C.E.,
by means of which the Aramaic text gains a new shade of meaning. However, as John J. Collins
has already noted, with respect to the denouement of the narrative it is likely that these words
originally had different meanings from the ones they now bear in the Book of Daniel. Following
this train of thought and applying further Mesopotamian exegetical tools, even such learned
interpretative methods which are based on and dependent upon the essential characteristics of
the cuneiform writing system, the present paper offers a new tentative identification regarding
the original source – or more precisely sources – of the encoded divine message. This attempt
reveals that the mysterious inscription – so to say: sign – might be based on the generic traits
and characteristic phraseology of the well-defined Mesopotamian textual tradition of the omen
corpora. Moreover, it enlightens a new tentative prognostication which would fit well into the
context of the narrative as a whole – a prognostication which was also suitable to be interpreted
by an experienced scribe or scholar in a different language.
——————————
Evans Miranda 		

Theme 3

Cremation and the Dead in EB I Jericho
This investigation seeks to reappraise the meaning of burnt human remains in the tombs of EB I
Jericho. A taphonomic analysis of the burnt skeletal material from an EB I tomb was undertaken, and the findings tested against existing theories regarding the nature of the burning events
at Jericho and in similar tombs of the Southern Levant. Observations note that some individuals
were fleshed when burnt and that selective skeletal curation can be demonstrated. The taphonomy of this assemblage of human remains bore evidence of a complex, multi process funerary
practice. Most importantly, this investigation disproved the assumption that there is no evidence
for fleshed cremation in the Southern Levant during the Early Bronze Age. Mortuary and taphonomic analysis is crucial in understanding not only funerary practices, but also the complex
social processes at work in the EBA southern Levant. This investigation takes an essential first
step towards understanding the role of funerary burning by scrutinizing the primary evidence.
——————————
Fansa M., see Kanjou Youssef
——————————
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Farahani Alan, see Tomé André
——————————
Farokhnia Sharareh, see Eslami Moein
——————————
Fathi Homa, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Fathi Zeynab, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Faticoni Barbara, see Cereti Carlo G.
——————————
Felli Candida		

Theme 3/Workshop 4

Reaching the river: cultural encounters between Inner Syria and the Middle Euphrates valley
The history of interactions between inner Syria and the Middle Euphrates valley during the
second half of the third millennium BC is certainly a complex issue from a historical point of
view in which the two main polities of the time, Ebla on one hand and Mari on the other, played
the lion’s role by turns. However, material culture, especially pottery, generally follows independent paths from political ties and may reflect similar or different patterns of contacts, often
more enduring and slow to change than alliances. Aim of this paper is to reconsider the state of
art on the question of cultural relationships between the two areas by taking into consideration
not only pottery, but also other classes of archaeological finds such as glyptic and figurines, and
try to delineate trends within local trajectories and paths of interaction at above-site level. The
chronological perspective is meant to reach out the turn to the second millennium BC, in order
to include a crucial time period for both areas on which common consensus has not yet been
reached in the scholarly debate.
——————————
Fernandez Rodriguez Carlos, see del Cerro Carmen
——————————
Ferrante Nina, see Spagnoli Federica
——————————
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Fiaccavento Chiara, Mohammed Jaradat, Bassam Helmi, Maria Tamburrini, Pierfrancesco
Izzo, Montaser Musa, Ahmed Dass, Lorenzo Nigro
Theme 1
Tell Abu Zarad, a major site in central Palestine: Sapienza University of Rome and Palestinian
Ministry of Tourism & Antiquities excavations 2015-2020
A new agreement on cooperation for the archaeological exploration, cultural and tourist valorisation of Tell Sheikh Abu Zarad, in central Palestine, has been signed in April 2015 by Rome
Sapienza University and the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities of Palestine. In May-June
2015, the first season of archaeological investigation was carried out, putting on the map this
ancient mound, one of the pre-classical cities in the heartland of the country. A GIS aided
survey of the tell and its immediate environs, and a systematic collection of surface pottery allowed to reconstruct its ancient landscape, and to put forward a topographic analysis of the site,
as well as a provisional timeline of its occupation from the Early Bronze Age until the Ottoman
Period. At a preliminary examination, Tell Abu Zarad achieved the urban status in the Middle
Bronze II-III, and in Iron I-II.
——————————
Filimonova Tatjana, see Luneau Elise
——————————
Finkelstein Israel, see Liran Carmel
——————————
Fiorentino Girolamo, see Minervini Ignazio
——————————
Firoozbakhsh Pejman, see Brisset Elodie
——————————
Fischer Peter M.

Theme 1

Hala Sultan Tekke, Cyprus: A Trade Centre’s Intercultural Contacts in the Bronze Age
Eleven seasons of Swedish excavations at Hala Sultan Tekke, a large fortified city which
flourished from c. 1650–1150 BCE, have established the city’s vast intercultural connections
through finds covering an area from Sardinia to Mesopotamia and from southern Scandinavia
to Egypt. The city’s economy was based on export of mainly copper and purple-dyed textiles.
There is clear evidence of large-scale urban metallurgy through tons of copper slag and ore, and
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a considerable number of murex shells together with installations for purple dyeing. Among the
imports, pottery and precious metals and stones dominate. The present paper will present fresh
evidence from the current excavations.
——————————
Fischer Peter M., see Kofel Dominika
- see Polig Martina
——————————
Fisher Michael

Theme 3/Workshop 23

Intrasite Spatial-Functional Analysis and Changing Social Practices during the Ubaid-Late
Chalcolithic 1 Transition at Tell Zeidan, Syria
By the mid-5th millennium BC, the dark-on-light painted pottery style common to Ubaid societies across Greater Mesopotamia was slowly becoming less prominent relative to plain wares
made using new, faster technologies. While this shift has helped identify the development of
a Late Chalcolithic cultural complex, the material culture, polity types, and rates of change in
the LC 1 period are also characterized by both regional variation and local variability. Indeed,
a gradual transformation belies an identifiable distinction between socially structuring elements
of the Ubaid period and the LC 1 period. To explore the phenotypic aspects of that transition,
this paper considers artifact distribution, spatial function, and intrasite dynamics at Tell Zeidan,
Syria. Late Ubaid and LC 1 levels at Zeidan reveal a course of development from a town-centric
society toward the later proto-urban landscape within the Euphratian corridor of Upper Mesopotamia. This dataset viewed comparatively with data from other LC 1 sites illustrates both LC
1 variability and a commonality of socio-organizational departure from the Ubaid period.
——————————
Flohr Pascal

Theme 1

More than meets the eye: Locating Late Neolithic sites in Jordan
The Late Neolithic is a key period when small mixed farming communities and mobile pastoralists emerged and socio-economic structures were formed that underpin later complexity,
against a background of large climatic fluctuations (e.g. the ‘8.2 ka event’). However, it remains
understudied, especially in the Southern Levant, mostly due to a research and visibility bias.
This project addresses this bias by specifically targeting Late Neolithic sites, following the
methodology of using targeted survey, predictive modelling, and remote sensing, successfully
applied in N. Jordan by E. Banning & team. A literature review yielded >150 sites in Jordan
alone with reasonable to strong evidence for the Late Neolithic. The review in combination with
remote sensing analysis shows that the sites are often poorly visible, a research bias is present,
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and a pattern in site location near water-rich and fertile areas might be present. To increase the
accuracy of our dataset and to set up and test a predictive model, sites were visited in 2018 and
2019. The results of this first stage of the project will be presented in this paper.
——————————
Foietta Enrico		

Theme 2

Seleucia on the Tigris and its Landscape. Water Management and Exploitation Strategies of an
Important Seleucid foundation in Central Mesopotamia
Seleucia on the Tigris was founded at the end of the 4th cent. BC in the area of Al-Mada’in, ‘the
city’ in Arabic, where were located the ruins of almost seven ancient mega-sites cities, dated up
to the Islamic period. This paper defines the impact of this crucial Seleucid foundation on its
landscape, using different set of data (satellite and aerial images, maps and historical cartography and survey) processed into a GIS. One of the main purposes of the project has been the definition of the ancient channels network during the Seleucid and Parthian period and its relation
with the river Tigris, also using the archaeological data from the urban hydrology. The ancient
shifting of the river, probably during the 2nd cent. AD, had a profound impact on the abandonment of Seleucia and on the contemporary rise of the nearby new-foundation of Veh-Ardashir,
testifying that environmental changes can strongly influence the settlement strategy in Central
Mesopotamia, also in later periods.
——————————
Forni Luca		

Theme 3

Farmers, herders or agropastoralists? New data from the material culture of Togolok 1 (Southern Turkmenistan)
Since 1990 the University of Bologna, the ISMEO and the University of Naples “L’Orientale”
have been conducting research activities to study the urban phenomenon in the Murghab River
region in Turkmenistan. This region was a strategic location of interaction between sedentary
farmers and mobile pastoralists between the Middle and Final Bronze Age (2400-1300 BCE).
However, the different degrees of interaction are not completely clear. For this reason, since
2014 the archaeologists are excavating the area of the sedentary site of Togolok 1, whose investigation led to the identification of a mobile pastoralist camp dated to the Late Bronze Age
(1880-1620 BCE). Among the evidence the material culture stands out for importance. Objects
such as seals and terracotta figurines can offer new answers about the interaction between these
two cultures. An in-depth analysis of these artefacts will allow a better understanding of one of
the most discussed questions of the Central Asian archaeology.
——————————
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Franklin Norma		

Theme 1

Roads, Artifacts, and installations: Reconstructing the Settlement History of Jezreel in the
Longue Duree
The site of Jezreel is located at the junction of the international highway, the “via Maris” or
“Way of the Sea” and a local, north-south highland route, that led to Samaria and Jerusalem.
The site is comprised of an upper tel, Tel Jezreel, and a lower tel, Tel Ein Jezreel, with paths,
tombs, and agriculture installations surrounding them. Unfortunately, the site’s architectural
remains are not well preserved, having been continuously disturbed and plundered by residents
and warriors alike. Following 7 years of excavation and survey the Jezreel Expedition of the
University of Haifa and the University of Evansville are collating the finds and revealing Jezreel’s 7,000-year history, from the Neolithic to modern times.
——————————
Frenez Dennys, Jonathan Mark Kenoyer, Sophie Méry

Theme 2/Workshop 12

The Indus Civilization Trade with the Umm an-Nar Communities of the Oman Peninsula. A
New Paradigm?
This paper presents a paradigmatic change in defining the commercial and cultural interactions
between Indus trading groups and the Umm an-Nar communities of the Oman Peninsula. The
traditional model assumed the seasonal arrival of Indus seafaring merchants along the Omani
coasts to provisionally trade with autochthonous commercial partners. Although experiencing
a degree of cultural transmission, the local inland trade relied instead entirely on indigenous
intertribal exchanges. The application of a multidisciplinary, analytical approach to restudy
the Indus-related materials found in the region led the authors to propose a more complex interaction model involving the stable presence of small groups from the Indus Valley settled in
interior Oman. Even if integrated into the local communities responsible for the extraction and
first processing of strategic raw materials, such Indus groups still followed some of their socioeconomic and cultural customs, often adapting their traditional productions to the use of local
resources. The extensive use of complementing geochemical analyses and technological studies
eventually allowed to differentiate between actual imports, local productions and imitations,
each made using various combinations of either local or imported techniques and materials.
——————————
Frenez Dennys, see Kenoyer Jonathan Marj
——————————
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Fribus Alexey V., Sergey P. Grushin, Robert M. Sataev, Nadezhda A. Dubova, Muhametnazar
Y. Begliev
Theme 1
New rare seals and first polychrome painting from 2019 excavations at Gonur Depe Bronze Age
site (Turkmenistan)
Margiana archaeological expedition continued its works at Gonur Depe site of Turkmenistan
(2300-1600 BC) thanks to the financial support of RFBR (project 18-09-40082) and the Agreement between IEA RAS and Ministry of culture of Turkmenistan. At the north-eastern part
of the site a large stone biface amulet with relief image and bronze compartmented seal were
found. On one side of the ellipse amulet a scorpion and human feet, on the other – argali and
feline heads were depicted. The images of argali and feline as well as scorpion and human foot
are not rare on the BMAC sites. But composition of the amulet found in 2019 is unique and
needs careful investigation. The tomb 78 with untypical construction takes special place among
tombs and ritual collections of pottery at the satellite Gonur 20 site in 2 km to the south from
the main part of Gonur Depe,. Originally wooden plaque decorated with polychrome painting
was one of the funeral gifts in it. The item needs serious restoration, but some better-preserved
fragments show that it might depict anthropomorphic personage with the snake. It’s a first finding of the polychrome painting in BMAC sites, not taking in account famous Gonur mosaics.
——————————
Fribus Alixey V., see Dubova Nadezhda A.
——————————
Ftaimi Tiffany

Theme 4

The iconography of Storm God during the Neo-Assyrian period
The figure of the Storm God has undergone a development through the course of time. His
attribute animal/creature and objects differ from era to era. The common feature between them
were inspired by the myth of previous cultural groups. These myths and traditions were inherited to several periods. The depiction of the Storm God occurred sporadically on Neo-Assyrian
sculptures. Only few depictions do represent him in anthropomorphic form, standing on his attribute animal/creature and holding a thunderbolt. The symbolic appearance has continued, and
the lightning fork has remained. Besides, the Storm God has been carved on The Neo-Assyrian
cylinder seals more frequently than on stelae and the depiction of the lightning form varies in
three forms on the artworks from this period. In other words, the iconography of the Storm God
on the Neo-Assyrian sculptures diversifies largely as he has non-permanent neither attribute
animal nor lightning form. The methodology applied in this study is focused on the symbolic
and anthropomorphic depiction of the Storm God on several archaeological materials from the
Neo-Assyrian period. A comparison of the objects and attribute animal/creature of the deity
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during earlier and later periods will be presented in this study as well. Additionally, the research
aims to clarify the reasons behind the diversification of the different objects and attribute animal/creature of the Storm God on the Neo-Assyrian finds.
——————————
Fuchs Christian, Bahram Ajorloo

Theme 8

Architectural Remains on the area of Rabʿ–e Rashidi, Tabriz
The Rab’ –e Rashidi complex is a religious foundation in the City of Tabriz, Iran. Its founder Rashiddudin Fazlullah-e Hamadani was vizier under the Ilkhanids Ghazan Khan (12951304) and Öljeitü (1304-1316). A joint project by the Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts
and Tourism Organisation, German Archaeological Institute, Tabriz Islamic Art University, and
colleagues of the University of Bamberg is dedicated to unearthing and verifying the actual
dimensions and characteristics of the complex. Prior and parallel to archaeological investigations on the Ilkhanid structures, an architectural examination of the ruins on the site has been
conducted. The present ruins were understood to be of Safavid, in parts possibly also Ottoman origin. The recent investigations were able to prove that these structures are multi-phased
buildings constructed between the early 14th and the early 17th century. The finds enable us to
uncover the history and the development of the site during the periods after the destruction of
the Ilkhanid complex.
——————————
Fügert Anja, Helen Gries, Fanny Alloteau

Theme 3/Workshop 5

The Reconstruction of the Glazed Brick Façades from Ashur in the Vorderasiatisches Museum
(GlAssur-Project)
First results and insights gained within the GlAssur-Project, a project launched in 2016 and
dedicated to the reconstruction of the glazed brick façades of the Temple of Ashur in Ashur,
will be presented. Around 3000 glazed bricks and brick fragments from the excavation of the
German Oriental Society at Ashur (1903–1914) are kept in the Vorderasiatisches Museum in
Berlin. Most of these so far unpublished bricks were originally part of panoramas which decorated the Temple of Ashur, the principal sanctuary of Assyria. They date to the reigns of the
kings Tiglath-Pileser III, Sargon II and Sennacherib and thus to the 8th and 7th cent. BC and
narrate predominately the victories of the Assyrian king and his army when fulfilling the divine
mandate to enlarge Assyria. Glazed brick façades embellished especially the forecourt and the
entrances into the main building. The numerous fitters’ marks observed on the bricks facilitate
the reconstruction process and also tell us much about each façades building history and later
life-cycle, since some of the Ashur Temple façades underwent architectural conversions during
the Neo-Assyrian times.
——————————
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Fujii Sumio 		

Theme 1

Pseudo-settlement phenomenon: A key to tracing the initial process of pastoral nomadization
in the southern Levant
The pseudo-settlement refers to a linear open sanctuary that laterally connects homogeneous
units combining a square to rectangular structure and a small round feature. To date, a dozen
examples have been attested in drylands around the southern Levant and dated to the Late Neolithic. The pseudo-settlement is a subsequent, symbolized form of PPNB desert outposts such
as Wadi Abu Tulayha and, in this sense, potentially sheds new light on the initial process of
pastoral nomadization. This paper reviews the current state of field research and discusses the
archaeological implications of the pseudo-settlement phenomenon that extensively covered the
arid margin of the southern Levant.
——————————
Gadirova-Ateshi Nourida

Theme 1

The Khojaly-Gedebey Culture – Spread across the Caucasus up to the Iran (Late Bronze and
Early Iron Age)
The Khojaly-Gedebey Culture was widely spread over the western regions of Azerbaijan,
southern Georgia, the northern regions of Armenia, the north-western part of Iran. This waste
geographical is the reason for the different terms for this culture in the archaeological literature.
In Armenia it is “Lchaschen/Mestamor Culture” or “Lchaschen/Tsitelgori Culture” while in
Azerbaijan it is known by the name of “Central South Caucasian Culture”, “Genje-Karabagh
Culture” and “KhojalyGedebey Culture” and in Georgia “Central Transcaucasian Bronze Era
Culture” or ”Samtavro Culture”. The research determined three distinct but interdependent
spheres in the study of the history of the Khojaly-Gedebey culture. Terms, chronology, latest
excavation results are the topics to be discussed.
——————————
Gadot Yuval, see Ranzer Noa
——————————
Gallerani Valentina, Valentina Vezzoli

Theme 8

Islamic Europos
The site of Karkemish-Europos, in southern Turkey, is primarily known for the role it played
during the Bronze and Iron ages. Nevertheless, recent archaeological excavations and surveys
have allowed to reveal interesting aspects of its history during the Early Islamic period, about
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the re-shaping of the city layout after the Late Antiquity and the definition of its pottery assemblage. Although, so far, we do not have sufficient information to determine changes or
continuities between the Early Islamic and the following periods, this paper aims to discuss the
new evidence collected since 2011 by the Turco-Italian archaeological expedition, in order to
reconstruct a general picture of Europos/Djerabis. These data not only supply new evidence on
the most recent phases of occupation at the site, but also provide new elements on the history of
the region during the Early Islamic period.
——————————
Gallo Elisabetta, Romel Gharib, Licia De Vito, Gaia Cecconi, Michele De Marco, Lorenzo
Nigro
Theme 1
Khirbet al-Batrawy in north-central Jordan: new discoveries in the Early Bronze Age Palace
2018-2020
After 16 seasons (2005-2020) of excavations and restorations at the site of Khibet al-Batrawy
in north-central Jordan, a clear picture of the history of the site and its major monuments has
been depicted. In the last seasons, the excavation work by Sapienza University of Rome and
the Dept. of Antiquities of Jordan, resumed the exploration of the “Palace of the Copper Axes”,
with the discoveries of a further western wing. Many finds, including several imports from
Egypt, Syria, Anatolia and far east, allow to understand the functioning and socio-economic
role of the palace in the southern Levantine scenario of the Early Bronze Age, and contribute to
a better calibrated definition of urbanism in this region of the ancient Near East.
——————————
Gallo Elisabetta, see Cappella Federico
——————————
Galuppi Marco, see Colliva Luca
——————————
Gandouin Emmanuel, see Djamali Morteza
——————————
Ganjaeian Hamid, see Zarei Mohammad Ebrahim
——————————
Garazhian Omran, see Mutin Benjamin
——————————
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Gavagnin Katia 		

Theme 3

Assyrians in the Land of Nineveh: a preliminary overview on settlement patterns and an analysis
of pottery collected among the Land of Nineveh Archaeological Project in Iraqi Kurdistan
The paper will present the results of the analysis of the Neo-Assyrian pottery collected during
the 2012-2017 survey seasons by the Land of Nineveh Archaeological Project in the Northern
Region of Iraqi Kurdistan. It will discuss the main diagnostic types of the period, and provide
a preliminary interpretation of settlement development in the area during the first millennium
BC. The pottery analyzed has typical Assyrian shapes, but some local characteristics are present, and this was unexpected in the heart of the Assyrian Empire. For the first time we had the
opportunity to investigate a hitherto poorly investigated region of Northern Mesopotamia and
to understand how Assyrians exploited and used the land immediately North of Nineveh: during
the Neo-Assyrian period the number of the sites considerably increased, with a large number of
sites of small dimensions, widespread and scattered over the countryside.
——————————
Gebel Hans Georg K., see Benz Marion
- see Purschwitz Christoph
——————————
Genchi Francesco, Alfredo Coppa, Marco Ramazzotti, Nunzia Larosa, Francesca De Cataldo
Theme 2/Workshop 12
The effects of the Iron Age social complexity on the funerary aspects: new perspectives from the
Dībba burial complex (Musandam, Oman)
This paper wants to provide an overview of Dibbā burial complex, represented by two Long
Collective Graves (LCG1 and LCG2), a later Parthian grave and several pits with ritual offering, and located on the eastern coast of the Musandam Peninsula (Oman). The whole area
seems to be continuously occupied from the Late Bronze Age (1600-1350 BCE) until the PIR
Period A/B (I cent. CE). The deposition of the remains of hundreds of individuals of different
sex and age filled the long chambers, along with more than five thousand valuable objects including softstone and pottery containers, bronze tools and weapons, ornaments. All these evidences point out that the Daba sacred area is of fundamental importance for the understanding
of the tribal societies of the Iron Age in the whole Arabian Peninsula and the site assumes a
role of great significance for the funerary rituals. Daba is at present among the richest sites of
Eastern Arabia. The findings recovered represent a unique assemblage for wealth and quality: a
milestone for the understanding of Early Arabian Civilization.
——————————
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Genito Bruno, Lucia Cerullo

Theme 5

The Archaeology of Iran in the first Millenniun BCE. New Issues for an Old Question
The paper, intends to face and to provide new elements of interpretation of a complex issue,
already dealt with for some time in the studies of the archaeology of ancient Iran: that of the
possible variegated processes of acculturation between the Median and Achaemenid worlds.
For some time it has already been seen how the very scarce archaeological contextualization
has, in fact, reduced the real archaeological consistency of the Median period, extraordinarily
present, nonetheless, in ancient and modern historiographical documentation. The paper will
aim at defining archaeological parameters that can provide reliable information on the antiquity
and authenticity of the artefacts in time attributed to the peoples documented in the area and
in the period. Those productions has been related, recently also to the Elamite-Iranian acculturation process which should have been assimilated and elaborated by the Achaemenids. In
this context, already complicated in itself, the age-old Median question is included as well, and
does not seem to be completely ignored. Ziwiyè, Hamadan, Oxus and now also Arjan, Jubaji
and Kalmakarra are only few, but important examples of a possibly distorted viewpoint of the
Median and surrounding question.
——————————
Genz Hermann, Karin Kopetzky

Theme 1

First Investigations at the Site of Tell Mirhan in Northern Lebanon
Tell Mirhan is located on the coast of Northern Lebanon in the modern town of Chekka. Although already discovered during the 1960s, it so far has never been investigated in detail. Old
aerial and satellite images show that the site originally covered an area of up to 6 hectares, but
today only less than 1 hectare remain accessible for excavations. Our work at the site began in
2016 by cleaning and documenting a 30 m long section directly south of the modern cement
factory erected on the northern half of the site. The section provided evidence for a massive
Middle Bronze Age rampart fortification, which is overlain by Iron Age I and II levels. Surface collection of artifacts revealed no evidence of later occupation. First excavations in the
summers of 2018 and 2019 have revealed a substantial building of the Iron Age II, the nature
of which is still unclear. The size of the site and especially its sheltered location in the bay of
Chekka suggest that it may have been one of the important harbor sites along the Lebanese
Coast during the Bronze and Iron Ages. While the toponym ‘Šigata’ mentioned in the Amarna
letters may indeed refer to a site in or near modern Ckekka, it remains unclear whether Tell
Mirhan is this site, as evidence for substantial Late Bronze Age occupation is still lacking. This
presentation will sum up the results obtained during the investigation of Tell Mirhan in 2016,
2018 and 2019.
——————————
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Georgiou Artemis

Theme 5/Workshop 15

Pursuits of social status and power at Maa-Palaeokastro
Founded at the close of the 13th century BC and surviving for merely a couple of generations
before its eventual abandonment by the middle of the 12th, Maa-Palaeokastro literary encapsulates the critical years that coincide with the collapse of the Late Bronze Age ‘Age of Internationalism’ and affords generous insights to the transformations taking place on the island.
This contribution aspires to investigate the architectural, ceramic and other remains brought to
light at Maa-Palaeokastro with the aim of unravelling the pursuits of the settlement’s elites to
promote and establish their social status and legitimize authority. The study will investigate the
proliferation of cylinder-seal impressed pithoi as an indication for the operation of a ruling class
managing the collection and redistribution of agricultural produce. It will also explore the putative operation of communal social gatherings and feasting activities, based on the excavation of
hearth-halls and the large numbers of drinking vessels and animal bones unearthed within these
structures, including wild prey.
——————————
Gharib Romel, see Cappella Federico
- see Gallo Elisabetta
——————————
Ghayyada Mohammed, see Montanari Daria
——————————
Giacosa Gabriele 		

Theme 5

Defining “ceramic communities”: models of interaction between settlements in the Northern
Levant during the Iron Age (12th-7th centuries BCE)
The paper focuses on the definition of a model for understanding the levels of interaction within
and between settlements of differing scales, considering their ceramic assemblages as a meaningful source of historical data. To achieve this task, a few sites in the Northern Levant with
Iron Age evidence (12th-7th centuries BCE) have been selected on the basis of geographical
and historical reasons and, especially, because they do feature well-published stratigraphies.
Using statistical and network analysis, this research aims at defining a clearer framework for
these settlements, i.e. to what (varying) degree they are related one to another, from the perspective of and with aim of identifying “ceramic communities”.
——————————
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Giardino Claudio, Carlo Bottaini, Conrad Schmidt

Theme 3

The earliest copper smelting activity in Southeastern Arabia
Very early evidence of copper metallurgy has been found in Oman at Al-Khashbah, in the
Shamal Al-Sharqiya governorate, near Sinaw. The site lies at the southern foothills of the
Al-Hajar Mountains, that are rich of copper ore deposits. The findings are C14 dated to the
end of 4th millennium BC. Many crucible fragments were recovered in one of the monumental
round structures, so-called towers, that characterize the site, Building V; these fragments are
currently the oldest evidence of copper smelting activity on the southwestern Arabian Peninsula. The paper shows the preliminary results of the archaeometallurgical investigations carried
out on these crucibles. They indicate that at Al-Khashbah metallic copper was produced from
the ores, though rather primitive techniques, such as the crucible smelting. Similar techniques
are attested also in other cultural contexts in prehistoric Asia and Europe during the very beginning of the metallurgical activities.
——————————
Gibbon Elizabeth, see Abu Jayyab Khaled
——————————
Gibbs Kevin, see Banning Ted
——————————
Gidding Aaron 		

Theme 3/Workshop 6

Cultural Continuity and Asymmetry Through the Levantine Early Bronze Age: A View from the
Desert
The new southern Levantine high chronology has reconfigured the phasing of Levantine settlement dynamics to be asymmetrical with neighboring regions. The data that was used to develop
the high chronology was derived from sites primarily in the region of the “sown” where rainfed
agriculture was possible. By comparison, the cadence of settlement in the desert areas of the
Southern Arid Periphery has long been understood to be different from the areas to the north.
Under the new chronology the difference between regions has been amplified. This paper will
focus on the role of copper as an item of “wealth finance” in the Faynan region, the main source
of copper during the Early Bronze Age. I will discuss the case for persistent occupation of the
Faynan Region from the Early Bronze II into the Intermediate Bronze Age; along with local
reconfigurations of the copper production system according to inter-regional demand.
——————————
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Gilboa Ayelet, see Eshel Tzilla
- see Shochat Harel
——————————
Gilibert Alessandra 		

Theme 5

Urban Squares in Bronze Age Syria: A Street View on Ancient City Life
This paper discusses the role of squares in ancient Near Eastern urban design, with a particular
focus on their social impact as a forum for everyday life, community building and economic
exchange. Recent research has shown that urban squares were a significant feature of cityscapes
across considerable spans of ancient Near Eastern history, from Chalcolithic Mesopotamia to
the Iron Age Levant. Their study leads to unexpected insights into past city life and connects
to broader research challenges, such as how models of governance emerge and maintain themselves. The paper illustrates these prospects through a concise overview of selected evidence
from Bronze Age Upper Mesopotamia and the Levant, looking at different examples of urban
squares, including neighbourhood squares, ceremonial squares and market squares.
——————————
Giorgi Lavinia, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
——————————
Giovannetti Fabrizio		

Theme 5

Arzawa = Watered Land. A new hypothesis on the meaning of the Luwian toponym
In my last article presented at ICAANE held in Warsaw in 2013, I dealt with the presence in
the Beycesultan V and IVc-a levels of a ceramic shape, the so-called “Drum Shape”, not very
common in Anatolia, and having some functional and aesthetic similarities with objects typical
of the Syrian and Levantine areas of the late Bronze Age. By virtue of the links that Beycesultan
V-IVc-a seemed to have with the cultures of the Syrian / Palestinian coast, as already highlighted by prof. James Mellaart, I also suggested the presence of an important kingdom that could
act as a hinge between the areas of southern Anatolia and those of the Upper Meander cultures,
hypothesizing that an important part of the territory of Arzawa could have been located in Pisidia, from where the Arzawian kings would have easily controlled the trade route that led from
the northwestern Anatolian hinterland to Cilicia, that was already active and very important
since the Early Bronze Age, as shown by prof. Turan Efe. This hypothesis is mainly based on
a reinterpretation of the geographical and historical information reported in the annals of the
Hittite king Mursili II, relating to the campaigns against the territory of Arzawa, together with
considerations based on the presence of many epigraphs with names having a suffix “Arza”, in
the Hellenistic onomastics in Cilicia and Pisidia, as already pointed out by prof. Houwink Ten
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Cate. My most recent research aims to clarify the origin of the root of the Luwian toponym of
Arzawa by identifying possible relationships with some terms of the Greek, Indo-Iranian and
Semitic lexicon, suggesting that the meaning of the name “Arzawa” could be more than “Watered Land”, “Rich in water”, rather than “River Land”, as currently assumed, and that it was
probably related to a region where there was a strong presence of water basins. This hypothesis
therefore allows me to focus my research on the so-called “Lakes Region” in Central Anatolia.
——————————
Giraud Jessica		

Theme 3/Workshop 3

Settlement Patterns as a tool for understanding the cultural phenomenon of the Early Bronze
Age in Northern Mesopotamia
If few sites or levels of the first part of the 3rd millennium are currently being excavated, many
have been identified during major regional surveys. The Iraqi Kurdistan region therefore seems
to have been densely populated during this period. In this presentation, as a second short introduction to the workshop, we would like to quickly present the data from the surveys, in particular those of the archaeological mission of the governorate of Soulaimaniah (MAFGS). The
position and type of sites identified shed light on the settlement patterns and show us a cultural
landscape specific to the Early Bronze Age in northern Mesopotamia. As the material culture
does, the study of the settlement patterns could support the characterization of the cultural phenomenon of the Early Bronze Age.
——————————
Giusfredi Federico, Alvise Matessi

Theme 5/Workshop 14

Non-Luvo-Hittite Anatolia in the Bronze age: the philological, linguistic and historical perspective
When different approaches to the study of the cultural geography of Early and Middle Bronze
Age Anatolia are combined, the archaeological, historical and (archeo-)linguistic theories risk
to collide with each other. Attempts at identifying given historical cultures with their putative
proto-historical forefathers normally require a theory-driven reconstruction of macro-events
such as the so-called “Indo-European” migration. As a matter of fact, as soon as the first written
sources become available, during the Old Assyrian Age, Anatolia – both the central areas and
the more peripheral regions – host a number of different linguistic, cultural and “ethnic” components, including the Hattian, the Hittite, the Luwian, the Palaic, the Hurrian and the Assyrian
element. Moving on to the age in which the Hittite archives were active in Hattusa and in other
peripheral centers, it becomes evident that distinguishing Indo-European and non-Indo-European cultural levels is virtually impossible. In the present paper, we will: (1) review the main
historical and linguistic hypotheses regarding the identification of historical cultures with proto-historical ones; (2) briefly describe the relevant aspects of the cultural geography of central
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and peripheral Anatolia during the Middle and Late Bronze Age; (3) defend a more fluid and
contact-based approach in which the dubious equation “material culture = language = identity
group” is cast aside without renouncing to integrate the different data.
——————————
Giusto Francesca		

Theme 4

A meaningful landscape? The sanctuary of Shami and its setting
The attribution by man of cultural values to natural or built environments contributes to shape
his perception of the landscape. How is it possible in archaeology to understand whether a
natural place has been given in ancient times a symbolic value? This paper presents the preliminary results of a study conducted on the sanctuary of Shami, dated to the Hellenistic and
Parthian periods, and located in the modern Province of Iranian Khuzestan (ancient Elymais).
The site, firstly explored by Sir Aurel Stein in 1936, has been recently investigated by a joint
Iranian-Italian expedition. Despite its importance, the sanctuary’s location in a mountainous
and apparently marginal area with respect to the nearby plains seems puzzling. Through the
analysis of published and unpublished excavation data, of the natural and built environment as
well as of written sources, this paper tries to understand if the site’s location could be related to
the attribution of cultural values to its natural setting.
——————————
Golan Yuval, see Pagelson Yarden
——————————
Golani Amir, see Tucci Giulia
——————————
Gomez Bach Anna, Adrià Breu, Joaquim Sisa, Sara Santaella, Miquel Molist
Theme 3/Workshop 3
Gird Laskhir an Aarly Dynastic sequence in Iraqi Kurdistan. Ceramic productions in its stratigraphic and temporary context
The excavation project in Gird Laskhir (Erbil) is providing, among the most significant newness, a new stratigraphic sequence with archaeological occupations dating from the first half
of the III millennium cal BC. In one of the sectors of excavation (sector3) it has been possible
recover a continuous succession of occupations characterized by mudbrick buildings and abundant archaeological materials. In this communication the results of the study of the ceramic
productions will be presented. In this communication, the results of the study of the ceramic
productions of the four successive levels will be presented, analyzing the different types of
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ceramic productions (incised and excised gray fine ware, ribbed fine ware, pedestal bases and
painted ware). This analysis aims to help expand and discuss the regional characteristics of the
Ninivite V group in the Kurdistan region in general, and in the Erbil’s plain in particular.
——————————
Gondet Sébastien, Kourosh Mohammadkhani, Marie-Laure Chambrade, Morteza Djamali,
Jean-Baptiste Rigot
Theme 2
Landscape formation and territorial development during the 1st millennium BC in the Pasargadae region (Fars Province, Iran): new data from integrative geoarchaeological approach
An Iranian-French team has undertaken a comprehensive archaeological program at Pasargadae since 2015. Focusing on the mid-1st millennium BCE Achaemenid period, the project aims
to reconstruct the landscape of the Persian capital and of its surrounding territory. Thanks to
a multidisciplinary approach comparing geomorphological, palaeoecological, remote sensing
and field survey data supported by a well-constrained geochronological framework, we suggest
a new scenario for the landscape formation in the region during the Holocene. The data from the
sedimentary analysis and dating of the alluvial terraces demonstrate important changes in the
regional hydrography. In the 1st millennium BCE, the riverbeds were less incised than today.
Ancient hydraulic systems, like the Ju-i Dokhtar hydraulic systems, reflect these geomorphological conditions, since they were built to manage higher water levels, as well as stronger river
flows, when compared to modern irrigation facilities.
——————————
Gondet Sébastien, see Djamali Morteza
——————————
Goren Yuval, see Pagelson Yarden
——————————
Gorzalczany Amir 		

Theme 1

A Middle Bronze II cemetery in the heart of Tel Aviv
A salvage excavation was conducted at Tel el-Ḥashash, in the heart of Tel Aviv, exposing a
large cemetery, used during the MB IIB and the LB. Seventeen MB tombs with sixty-one individuals were exposed. Offerings included serving and storage vessels, bowls, pithoi and jars,
with dipper juglets in situ, amphoriskoi, and Tell el-Yahudiyeh juglets. Sixty bronze pins, some
decorated with gold and silver, basalt vessels, decorated ostrich eggs and flat engraved boneplaques were retrieved. Other artifacts included bronze daggers and axes, Egyptian alabaster
and faience vessels, and fifty-six scarabs, decorated with images characteristic of Hyksos art.
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Nine tombs dating to the LB were discovered, with pottery imported from Cyprus, milk bowls,
jugs and juglets. Hellenistic pottery, mainly fish plates, jars and lamps, intact bowls and an
adorned goblet were found. The assemblage shows that most of the tombs were used during the
MB IIB. The similarity between these finds and those from the nearby cemeteries in Tel Qasile and the Tel Aviv harbor, hints to a cultural affiliation. Similar artifacts were discovered in
cemeteries at Rishon Le-Ziyyon, Azor, Dhahrat el-Humraiya and Afeq. It is unclear with which
settlement the cemetery at Tel el-Ḥashash was associated; it was probably used by the residents
of Tel Gerisa, or other not yet discovered one.
——————————
Gošić Milena		

Theme 4

Technology as magic and vice versa in the late prehistory of the Levant
In the contemporary western world, where dichotomy between religious and profane is taken
as the norm, technology, on the one hand, is understood as application of science, rooted firmly
in the secular. Magic, on the other hand, is seen as connected to religion, either as its primitive
form or degradation. However, the religious/secular dichotomy is not a universal one and it
might actually prevent us from understanding certain past practices, as well as worldviews on
which they were based. Both magic and technology represent practices people use in order to
manipulate or alter the world around them, based on the context-specific understanding of the
world in which contemporary understanding of secular and religious might not be relevant. To
illustrate this, I will look into ways in which practices we consider as magic and technology
were integrated into two distinct prehistoric pyrotechnologies: lime plastering of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic and metallurgy of the Chalcolithic in the Levant.
——————————
Gosling A, see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Götting Eva 		

Theme 4

A Short Typology of Lamaštu Amulets
The female Mesopotamian demon Lamaštu is known to attack especially children and pregnant
women. From the Late Bronze Age to the Iron Age, amulets depicting Lamaštu served as magical protection and were found in the Levant, Southern Anatolia and Mesopotamia. So far 87
amulets have been published in various articles. This paper offers a typology of these depictions
of the demon. The main phenotypes will be separated into subtypes, and their geographical
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and chronological distribution discussed. Furthermore, the changing repertoire of objects and
animals depicted around Lamaštu will be taken into consideration. This will shed light on the
development of the Lamaštu amulets, their origin and regional variations.
——————————
Gourdon Yannis 		

Theme 1

Eight seasons in Hatnub calcite alabaster Quarry P (Middle Egypt)
Among the 9 ancient quarrying areas identified so far in Egypt, only one, Hatnub, is mentioned
by name in the ancient texts, due to the remarkable quality of its alabaster. In 1891 Quarry P
was discovered and namely identified as Hatnub after some of the 61 rock inscriptions left by
members of the expeditions sent to quarry the “stone of Hatnub”. Besides its valuable epigraphic material, Quarry P was also the centre of a large network of quarries, roads and hundreds
of settlements, such as huts, workshops, cultic structures and administrative buildings, whose
period of occupation ranged from the 3rd millennium to the Egyptian Roman period. After 8
seasons at Hatnub, the French-English mission (Ifao, University of Liverpool) has yet achieved
tremendous results: we have significantly increased the number of inscriptions, from 61 to 160,
and we also uncovered an exceptional block hauling system, which brings significant new data
for the history of construction.
——————————
Gourichon Lionel, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Graham Lisa, see Grossman Kathryn
——————————
Graham Philip, Lucie Johnson, Lynn Welton, Khaled El-Bashaireh, Abdulla Al-Shorman,
Janet Montgomery, Geoff Nowell, Darren Gröcke
Theme 6/Workshop 9
Isotopic Research as a Tool for Reconstructing Human-Environment Interaction in the Near
East
Stable (δ18O, δ34S, δ13C, δ15N) and radiogenic isotopes (87Sr/86Sr) contribute profound insights into human and animal diet, mobility and migration. These insights in turn reveal details
of the ways in which human societies interact with and move through their environment, often
by linking the isotopic composition of human or animal tissue, such as tooth enamel or bone
collagen, to geographic areas. Such linkages, however, rely on knowledge of underlying isotopic variability within the local environment. Ongoing research jointly conducted by Durham
and Yarmouk Universities aims to create the first multi-isotope map for Jordan (87Sr/86Sr,
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δ18O, δ34S, δ13C) by systematically sampling plants, water and invertebrates from targeted
locations to characterize geographical isotopic variation. This basemap can then be used as
an interpretive aid for isotopic data from human and animal populations, as exemplified by a
case study designed to reconstruct animal movements during the Levantine Chalcolithic and
Early Bronze Age. This study examines changes in the scale of local economies and strategies
of landscape exploitation as a means of understanding human-environment interaction during
important social transformations such as urbanization.
——————————
Gratuze Bernard, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Grbanovic Ana Marija

Theme 8

Between Tradition and Innovation: The Art of Ilkhanid Stucco Revetment in Iran
Carved stucco is the par excellence architectural revetment medium in Iran, with its history
starting in Achaemenid, Parthian and Sassanid times, paramount significance in Early Islamic,
Seljuq and Ilkhanid periods and a revival under Safavids and Qajars. Divides between pre-Islamic and Islamic archaeology, dynastic divisions and the Mongol conquest theory distort its
comprehension. This study of c. sixty Ilkhanid stucco repertoires presents a taxonomy of Ilkhanid stucco artistic techniques, stemming from production technology, polychromy, inscriptions
and ornamentation scrutiny. It sheds light on transfer of stucco production knowledge between
Ilkhanid and pre-Ilkhanid periods. Ilkhanid craftsmen inherited millenary stucco craftsmanship
practices, to which they contributed technologic and artistic innovations: new artistic techniques, developed polychromy, modified aesthetics, and new epigraphic and ornamental vocabulary. These finds, with a focus on the Ilkhanid period, increase understanding of Iranian stucco
revetments.
——————————
Green Jack D.M.		

Theme 7

The Temple of the Winged Lions Cultural Resource Management Initiative, Jordan: a community-based approach to archaeological heritage preservation
The Temple of the Winged Lions (TWL) is an important Nabataean-Roman era site within
Petra, Jordan. Dated to the 1st to 4th centuries CE, the site was excavated by the American
Expedition to Petra (AEP) between 1974 and 2005. Key findings include the cella with column
capitals adorned with winged lions, an inscription of Aretas IV, and the “goddess of Hayyan”
idol. From 2009, the Temple of the Winged Lions Cultural Resource Management (TWLCRM)
Initiative has been implemented by the American Center of Research (ACOR) with the support of Jordanian partners. TWLCRM has been a driver in heritage preservation, community engagement, and capacity building. Supported by the US Ambassadors Fund for Cultural
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Preservation and the USAID Sustainable Cultural Heritage through Engagement with Local
Communities Project (SCHEP), TWLCRM has made efforts in excavation, documentation,
conservation, interpretation, and educational awareness. An important element has been handson training and engagement of local community members, enabling the transfer of knowledge,
skills, and best practices.
——————————
Gries Helen, see Fügert Anja
- see Schmitt Aaron
——————————
Grosman Leore 		

Theme 5/Workshop 21

Ritual traditions and the reconstitution of Natufian society
The Natufian culture (15,000-11,500 calBP) is characterized by profound changes in the social and economic structure that may have set the stage for the Neolithization in the southern
Levant. Many of these changes are associated with the transition to agriculture and undoubtedly entailed substantial ideological changes. In this presentation I will synthesis and review
evidence for ritual practices during the Natufian culture which has recently witnessed unprecedented popularity. The nature of these contexts is important for reconstructing the complexity
of ritual practice and social behavior, and the relationship between the sacred and the mundane
during this important transition in the lifeways. In particular, it is important to ask, what types
of social institution had begun to emerge before the Neolithic even began; how were communal ritual and symbolic practice articulated? Were sacred and mundane spaces spatially differentiated—particularly those oriented toward task-specific activities versus ritual practice, or
was there a dichotomy between public and private space? This presentation will examine the
dynamic nature of continuity and change in ritual practices mirroring the social and symbolic
changes during the Natufian.
——————————
Grossman Kathryn, Tate Paulette, Lisa Graham, Andrew McCarthy
Theme 5/Workshop 15
Society against the state in prehistoric Cyprus? The politics of village life at Makounta-Voules-Mersinoudia
Despite decades of critique, the study of early state formation remains bound up with an evolutionist narrative that situates the state as the natural endpoint of socio-political development.
It has long been clear, however, that alternative political projects and trajectories are not only
possible but common in the human past. Particular attention has been drawn to societies that
were specifically structured to avoid following the path of state formation or being subsumed by
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expanding states. These “societies against the state” have often proven successful and durable
forms of socio-political organization, and their history stretches back at least to the origins of
the state. The earliest known case of state formation – in SW Asia during the 4th-3rd millennium BC – now appears to have taken place within a regional context that included resistance
to the process. This paper explores the possibility that an early society against the state was
flourishing on the island of Cyprus adjacent to the classic zones of early state formation in SW
Asia. The suggestion that the villagers of Chalcolithic Cyprus were practicing a distinctive form
of local-level politics that discouraged the accumulation of wealth, power, and authority is not
new. We argue, however, that this longstanding hypothesis deserves further engagement on
both a theoretical and empirical level. In this paper, we use our own work at the site of Makounta-Voules-Mersinoudia to open up a series of bigger questions about the nature of society in prehistoric Cyprus and to consider the kinds of data that will be needed to answer these questions.
——————————
Grounau Ilan, Dalit Regev

Theme 5/Workshop 17

Studying genetic and cultural admixture of Phoenicians in Sicily
Phoenicians played a central role in mobilizing ideas and culture from the Levant throughout
the Mediterranean during the second and first millennia BCE. Archaeologists have long debated
whether the spread of Phoenician culture is a result of population migration and admixture, or
whether it is solely facilitated by trade practiced by either Canaanite-Phoenicians or by other
Mediterranean peoples. We aim to address this question by examining archaeological artifacts
and ancient DNA extracted from tombs in Phoenician cemeteries in various prominent sites in
the Mediterranean. By jointly analyzing the cultural features observed in the artifacts and genetic ancestry of individuals inferred from ancient DNA, we hope to provide a holistic view of the
“Phoenician footprint”. We will present the methodology we developed for this study as well as
preliminary results based on a small collection of tombs from Western Sicily. The preliminary
analysis includes population admixture inference conducted on the ancient DNA collected from
individuals buried in these tombs accompanied by an initial description of cultural features observed in their tomb finds.
——————————
Grushin Sergey P., see Dubova Nadezhda A.
- see Fribus Alexey V.
——————————
Guarducci Guido, see Valentini Stefano
——————————
Guari Alessandra, see Montanari Daria
——————————
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Guidetti Mattia, see Cirelli Enrico
——————————
Guirguis M., see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Guliyev Farhad, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Gürel Ali, see Castellano Lorenzo
——————————
Gussone Martin, Dorothée Sack

Theme 8

Similarities and variations – the caliphal residence of Resafa – Rusafat Hisham in context of
transcultural urbanism
Resafa - Rusafat Hisham, the residence of the Marwanid caliph Hisham b. Abd al Malik, is
located in northern Syria, in a transitional area between Syrian and Mesopotamian traditions.
The residence extends over an area of around 9km2, of which 3km2 are densely built up, and
is considered the largest of the Umayyad residences. So far, however, it has only been included
to a limited extent in the discussions on early Islamic urbanism. The present paper relates the
basic urbanistic features of Resafa with the early Islamic caliphal residences and their syncretic
traditions, as well as the concept of the Umayyad ‘New Urban Settlements’. The discussion
of similarities and differences adds to our knowlege of mechanisms of the foundation of early
Islamic palatial settlements.
——————————
Güzel Emine Torgan, see Akyol Ali Akin
——————————
Hacıosmanoğlu Sinem, Mustafa Kibaroğlu, Ekin Kozal, Hannah Mönninghoff, Joachim
Opitz
Theme 3/Workshop 7
Archaeometric analysis of Late Bronze and Iron Age Plain and Drab Ware from Sirkeli Höyük
(Cilicia, South Anatolia)
Sirkeli Höyük (5000-300/100 BCE) is one of the largest settlements in eastern Cilician Plain
(modern Ceyhan Plain) located in South Anatolia. The materials play a key role in not only
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in chronological and historical investigations but also in understanding the cultural relations
of Cilicia with Central Anatolia and the neighbor regions including Cyprus and northwestern
Syria. Among various other ware types, Plain ware is considered as the most common and
characteristic ware type of Late Bronze and Iron Ages. It is characterized archaeologically by
an absence of any decorative surface treatment like paint, incisions or burnishing. The ceramics
are usually wheel made and represented by a wide range of shapes with different surface and
paste color. The surface is diversely untreated, roughly smoothed or wet- smoothed. In this
paper, we report results of petrographic and geochemical analysis carried out on Late Bronze
and Iron Age Plain ware (n=50) and Late Bronze Age Drab ware (n=10) collected from Sirkeli
Höyük, and a total of 54 local clay samples collected from alluvial deposits throughout the
Ceyhan Valley. The main aim of the study was to identify the compositional characteristics of
the wares and to identify the possible clay source of the ware and its production technologies
such as paste preparation and firing tempera. The chemical composition of the selected samples
was determined by LA-ICP-MS (Laser Ablation Inductively Couple Plasma Mass Spectroscopy) and mineralogical contents and textural analysis were investigated using Petrography and
XRD (X-ray diffraction) and (SEM) Scanning Electron Microscope techniques. Archaeometric
analysis suggest that the Plain and Drab ware were produced from local calcareous clays available in the Ceyhan plain. Mineralogical analysis shows that the analysed samples have almost
the same compositional characteristics, though some variations was also observed, that maybe
related to different paste preparation processes or displays local compositional variation of the
clay sources used in their production.
——————————
Hageneuer Sebastian 		

Theme 6/Workshop 18

Digitally (re)born: The 3D model of the White Temple in Uruk and the principles of Virtual
Reconstructions
3D reconstruction of ancient architecture is a useful tool for research as well as scientific communication and is getting more and more popular. Current university-level programs already
teach the use of 3D software to easily produce compelling images of reconstructed remains,
but often neglect the basic principles of virtual scientific visualisation. This paper wants to address the basic needs of a proper archaeological reconstruction and wants to showcase its use
with the help of a case study. During the years of 2008-2017, the Uruk Visualisation Project
reconstructed over 20 individual buildings ranging from the Late Uruk Period (4th millennium
BCE) to the Seleucid Period (3rd/2nd century BCE). One of the oldest buildings excavated and
reconstructed within this project is the White Temple of Uruk. The process of reconstruction
will be presented as well as the use of the 3D model besides the pure visualisation.
——————————
Haghgokharepoee Fatemeh, see Naseri Reza
——————————
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Haibt Max, see Hubert Jan
——————————
Haider May, see Iamoni Marco
——————————
Halama Simon M.		

Theme 4

Constructing social hierarchies: palace and city in the Syro-Hittite states
The resurgence of cities in the Iron Age of Northern Syria and Southwestern Anatolia is connected to the rise of the Neo-Hittite states. It is also associated with the creation of a new type
of palace and other architectural innovations. The palaces, usually referred to as bīt ḫilāni or
hilani, have often been discussed in terms of their typology and origin. Only recently their position within the cityscape of the Neo-Hittite royal cities has been receiving more attention. This
paper discusses the architecture of palaces and the planning of cities in the Syro-Hittite states as
a way to construct and negotiate social hierarchies, as well as the role of the king within these
new urban societies.
——————————
Hall Erin 		

Theme 3

Northern Israelite Temples of the Iron IIA
This paper argues that the pillared buildings from Pella Phase 5, Megiddo Level Q-5 and Beth
Shean Lower Level V should be identified as cultic buildings, or temples, that follow the same
general architecture plan. The latter two can be dated or re-dated to early late/“mid” Iron IIA,
when the northern Israelite polity began to grow in strength and expand territorially from the
highlands to the lowlands. It is argued that Pella is indicative of an early type of of the pillared-hall temple plan (dating to the Late Bronze III–Iron I) and that its layout served as a proto-type for the pillared buildings of the northern valleys in the “mid” Iron IIA (Megiddo Level
Q-5 horizon). Newly developed methods for understanding cult centralization are explored,
as are methods for identifying cult in the archaeological record. The central administration’s
establishment of temples/cultic buildings in the Jezreel and Beth Shean Valleys highlights the
importance of these regions to the northern Israelite administration during this time.
——————————
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Hammer Emily 		

Theme 1

Reassessment of Early Mesopotamian Cities: New Surveys at Ur and Lagash
In returning to southern Iraq, archaeologists finally have the opportunity to apply the multi-disciplinary landscape research designs that are now standard in neighboring regions, including
intensive survey, analysis of historical satellite and aerial imagery, analysis of photos and topography models generated using UAV cameras, landscape-scale geophysics, and geological
coring. I discuss the methodology and preliminary results of recently-renewed surveys at the
early Mesopotamian cities of Ur (Tell al-Muqayyar) and Lagash (Tell al-Hiba), focused on
diachronic urban scale, settlement planning, and hinterland environment. Methodologically, I
discuss how the particulars of the region necessitate adjustment of the landscape archaeology
“toolkit” and how a standard artifact collection design at Ur and Lagash, modeled after that
applied at northern Mesopotamian sites, will enable detailed regional comparison between early cities’ urban trajectories and spatial organization. Results-wise, I discuss what the surveys
are beginning to show about low density inhabitation on these cities’ fringes and about ancient
hydrology in their hinterlands.
——————————
Hamon Caroline, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Hanar Elif 		

Theme 1

The finding proving glass was discovered in Mesopotamia
The aim of this study is to share the first and primary data on the origin of the use of glass as a
material. Glass is a liquid material, but it doesn’t behave like the fluids we know. Because glass
is a fascinating and unique material that cannot be included in either the realm of liquids or the
realm of solids. It has fascinated countless people since our ancestors produced the first glass
thousands of years ago. Glass-like shiny objects have been used in the Near East since the 5th
millennium BC. The earliest records of glass making technology were found in cuneiform tablets found in Mesopotamia, while the earliest tablet containing a formula for glazing was found
in Tell-Umar on the Tigris River. In this tablet dating to the 17th century BC, it is recorded
that glassmaking was a well-structured tradition. It is known that the first glass was produced
in Mesopotamia around the 3rd millennium BC and artificial glass was first used as a layer of
glaze covering stone and ceramic beads in Mesopotamia in 3500-3000 BC. In 2500 BC, beads
and amulets were made entirely of glass material. It has been observed that after 1500 BC, glass
containers were produced in Mesopotamia in Western Asia, during the period of the Kingdom
of Mitanni, using the inner mould technique and that the glass containers produced in Mesopotamia spread over a wide area in Iran, Elam, Babylon in Eastern Syria, Palestine on the Mediterranean coast, Cyprus, and in the Middle East and Near East, including Mycenae in Greece.
Glass is a versatile material that has been in constant evolution over the centuries. When we
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examine the chronological development of glass; it is understood that this material has been
functionalized in small pieces for many years and has become an indispensable part of daily life
today, as it was in the past, and preserves its feature of being a material that is loved and used.
——————————
Handziuk Natalia

Theme 2

An Early Bronze Age Specialized Processing Centre in Northern Jordan
The Early Bronze Age in the Southern Levant witnessed the emergence of sustained “urban”
living in the region. These larger communities were supported by a commodity driven economy, centred on agricultural products and surpluses. Excavations in the the Wadi Ziqlab, Jordan
exposed concrete evidence for the increasing and sustained investment into agricultural and
horticultural activities in the wadis during the EB Ib (3300- 2900 BCE). This presentation focuses on WZ130, an EBIb specialized site that was used exclusively for processing agricultural
goods. WZ130 has a number of distinct phases, including one characterized by bedrock cut
features and another indicating a catastrophic collapse. This discussion will focus on the relationship between the phases at WZ130, as well as a sample of the lithics and pottery recovered
therein. The analysis of WZ130 contributes to a broader understanding of the development and
maintenance of agricultural infrastructure during the Early Bronze Age.
——————————
Haring Ben		

Theme 4/Workshop 11

An Ancient Egyptian pseudo-script
Definitions of the notion of ‘pseudo-script’ vary greatly. They may either include everything
that resembles true writing (that is, language-specific notation) without being precisely that,
or they may be more specific. At one end of the spectrum is asemic writing (a text-like image
meant to be seen, but not necessarily to be read), at the other are intricate codes developed from
existing types of notation. In developing such codes, real writing systems may or may not have
been sources of inspiration. The paper proposed here focuses on how a specific Ancient Egyptian pseudo-written code was developed with real writing as one of its points of departure, and
discusses what understanding its users had of writing.
——————————
Harlavan Yehudit, seeYagel Omri
——————————
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Harrison Sandy		

Keynote Theme 2

The Climate-Humans-Climate Nexus: Modelling the Impact of Climate on Agricultural Productivity and Agricultural Expansion on Global Climate
Substantial transformations of natural ecosystems by humans began with the shift from hunting
and gathering to cultivation during the Mesolithic and Neolithic periods. While many factors
underpin the growth and spread of agriculture, the role of climate and climate variability remains relatively unexplored. Modelling tools, including light-use efficiency productivity models and models of specific crop types, can be used to disentangle the roles of climate, climate
variability, changes in atmospheric CO2 levels, and agricultural practices on agricultural yields.
The degree to which anthropogenic changes in land use and land cover (LULC) during the
pre-industrial Holocene could have affected global climate is controversial. Current LULC
scenarios are based on relatively simple assumptions and highly uncertain estimates of population changes through time. Archaeological and palaeoenvironmental reconstructions have
the potential to refine these assumptions and estimates. The Past Global Changes (PAGES)
LandCover6k initiative is working towards improved reconstructions of LULC globally. These
improved reconstructions will be used to drive an ensemble of palaeoclimate experiments in
the Palaeoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP) to investigate the impact of anthropogenic changes in LULC on regional and global climate and the carbon cycle during the
Holocene. This talk will outline how model-based approaches can and are being used to explore
the climate-humans-climate nexus and discuss the opportunities for future synergies between
the climate and archaeological communities.
——————————
Harrison Timothy

Theme 6/Workshop 9

CRANE 2.0: Large-Scale Data Analysis and the Reconstruction of Human-Environment Interaction in the Ancient Near East
The rapid proliferation of digital data in Near Eastern Archaeology has created an unprecedented opportunity to create collaborative research initiatives with the capacity to investigate
complex questions such as the long term impacts of climate change and anthropogenic activity
at finely-grained and localized scales of analysis within discrete sub-regions of the ancient Near
East. The CRANE (Computational Research on the Ancient Near East) Project is a multidisciplinary consortium of archaeologists, climate and paleoenvironmental scientists, and computer
scientists that seeks to facilitate such a collaborative research environment. CRANE 1.0 focused on the Orontes Watershed, a cohesive geographical unit and region uniquely situated as
a cultural microcosm of the ancient Near East, as an initial operational test case. The success of
this initial partnership has positioned CRANE 2.0 to facilitate more systematic investigations
of the complex interplay between human communities and their environment in the Eastern
Mediterranean and broader Middle East. This session will present a series of papers on a num-
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ber of ongoing collaborative projects initiated by CRANE and other research groups and their
results achieved to date, with the aim of demonstrating the analytical potential and utility of this
collaborative approach.
——————————
Hartnerll Tobin, see Razmanhang Yalda
——————————
Harvey Maria

Theme 4/Workshop 11

Angevin Font / Greek Writing: Fourteenth-century Inscriptions in the Salento
The medieval Salento was characterised by the presence of different communities, confessions
and languages. Intrasentential and intramonumental language mixing, bilingualism and pseudo-scripts were common in both private documents and public inscriptions. This paper will start
by analysing the Greek inscription on the façade of the Franciscan church of Santa Caterina at
Galatina, which was written in an Angevin Latin font, before broadening the scope to the region’s heritage. It will argue that, although readable, this inscription functions in a similar way
to pseudo-scripts. Here, form and meaning perform two distinct but mutually beneficial roles:
the choice of Greek speaks to the community of Galatina, while the Angevin, Latin form references royal and courtly power and prestige. The different roles played by form and meaning
were probably accentuated by the linguistic diversity of the population and by widespread illiteracy. My paper will ultimately argue that the category of pseudo-script needs to be expanded,
especially in a transcultural region such as the medieval Salento.
——————————
Hasegawa Shuichi, see Hashimoto Hidemasa
——————————
Häser Jutta, see Khries Hashem
——————————
Hashimoto Hidemasa, Takuzo Onozuka, Hisao Kuwabara, Shuichi Hasegawa
Theme 1
Excavation at lower shelf of Tel Rekhesh 2006-2010, 2019
This paper will present the results of excavations at the lower shelf of Tel Rekhesh during the
2006-2010 and the 2019 seasons, particularly focusing on the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age
I findings. Tel Rekhesh is located in the Lower Galilee, Israel, often identified as a flourishing
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Canaanite city Anaharath mentioned in the Egyptian sources and the Bible. During the previous
seasons of excavation, the northwestern side of the lower shelf of Tel Rekhesh has yielded rich
material from the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age I, especially facilities for olive oil industry and
a ceremonial building complex, showing the zenith of the settlement history of the site and thus
corroborating the identification of the site.
——————————
Hassanzadeh Yousef 		

Theme 3/Workshop 5

The Glazed Bricks from Qalaichi
The site of Qalaichi is located near the city of Boukan in West Azerbaijan region, northwest
of Iran. As a result of a series of illegal excavations carried out during the late 1970s and the
early 1980s, exceptional glazed tiles have found their way into private and public collections
around the world. Scientific excavations started only in 1985 and carried on until 2006, for 9
seasons. Now there are more than 400 fragments in the National Museum of Iran (at Tehran)
and more than 1000 fragments in the Urmia Museum, awaiting publication. These glazed bricks
could be divided into four main groups based on their size, and each group could be divided in
more groups according to the motives and iconographies they present. This article will analyze
different aspects of these bricks (like size, weight, motives, etc). It will be tried also to make a
comparison between the bricks found in Qlaichi and other bricks found in other sites of northwest Iran, such as Rabat, Hasanlu and Ziwiye that present the so-called “Mannaean art”.
——————————
Hatem Najm Ammar, see Aguilar Juan
——————————
Haughun Casey, see Schwartz Glenn M.
——————————
Hausleiter Arnulf, Alexander Städtler

Theme 3/Workshop 4

Arabia and the Levant: Tracing connectivity
The dynamics of mobility and connectivity need to be investigated for the understanding of
far-distance contacts of the Levant. Evidence for such contacts during the late 3rd and 2nd
millennia BCE recently provided by archaeological contexts from oasis settlements in Northwest Arabia, such as Tayma, draw our attention to the movement of objects, ideas and people between these regions. However, contrary to objects and materials, investigations into the
landscapes providing the geographical and topographical contexts for the actual movement
has rarely being carried out, and if so, it was often limited to the analysis of textual sources. A
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recent study of the area between Madinah and Gaza by means of Least Cost Path Analysis shed
new light on communication routes between the Hejaz and the Eastern Mediterranean in the
Classical periods. Our contribution aims at investigating its potential for reconstructing these
contacts during the Bronze Age.
——————————
Havé Amaury 		

Theme 3

Typology, Technology, Function and Evolution of Mesopotamian «\,stemmed dishes\,» and offering stands
The « offering stands » of the middle-third of IIIrd millenium BC Mesopotamia are a hallmark of Dynastic Archaic to Akkadian Periods. These ceramic shapes are amongst the most
sophisticated pottery types for these periods, and as such are often at the center of chronology
discussions. I will first show how some statistical analyses of contexts help to refine previously
proposed functionnal interpretations for this mysterious class of objects. The presentation will
then compare typology and techniques of production of pottery stemmed dishes and offering
stands from Mari, the Diyala (Khafaja, Tell Agrab, Asmar), Kish, Nippur and Ur. The existence
of regional repartitions and specificities will be discussed from comparisons with other sites,
and from sherds coming from survey data. A preliminary chronological synthesis will be proposed. This presentation will also explore the interpretation of techniques evolution in relation
with other studies.
——————————
Hayakawa Yuichi S., see Odaka Takahiro
——————————
Heffron Yagmur 		

Theme 4

An Embarrassment of Riches: Correlating Burial Wealth with Historical Narratives of Impoverishment in Ancient Kanesh
The sweeping majority of texts recovered from Kanesh come from the earliest second millennium occupation, Level II, beginning in the first quarter of the 20th century BC. Destroyed by a
site-wide fire in 1836 BC, Level II is followed by a short hiatus after which occupation continues in Level Ib until the very late 18th century. Level Ib is characterised by a sharp drop in the
number of texts which is generally associated with decline, in conjunction with contemporary
references to political unrest in Anatolia. The final level of Bronze Age occupation, level Ia,
(ca. 1690-1650 BC) is entirely atextual, which fits in with the trajectory of a gradual impoverishment beginning already in Level Ib. As it happens, Level Ib is also the period when a clear
spike is observable in the volume of gold, silver, and other precious materials deposited in
graves. This paper problematises the the high archaeological visibility (burial wealth) against a
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background of low textual visibility (cuneiform records) at a period of political transformation
in late Middle Bronze Age Anatolia. To what extent can funerary practices inform our reconstructions of socio-economic and political change?
——————————
Heitmann Raphaela, see Beuger Claudia
——————————
Helmi Bassam, see Fiaccavento Chiara
——————————
Heper Özlem		

Theme 5

A Glimpse into the Hittite Culinary Culture and Consumption Habits through the Statistics of
Tableware and Cooking Ware
Pottery is the most common find group in archeological excavations. Pottery analysis is frequently used as a tool for determining cultural spread, migration routes or settlement type as
well as the culinary culture and consumption habits of people. In order to define the Hittite culinary culture, the capacity of pottery uncovered in Boğazköy, Kuşaklı, Arslantepe and Ovaören
have been calculated from drawings. This data is assessed in twelve groups in comparison with
modern rural and urban consumption habits. Six of these groups are classified as open vessels,
according to their similar shape, size and function as six of groups are classified as closed vessels. This study aims to determine possible consumption habits of Hittites through comparison
of modern rural Anatolian consumption habits.
——————————
Hermon Sorin, see Polig Martina
- see Vassallo Valentina
——————————
Herr Jean-Jacques 		

Theme 3

Technological analysis of the pottery in the Dinka Settlement Complex (Iraqi Kurdistan) for the
late second Millennium and the early first Millennium BC
The materiality of the end of the second Millennium BC and the first half of first Millennium BC
in the Rania and Peshdar Plains in Iraqi Kurdistan has been approached mainly by the pottery
discovered during the survey of the SGAS project (Sulaymaniyah Governorate Archaeological
Survey) and the excavations of the Peshdar Plain Project on the Dinka Settlement Complex.
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Thanks to the stratified archaeological contexts provided by the excavations, it has been possible to have a more accurate insight on a local ceramic assemblage. Until now, archaeologists of
the Late Bronze Age, the early Iron Age and the Neo-Assyrian Period have mainly studied the
morpho-stylistic criteria of the pottery in order to establish the date of a specific settlement or to
link sites together into a broader pattern. Our studies are focused on the technological analysis
of the pottery in order to emphasize the set of knowledge having prevailed in the production
from a site to a wider area. This method will hopefully help to better assess the knowledge
network for making pottery in the western foothills of the Zagros. Its corollary would yield
better proxy for assessing the synchrony of sites during a period of large communication in the
framework before and during the Neo-Assyrian Empire.
——————————
Herr Jean-Jacques, see Pietsch Sophie
- see Rohde Jens
——————————
Herrmann Virginia R., David Schloen, Sebastiano Soldi, Sturt W. Manning
Theme 5
Urbanization and State Formation at Iron Age Sam’al (Zincirli, Turkey)
In Near Eastern archaeology, the Iron Age Syro-Hittite kingdoms are considered paradigmatic
examples of the coincidence of state formation and new urbanization. Recent investigations at
Zincirli, Turkey, ancient Sam’al, have aimed to produce a more detailed, dynamic, and holistic
picture of the urbanization of Sam’al in the Iron Age II. Excavations in the citadel and north and
south lower town allow comparison of the stratigraphic, ceramic, and radiocarbon sequences of
different parts of the city, while revealing functional and socioeconomic variability. The results
suggest that the fortification of the city preceded the settlement of a large population therein
by some period of time, and that the large fortified space may have initially served other communal purposes. This reconstruction challenges the unitary functionalist model of the city as a
center of population and industry and reveals it instead as a more versatile instrument for the
consolidation of power.
——————————
Herrmann Jason T., Paola Sconzo

Theme 5/Workshop 16

Approaching Demography and Economy in Piedmont Landscapes during the Neo Assyrian
Period
The reorganization of settlement during the Iron Age in the agriculturally-rich alluvial landscapes of northern Mesopotamia and the Syrian Jazeera is well-documented and is among the
better known examples of how Neo-Assyrian expansion influenced society and economy across
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the Fertile Crescent. In these regions, the contribution of cereal surplus in these irrigable, unbroken plains to the imperial economy is relatively straightforward. But how did agriculture in
the Zagros piedmont contribute to the economy of the Neo Assyrian Empire, where less optimal
landscapes hold similar evidence for resettlement? We can begin to answer this through an analysis of results from the Slivani Plain, surveyed by the Eastern Ḫabur Archaeological Survey
(EḪAS), the broadest and most intense examination of non-alluvial landscapes in Northern
Mesopotamia. In this paper we draw from the results of the EḪAS to approach a reconstruction
of the demography and economic potential for this landscape region through a comparison of
the spatial distribution of Neo-Assyrian settlements and surrounding catchments.
——————————
Hesein Mohamad, see Douglas Khaled
——————————
Hettesheimer Manuela, Felix Wolter, Simone Mühl

Theme 3/Workshop 3

Gird-i Shamlu. A Small Rural Site in the Early 3rd Millennium?
Gird-i Shamlu is a small site located in the centre of the Sharizor Plain, in Halabja province,
in Iraqi Kurdistan. The excavations, carried out since 2015, have so far revealed two distinct
occupational layers with different architectural layouts from the beginning of the Early Bronze
Age. What seems to be a small rural settlement is characterized in its oldest phase by a rather
large architectural complex. The material remains from these levels provide new insights into
the vast cultural ties and interregional contacts of this site and its inhabitants. The pottery production in particular shows great influence from different traditions and reveals close relations
to the Northern as well as Central Mesopotamian cultural zones. The contribution gives an
overview of what we know so far about the inhabitants and their material remains of the Early
Bronze Age settlement of Gird-i Shamlu.
——————————
Hiedari Elham, see Nafari Reza
——————————
Highcock Nancy

Theme 4/Workshop 10

Merchants and Self-Commemoration: the intersection of religious practice and professional
identity in the ancient Near East
Throughout the history of Mesopotamian commemorative practice, individuals often included
their professional title within their inscription and thus signaled their social status and social
network in their message to the god(s). This paper will focus on the commemorative inscriptions and dedicatory practices of one such professional group that is highly represented in com136

memorative inscriptions of the third and second millennia: the merchant (dam-gàr/tamkārum).
Through a holistic analysis of the textual content, material, object type, and archaeological context of these inscribed objects, we can better understand the merchants’ access to raw materials,
access to the temple, and relationships with other professional groups, officials, and the royal
family. Furthermore, one can explore how understand how merchants viewed themselves with
regards to their work and how that work shaped their access to, and ways of communicating,
with the divine. These mercantile dedicatory and commemorative practices will be discussed
within the larger framework of greater religious beliefs and practices that intersected with the
professional lifeways of merchants.
——————————
Hnila Pavol, Sturt Manning

Theme 1

Absolute chronology for the Hittite northern frontier. Combining stratigraphy, tree-rings and
radiocarbon at Oymaağac Höyük
Until recently, little was known about Northern Anatolia in the Late Bronze Age (LBA). Between 2007 and 2017, the excavations at Oymaagac Höyük (50 km as the crow flies from the
Black Sea coast) produced a rich sequence of LBA strata with Hittite-style fortifications and
monumental architecture. The site is identified with the city of Nerik, known from Hittite cuneiform tablets as an important Storm God cult center. We know from written sources that, in the
LBA, Nerik and its region were contested between the Hittites and the still-mysterious Kaska,
with the control of the city changing hands several times. However, the correlation of written
sources with archaeological data has long been impeded by the absence of a high-resolution absolute timeframe. This paper presents a chronological dataset for the site obtained through the
combination of tree-rings and C14 wiggle matching and other C14 dating with stratigraphical
information. Integrated Bayesian analysis of this dataset creates a significantly more precise
chronology than single radiocarbon dates, and offers a first opportunity to reconstruct the history of the region independent from written sources.
——————————
Höflmayer Felix, see Nicolì Marco
——————————
Holmqvist Elisabeth, Paula Kouki, Rick Bonnie

Theme 3

Identifying plaster recipes, material sources, and anthropogenic residues of Jewish ritual purification baths in Late Hellenistic–Early Roman Palestine
We report chemical bulk compositions of plaster samples from five late Hellenistic–early Roman period (c. 1st BCE–2nd c. CE) archaeological sites in Israel (Horvat ‘Ethri, Sepphoris,
Gamla, Keren Naftali and Yodefat), analysed via wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence
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spectrometry (WD-XRF) and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Altogether 54 samples, including plaster from 13 stepped pools, conventionally identified as Jewish
ritual purification baths, and potential raw materials were analysed to i) characterise plaster
recipes used at the sites; ii) source plaster by trace elemental signatures; and iii) identify anthropogenic chemical residues on the plastered surfaces. On-site pXRF analysis was carried out to
test a non-invasive approach in plaster analysis. Trace elemental patterns confirm local plaster
production, yet significant inter-site correlation between the plaster recipes suggests inter-communal knowledge share or control of the plaster industries. Rare chemical residue anomalies
indicate alternative use-strategies for some of the stepped pools.
——————————
Holod Renata, see Rante Rocco
——————————
Hope Deborah

Theme 5

Pearl profusion: the economic consequences of large-scale pearl production and trade
Pearls punched above their weight in antiquity. Pearl adornment projected power, prestige and
status. The pre-existence of extensive, highly organised pearl-fishing in the Persian Gulf and
the Gulf of Mannar enabled the commodification of pearls in exchange systems operating in the
ancient Mediterranean and Eastern Mediterranean spheres. Increased supply matched by rising
demand for pearls contributed to transforming urban economies, producing thriving luxury
retail sectors to serve a rapidly expanding consumer base. The vital importance of international
luxury trade is apparent in data extrapolated from two second century financial documents, the
Muziris Papyrus and a Palmyrene tower tomb inscription. It indicates State revenue generated
through tariffs on costly imports in this period was equivalent to around a third of Rome’s military budget. Pearls offer a case study of large-scale luxury commerce that may add to contemporary understanding of the economy of ancient societies.
——————————
Hopper Kristen, Elena Rova, Davit Kvavadze

Theme 1

Kurgans, Churches and Karvasla: The first two seasons of the Lagodekhi Archaeological Survey, Georgia
This paper will focus on the results of the first two seasons of survey undertaken by the Georgian-Italian expedition in collaboration with Durham University (UK) in Lagodekhi Municipality, Georgia. The aims of the survey are to map the archaeological landscape, reconstruct
the development of human settlement in the local region, and to provide local and national
authorities with important information on site locations and conditions for cultural heritage
protection. In many parts of the South Caucasus, significant changes to the landscape have
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occurred over the course of the 20th century due to agriculture, development and other factors.
Lagodekhi Municipality, an area of ca 900km2 at the eastern limit of Georgia, between the foothills of the Greater Caucasus and the Alazani River, is no exception. Its fertile plains, in particular, have been impacted by agricultural intensification. In addition, this region is characterised
by heavy vegetation in the river valleys, and difficult-to-access upland zones. Together these
factors challenge our ability to read the archaeological record, and require carefully devised,
and comparable, survey strategies. We have utilised historical (CORONA) and modern high
resolution satellite imagery and historical maps to identify potential archaeological sites and
features, as well as to explore the impact that changes in land use over the course of the last 70
years have had our interpretation of the ancient landscape. This information was supplemented
by published literature and local knowledge to help guide both extensive survey and systematic
intensive pedestrian survey (transects) within the study area. This has resulted in the recording
of sites dating from the Chalcolithic through the Soviet period, and a better understanding of
long-term settlement patterns within the local region.
——————————
Hordecki Jędrzej		

Theme 1

The rural settlement at Çatalhöyük in the context of the settlement in Central Anatolia during
Iron Age and Hellenistic periods
The Iron Age as well as Hellenistic periods are very well recognized oness in the history of
Anatolia. Especially, the textual sources give many precious information about them. However
the recognition of it in Central Anatolia is still limited to the excavation of central sites as Gordion or Kaman Kalehöyük. The number of surveys which had place in Central Anatolia during
last 20 years give more detailed picture of the settlement. They show hundreds of sites characterized rather by rural than urban settlement. In my paper I will present the result of excavation
the Iron Age and Hellenistic strata at Çatalhöyük. This is a very uncommon for the region case
study of archaeological research conduct on the rural settlement. The combined analysis of architectural, faunal and pottery data give the very complex picture of the small settlement. That
analysis compared to the data gathered during surveys give unique picture of rural settlement
in Central Anatolia during Iron Age and Hellenistic periods and is a first approach to complex
investigation that periods basing on non-central sites.
——————————
Horejs Barbara, see Milić Bogdana
——————————
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Huber Barbara

Theme 3/Workshop 7

Tracking the Invisible Commodities of Ancient Trade. Biomolecular methods for exploring
spices, aromatics, and past smellscapes
Some of the most highly desired natural products that moved along ancient trade routes were aromatics, powders and extracts that packed substantial flavor and aroma. Not only did these substances possess the ability to transform cuisines or to scent the environment, they also played
significant roles in economic, cultural, and ritual contexts. Control over and access to these
trade goods became the source of great wealth and political power. Thus, to understand the
dispersal of goods and early forms of globalization, it is key to identify the origin and use of
these aromatic substances. Traditionally, it has been difficult to study them in the archaeological
record due to their ephemeral nature. Moreover, macroremains of spices or plant exudates are
scarce in archaeobotanical assemblages in contrast to more tangible remains such as seeds and
fruits. However, recent advances in biomolecular analyses of organic residues in artefacts make
it possible to also trace the “invisible” commodities of trade. Here, we present biomolecular
methods to study organic remains from objects associated with the use of aromatic substances,
such as incense burners, perfume flasks and unguent containers using biomolecular fingerprinting of plant secondary metabolites, lipids and proteins. Such studies provide unique insights
into the sensual world of the past by shedding light on the dispersal of trade commodities and
the consumption practices of aromatics.
——————————
Hubert Jan, Max Haibt

Theme 3/Workshop 7

The Warka Environs Survey – The use of UAV 3D Photogrammetry and geographic information
systems for the archaeological research in the ancient city of Uruk and its environment
Based on aerial imagery, the Warka Environs Survey (WES) presents a large-scale and detailed
3D model of the ancient city of Uruk and its environment. The Survey mission was conducted with a ‘Vertical Take-off and Landing’ Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The model was
processed using Reality Capture. Actual working with these results takes place in Qgis, which
is why 2D ortho projections and 2D elevation maps are the most important product generated
from this model. The ortho projections are manually analyzed inside Qgis. Characteristic features are vectorized, categorized and points of interest are set for the collection of archaeological material. In the field, a team of researchers verifies the remotely sensed features and collects
archaeologically relevant material using the mobile app Qfield and highly precise geotagged
images. This paper presents the methodological aspects of modelling such a large landscape.
Additionally, it highlights the difficulties of large-scale 3D photogrammetry and reflects on the
possibilities and limitations of remote sensing using Qgis and ortho projections as well as their
use for the fieldwork.
——————————
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Huff D., see Niakan Lili
——————————
Huigens Harmen		

Theme 1

The Azraq oasis in antiquity: a reassessment based on aerial photographs from the 1920s
The oasis of Azraq (Jordan) has been an important place in the history and geography of eastern
Jordan in particular and northern Arabia in general. In historical times Azraq was situated at the
edge of empire and on important trade routes, and it was a rare source of permanent water in the
eastern desert, home to nomadic communities. Its importance is illustrated, for example, by the
presence of military infrastructure and elaborate water works from the Roman and subsequent
periods. However, these few major architectural features are testimony of a far richer yet poorly
known archaeological landscape that once existed at Azraq, before much of it was damaged
or destroyed by building activities that shaped the modern town of Azraq. Fortunately, we are
now able to reconstruct these vanished landscapes through aerial photographs from the 1920s.
This imagery shows hundreds of previously unknown archaeological features, thus unveiling
the landscape of Azraq before modernity. This landscape can help test contradicting models
that have been put forward about the economic, sociopolitical, and military position of Azraq
in antiquity.
——————————
Hunziker-Rodewald Regine, Andrei Aioanei

Theme 3

Female rattle dancers in the Iron Age Levant – a distinctive figurine type rediscovered
During the Iron Age, spool-shaped ceramic rattles were among the most popular artistically
autochthonous noisemakers in the Southern Levant. But while in ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian iconographic sources the use of shaken idiophones like clappers and sistra is well
attested in music and dance contexts, the Levantine ceramic rattles which have been excavated
in great numbers have no iconographic evidence of their use yet. However, the recently reassessed finger posture of several female ceramic figurines from the Iron Age probably indicates
the shaking of hand-sized rattles. The cultic context of these figurines and their iconographic
setting such as painted nudity and rich adornment might fill a real documentary gap. They also
allow for further reflections on the use and function as well as cultural significance of ceramic
rattles and their gentle sound properties.
——————————
Huseynov Muzaffare, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
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Iamoni Marco, May Haider

Theme 5/Workshop 19

The Archaeological landscape of the inner region of Koura: a preliminary overview of the
Bronze and Iron Age settlements and the local ceramic traditions.
Recent survey investigations carried out by the joint Italian-Lebanese mission in the inner
area of Koura (Northern Lebanon) have provided a wealth of data that spans almost the entire
Bronze Age and the following Iron Age. Several sites have been identified that suggest the
occurrence of a significant (and, thus far, almost totally unknown) occupation stretching from
the area of Amioun to Jebel Qalhat. A sizeable collection of ceramic types has been retrieved
during the survey of the sites which furnish in turn crucial information concerning the ceramic
traditions characterising the area. Main scope of the paper is to provide a description of the surveyed sites as well as of the main traits of the collected ceramic types, in order to highlight the
main points of contact and of divergence with settlement patterns and material cultures of the
neighbouring regions. This will serve as starting point for a common definition of the different
ceramic regions characterising the area throughout the Bronze and Iron ages.
——————————
Ignazio Minervini, Marco Madella, Girolamo Fiorentino

Theme 2

Archaeology in trenches: new methodological approaches to the study of human-environment
interactions at Shahr-i Sokhta - SE Iran
This study presents the results of the archaeobotanical analysis carried out at the UNESCO
site of Shahr-i Sokhta, located in the Sistan area of Iran. The site represents a key place for
understanding the different aspects of mankind’s management of natural resources during the
Bronze Age and the different modes of human-environment interaction. The research aims to
understand the importance of middens as diachronic archives for monitoring trends in natural
resource use and waste disposal at a spatial and temporal level. These deposits, derived from
the accumulation of waste, were involved, during the various excavation campaigns, by the creation of trenches, excavations in depth, useful for understanding the archaeological dynamics in
the long term. This paper aims at the re-reading of the different stratigraphic phases through the
sampling and analysis of botanical macro-remains (charcoals and seeds/fruits) and micro-remains (phytoliths). The methodological approach applied to the single case study, one of the
recent excavation trenches, is intended to constitute a model for the analytical study of the other
trenches excavated over time in this particular category of archaeological deposits.
——————————
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Ilkhan Tabasom, Dina Moshir, Babak Rafiei-Alavi, Ali Shojaee-Esfahani

Theme 3

Identification of the environmental impacts on archaeological human bones by FTIR: Zāyandehrud River Basin in Iran, Kafarved-Varzaneh
This research is based on collected human skeletal remains from the Kafarved-Varzaneh area,
which is located in the Zayandeh-rud river basin, Isfahan province. Investigation on this newly discovered region resulted in identifying more than a hundred archaeological sites, from
which three have been excavated so far and radiocarbon dated to c. 2700-2400 BC, displaying
a flourished urbanization during the Bronze Age. Human remains from five sites, 051-025-013046-010, were selected for the current study. Samples were collected either from the surface or
archaeological contexts; therefore, they can be considered a good instance to show the impacts
of different environmental conditions and solar effects on the bone structure. Afterward, to
identify repercussions of burials environment on diagenesis progress and crystallinity of organic fractions, 40 samples, including bones and surrounded soil, are analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy. The analysis results have demonstrated elements such as Alkyl halide, carboxylic acid, alkyl
chloride, amine, oxide sulfate, Aro-h bonded, amines, and amides. Changes to elemental composition illustrate the post-mortem destruction of the skeletal structure. A comparison between
different sites showed that collagen and hydroxyapatite ratios are relied on three parameters,
including solar effects, the amount of alkali in surrounded soil, and burial conditions. Human
bones from 051 are well preserved and show a lower level of damages compared to other sites.
In addition to taphonomic studies, the research outcome can be used to prevent further damages
and select suitable samples for upcoming experiments.
——————————
Ingman Tara 		

Theme 4/Workshop 22

Container Burials at Tell Atchana (Alalakh)
Though often grouped together under the heading of container burials in large-scale studies of
mortuary practices, there are, in fact, distinct differences between the various sub-types subsumed in this category, such as pot burials, pithos burials, and cremations. These differences
are visible not only in chronological differences, as certain types of burials come in and out of
use, but also in aspects of funerary rituals that relate to factors such as the social identity of the
deceased (including variables such as age, sex, and social status) and the spatial setting of the
burials. This paper takes the case study of pot burials and cremations at Tell Atchana (Alalakh)
to explore some of these differences in the uses of and ideologies surrounding container burials
in the Middle and Late Bronze Ages and the divergent ways in which they were deployed in the
formation of memory, community, and identity by and for the inhabitants of the site.
——————————
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Iserlis Mark, see Yael Rotem
——————————
Iskra Mateusz		

Theme 3

The coexistence and interference of Urartian and local potting tradition in Transcaucasian
hinterland between 8th and 6th century BC. evidence from Metsamor and neighbouring area of
the Ararat plain
Urartian political and cultural domination over divided Transcaucasian societies began during
Minua’s reign and lasted uninterrupted until the very end of the kingdom at the turn of 7th and
6th century BC. During that time compound and sophisticated Urartian imperial culture imposed on local substratum on various spheres e.g. potting production. Character and intensity
of this influence, however, depended mainly on distance to administrative centres like Argishtikhinili or Erebuni being hubs of Urartian craftsmanship in the region. Smaller settlements
located in the hinterland were predominantly settled by indigenous population with its own
pottery tradition, significantly different in terms of manufacture and shapes from Urartian ware.
In case of the Ararat plain one of the most important centre of local culture during the time of
Urartian domination was Metsamor . The site had not been destroyed nor significantly depopulated during and after Argishti conquest of the region, thus traditional pottery production was
maintained and continued its evolution through 8th - 6th century BC. Although the presence of
fine Urartian red polished ware in the site is scarce there is much more evidence indicating that
local potters imitated Urartian forms and pottery techniques in production of local style vessels.
This study is an exploration of a new features that occurred in local pots in Metsamor during the
Urartian period and deliberation on utilitarian and social background that led to these changes.
——————————
Ivanov Gennadiy P., see Kraus Steffen
——————————
Izzo Pierfrancesco 		

Theme 7

Endangered archaeology and remote sensing in Palestine: disturbances and threats in Salfit
and Southern Nablus Governorate
Remote sensing analysis is increasingly used in the archaeology to monitor the state of conservation and to protect documented and undocumented archaeological sites. The Endangered Archaeology in the Middle East and North Africa project (EAMENA) is a good example of how
archaeological sites can be identified and monitored using open-source satellite imagery. My
research, in collaboration with the EAMENA project, focuses on the disturbances and threats in
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Salfit and southern Nablus Governorates (Southern Samaria Hills Country). Using high-resolution satellite images, available on www.geomolg.ps, and comparing them with historical aerial
photos, it was possible to undertake an analysis of the endangered archaeology in this region
of Palestine; an important crossroads between Jerusalem and Nablus, and the coast to the east.
This paper will present the emerging results in terms of sites discovered and the main agents of,
disturbance and the most significant threats, from the examination of modern landscape change
visible on satellite imagery and historical aerial photographs.
——————————
Izzo Pierfrancesco, see Fiaccavento Chiara
- see Montanari Daria
——————————
Jafari Javad, Judith Thomalsky

Theme 1

Tappe Rivi at the Dawn of the Persian Empire
The Tappe Rivi Project in the Iranian Province of North-Khorasan is a joint-venture of the
Iranian Archaeological Heritage Organization and the Teheran Branch of the German Archaeological Institute that started in 2016. Our work focuses the gradual development of an antique
landscape, located in the Samalghan Plain nearby the Iranian-Turkmenistan border, with the
huge ancient settlement area of Tappe Rivi as a key site. The recently protected ancient zone
of approx. 110 ha in size exhibits a complex and permanent occupation sequence, from Late
Bronze/Iron Age I and Iron Age II/III onwards to the later Sasanian period. Of fundamental
importance for the Archaeology of Iran is our major approach: the unique chance to investigate
a first rural settlement and related landscape in a long-durée perspective that experienced the
establishment of the Persian Empire in the East. We already can demonstrate a significant impact during Iron Age III, in which obviously monumental architecture and irrigation systems
were established BEFORE the Achaemenid Empire “arrived”. Far located from any historical
sources, this early evidence leads us to the question if Rivi was already a “central” site at the
dawn of the Persian Empire, and if so, how we can further define this Early Historic landscape.
——————————
Jakubiak Krzysztof 		

Theme 1

From catastrophe to catastrophe; changes, destructions and other factors. The research of a
small Iron Age town Metasmor in the Aras Valley (Armenia)
Recent research on the archaeological site of Metsamor, which is located roughly 30 km southeast from Yerevan, brought to light traces of a settlement dated to the Late Chalcolithic period
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onwards. The Armenian-Polish team, since the beginning of the project established in 2013,
has been focused on the exploration the part of that so-called “lower town” which is dated to
the Early Iron Age and latter periods. According to field observation and data analysis, it can
be confirmed that the town was destroyed at least two times. One of these destructions can be
associated with the expansion of the Urartu Kingdom towards North. The second dramatic
event may be linked with nomadic tribes that devastated the settlement once again. Thanks to
archaeological investigation it is possible today to reconstruct the reactions of the settlement’s
inhabitants in the times when they were made to face such tragic circumstances.
——————————
Jalilov Bakhtivar, see Palumbi Giulio
- see Valentini Stefano
——————————
Jamali Mohammad, see Malekzadeh Mehrdad
——————————
Jammo Sari		

Theme 1

Burying the dead and the multi-stage funerary rituals at Tell el-Kerkh cemetery, Northwest
Syria
Excavations at Tell el-Kerkh, a large Neolithic site located in northwestern Syria in the Rouj
Basin, revealed a remarkable number of burials from an impressive outdoor communal Pottery Neolithic cemetery. The cemetery dated between 6400-6200 cal. BC, and revealed 244
individuals, which suggests the continued use of the cemetery over some hundreds of years.
Burials were interred in a variety of ways and they were subjected to various funerary practices
brought numerous new insights to our understanding of Neolithic society in the Near East and
shed light on various aspects and characteristics of PN complex societies. Burials were interred
within the cemetery in a variety of ways and various funeral practices were also observed.
Burials were classified into four main types: Primary burials, secondary burials/pits, cremation
burial/pit and urn burials, in addition to indeterminate burials classified as unknown. Notably,
many individuals were lacking parts of their body, such as the skull or long bones. Whereas,
several individuals uncovered in the collective burials, crematorium pits and in some other parts
of the cemetery were identified by long bones, mandibles and skulls. Investigations illustrate
that the human remains were retrieved from their original interment context and subsequently
re-located into another with other individuals. Hence, interring the deceased after death is an
interim step waiting for subsequent treatment after the flesh nearly or completely decomposed.
It is strongly suggested that retrieving body parts from the original burial context and relocating
them is a prevalent funerary custom aiming to transform the body into a different and meaningful context.
——————————
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Janoscha Kreppner Florian, see Rohde Jens
——————————
Janus Alexander

Theme 3/Workshop 7

Dendrochronology – Possibilities and Limits
Dendrochronology is the science of dating wooden material by measuring and analysing tree
rings. The annual growth of the tree is shown in its significant ring structure and can be compared with wood samples from the same geographical and climatic region to establish chronologies. The focus is not only on archaeological material, but also on architecture, art objects
and even living trees. Dendrochronology provides the possibility of dating material from the
present back to almost 10.000 years. Its advantage compared to radiocarbon dating is that it can
determine the precise age of the material to the exact year of the cut. From charcoal to violin,
many thousands of samples combined in hundreds of chronologies for each region and tree species are the basis of a successful work. However, not every wood sample can be dated, the state
of preservation, irregular growth and the number of rings are limiting factors. Despite these
factors, dendrochronology offers the possibility of providing a wide range of information using
simple and inexpensive analysis techniques, such as information on climate, forest systems/
management, trade or extreme natural events.
——————————
Jaradat Mohammed, see Fiaccavento Chiara
——————————
Jean Mathilde 		

Theme 3

Pottery and urbanisation in the EBA Northern Levant: ceramic petrography at Tell Arqa and
beyond
The urbanisation of the northern Levant takes place during the 3rd millennium BC: this paper
presents the results of an extensive petrographic analysis led on seven major EBA sites in Lebanon and Syria. It explores two essential markers of urbanisation: the specialisation of artisanal
activities, revealing social differentiation, and the polarization of interactions by urbanised centres. A regional corpus of 2481 ceramic samples is analysed by macroscopy and thin-section
microscopy. The main site is Tell Arqa and the data are compared with six other sites in the
region: in the Akkar plain, Tell Bseisé and Tell Laha; in northern Lebanon, Enfeh and Byblos;
and in western Syria, Ras Shamra and Qatna. The study reveals the progressive homogenisation
of pottery production and the growing specialization of crafts throughout the 3rd millennium.
The implementation of contact networks is shown by the development of technical spheres at
different spatial and temporal scales. Finally, trade is evidenced by imports, imitations and exports whose geographical distribution varies over time.
——————————
147

Jebreili Yaser, see Rafiei-Alavi Babak
——————————
Jędrzejczak Andrzej Łukasz

Theme 4

Gideon’s Moons (Jud 8:21) - Lunar worship in Palestine in the first millennium BC in the perspective of archaeological research
The above passage from the Book of Judges contains information about the jewelery seized by
Gideon from the camels of his opponents. The legendary figure fighting against the enemies of
Israel has done an interesting thing. Why did the crescent-shaped jewelry from battle animals
break up? Was it just an attempt to grab valuables from defeated opponents? Or did the biblical
author want to show through the destruction of lunar emblems, how did the attitude of hagiographers to the lunar cults, which this jewelry could symbolize, shape? The exegetical analysis
of the biblical fragment and archaeological research, aimed at searching for lunar remains in the
areas of Palestine in the first millennium BC, may shed light on the process of transferring lunar
elements to the biblical ground. The decision as to whether it was a process of assimilation or
elimination is extremely difficult. Suggestions will be suggested in the proposed report and new
directions will be proposed in the study of this complicated process.
——————————
Jérémie Vosges, see Maiorano Maria Pia
——————————
Jia Yan		

Theme 5

When a Door is Open: Entering the Imperial Space of Assyria through the ‘Balawat
Gates’
Three magnificent bronze-banded doors from Balawat, two belonging to Ashurnasirpal II (883859 BCE) and one to his son Shalmaneser III (859-824 BCE), constitute a remarkable group of
Assyrian monuments. We are more used to looking at them as “picture planes” when closed, on
which a lot of work has been done in the past. How would the Balawat doors have looked, and
what would they have presented to the viewers when open? Upon reconsidering the evidence
and previous research, I propose a new spatial reading of the Balawat door-band decorative
program with special attention to the “open” doors. I will address the issue of the visual scheme
governing the general structure of historical narrative on the Balawat doors, a topic that has been
intensively debated in the past, yet remains enigmatic to date. By examining the “dimensions”
of the spatial frame marked on the doors according to geographical places demarcating the
territorial extent under Assyrian control, at the same time by tracking the “directions” signified
by the position and movement of the figure of the Assyrian king, I would argue for a “spatial
schemata,” which controls the horizontal bands otherwise not directly connected chronologi-
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cally or geographically. Such “spatial schemata” of the door-band decorative programs shows
amazing features as the door-leaves switch their spatial positions in practical use. When closed,
the program reflects a spatial relationship between “center and periphery.” The geographical
markers on each band become reference points of the Assyrian imperial world, at the center
of which the king stands and rules. When the door is open, however, the spatial relations constructed though the door-band program changes into an “inside – outside” structure. The king
then stands facing the doorway and the visitors, bringing all the “good” (tribute, booty) IN, and
driving all the “bad” (enemies, wild animals) OUT. The “spatial schema” of the Balawat doors
therefore encapsulates the essence of a clearly Assyrian-oriented world order, with the Assyrian
king always at the center/inside as the maintainer of such order. It demonstrates, in both a monumental and functional way, the ambitious world view of an expanding territorial state, soon to
become one of the strongest empires in the ancient world.
——————————
Johnson Lucie, see Graham Philip
——————————
Johnston Christine, Lindy Crewe, Artemios Oikonomou

Theme 3

Innovation and Adaptation: Ceramic Development across the Middle-Late Cypriot Horizon
This paper presents the preliminary results of a new ceramic analysis project examining changes in production organization and technology in Western Cyprus at the transition from the Middle to Late Cypriot Bronze Age. This transition is a significant but poorly understood period
of Cypriot history that directly precedes the nascent urbanism of the Late Cypriot Period. This
project assesses changes in ceramic production practices—including fabric selection and preparation, firing technology, and vessel form and decoration–during the final Middle Cypriot and
early Late Cypriot periods at the site of Kissonerga-Skalia in western Cyprus. Preliminary
archaeometric results from portable X-ray Fluorescence will be presented along with macroscopic observations of fabric and style to demonstrate the adaptive measures undertaken by
potters at Kissonerga-Skalia as they adjusted to shifting markets and consumer demands across
an increasingly expanding economic landscape.
——————————
Joka Karolina 		

Theme 2

The role of Heavy Residue data analysis in unravelling Çatalhöyük past
The organization and use of the house space are one of the most hotly debated issues in the Near
Eastern Neolithic This may provide a viable insight into the otherwise unexplored aspects of
early - settled societies. It is most commonly investigated at the household level and examine
the use of house through time. Heavy residue is a heuristically viable method providing import-
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ant insight into the advocated issues. It is based upon systematic sampling of the soil deposits
from selected context across the studied settlements aimed at getting microartefacts and organic
remains. The most often sampled contexts comprise dumping areas (bins, middens) and floors.
The results can contribute to understanding of past economy, settlement and society, in particular everyday activities, diet, and technology. The results of heavy residue analysis can also
contribute to the recognition of the house occupation. The paper aims at investigating changes
in the organization and use of domestic space in the sequence of the Late Neolithic houses from
the TPC Area at Çatalhöyük East (6350 – 5950 BC), which is the period in which local community was undergoing significant transformations.
——————————
Jürcke Friederike, Toby C. Wilkinson

Theme 5/Workshop 14

Exploring landscapes of interaction in mountainous environments: comparing the Caucasus
and south-eastern Iran
Philip Kohl described the Caucasus region as part of the “northern frontier” of the ancient Near
East; but to what extent did the mountain geography of this “frontier” constrain or enable interaction? The steep hills and rough terrain of highland regions constitute natural boundaries,
funnelling the movement of goods, ideas and people. Beyond topography, climatic variability,
especially seasonal variation in water availability, snow cover or sun exposure have strong effects on both local lifeways and movement in the mountains. Yet, no two mountain landscapes
are the same. Comparing different case studies highlights the variety of social interactions in
these environments. In this paper, we discuss a regional GIS approach to mobility in mountainous areas comparing and contrasting two regions, the Caucasus and south-east Iran.
——————————
Kaercher Kyra 		

Theme 8

The Rural Ceramic Traditions of Middle Islamic Western Asia: A Globalized World Economy?
The Middle Islamic Period (ca. 1000 – 1500 CE) is a time of large change across Western Asia.
From the decline of the Abbasid Caliphate to the rise and fall of the Mongol Empire, Western
Asia experienced fluctuations in all realms of society, tied together by the tenets of Islam. The
ceramic corpuses also changed greatly, with various glazed styles of decoration becoming popular and then fading, to the introduction of porcelain, and the shift towards stonepaste wares for
luxury items. Islamic ceramics have a long history of being studied to create chronologies and
understand changes in glazing technologies, but the fabrics and microstructure of these ceramics are usually ignored. By focusing on the entire ceramic corpus at sites, and understanding
their base components (i.e. clays, inclusions, and methods of manufacture) via petrography,
we can see ceramic traditions emerge. This presentation analyses the ceramic corpus from five
areas, Nippur, the Erbil Plains, Hasanlu, Rayy, and Firuzabad, and compares the ceramic tra-
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ditions in each of these regions to better understand the inter- and intra-regional links during
the Middle Islamic Period. These links can then be expanded to elucidate a possible underlying
world economy which includes these rural areas.
——————————
Kamlah Jens, see Vermeersch Shyama
——————————
Kanjou Youssef, R. Del Fabbro, M. Al Najjar, M. Fansa, K. Kohlmeyer

Theme 7

The documentation of archaeological heritage in Aleppo and its hinterland, Syria
The project (Gathering and structuring of information concerning the archaeological, cultural
heritage in Aleppo and the surrounding area, Syria) is creating a collection of data that can
be integrated directly into a local digital archive in Aleppo, and into the digital geographical
database of Syrian sites in the Directorate-General for Antiquities and Museums. Besides, our
project, which is funded by the Gerda Henkel Stiftung 2017, supports the Antiquities Service in
Aleppo with professional support for documenting the archaeological relics before and during
soil intervention measures and construction projects of any kind. The research area, in the first
stage, is the region that surrounds Aleppo, within a radius of ca. 50 km. A total of 178 archaeological sites identified, accurately described, and photographed. The results of this project
will present, a general view of the current situation of sites preservation status as well, which
in many cases, as it is visible from satellite imagery, are heavily damaged by illicit excavations
and other war-related activities.
——————————
Karadağ Recep, see Akyol Ali Akin
——————————
Karakaya Doğa		

Theme 3/Workshop 7

Archaeobotany of Syro-Anatolian city-states: current research and future prospects
Archaeobotanical research in the Near East contributed significantly to study human societies
in different subjects, most notably to subsistence economy and dietary practices. Nonetheless,
certain periods and regions were comparatively less investigated. The 1st millennium BCE,
especially the Iron Age II, is such a period in which the archaeobotanical knowledge is more
fragmented. Regarding the fact that economic texts are also absent in this period, archaeobotanical research becomes the only viable way to produce new data on the agricultural economy.
In this manner, Syro-Anatolian city-states present an intriguing case study to understand the
connections between palace-centered redistributive economies of the Late Bronze Age and the
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role of agriculture in imperial statecraft during the Iron Age. For this reason, this paper aims to
present an overview of the changes in agricultural economy from the end of the Late Bronze
Age to the Hellenistic Period focusing on the current archaeobotanical research in Syro-Anatolian city-states.
——————————
Karanova Jannet S., see Veresotstskaya Galina E.
——————————
Karmowski Jacek, see Milevski Ianir
——————————
Kashani Ejtahednejad, see Taheri Mahsa
——————————
Kassianidou Vasiliki		

Theme 5/Workshop 15

Late Cypriote Hoards reconsidered
One of the most important Late Cypriote hoards is the one found in 1936 in the vicinity of North
Mathiatis mine. It includes the highest number of copper ox-hide ingot fragments, as well as,
some unique hitherto ignored artefacts. A recent study of this hoard led to the reconsideration
of a number of other well known hoards of the same period many of them from old excavations
or even private collections. At the same time the recent excavations at Pyla Kokkinokremos
have brought to light new hoards with a solid archaeological context. The aim of this paper is
to discuss this phenomenon in a wider cultural framework.
——————————
Kautonen Saimi, see Bonnie Rick
——————————
Kavyannia Maryam, Bahram Ajorloo, Thomas Lorain

Theme 8

Rashidiyya in Tabriz: Review of 100 Years of Historical and Archaeological Investigations
Rashidiyya or Rab’e Rashidi in addition to Ghazaniyya and the Arch of Alishãh is formed three
giant architectural complex projects during Ilkhanid Tabriz. Regardless of Ghazaniyaa, and
later the complex of Muzaffariyya, the usage and function of Rashidiyya, like to the Arch of
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Alishãh, turned into armed service after the final fall of Ilkhanids. The glory of Rashidiyya as
an academic borough to Tabriz, during the life of Khwāja Rashid al-Din Fazl- Allah, is recorded
at post- Ilkhanid Persian historical resources and literature. Such a historical mind on Khwāja
Rashid’s Rab’e Rashidi was a strong attraction for Persian historians and European travelers
and scholars. Accordingly, the methodic studies on Rashidiyya to search remnants of Khwāja
Rashid’s madrassa, library and laboratories are started since mid of 19th century onward, in
particular by Nadir Mirza Qajar who followed by H. H. Nakhichevani and later D. N. Wilber
and W. Kleiss from DAI and ICHHTO, ICAR in 20th century. This article has reviewed brief
history of former methodic studies on Rashidiyya in addition to their methods, theoretical backgrounds and approaches into the site.
——————————
Kazempour Mehdi 		

Theme 4

A symbolism analysis of the Islamic period gravestones in the Ahar Museum
Considering the importance of resurrection in the Islamic worldview, the issue of burial deserves special consideration, particularly in Iran, where there is great variety in gravestones.
The city of Ahar has a large number of burial sites, and the courtyard of the museum there has
one of the richest collections of gravestones in the northwestern part of Iran. These Gravestones
date from the Ilkhanid to Qajar periods and have been moved to the museum from cemeteries
in the city as well as surrounding villages as a result of expansion and urbanization. The present
study intends to analyze these gravestones using a symbolic approach through both in-person
and archival studies. In this paper, we have tried to answer one question: What are the findings
that can be drawn from a close study of the Ahar Museum’s gravestone motifs? Our conclusion
is that most of the designs belong to the Safavid period. The various types of inscriptions, geometric decoration, and allegorical, military, and narrative scenes found on the stones provide
direct evidence of the belief systems in which they were created.
——————————
Kennedy Jason R.

Theme 3/Workshop 23

The End of the Ubaid Period in the Upper Tigris River Valley: A View from Kenan Tepe, Diyarbakir Province, Southeastern Turkey
Ten seasons of excavations at Kenan Tepe by the Upper Tigris Archaeological Research Project
(UTARP) under the direction of Bradley Parker and Lynn Dodd revealed four phases of Ubaid
period occupation at the site. The goal of this paper is to place the final phase of occupation at
the site, Kenan Tepe Ubaid Phase 4 (KTU Phase 4), into broader regional context and to discuss
the use of ceramics by the inhabitants of the site. Recent excavations and studies from throughout greater Mesopotamia have highlighted the local variation of the Ubaid to post-Ubaid transition (Late Chalcolithic 1). A detailed analysis of the ceramic assemblage from Kenan Tepe
suggests that KTU Phase 4 represents the beginning of that transition in the Upper Tigris. The
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analysis of the ceramics revealed evidence of regional variation in the Upper Tigris region that
point to local agency and selective integration into the “Ubaid Interaction Sphere.” This paper
will compare the materials from KTU Phase 4 to other sites in the Upper Tigris region to provide an overview of the Ubaid to post-Ubaid transition. Finally, I will present the results of the
use-alteration analysis from the KTU Phase 4 occupation to outline the function of ceramics
and the actions of the inhabitants of Kenan Tepe and the implications for detailing the social and
political organization of the community.
——————————
Kenoyer Jonathan Mark, Dennys Frenez, Maurizio Cattani

Theme 2/Workshop 12

Coastal Crossroads: HD-1 Site at Ras Al-Hadd, Sultanate of Oman
Four seasons of excavation by the Joint Hadd Project (U. of Bologna and U. of Wisconsin,
Madison) at the 3rd millennium coastal site of HD-1 at Ras al-Hadd, Sultanate of Oman have
revealed important new insights into the complex relationships between the Eastern Arabian
Peninsula and adjacent regions of the Indus Valley and Iran. The site appears to have been involved in both extra regional trade as well as a seasonal fishing settlement. There is evidence
for copper processing and recycling, as well as the acquisition of locally produced stone beads
along with trade beads from both the Indus and Iran. Seasonality studies of marine fauna and
land mammals indicate a complex subsistence strategy that exploited both resource areas. Analysis of fibers preserved on copper objects as well as inside steatite beads provides the first evidence for the use of cotton in the Arabian Peninsula. The presence of a locally produced weight
conforming to the Indus weight system provides a unique perspective of local adaptations to
external trading patterns.
——————————
Kenoyer Jonathan Mark, see Frenez Dennys
——————————
Kerner Susanne 		

Theme 3

The Early Bronze Age Murayghat Bowls - an example of commensal eating?
The Early Bronze Age site of Murayghat (central Jordan) consists of large dolmen fields placed
around a central knoll that is covered by a number of structures made from large standing stones
and surrounded by more domestic structures. Some unusual vessels have been excavated on
the floor of an EBA house, which seem to be unique in their shape and size. The presentation
will ask questions of typology and publication of pottery, and discuss the connection between
theoretical approaches and developing typology. The possible use of two very large bowls and
their hypothetical meaning in ritual and/or feasting compared to everyday commensality will
be considered.
——————————
154

Khademi Bami Leyla, see Khademi Bami Mahyar
——————————
Khademi Bami Mahyar, Reza Rahnama, Leyla Khademi Bami, Pejman Pazouki
Theme 2
Practicing sustainability under climate change, with attention to archaeological and ethnographic studies in the coastlines of Southeastern Iran
Water, the main subsistence element, is always hard to grasp in Iran. From the past to the present, human communities have benefited from different technics to extract water. Environmental
and archaeological studies at the Southeastern Iran, the vast deserted area of Iran, indicates that
during the Holocene, intensive dryness periods occurred there. Migration and alternation in the
natural resource management, especially water resource management, are among the possible
response of human societies in confrontation with water paucity. According to the livelihood
sustainability of the coastal regions, in which the human communities conduct limited and seasonal agricultural and husbandry activities, one of the probable responses of human societies to
dryness is the innovation in water resource management, inasmuch as many ethnographic studies in this region presented several technics and structures, used for limited urban and agricultural activities, including Hutak, Degar, Khoushab, Ab Anbar (traditional reservoir or cistern),
etc. In these methods the main effort is based on the making water accessible through natural
cycles and processes like capability of water purifying by the terrestrial layers, sun light for water distillation, trapping run off water in vast and flat areas and using tidal energy for purifying
the water through terrestrial filters. By means of interdisciplinary perspectives from archeology, architecture, geography, ethnography and geology, this investigation tries to describe the
traditions of coping with water scarcity in the studied area. The findings of the present research
suggest that residents of the study area, having regard to their urgent needs, have been forced to
migrate to other areas and to innovate and discover new methods.
——————————
Khanbanpoor Sima, Mahdieh Rezaei, Mahsa Taheri, Seyedeh Elaheh Ejtahednejad
Kashani
Theme 4
Mourning rituals and burial practices of the Zoroastrians of the Sasanian period (232-650 BC)
based on historical and archaeological documentation
The results of archaeological excavations contain very valuable information about the ritual and
religious behaviors of human societies in different historical periods. The extensive activities of
domestic and foreign archaeologists in the last century have provided important information on
methods of burial in ancient Iran (Persia). The Sassanid era is known as a period of the presence
and appearance of various religions within the empire, and this ethnic and cultural diversity has
brought with it a variety of ritual and religious traditions, and despite the strong influence of
Zoroastrianism among the upper classes and commoners, the religious differences have been
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recorded more intensely in this period. In this article, based on the “Vendidad” section of the
Avesta and other Pahlavi religious texts, the rites of burial and mourning of Zoroastrians are
investigated and on the other hand, based on archeological findings in the northeast, south,
southwest, and east, west, and especially the Fars area, which is the center of the Sassanid Empire, types of burials have been studied. Surveys have shown that there have been many burial practices throughout the Sassanid realm, including the catacombs in the mountains, tombs
excavated in the rocks, jar burial and ossuaries that bones were preserved in them (astodan) in
different shapes and sizes. In this regard, geographic location, economic conditions and some
ethnic beliefs are discussed as factors affecting the type of burial. According to the results of
these studies and some of the remains obtained from the graves that were found, it seems that
despite all the harsh treatments by the government authorities in the Sasanian era, many of the
inhabitants of this empire continue to burial their corpses according to the economic situation
and some of their indigenous beliefs.
——————————
Khanbanpoor Sima, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
- see Taheri Mahsa
——————————
Khazaeli Roya, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Khosravi Leila, see Ehteshami Niloofar
——————————
Khries Hashem, Jutta Häser, Bernard Beitz

Theme 7

DOJAM – A Pilot Project for Sustainable and Protection of the Cultural Heritage of Jordan
During the last few years, the Middle East had undergone regional crisis because of wars and
the cultural heritage had been extensively damaged and suffered from the looting of sites and
museums and growing illicit trafficking as well. Therefore, the Jordanian authorities and archaeological community in general felt compelled to conduct a large-scale documentation of
the archaeological material culture in the Jordan archaeological museums to prevent or, at least,
to minimize any potential damage to the cultural heritage of Jordan. Therefore, design and
implementation of a risk-preparedness plan which includes action strategies in case of emergency is an important objective of the project. To achieve this essential goal, a collaborative
project between the German Protestant Institute of Archaeology in the Holy Land (GPIA) and
the Department of Antiquities of Jordan (DoA) was established in January 2017. The project
is entitled “Documentation of Objects in the Jordanian Archaeological Museums”, abbreviated
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as DOJAM. The principle task of the team is to digitize of the archaeological objects stored
or displayed in the archaeological museums that are under the authority of the Department of
Antiquities.
——————————
Kibaroğlu Mustafa, see Hacıosmanoğlu Sinem
——————————
Klasly Ghias 		

Theme 2

Archaeobotanical remains study from Southwestern Iran in 5700 BCE and 4500 BCE
In the frame of Zohreh Prehistoric Project (ZPP), focused on the river valley south of the modern city of Behbahan in Khuzestan Province. we study in this article the agricultural landscape
over the time, mostly in relation to human and environment, and agricultural practices at the
end of the fifth and the beginning of the fourth millennia BC. Twenty simples came from two
sites (19 samples from MB5 in the north of Behbahan plain close to the Marun river, and one
sample from Chega Sofla in the Zohreh Vally in the south of Zohreh river). Four of this samples
were not examined because they were so small and empty from archaeobotanical remains. The
main results can be summarized as follows: While two-row barley (Hordeum distichum) was
found only in fort concentration at Chega Sofa site, both emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccum)
and naked wheat (T. durum/aestivum) are less abundant in both sites. However, it is found in
the largest by-products of grain processing, namely: T. durum/aestivum rachis fragments und
T. dicoccum spikelet bases. Leguminous crops had been present since the earliest times in the
Mesopotamian region, as they were cultivated both as food for humans and as animal feed.
Legumes were most abundant at the site of MB5, which yielded evidence of lentils (Lens culinaris), chickpeas (Cicer arietinum), peas (Pisum sativum), bitter vetch (Vicia ervilia), and grass
peas (Lathyrus sativus). A little bit of wild plants have also been discovered, which may have
been introduced as animal feed or fuel. We remarked the presence in Chega Sofla a big number
of Poaceae /Phalaris with chaffs.
——————————
Kletter Raz

Theme 3/Workshop 2

Lioness Figurines, Sekhmet, and Leviat
Clay figurines of lions/lionesses are not common in the Southern Levant, and even less so composite human-lion figurines. In 1952 a Late Bronze Age female plaque figurine from Tel Masad
(Jordan Valley) was interpreted as a goddess with a lioness face. Since then, several other figurines – of various dates and types – were interpreted similarly, most recently from Jerusalem.
Allegedly, they belonged to warriors of King David, who worshiped a lioness-goddess/Egyp-
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tian Sekhmet. Paying attention to molding, patterns of wear, how one restores (or not) features,
etc., I suggest that these are ‘regular’ female, not leonine, figurines. In sum, interpretation is the
heart of every research; but jumping into interpretation is not good interpretation.
——————————
Kluge Jonas 		

Theme 3

Hidden behind styles and motives - An Analysis of Manufacturing Techniques of soft-stone vessels on the Oman Peninsula from the 3rd to the 1st millennium B.C
Soft-stone vessels made up of chlorite or steatite, alongside ceramic objects, constitute one of
the largest artifact groups on the Oman peninsula from the Early Bronze Age (3000-2000 B.C.)
to the Iron Age (1000-600 B.C.). Stylistic studies of these objects have demonstrated that they
can be used as major indicators for the dating of find deposits. The work on the soft-stone vessels of the Oman peninsula focuses mainly on stylistic, typological, and chronological aspects,
whereas, analysis regarding production techniques and processes are lacking. This deficit limits
the understanding of this major group of finds. A detailed analysis of the applied techniques and
tools used in the creation of these objects can offer significant insight into innovation changes,
the degree of specialization amongst craftsperson and societal socioeconomic structures. This
paper will present the preliminary results of a PhD project, which includes a microscopic study
of about 2000 pieces of steatite/chlorite fragments and vessels, especially evaluating tool mark
traces.
——————————
Knudsen Nadeshda Bladt

Theme 3/Workshop 2

‘Signature Strikes’: A study of breakage patterns in Levantine Early Bronze Age zoomorphic
figurines
Although fracturation is regularly observed on terracotta figurines, it has received little attention
in the literature other than cursory comment regarding the possibility of accidental vs. intentional breakage. Prompted by the paucity of active engagement that explores this phenomenon,
this paper presents an on-going experimental archaeology program of figurine replication and
breakage. Designed with close reference to both the archaeological evidence and recent associated scientific research, the aim of this project is to achieve a better understanding of breakage
patterns through the production of actual analogous data. This positivist approach is intended to
facilitate a new range of deductive analyses that will in turn enable an enhanced narrative of the
production, use-life and ultimate destruction and deposition of these artefacts. Furthermore, it
is anticipated that this kind of detailed replication methodology and its results, may be relevant
to all figurine scholars irrespective of geographical region or archaeological period.
——————————
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Koch Ido, Stefan Münger, Silvia Schroer, Christoph Uehlinger

Theme 5

Stamp Seals from the Southern Levant: a multi-faceted prism for studying entangled histories
in an interdisciplinary perspective
The paper presents a new Swiss-Israeli project on stamp seals from the Southern Levant and
beyond. Being a common, yet highly valued and symbolically significant object type, stampseals are ideal to study crucial aspects of ancient Levantine social, economic, cultural and
religious history. Core of the SNSF-funded project is the online open-access database «Corpus
of Stamp Seals from the Southern Levant» (CSSL) that is designed as a fully collaborative and
sustainable research tool addressing numerous disciplines, including archaeology, ancient history, history of religion(s) and others. Based on the groundbreaking research initiated since the
1970s by Othmar Keel, CSSL – showcased in the paper by a first prototype – will provide an
innovative Digital Humanities infrastructure for the study of the comprehensive body of 10k+
artifacts from legal excavations. In addition, the paper will shed sidelights on accompanying
interdisciplinary projects focusing on iconography as a resource for religio-historical investigations, questions of social archaeology, gender studies or new approaches vis-à-vis glyptics and
hard sciences.
——————————
Koch Ido, see Ranzer Noa
——————————
Kofel Dominika, Teresa Bürge, Peter M. Fischer

Theme 5/Workshop 15

An archaeobotanical approach for the study of ritual activities in Late Bronze Age Cyprus:
Hala Sultan Tekke as a case study
The aim of this paper is to explore the potential of botanical remains in archaeological contexts
to understand ritual activities. The suburban Area A of Hala Sultan Tekke will serve as a case
study, since it characterised by a multitude of re-used wells and other shafts containing various
types of ritual depositions – such as votive and feasting deposits –, as well as by the presence
of several tombs. The features, which cover a time-span of at least 300 years dating from c.
1500 to 1200 BCE, were systematically sampled for archaeobotanical analyses of plant macroremains, which comprise carpology and anthracology. The material revealed, inter alia, charcoal – both of deciduous and coniferous trees –, various species of crops, remains of flax, other
probably cultivated plants such as grape, olive and almond. Therefore, the taphonomy of plant
macroremains in combination with the study of faunal remains and artefacts will contribute to
a deeper understanding of depositional and post-depositional processes and to a reconstruction
of activities carried out in and around the tombs, wells and pits.
——————————
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Kohlmeyer K., see Kanjou Youssef
——————————
Koizumi Tatsundo, Hitoshi Ojima, Yuji Sogabe

Theme 3

An Experimental Firing Study of Clay and Pigments that Replicate those found in Ubaid to Late
Chalcolithic Artefacts
This paper presents experimental analyses of sun-dried bricks (mudbricks), sherds and pigments from Salat Tepe in the northern Mesopotamia region, southeastern Turkey, of the Ubaid
to Late Chalcolithic periods in the 5th to 4th millennium BC by comparing replicated clay and
pigment samples. We summarize preliminary results of the experimental firing of the mudbricks, sherds and replicated samples of the 2017-2018 work. The aims of this study were 1)
to compare differences of chief ingredient elements and mineral components between the core
and the margin of the section of the fabrics even in homogeneously fired pottery (i.e. without
visible core and/or with dull core); 2) to investigate how colours of fabric of replicated clay
samples would be changed by experimental firing in oxidizing and reductive atmospheres; 3) to
compare how colours of replicated pigments would be transformed through experimental firing
in these atmospheres.
——————————
Koliński Rafał 		

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Middle and Late Bronze pottery distribution in the north-eastern Mesopotamia. Insights from
the UGZAR project
The 2nd millennium BC pottery of north-east Mesopotamia, corresponding roughly to Kurdistan Autonomous Region of Iraq, is much less known than that from the other parts of North. A
few excavated sites (Billa, Bazmusian) yielded scarce evidence of the above-mentioned pottery
types, moreover, the published sherds are too scanty to allow for general picture of the period.
The evidence collected during the 6-year long survey project (UGZAR) carried out in Iraqi
Kurdistan will be evoked in aim to present the 2nd millennium pottery material collected and
hypothesize about the distribution zones of particular classes of pottery within the area.
——————————
Kopanias Konstantinos, Vemou Erato, Sidiropoulou Aikaterini

Theme 3

3D model analysis of the LBA and EIA swords from the Near East
This research focuses on the study of the bronze and iron swords of the Late Bronze Age and the
Early Iron Age in the Near East. The sword constitutes a very characteristic example, through
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which the developments of ancient metallurgy can be observed through time. By using a solid
modeling computer aided design and computer-aided engineering program, called SolidWorks,
three dimensional models of various sword types, based on their physical characteristics (mainly form and alloys), have been created, in order to demonstrate their resistance to applied force.
Thus, the properties of the new iron swords are being compared to those of their bronze predecessors, and furthermore, the benefits of using iron instead of bronze can be evaluated. In
addition, the results of these tests will shed light on whether the swords were used merely as
symbols of prestige for the elite warriors, or were actually functional weapons and capable of
being used in battle.
——————————
Kopetzky Karin, Jakob Rom

Theme 5/Workshop 19

Between Land and Sea: The Chekka region in Lebanon
Between Ras Chekka (north of Batroun) and Enfeh lies the Chekka Bay. The Wadi Asfur flows
into this natural harbour basin connecting the coast with the mountainous hinterland. Directly
at the sea shore lies Tell Mirhan, a major site, which dominated this bay during the Bronze and
Iron Ages. Since 2016 the American University of Beirut and the Austrian Archaeological Institute are excavating at Tell Mirhan and are conducting a survey in its associated hinterland. The
karstic promontories of Mount Lebanon are a rather difficult terrain to survey. In order to cope
with the Mediterranean vegetation, the rapidly progressing terracing and modern constructions
at the coast and in the mountains, we decided to scan this area. Thus, in autumn of 2018 we
joined with the Department of Physical Geography from the University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
and the Lebanese Army to conduct a Lidar survey of the region and to combine this with traditional survey methods. The first preliminary results will be presented here.
——————————
Kopetzky Karin, see Genz Hermann
——————————
Korn Lorenz		

Theme 8

What were the earliest dome chambers in Iranian mosques? An Archaeological Perspective
The introduction of the monumental dome hall marks a decisive step in the development of
mosque architecture in Iran. According to general knowledge, the first large dome chamber
was built into an existing prayer hall in the Friday Mosque of Isfahan, c. 475-80/1081-87. The
question from where this new architectural type originated has been debated, also with regard
to the purpose and meaning of the innovation. It has been argued that predecessors can be seen
in architectural traditions of ancient Iran, or in earlier mosques in more western regions of the
Islamic world. The present paper introduces the the perspective of archaeological evidence
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from two mosques at Tabriz and Save, in order to question that the construction at Isfahan was
the sole place where the dome hall was introduced as a groundbreaking innovation. It draws
attention to material from archaeological excavations that has hitherto been largely neglected,
and discusses the evidence for the dating of architectural remains in the two mosques, thereby
suggesting an alternative model for the development of an innovative architectural type.
——————————
Korn Lorenz, see Ajorloo Bahram
——————————
Kostopoulou Ioanna		

Theme 3

Some pottery imports from Pyla-Kokkinokremos (Cyprus), and what they can tell
The importance of Cyprus in the exchange connections through its key position in the Eastern
Mediterranean, is reflected in a series of imports to the island. Pyla-Kokkinokremos is a shortlived settlement of the late 13th century, yet, it provides a large number of imports revealing
the relations of the settlement with the outer world. This paper presents some imported pottery
to Pyla from the new excavations of 2014 - 2019, conducted by the University of Ghent, the
Université Catholique de Louvain and the Mediterranean Archaeological Society of Crete. The
main goal of the present paper is to represent the exchange contacts in the second half of the
13th century B.C., as they can be detected through the pottery material from the new excavations at Pyla. What type of exchanges took place and how can they be interpreted? The period
in which we can chronologically place Pyla-Kokkinokremos, based on the pottery findings until
today, is another issue to be mentioned.
——————————
Kouki Paula, see Holmqvist Elisabeth
——————————
Kovaleva Nataliya A., see Veresotstskaya Galina E.
——————————
Kozal Ekin, see Hacıosmanoğlu Sinem
---——————————
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Kozbe Gülriz

Theme 1

Tracing Late Antiquity in the Eastern Mediterranean: on the basis of a rural occupation, Dede
Harabeleri
The occupation of Dede Harabeleri is located 13 km away from the Oguzeli district of Gaziantep in the southeast Turkey and 16 km north of Syria. It’s location in the Tilbashar Plain and
west of the Sajur River on the crossroads had many advantages in terms of agriculture, livestock
and trade. As a result of the rescue excavations held between 2016 and 2018 within the scope of
Doğanpınar Dam Project built on Sajur, we can deduce that the settlement at Dede Harabeleri
has been continued uninterruptedly as five layers between the 3rd century BC and the end of 7th
century AD. Dede Harabeleri with its borders exceeding 20,000 m² holds many features on-site
that are distinctive to a rural occupation identity such as its architecture built without carrying
aesthetic concerns, industrial wine presses given the presence of tessera flooring, olive press
stones as well as weight stones for the production of olive oil, the Pompeian mills, bloomery
furnaces called “Rennofen” and simple but functional water channels. In addition to those, a
monumental granary structure, horreum, which was built adjacent to a wine press on the south
of the site, might also be indicator of the intensive production held at Dede Harabeleri during
Late Roman period. At Dede Harabeleri, buildings were designed only as spaces where daily
activities were carried out and used as simple facilities. Therefore, simplicity and uniformity
prevail in domestic areas, storage buildings and workshops. Since functionality has spread to all
details of life, ceramic assemblages which have been stratigraphically revealed in those areas
are also simple and functional to completely eliminate daily needs and to store what the villagers produce. The Late Roman ceramics at Dede Harabeleri mostly consist of Coarse Wares and
Brittle Ware for daily use, pithoi used in storage and amphorae with comb decoration, Late Roman amphorae, Red Slipped Late Roman bowls as well as Northern Syrian painted amphorae
used in commercial transportation. As in architecture, it is possible to talk about simplicity and
functionality seen in the production of Dede Harabeleri pottery. Finally, but not the least, the
165 coins of Dede Harabeleri indicate an activity spanning the 3rd century BC to the end of 7th
century AD uncovered in sequence at one site from countryside by the Euphrates is introduced
for the first time.
——————————
Kozlakowska Monika		

Theme 4

The Karum Period and the Origins of the Minoan Body Scheme
The Minoan visual culture is well known for the elaboration of the specific type of the human
silhouette. It was not only a new type of image but also a new view on the fundamental body
functions that seem to have been introduced at a certain point on Crete. Cognitive traits became
priority in representation. Minoans adopted an iconographic type, certain points of which seem
parallel to the Near Eastern imagery. It is plausible to think that Crete was somehow involved
in the turmoil that happened in the Eastern Mediterranean in the MBA and thus various visual
concepts had reached the island. It can mean not only the movement of ideas but also people
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between two traditions. I propose an explanation of the process of the formation of the body
type in relation to the phenomenon of the Karum Period in Anatolia. The last combined various
influences and as such became a vibrant hub of styles and solutions. In addition, the proximity
of centres of the northern Levant should not be ignored. The previous period of the EB II will
be discussed with the Caucasian migrations and so called Proto- Indo-European themes touched
upon.
——————————
Krause Johannes, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Kreppner Janoscha F., Andrea Squitieri

Theme 1

The Peshdar Plain Project 2015-2020: Investigating an Iron Age Settlement on the Assyrian
Empire`s Eastern Frontier (Kurdish Autonomous Region of Iraq)
Since 2015 the Peshdar Plain Project, directed by Karen Radner (LMU, Munich) and since 2018
by F. Janoscha Kreppner (Münster University), has completed several excavation campaigns
at the “Dinka Settlement Complex”, a major Iron Age site in the Bora Plain (Peshdar district,
Autonomous Kurdish Region of Iraq). The project was inaugurated after the chance find of a
Neo-Assyrian tablet dated to 725 BC at Qalat-i Dinka, indicating that the area was part of the
Border March of the Palace Herald that was created in the 9th century BC to guard access along
the Lesser Zab to the empire’s heartland. The results of the geophysical survey, the surface
pottery survey and excavations indicate that the “Dinka Settlement Complex” extended over
an area of ca. 60 ha, including the seemingly distinct sites of Gird-i Bazar and Qalat-i Dinka.
So far, we exposed more than 1000 m2 of buildings, streets and production areas. Bioarchaeological and material data provide rich new information for many aspects of life on the eastern
frontier of the Assyrian Empire before and after the Assyrian annexation. The site also provides
us with the welcome opportunity to synchronize Assyrian and Western Iranian pottery cultures.
——————————
Kubelková Hana		

Theme 3/Workshop 7

Let the beauty come out of ashes - Ashy layers of Monjukli Depe
Monjukli Depe, the Neolithic/Aeneolithic settlement in southwestern Turkmenistan, showed
no signs of being burnt or destroyed by fire. Yet, there were large amounts of ash in various
areas of the site, not restricted to the identified middens. This intriguing volume of ash led to
the question: Is all the ash the same or can we discern various types? The underlying hypothesis
was that depending on the temperature of the fire and its duration, the fuel is consumed and
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thus transformed differently, resulting in chemically different types of ash. If one were able to
discern these differences, one might be able to tie them to (a) different area within the site (links
to various types of fire installations) or (b) different types of fuel and its heating characteristics.
——————————
Kulakoğlu Fikri 		

Theme 5

Kültepe and its Neighbors in the Early Bronze Age
The archaeological site of Kültepe is located near Kayseri in Central Anatolia. Kültepe, ancient
Kanesh, was one of the largest Bronze Age urban centers in the ancient Near East. Excavations
led for more than 70 years have made great contributions not only to the history of Anatolia
but also to the ancient Near East. Continuing research at Kültepe, has shed light not only on the
Assyrian Trading Colony Period, but also revealed new evidence for the earlier, foundational
periods at Kültepe. Recent studies at the site have exposed clear developments in the architectural and the cultural sequence of the EBA settlement. Following the more simply planned units
and relatively modest buildings of EBA I and II, the monumental structures that emerged during
the 3rd and last stage of the period reflect not only the architectural developments at Kültepe
but also hint at social change in Central Anatolia more broadly. The close relations between
the Anatolian plateau and northern Mesopotamia are also documented with imported pottery,
cylinder seals, and metal objects. The Early Dynastic and Akkadian period materials and styles
came from southern Mesopotamia and northern Syria during this period. For example, the presence of Akkadian and Post-Akkadian cylinder seals at Kültepe and foreign pottery with origins
in the south and southeast suggest the continuous nature of the relationships between Kültepe
and Mesopotamia. In this paper the relations of Kültepe with its neighboors will be discussed
broadly in the light of the new discoveries.
——————————
Kuntz Katharina		

Theme 3/Workshop 7

The 12th / 13th Century CE Glazed and Incised Pottery from Takht-i Suleyman, Iran – An Archaeoceramological Approach
The collection of the Museum of Islamic Art in Berlin includes a diverse range of pottery excavated at Takht-i Suleyman by the German Archaeological Institute. Local pottery production
during the Islamic periods is indicated by the presence of kilns and kiln furniture. Approximately 900 of the vessel sherds in Berlin date to the 12th / 13th century CE and can be assigned to a
glazed and incised type, also known as Sgraffito / Sgraffiato and Champlevé Ware as well as, referring to alleged finding places, as Agkand, Gabri / Guebri and Garrus / Gerrus Ware. In terms
of technology, the sherds from Takht-i Suleyman are decorated with linear and planar incisions
carvedthrough a slip and glazed with monochrome or polychrome glazes. Distinctive combinations of the components clay body, slip, glaze and the method of incising form variations. Char-
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acteristic samples were analyzed with an archaeoceramological approach, i.e. a combination of
different analytical methods followed by an interdisciplinary evaluation of the results. Optical
microscopy (petrography), electron microscopy (SEM), matrix grouping by re-firing analysis
(MGR), X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were applied
along with general pottery technology. This approach enabled the interpretation of the material
concerning possible deposits of the raw materials and aspects of the chaîne opératoire leading
to geochemical fingerprinting and provenance analysis. Additionally, the information gained by
instrumental analysis about the sherds´ intrinsic characteristics provided the basis to reassess
historically developed terms and descriptions.
——————————
Kunze René 		

Theme 3/Workshop 7

Project Uškiani: The importance of Armenian gold for Bronze Age Caucasia-Provenance studies on prehistoric gold by using LA-QICP-MS?
The Gegharkunik region on the south eastern edge of Lake Sevan (Armenia) is a part of southern Caucasia uniquely suited to demonstrate the intensive interchange between prehistorical
settlement and gold mining. Initial approaches revealed outlines of the prehistoric settlement
patterns which could be placed in relation to contemporary gold mining in a clearly delineated
natural corridor along this superregional communication and trade route. The spatial distribution of placer gold and its quantity suggest that a prehistoric extraction of gold from the sediments of the rivers in the investigation area was possible. The existence of placer gold in several
local rivers as well as ancient mining traces has already been demonstrated. The gold deposits
can be clearly differentiated in comparison to other south Caucasian deposits of gold on the
basis of their major and trace element concentrations.
——————————
Kurdy Micheline, Thomas Sagory

Theme 7

Multilateral approach for “Archaeology and heritage of the middle east”
In the recent decades, archaeology in the Middle East has undergone major upheavals which
have changed our methods and visions with the critical situation and problematic accessibility.
The project “Archaeology and Heritage of the Middle East” approaches the problematic of documentation, preserving and enhancement of this humanity heritage with the aim of providing
an open access digital platform of knowledge. This work is based on collaboration between different institutes and brings together the work of archaeological missions in this region. The 3D
restitution forms an interesting support for our research with an approach of linking the sites,
their archives and museum collections for the virtual representation. From prehistoric to medieval period, the platform brings together archaeological sites (Larsa, Mari, Nimrud, Palmyra,
Saint-Symeon, the Umayyad mosque of Damascus) and thematic subjects (the cylinder seals of
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the ancient Near East and the cuneiform writing). This work represents a conceptual approach
that highlights the contribution of digital technologies to archaeology for better understanding,
more visibility and large accessibility.
——————————
Kutimov Yuri, see Luneau Elise
——————————
Kuwabara Hisao, see Hashimoto Hidemasa
——————————
Kuzucuoğlu Catherine, see Castellano Lorenzo
——————————
Kvavadze Davit, see Hopper Kristen
——————————
Kysela Jan, see Stančo Ladislav
——————————
Kzzo Ahmed Fatima

Theme 7

Aleppo before the War. A Project to Archive Inscriptions dated to Ottoman Period in Aleppo
Region
After 10 years of the war in Syria, the Syrian cultural heritage was severely damaged. Aleppo,
where the war took place inside the historic city itself, has suffered from huge destruction.
Currently there are many international attempts and projects to restore and document the cultural heritage of Aleppo. But, between 2007 and 2010 an important documentation project was
conducted to record the entire inscriptions dated to the Ottoman period (1516-1918 AD) in
Aleppo Region (the city and its districts). These inscriptions consist of foundation or renovation
inscriptions and gravestones’ inscriptions. This documentation project included conservation,
photographing, and drawing/copying (in scale 1:1). The project was published, in Arabic, in
three volumes which contain more than 900 inscriptions of buildings, and 7000 gravestones’ inscriptions. This paper would to highlight the importance of the published and unpublished materials of this project for academic researches and for any future restoration project for Aleppo.
——————————
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Labbaf-Khaniki Meysam, see Sasany Arash
——————————
Laleh Haeedeh, Zahra Lorzadeh

Theme 8

Recent Archaeological Research in the Urban Historic Landscape of Nishapur
Despite more than a century of archaeological studies in Nishapur, a comprehensive picture
of the stratigraphy and chronological changes and the genesis and processes of urban landscape formation and transformation has yet to be established. The present article deals with the
preliminary results of a new archaeological project which has been set up to fill the gap. Micro-stratigraphy, micro-topographical studies (Lidar, Arial and terrestrial photogrammetry) and
geomagnetic survey have been performed in the old city center. The results not only challenge
existing theories about the central core of the city and its formation process but also call to the
need for revising previous archaeological data accumulated during more than hundred years of
field activities in Nishapur as the metropole of Eastern Islamic world.
——————————
Landskron Anne		

Theme 2

Anatolia from the Chalcolithic to the Iron Age: A Study of Human-Environment Dynamics
The study of human-environment dynamics for a deeper understanding of the nature of society is paramount. How environments affect the development of culture, how in turn cultural
activities shape and manipulate environments, are irrevocably linked to the cultural perception
of space and cultural values forming e.g. identity. Regardless, for the cultures of the Anatolian
landscape a differentiation between geographical constants and socio-cultural decisions of man,
has yet to happen. For this doctoral thesis within the PhD Programme “tech4culture” at the University of Turin, the ultimate goal is to identify for the first time cultural-specific decision-making processes that led to the formation of space. The investigation employs a comparative settlement pattern analysis for three specific research areas in Central and East Anatolia using
Geographical Information Systems as a technical tool. On one hand, possible location factors
(e.g. water sources, building materials) will be mapped and examined. On the other hand, the
space between sites will be evaluated in terms of visibility and cost surfaces. The computational
approach is combined with a multi-source model derived from historical, textual, and archaeological records of different periods that will lead to an exclusion or inclusion of specific location
factors influencing settlement patterns through time. The integration into a cultural-historical
context will allow the identification of the special criteria of how the cultures of Anatolia coined
their settlement systems in contrast to the longue durée.
——————————
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Laneri Nicola		

Theme 4/Workshop 10

An approach to material religion: Connecting spaces, material culture and practices in the
interpretation of human religiosity among small-scale societies in the ancient Near East
The interpretation of the materialization of ancient religious beliefs is a difficult task that needs
a reflection on the relationship between ideas and the material traces of ritual activities. To this
end, it is important, for the archaeologists interested in such a topic, to establish a coherent process of inference that establishes a contextual association of elements (e.g. the performance of
ceremonial activities, the creation of symbolic objects, the construction of ceremonial spaces)
that validates the meaning of each component as part of a whole. Thus, archaeologists should
try to connect these elements to form a network of meanings that, in ancient times, stimulated
the senses of individuals in framing their cognitive perception of the divine. This paper will
thus tackle such general theoretical tenets focusing particularly on the importance of the materialization of religious beliefs in constructing the social practices of small-scale societies in
rural contexts. In so doing, these topics will be confronted and developed through the analysis
and interpretation of the archaeological data obtained from an early second millennium BC architectural complex discovered at the site of Hirbemerdon Tepe, located along the upper Tigris
river valley region in southeastern Turkey.
——————————
Laneri Nicola, see Valentini Stefano
——————————
Lang Dengxiao, Maurits W. Ertsen

Theme 2

Conceptualizing and implementing an agent-based model of an irrigation system
An irrigation system can be conceptualized as a complex adaptive system composed of environmental and social components (water resources, stakeholders, hydraulic infrastructures,
crop productivity) that interact dynamically and continuously with each other both in temporal and spatial. We claim that exploring those interactions between humans, water, crops, and
hydraulic infrastructures in detail builds a better understanding of the longer-term operation
– and as such development trajectories – of irrigation systems, both old and new. This study
introduces an agent-based model (ABM) that explores the possibility of mimicking the operation of an irrigation system under varied scenarios. The model Irrigation-Related Agent-Based
Model (IRABM) provides a platform for integrating human and non-human agents (including
water managers, farmers, barley, river, canals, and gates), building on actions of and interactions among the model agents. The model’s conceptualization and implementation theories are
presented in this study. The emphasis of this version of IRABM is exploring the impacts of different water distribution strategies on crop production by setting a variety of scenarios. Given
the different irrigation controls-irrigation time control and irrigation water demand control, we
applied a cascade of river discharges, a series of irrigation times, varied gate capacities, and
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different water allocation strategies to this IRABM. The initial model as developed and shown
in this study has been built with barley as the object crop. Results illustrate how barley yields
respond to varied irrigation strategies. Yield patterns on individual farmer’s level, canal’s level,
and the whole system’s level are discussed. This type of theoretically and empirically informed
computer model can be used to develop new insights into simulating interactions between individuals and their environment in an irrigation system, and also demonstrate how and why
irrigation and yield patterns can emerge from interactions between agents. We can show how
apparently unrelated actions in parts of the model system produce effects on other parts – or
not. Our results illustrate how patterns in irrigation systems can emerge from decisions made
by (simplified) heterogeneous agents. We built the model with the flexibility of different crop
water demands, allowing the modelling framework to be modified to any irrigation system,
ancient Mesopotamia was the main setting we had in mind. The current version of IRABM is
a baseline model – the first step of studying the performance of irrigation systems, in terms of
activities of human and non-human agents. Ultimately, we aim for modelling a short-term to a
long-term perspective for southern Mesopotamia.
——————————
Langis-Barsetti Dominique 		

Theme 6

Teaching the Neo-Hittite world one block at a time: Minecraft as an educational tool in archaeological outreach
This paper presents the ongoing work on an educational Minecraft adventure map designed to
introduce players of all ages and backgrounds to the Neo-Hittite world. Although limited by the
particularities of the Minecraft environment, the map will allow players to explore an archaeologically-informed reconstruction of the Neo-Hittite lands, starting with the city of ancient
Kunulua, modern Tell Ta’yinat. Through quests and mini-games involving a series of characters representing important aspects of ancient life – e.g. potters, priests, farmers – players will
enter an interactive environment more likely to stimulate and engage them than a traditional
educational setting. The immensely popular and yet rather simple mechanics characteristic of
Minecraft will allow us to reach a public who may not otherwise seek out this knowledge. This
work is part of the wider Computational Research on the Ancient Near East (CRANE) Project
and fits within both its educational and broader outreach aims.
——————————
Laoutari Rafael		

Theme 5/Workshop 15

People, Pottery and Death: Social dynamics in the Prehistoric Bronze Age site of Bellapais-Vounous
PreBA is almost a thousand-year long period in Cypriot prehistory (c.2500-1750BC) during
which a new way of life is introduced and negotiated. By the end of it, urbanization is triggered,
and the island seems to be fully embedded into the Eastern Mediterranean world. Based on
the models expressed for this “transitional” society, communities in the island seem to follow
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different social trajectories in the different parts of the island, without though forming clear
social stratifications at any moment of this journey. Despite the long-established research undertaken on this period, few sites provide datasets which cover the entirety or almost the entirety of PreBA, providing us with the unique opportunity to examine the way that individuals
and groups negotiated their place in society. One of these sites is the cemetery located at Bellapais-Vounous. Through the diachronic examination of the mortuary practices and the pottery
production of the community buried in this cemetery, this paper follows a bottom-up approach
which aims to demonstrate the dynamic character of this community through the perspectives
of both its occupants and the rest of the island.
——————————
Lari Martina, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Larosa Nunzia, see Genchi Francesco
——————————
Laurenza Riccardo, Raffaella Pierobon Benoit

Theme 3/Workshop 8

Fill the silos: from grain containers to garbage dumps. Evidences at Tell Barri (Syria) between
the Sixth and Twelfth centuries
Tell Barri is a site of the Syrian Jazira whose origins date back at least to the end of the fourth
millennium and whose ancient name Kahat does not seem to have been preserved after the
6th-7th century BC. Nevertheless the site shows a continuity of occupation until the 14th century AD, especially thanks to the favourable environmental conditions of the area, suitable for
semi-arid crops. In particular, cereals are to be ascribed as one the products that have favoured
the long duration of the settlement, as can be seen from the large quantity of millstones and
other milling installations found in almost all the layers of the site. Storage was not one of major
issues for a limited “family” production, but was more delicate indeed, in the phases in which
it exceeded these needs, becoming a matter of exchanges or sustenance for “enlarged” communities. This situation explains the high number of silos - certainly recognizable as such - found
in all the excavation levels from the Byzantine to the Islamic age, both on the acropolis and in
the lower city. The rapidity of deterioration and, most likely, some changes in the settlement’
organization has converted the usage of the silos, which are filled with different methods and
purposes: as ideal spaces for dumping ‘daily’ waste, and to discard every resulting materials of
every site activities, such as architectural reconstructions or ceramic productions and other craft
activities. This paper will focus on this peculiar type of dumping spaces, trying to analyse the
change of use and purpose for this type of silos during the span of time. In particular the analysis will focus on the the materials contained within the fillings and especially pottery, which
is the most attested material and providing useful data for the reconstruction of the socio-economic history of the site.
——————————
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Laviola Valentina, see Massullo Martina
——————————
Ławecka Dorota 		

Theme 4

Contest scene in EDIII Mesopotamian glyptics
Four protagonists: two human heroes, as well as bull man and a human-headed bison are the
main characters taking part in EDIII contest scene, usually involved in guarding herbivores
against predators. Contrary to the common opinion, the protected animals seem to belong to
wild, rather than domesticated species. The role of these four creatures, the interactions between them and the animals, as well as secondary motifs (scorpions, lion-headed birds, symbols
of the gods, etc.) which appear regularly in the contest scenes will be briefly analyzed. Despite
some variation the motif seems coherent and consistent. The main assumption put forward is
that there is an association between various participants and symbols depicted on the seals, either directly with the Sun-god, or with the mountainous eastern region - the place of the rising
Sun, a mythical region at the edge of the world, where each morning the fates are determined
and judgments are passed at daybreak.
——————————
Lawrence Dan, Michelle de Gruchy, Alessio Palmisano

Theme 5/Workshop 16

Pan-Regional Settlement Estimates for the Fertile Crescent over the last 8000 years: Possibilities and Pitfalls
Archaeological surveys supply a valuable, albeit approximate, estimate of long-term settlement. However, in the Near East archaeologists have traditionally tended to rely on single surveys to supply such estimates. More recently, several projects have begun to use computational
techniques, especially GIS and remote sensing, to bring together and enhance multiple surveys.
The resulting datasets have galvanised research in several areas, including the origins of urbanism, the role of climate and environmental change in the past, and the identification of regional
landscape histories. They are also increasingly important in cultural heritage management. This
paper draws on a decade of research projects in this area based in the Informatics Laboratory
at Durham University. It will describe some of the problems encountered in combining survey
data, and the techniques we have used to overcome these. The resulting settlement trends will
be described and compared with other proxies for population used elsewhere, including the
burial record and summed radiocarbon dates. The paper will also present preliminary results
from the project currently supporting this work, the Climate, Landscape, Settlement and Society (CLaSS) project.
——————————
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Lawrence D., see Deckers Katleen
——————————
Lemorini Cristina, see De Angelis Antonella
- see Zampetti Daniela
——————————
Lena Anna		

Theme 3/Workshop 8

Judging from trash buckets: clues on the earliest phases of life of the site of Magdala/Tarichea
(Galilee)
The site of Magdala on the Sea of Galilee, was investigate between 2006 and 2012 by the Magdala Project team in the area belonging to the Custody of the Holy Land. Aside of a domestic
quarter, in the site the remains of several public buildings including a fountain house, a very
large harbor with quay and an artificial harbor basin were uncovered. The researches allow to
understand that Magdala was a planned as a Hellenistic city from the beginning and its foundation has to be dated to the Hasmonean conquest of the area in the 2nd century BCE, although,
according to the investigations in the area of the harbour the site sees an earlier frequentation.
This paper aims to analyse some discarded materials found in one of the basin of the thermal
structures and belonging to the earliest phase of the site in order to collect new information on
the pottery typologies and possibly on the reorganization of the rooms related to the bath house
between the Hellenistic and early Roman period.
——————————
Lentschke Jan, see Ehdaei Afsaneh
——————————
Levenson Felix 		

Theme 3

Fictonal History: Creating Historical Narratives by the Re-Use of “Old” Artefacts
The systematic study of the use and re-use of ancient artifacts in the Ancient Near East is a desideratum of Near Eastern Archaeology. Only occasionally phenomena like this are described
and published. I propose a systematic study of the re-use of dedicatory royal inscriptions on
mudbricks, which will shed light on memory work and memory technique in the Ancient Near
East. I want to ask, whether the decision to re-use certain inscriptions was an active decision or
just a pragmatic act. This raises many questions like: • Were the re-used bricks selected especially of the purpose or was the selection coincidental? • Were certain inscriptions (inscriptions
of certain rulers) preferred? Is there a pattern? • Was the selection of the bricks intentional? Did
it represent a specific method of memorializing or forgetting? Among others. Answers to these
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questions can only be found in a context-based and systematic study of the available material.
This means in summary, I intend to investigate how the re-use of dedicatory inscriptions adds
to the understanding of the creation of historical narratives, or how it even changes them by
inventing new traditions.
——————————
Lewis Michael 		

Theme 3/Workshop 23

Household Processes and Social Practice During the Late Ubaid – Late Chalcolithic 1 in the
Shahrizor. A Case Study from Gurga Chiya
The regional nuances of the Ubaid have been highlighted, and the notion that it was a monolithic cultural entity has been deconstructed. Different micro-regions have been identified, each
linked by commonalities in material culture but with their own distinctive regionalised traditions of cultural assemblages, craft economies, subsistence practice, architecture and settlement
hierarchies. The LC is generally seen as evolving directly out of the Late Ubaid, and witnesses
gradual cultural, economic, architectural, and material cultural change, rather than a dramatic
break. Within this presentation, I will highlight excavations of a tripartite structure from Gurga
Chiya and explore the material culture, pottery assemblage, and characterise the room use in
order to investigate social practices therein as a case study. I will conclude by looking at how
the case study from Gurga Chiya fits into discussion of regionalised assemblages of the Late
Ubaid-LC1 transition.
——————————
Lewis Michael, see Tomé André
——————————
Licheli Vakhtang, see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Licitra Nadia		

Theme 3/Workshop 5

Egyptian glazed tiles and architectural decoration: materials, techniques and iconography
Since the Early Dynastic Period, glazed tiles have been used in ancient Egypt as architectural
decoration for shrines, funerary temples (mortuary complex of Djoser in Saqqara) and New
Kingdom royal palaces (at Amarna, Qantir, Tell el-Yahudiya and Medinet Habu). These glazed
compositions were fitted into mud brick walls and doorways. The New Kingdom iconographical subjects are very distinctive and depict floral motifs (rosettes, papyrus-flower and buds),
foreign captives and columns of hieroglyphic texts featuring royal epithets and cartouches.
Material analyses carried out on several samples allow to know which materials and which
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techniques were used for these decorative elements whose production seems to come to an end
in the mid of the 11th century BC. The paper will give an overview of the various series, their
archaeological contexts and manufacturing techniques. Moreover, it will discuss how these
architectural ornaments could have been attached to the mud brick masonry.
——————————
Lippolis Carlo 		

Theme 1

The Archaeological Area of Tūlūl al-Baqarat: a Summary Report on 2013-2019 Field Seasons
Tūlūl al-Baqarat (Wasit, Iraq) is a group of mounds 180 km SE of Baghdad still little known
from the archaeological point of view. The Iraqi excavation on the main mound (named TB1),
carried out in 2008-2010, brought to the light monumental structures and high artistic level
objects of great interest. Over the past 6 years the Italian expedition of CRAST/University
of Torino has undertaken an up-to-date documentation of the area (topography, survey, aerial
photographs, stratigraphic soundings, laser scanning), collecting meaningful data. Despite its
“peripheral” position on the eastern margins of the Mesopotamian alluvium this archaeological
area played an important role in the 3rd millennium (mound TB1). Moreover, according to the
recent works here carried out, it is clear that the area was settled already in the early 4rd millennium (mound TB7). The paper gives an overview of the evidence from these two mounds of the
area examined by the Italian expedition.
——————————
Loges Luise

Theme 7

Germany as a trade hub for illicit Near Eastern antiquities
Germany, building on a long tradition of assyriological scholarship and colonial “appreciation”
of the ANE, is still a trade hub for Near Eastern antiquities today. Despite laws designed to
protect cultural heritage, only 2.1% of antiquities from the Middle East and Eastern Mediterranean have been shown to have a verifiable legal provenance. However, in the past decades the
connection between looting and the antiquities trade has become recognized more than it used
to be. This development is perceivable especially from 2003 onwards, starting with the looting
of the Baghdad museum. More recently, antiquities traffickers and, by extension, dealers in artefacts from the Near East, have even been implicated in the financing of terrorism. Meanwhile,
dealers and collectors of Near Eastern antiquities feel ostracized both by the media and the law.
In my talk, I will shed light on this discourse and what it means for modern scholarship of the
Near East.
——————————
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Long Jr. Jesse C, see Richard Suzanne
——————————
Lora Sebastiano		

Theme 4

Cultic architecture in the 1st millennium BCE at Taymāʾ (NW Arabia): a comparative approach
A period of transformation for the oasis of Taymāʾ can be observed following the departure of
the last king of Babylon, Nabonidus, after his ten-year stay in the Hejaz. Evidence of changes
are the introduction of a new deity (ṣlm hgm) and the construction of two sanctuaries, very different from each other: Qasr al-Hamra and Building E b1. Qasr al-Hamra is an isolated building
set on a rock outcrop at the north eastern end of the city wall. Building E-b1, on the other hand,
is a monumental temple inside a larger complex, including a well, added to the urban fabric of
the ancient settlement. This paper integrates new data from the Saudi-German excavation of
Building E-b1 with the results from previous investigations aiming to compare the architecture
and the finds of these two sanctuaries and to reconstruct their role(s) within the cultic landscape
of the oasis.
——————————
Lorain Thomas, see Kavyannia Maryam
——————————
Lorenzon Marta		

Theme 5

Neolithic Earthen Architecture in the Eastern Mediterranean: a community of knowledge and
a community of practice
This article analyses the development of earthen architecture in the eastern Mediterranean
during the Neolithic as a concrete example of ‘communities of practices’. While focusing on
the anthropological significance of earth as building material, this paper investigates the manufacturing of earthen building materials as a multisensorial experience parallel to sculpting
and pottery making. One of the main objectives is to investigate possible skill transfer between
neighboring communities regarding manufacturing practices, knowledge sharing and construction techniques in order to understand the relationship between people, environment and architecture. The case study of Neolithic Knossos highlights the presence of the diverse earthen
construction techniques (i.e., daub, mudbrick and earth plastic materials), their correlation with
practices implemented in neighboring regions and the diachronic transformations and/or adaptations to local resources.
——————————
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Loreto Romolo		

Theme 1

Dūmat al-Jandal, ancient Adummatu. An appreisal of 12 years of archaeological activities in a
North Arabian oasis
Since 2009 the Italian archaeological mission in Saudi Arabia is conducting archaeological research in Dumat al-Jandal, in Northern Saudi Arabia al-Jawf region. Several topics are pursuit,
stretching from the study of al-Jawf paleo landscape and the oasis formative process up to the
excavation of the historical core of this site known as Adummatu, in the Neo-Assyrian period,
Dumah in the Nabataean era, Dumata in the Roman Provincia Arabia period and, finally, Dūmat
al-Jandal in the Late Antique – Early Islamic centuries. This paper intents to introduce the main
pre-historic and historical issues, with a particular focus devoted to the transitional period between the fall of the Provincia Arabia (mid. IV cent. CE) and the advent of Islam, after the most
recent data collected in the excavation of the so-called ‘Umār ibn al-Khaṭṭāb mosque, already
known as the church of Ukhaydīr ibn ‘Abd al-Malik al-Kindi.
——————————
Lorzadeh Zahra, see Laleh Haeedeh
——————————
Luciani Marta		

Theme 3/Workshop 4

Entangled Worlds: Networks of Connectivity in Desert Oases and Beyond
3rd Millennium BCE evidence from the oases of North Arabia is multiplying and thus magnifying our ability to uncover increasingly complex narratives of connections. If the distribution
of metal weapons reputed typically Levantine suggests we need to update our understanding of
past patterns of trade and exchange, the presence of Early Bronze Age metallurgical activities
in the oasis of Qurayyah with potentially remote supply centers promises to unsettle entire traditional reconstructions of networks of transactions. The contribution will discuss the differing
patterns of connectivity, of strategies of appropriation and transformation linking desert hubs,
such as oases, and the Greater Levant by taking into account different lines of evidence both
material and intangible: from metallurgy to settlement structure, from technological know-how
to language.
——————————
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Luneau Elise, Yuri Kutimov, Tatjana Germanovna Filimonova

Theme 1

Intercultural relations in the Bronze Age: New Data from the upper Surkhan-Darya Valley (Tajikistan)
Archaeological research in Southern Central Asia for a long time deals with the presence of various cultural groups during the Bronze Age, whose features and definition in space and time are
still not completely understood. The perception of past human societies and economies in the
area has long relied on the distinction between fully sedentary agricultural and mobile pastoral
lifestyles – with mobile populations unevenly studied in favor of urban sedentary cultures –,
which was largely misleading for the investigation of contacts and interactions between communities. A number of works in whole central Asia currently contributes to redefine economies
and lifestyles and to clarify the relationships and exchanges between peoples over Eurasia in the
Bronze Age. The present paper will expose some results of new surveys initiated in the Hissar
valley in Tajikistan. The area has proved its potential for the detection of a dense prehistoric
occupation, the investigation of the historical development and the examination of the interactions between the diverse human groups over time. The discovery of new material, especially in
ceramic, reveals specific connections in the Bronze Age and at the transition with the Early Iron
Age between the so-called sedentary and mobile populations attributed to the Oxus civilization,
the “Andronovo” and “post-Andronovo” cultures, the Vakhsh culture and the “Yaz I” cultures.
The new discoveries contribute to highlight the complex network of exchanges and acculturation processes which happened in the area at the end of the Bronze Age.
——————————
Lutz Martin, Alexander E. Sollee

Theme 4/Workshop 10

Negotiating the Practice of Popular Religion Between Local Traditions and Imperial Ideology:
The Case of Tell Halaf
The ways and places where religion is practiced represents an essential part of personal and
collective identities. As a consequence, changes to the political context of a group can severely alter religious practices of a social group, especially if the new governing power is tightly
connected to a distinct ideology. This paper aims to assess to which extent such processes can
be traced in communities that were absorbed by the Neo-Assyrian Empire during the early 1st
millennium BC. The site of Tell Halaf, ancient Gūzāna, in modern northeast Syria will serve
as an example in this study, as the work of the current Tell Halaf Project has produced much
archaeological evidence for instances where local and Assyrian cultural practices interacted or
coexisted. Taking this new information, the paper will investigate how and where the non-elite
part of the city’s population, i.e. especially the families living in the extensive lower town, may
have practiced their religious beliefs and to which degree this changed under Assyrian rule, thus
opening a perspective on how societies negotiated this crucial part of their identities between
local traditions and imperial ideology.
——————————
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MacGinnis John

Theme 1

The Darband-i Rania Archaeological Project, 2018 and 2019 Seasons
The Darband-i Rania is a pass at the northeast corner of Lake Dokan in Iraqi Kurdistan where,
though now subsumed into the lake, the Lower Zab flows from the Peshdar into the Rania Plain.
It is a strategic location on one of the major routes from Mesopotamia into Iran. The Darband-i
Rania Archaeological Project, which commenced fieldwork in September 2016, is a British
Museum project forming part of the Iraq Emergency Heritage Management Training Scheme.
The expedition has now completed five seasons of work. The project aims at investigating a
cluster of sites related to the control of the pass, all of which have suffered serious degradation
from the waters of Lake. The permit allows for the investigation of three sites - Qalatga Darband, a fortified settlement controlling the western approaches to the pass dating to the early
Parthian period; Usu Aska, where the chief remains are of very substantial fort dating to the
Assyrian period; and the badly damaged multi-period site Murad Rasu across the waters from
Qalatga Darband on the southern shore of Lake Dokan where there is evidence for a major edifice built of mud brick.
——————————
Macías López M., see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Madella Marco, see Minervini Ignazio
——————————
Maeda Osamu, see Odaka Takahiro
——————————
Maghsoudi Mehran, see Ehdaei Afsaneh
——————————
Mahdavimanesh Marjan, see Naseri Reza
——————————
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Maini Elena, Matteo Bormetti, Youri van den Hurk

Theme 2/Workshop 12

How easy is it to say dolphin? An analytical protocol to define cetacean taxa and their importance for the prehistoric communities of coastal Oman
This paper presents the outcomes of a collaborative project aimed at creating a protocol to record and analyse cetacean remains from prehistoric contexts along the coast of Oman, where
they often represent an important part of the animal osteological assemblage. However, the relationship between marine mammals and humans is currently under-studied due to the extreme
fragmentation and taphonomic alteration of most remains, the scarcity of osteological reference
material and the lack of a dedicated methodology. The protocol has been devised using established morphometric criteria, complemented by a photographic archive of reference specimens
held at the Natural History Museum of Oman, and will be available to any specialist interested
in using it. A pilot application on assemblages from prehistoric sites in the Sharqiyah region of
Central Oman has been tested with a biomolecular technique (ZooMS). The project has been
carried out in collaboration between the University of Bologna, the White Rose College for the
Arts and Humanities and the University College London, under the auspices of the Ministry of
Heritage and Culture of the Sultanate of Oman.
——————————
Maini Elena, see Curci Antonio
- see Serrone Eleonora
——————————
Maiorano Maria Pia, Gregor Marchand, Jérémie Vosges, Vincent Charpentier
Theme 3/Workshop 20
Backed bladelets and tanged points at Sharbithat SHA-10 (Dhofar, Sultanate of Oman): technological issues and chronological implications
The site Sharbithat 10 (SHA-10) was discovered in 2017 through the first in-depth survey of the
northern part of the Dhofar region. Located on a vast mesa surrounded by wadis deltaic branches and abundant flint sources, the site SHA-10 is characterised by the presence of dwellings and
cairns most likely dated to the 4th−3rd millennium BC. Two test trenches indicated a single
period stratification sequence where, together with the ordinary fishing equipment that characterises most of the coastal sites belonging to this period, a peculiar lithic industry consisting of
lunates, backed pieces and tanged points was discovered. Based on the study of the technological processes that led the production of such artefacts, the morphological variability of points
and the high rate of broken backed bladelets, new hypotheses on coastal subsistence strategies
and further chronological questions − given by the possible co-occurrence of different facies −
are rising. With the present communication, we present a preliminary study of this uncommon
assemblage, the chrono-typological implications of such discovery and its relevance in South
Arabian Neolithic and Late Paleolithic context.
——————————
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Makarewicz Cheryl, see Shochat Harel
——————————
Makhortykh Sergey		

Theme 3

The Scythians and Urartu
The best studied Urartian fortresses Ayanis and Karmir-Blur contain numerous Scythian artifacts, which include weapons (socketed arrowheads), horse harness (bits, cheekpieces, etc.), and
objects decorated in the Scythian animal style. These findings constitute an important source of
information and serve as an independent chronological indicator that advances current understanding of periodization and nature of the interrelations between the nomads and various Near
Eastern states. The typological and chronological analysis of the Scythian antiquities in the
Urartian historical and cultural context indicates that these antiquities belong to different time
periods (Ayanis – the middle and third quarter of the VII cent. BC; Karmir-Blur - the second
half of the VII and beginning of the VI cent. BC). Available data do not confirm the hypothesis
about the simultaneous destruction of Urartian fortresses and the complete destruction of Urartu
in the middle of the VII cent. BC.
——————————
Makinson Martin 		

Theme 4

An insight on the politics of royal and elite costume in Syria and Anatolia in the Iron Age: A
case of conscious affiliation
Art on reliefs, statues and portable material culture in Iron Age Syria and Anatolia, though
no doubt following aesthetic canons both consciously and unconsciously copied from various
workshops, was a medium for the statement of political messages to both subjects, overlords
and gods. Sometimes the political message was specified and expanded by texts, often bilingual as in the case of the Adad-Yis’i Tell Fekheriyeh statue. In a world locally dominated by
the heirs of the Hittite Empire (for instance Carchemish..) and, in the case of Central Anatolia,
by the Phrygians, but also very early on (850 BCE) by Assyria, kings and nobles sought to put
forward both nominal independence and political affiliation (a paradox) with not only choice of
writing and script, but by details of costume and hairdo... This paper will look at those details of
material culture and art that translate a conscious and subtle message of association with local
overlords and commercial states (Phrygia, Phoenician cities...) and imperial powers (Assyria,
Urartu). Hamiyatas, Warpalawas, Kilamuwa, Bar-Rakib, Kuttamuwa, Adad-Yis’i...: these are
but some examples of rulers whose posture and costume illustrate their affiliation with dominant Near Eastern powers of the Early and Middle Iron Age (1000-720 BCE).
——————————
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Makki Mohsen, see Ehdaei Afsaneh
——————————
Makowski Piotr

Theme 8

Preliminary remarks on Ottoman pottery from the Polish archaeological projects in Lebanon
Drawing on evidence from surveys and excavations conducted over the last years in Akkar
and Rachkida, this paper traces shifts in the settlement history of northern Lebanon during the
Ottoman period. In the regional context this material offers also a unique insight into the local
material culture. It provides a preliminary analysis for several categories of local and imported
pottery which, to date, have been absent or only cursorily mentioned in scientific work devoted
to the archaeology of Lebanon. The use of several types of glazed wares, such as Çannakale
Ware or Ottoman Glazed Slip-Painted Ware, certainly confirms the increasing demand and
availability of more luxurious products in the rural hinterland. This significant change in the
pottery repertoire was certainly stimulated by Beirut’s economic growth and trade intensification throughout the period between the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 20th century.
——————————
Malekzadeh Mehrdad, Somaye Boroomandara, Mohammad Jamali

Theme 1

Some Recently Found from Median Period (Iron Age III) Archaeology, and Landscape of Future Research
Until a while ago, all we knew about archaeology of Median period was restricted to the findings of excavations carried out in Nūsh-i Jān (Malayer), Godin (Kangavar) and Bābā Jān
(Nūrābād), together with some scattered information. But during the past two decades, the
archaeological horizon of this period has been expanded. In this article, we try to depict an
image of the cultural material related to and attributed to Median period among the recent field
projects of recent years. In Ozbaki, near Ancient Raga or Ray (the cultural center of Media),
archaeologists have carried out six seasons of excavation from late 1990s until mid-2000s and
published their findings (season seven was supervised by Mehrdad Malekzadeh in 2017). A
major part of Ozbaki findings was dated to Iron Age III (Median period). In Kashan, archaeologists excavated two northern and southern mounds of Sialk for five seasons. Traditionally,
it was assumed that on the upper layers of the southern mound, a mud-brick platform (“La
Grande Construction”) from Median period once stood. Other than Ozbaki and Sialk, continuation of more traditional excavations such as Ziwiye (Saqez) and Hagmataneh (Hamadan) in
recent years has been somehow related to Median archaeology. From the beginning of 2000s,
with the kind and wise support of the late Dr. Massoud Azarnoush, a new generation of archaeologists began to work, including M. Malekzadeh, who focused himself on research and
excavations in sites related to late Iron Age. During these years, with a boom in Dam construction in western Iran, thousands of square kilometers of areas comprising cultural and historical
sites were submerged or are about to be submerged, including the area behind Kalān Dam (Malayer) which holds the important site of Gūnespān. Another example is the several sites within
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the range of Tālvār Dam (Zanjan) and also Tappe Yalfan within the range of Ecbātān Dam.
Apart from Ozbaki and Sialk, we should also mention the excavations in the Qazvin plain, in
the eastern and southern areas in Qom and in the eastern areas of Media. The Median period
has been a victim of a common problem in Iranian Archaeology, which is the lack of publication of findings.
——————————
Mamedov Mukhmmed A., see Veresotstskaya Galina E.
——————————
Mancini Serenella, see Colliva Luca
——————————
Manclossi Francesca, Steven A. Rosen

Theme 3/Workshop 20

Adventures in the Flint Trade: Revisiting the Tabular Scraper System
Tabular scrapers, essentially knives, occasionally with cortically incised symbols, were used
for both cult and domestic tasks. They were produced in the southern Levantine deserts and
traded both within the deserts and into the settled zones of the Near East, sometimes hundreds
of kilometers distant, as distant as northern Mesopotamia and Egypt. The desert-to-sown, nomad to settled, exchange system operated for some two millennia during the proto-historic
periods, transecting both the transition from the Late Neolithic to the Early Bronze Age, from
farming village society to the early urban societies of the Near East, and the evolution of desert
nomadic pastoral societies from the earliest adoption of domestic goats into the desert through
the growth of large herds and diverse trade connections. Reconstructing this exchange system
based on systematic and exhaustive literature review and examination of several collections,
analysis offers a case study of desert-sown relations. In particular, the exchange system varied
in intensity and geographic expanse over time and space. We reconstruct a desert production/
consumption system which brought the semi-finished products to the sedentary contact zone,
and a sedentary distribution system, which brought the scrapers to settled zone consumers. Established by various methods to be related to animal processing, function varied with context
from cultic to domestic. Scrapers underwent complex cycles of production, use, modification,
re-use, and ultimate discard.
——————————
Manclossi Francesca, see Petrullo Giacoma
——————————
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Manning Sturt		

Theme 6/Workshop 9

Resolving Timescale and Multi-Year Human-Scale Climate Impacts in the East Mediterranean
Humans and climate interact over a plurality of timescales, very much along the lines of the
three overlapping conceptions of Braudel: l’histoire événementielle, l’histoire conjoncturelle,
and la longue durée. At the same time any actual articulation very much falls within the scope of
the immediate, local, personal and particular, and thus the concerns of Italian micro-história. In
Mediterranean archaeology and history much work so far has tended to address only the two extremes, the very general long-term, and the instant event. Arguably neither really explains key
historical changes and trajectories which occur at the intermediate scale within and between the
scale of lived human experience. Considering especially evidence from tree-rings and radiocarbon, this paper explores our ability to resolve an intermediate human-life and agency scale both
for archaeology and local climate, and highlights both challenges and opportunities.
——————————
Manning Sturt, see Herrmann Virginia R
- see Hnila Pavol.
——————————
Mantellini Simone		

Theme 5/Workshop 16

Irrigation management, labor investment and environmental constraints in the semi-arid steppe
of Samarkand (Uzbekistan)
As in many semi-arid environments of Central Asia, agriculture in Samarkand Oasis largely
depends upon irrigation. Remote sensing, geoarchaeological survey and ethnographical observations conducted in the last years within the Uzbek-Italian Archaeological Project allowed to
detect the remains of an impressive network of canals that irrigated the city and its hinterlands
since the Late-Post Hellenistic period (4th-1st c. BCE). Distribution of archaeological sites suggests that some of those canals may have functioned simultaneously. This paper analyzes the
shift in settlement strategies and, based on the information available from Aral Sea–Khorezm
(B V Andrianov) and Southern Turkmenia (G N Lisitsina), the labor investment required to dig
and maintain the irrigation network and the socio-political implications behind it.
——————————
Mantellini Simone, see Picotti Vincenzo
- see Valeri Marco
——————————
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Mantovan Alessio, see D’Alfonso Lorenzo
——————————
Manzo Andrea 		

Theme 4

Personal ornaments, identity communication and cultural entanglements along the Nile (4th2nd millennia BC)
The presentation will focus on the use of personal ornaments as identity markers along the Nile
valley and in the neighbor regions from the 4th to the 2nd millennium BC. After a general introduction to the study of personal ornaments in the region and to the issue of the study of gender,
social and ethnic identities along the Nile valley, some specific examples will be outlined. Case
studies showing how personal ornaments may have been used to mark the identity of broad
groups -possibly ethnic identities- will be discussed, also showing how personal ornaments
can perhaps contribute to a better definition of the different Nubian identities. Moreover, some
cases will be proposed showing how the study of personal ornaments can throw light on some
aspects of the relations between Egyptians and Nubians, also contributing to balance the traditional one-directional paradigms on the issue. Finally, the active role personal ornaments may
have had in shaping human behavior will be also discussed.
——————————
Marchand Florine, Aurore Didier, David Sarmiento-Castillo

Theme 3

A Stone Bead Production Complex from the Early Indus Civilization at Chanhu-Daro (Sindh,
Pakistan)
In 2017, a massive stone bead workshop associated to dwelling units was discovered at Chanhu-Daro site (Trench 2, Area E) and dated to the first period of the Indus Civilization (2600/25002300 BCE). A huge amount of different raw materials (e.g. flint, steatite, agate, carnelian, jasper, ernestite) was processed and debitage wastes of both knapping and cutting activities were
identified. Tools for manufacturing, perforating or polishing the stone beads (e.g. blades, drills/
borers, polishers, hammers, pressure flaker) - some of them unique and exceptionally preserved
– were found together. A number of bead roughouts, preforms, and finished products were also
documented. For the first time (so-far) contextualized data about an intensive craft production
from the first Indus period will be discussed. The evidence found at Chanhu-Daro site will help
reconstructing the whole stone beads manufacturing processes and investigating the related
technical system.
——————————
Marchand Gregor, see Maiorano Maria Pia
——————————
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Marchetti Nicolò

Theme 1

Nineveh East 2019 and 2020. The first two seasons of archaeological excavations and conservation activities of the Iraqi-Italian Expedition
The first two campaigns of renewed archaeological excavation and conservation at Nineveh
East (Kuyunjiq and Nebi Yunus, Mosul) took place in 2019 and 2020 under the joint auspices
of the University of Bologna and the Iraqi State Board of Antiquities and Heritage with funding also from the Italian Ministries for Foreign Affairs and for Universities and Research. A
complete survey of the site has been completed, both topographical as well as archaeological, revealing a dense urban pattern confirmed also by preliminary geomagnetic investigations.
Eight excavation areas have been opened, with results ranging from the later Middle Assyrian
period (area E Bottom, in the pre-Sennacherib lower town sector) to a detailed sequence for
the Hellenistic, Parthian and Early Islamic period (areas A, B, F). As for the later Neo Assyrian
phase, we are investigating domestic (area H), elite residential (area E Top) and palatial (areas
A, B, C1-3) contexts, while the fortifications are being studied in areas D (Adad Gate) and G.
Epigraphic finds include tablets dated to the very last years of the empire and monumental
standard inscriptions by Sennacherib. Conservation activities are being carried out in all areas,
while in the Adad Gate – after the removal of the debris caused by terrorists’ destructions – a
new roofing has been installed to protect this 10 m-high vaulted mudbrick gate. A new fence has
been installed along the Shamash Gate by the University of Toronto.
——————————
Marchetti Nicolò, see Peker Hasan
- see Picotti Vincenzo
- see Valeri Marco
- see Zaina Federico
——————————
Marciniak Arkadiusz

Theme 2

Resilience and sustainability. Çatalhöyük and the 8.2-kyBP climate event
Climate and its changes are believed to be one of the major drivers in the development of local
communities at the end of Pleistocene and throughout early Holocene in the Near East. The
final centuries of the occupation of the Neolithic settlement at Çatalhöyük corresponds with a
significant deterioration of local climate linked to the 8.2-kyBP event. A direct climate proxy
for this climate event has been recently reported from the site. However, response of the settlement’s inhabitants to it has not been systematically studied to date. The paper aims at filling this
gap by presenting the complex character of this response, as manifested in the re-organization
of the settlement’s occupation, changes in the site building architecture, and husbandry and
food related practices. They will be discussed in the context of changes in natural environment,
in particular the drainage water system of the Çarşamba river. The paper will present a complex
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character of the resilience strategy adopted by the settlement’s inhabitants to wetter and drier
climate, which was designed and executed within the framework of a cultural tradition of development of the Çatalhöyük community.
——————————
Marder Ofer

Theme 5/Workshop 21

Lithic on the onset of sedentary societies- typo-technological, functional and chronological
perspectives of the Epipalaeolithic of the Southern Levant
Since the early days of the Palaeolithic research, lithic studies had been the major research focus, because in many cases it is the only cultural remains that survived. It is interesting to note
that even during the Late Epipalaeolithic (15,500/15,000-11,500 ka cal BP) of the Southern
Levant when lifestyle changed from highly mobile hunter gatherer groups to sedentary societies
and architecture, burials, mobile art are considered to be a major part of the material cultural
remains, yet the study of chipped stone assemblage is a significant topic of the research agenda.
In this paper we will present a short overview of the Late Epipaleolithic chipped stone assemblages in the light of the recent researches conducted within the Southern Levant. Few major
issues will be discussed: 1) Diachronic and synchronic typo-technological changes based on
refitting studies and the chaîn opératoire approach. 2) Understanding hafting and hunting techniques, use wear analysis as well as heat treatment. 3) The issues of lithic variability, mobility
patterns and intensity of occupation on the onset of sedentarily life.
——————————
Maresca Giulio

Theme 2

The cultural landscape of the Iranian Province of Kermanshah during Late Antiquity: Sasanian
impact and long-term trends
By virtue of its geographic features, the territory of the present-day Kermanshah Province, in
western Iran, has always represented a natural “corridor” connecting the Iranian Plateau with
Mesopotamia. Populated since prehistoric times and already chosen by Achaemenid and Arsacid dynasts as the ideal setting for some of their most outstanding monuments (e.g., at Bisutun),
the area, crossed by the strategic route later known as the “Khorasan Road”, also attracted the
interest of Sasanian kings, who, during the middle and late Sasanian period, started a series of
building programmes there. On the basis of the archaeological evidence at disposal, the paper
overviews the Sasanian “impact” on the cultural landscape of the area, comparing Sasanian
achievements with previous and later attainments, drawing attention to elements of continuity
and change.
——————————
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Margueron Jean-Claude

Theme 4

Ninni-ZA.ZA et Gishtarat: nouvelle approche architecturale
Une analyse de la documentation de base (mission archéologique d’André Parrot) permet d’engager une nouvelle interprétation de l’ensemble des deux temples de Mari, Ville II, connus sous
les noms de Ninni-ZA.ZA et de Gishtarat. Un seul temple et non deux. Un seul niveau d’usage
et pas deux. Il en résulte une réorganisation de l’ensemble sacré, ce qui engage aussi une nouvelle réflexion sur son mobilier.
——————————
Mariani Eleonora

Theme 3/Workshop 1

Defining the Early Bronze IV Pottery Assemblage in Southern Mesopotamia and the Akkadian
Settlement Patterns in the QADIS Survey Project
The 2016-2018 QADIS survey project, conducted jointly by the University of Bologna and the
Iraqi State Board of Antiquities and Heritage (SBAH), has investigated the south-eastern sector of Al-Qadisiyah province. The main activities conducted there include analysis of satellite
imagery in order to identify potential archaeological sites, ground truthing, random collection
of diagnostic surface materials from sites, intensive collection of diagnostic surface materials
at ten sites and some shallow test soundings at four sites. This paper discusses not only the
chronological reliability of the current ceramic indicators in southern Mesopotamia for the
Early Bronze IV period, starting from the data of the intensive collection of surface materials
carried out at the site of Adab, integrated by the superficial test soundings conducted there, but
also, according to the so-defined pottery assemblage, the EB IV settlement patterns in the QADIS survey region.
——————————
Marro Chaterine

Theme 3/Workshop 23

The View from the North (Part II). The emergence and spread of the Chaff-Faced-Ware oikumenè as seen from the Araxes valley (4900-3500 BC)
During the Neolithic and Early Chalcolithic (ca. 6200-4500 BCE), South Caucasian economies
basically developed within a fairly secluded environment that allowed only limited relationships with Syrian or Mesopotamian communities. However, a change in interregional dynamics
occurred in the course of the 5th millennium, which led to the progressive integration of the
South Caucasus into a wider region that included western Iran, eastern Anatolia, the northern
Levant, Syria and Mesopotamia. This shift resulted into the development of a new interaction
sphere that we have called the “Chaff-Faced Ware oikumenè”. Our current hypothesis aiming to
explain this shift in interregional dynamics draws on a large body of evidence, which suggests
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that the South Caucasus and probably Eastern Anatolia had become an economic hub by the
end of the 5th millennium, at the core of which lay the exploitation of mineral resources (especially copper), and the practice of extractive metallurgy by highland communities: as shown by
recent data, the practice of metallurgy in the Araxes basin had indeed started some 500 years
earlier than in the South. It will be argued in this paper that the integration of the South Caucasus into the Syro-Mesopotamian sphere during the 5th and 4th millennia is probably linked to
the development of technical innovations in the highlands (copper metallurgy, woollen textiles,
possibly the domestication of equids) as much as to their wealth in natural resources. In any
case, this shift should be regarded as reflecting simultaneous change in lowland and highland
communities, brought about by constant interactions, rather than by Mesopotamian migrations
or Mesopotamian influence over the Anatolian and Caucasian highlands.
——————————
Martellone Alberta, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Mas Juliette

Theme 3/Workshop 13

2nd Millennium BC Pottery Material from Bash Tapa (Kurdistan Region of Iraq)
Bash Tapa is a ca. 5 ha settlement located about 30 km South of Erbil in the Kurdistan Region
of Iraq. Its exploration was begun in 2013 by a French archaeological mission led by Lionel
Marti and Christophe Nicolle (UMR 7192). 2nd millennium BC is widely represented at the
site. Even though the Middle Bronze age is attested within the Bash Tapa pottery collection,
no occupational context dated to the beginning of the 2nd millennium was unearthed so far. In
contrast, Late Bronze age levels, especially dating from the Middle-Assyrian period, offering
diversified assemblages were excavated. This paper will give an overview of the Bash Tapa
pottery dated to the 2nd millennium BC discovered between 2013 and 2019. It will discuss
its significance for chronology and how it can help to better define the archaeological material
culture of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.
——————————
Mas Juliette, see Angevin Raphaël
——————————
Masetti Maria Grazia

Theme 1

Qasr Shemamok: The Late Bronze Age Levels, and Before
The excavations carried out by an international team, under French direction, at Qasr Shemamok, a site in the Erbil region (Iraqi Kurdistan) identified as the city of Kilizu, have started to
highlight the relations connecting the local urban society and culture with the invading presence
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of the Assyrian empire, since at least Adad-nirari Ist’ reign. This period is marked, in another
perspective, by the passage from a Late Bronze Age state organization to the Iron Age imperial system, perceived both in the changes, as well as in the continuity of the culture and of the
occupation pattern of the city with its environment. The description of the main archaeological
operations carried out on the citadel will offer new data to consider the processes and the events
defining this historical period. We will present also the first results of the study of an Early
Bronze Age settlement discovered in the northern part of the site, marked by Ninive 5 culture.
——————————
Mashkour Marjan, Hossein Davoudi, Morteza Djamali, Sonia Shidrang, Fereidoun Biglari,
Margareta Tengberg, Marie Orange, Morteza Rahmati, Babak Moradi, Sanaz Doost, Roya
Khazaeli, Homa Fathi, Zeynab Fathi
Theme 1
Sounding of Tepe Ghazanchi, a PPN site near Kermanshah (Iran)
The site is located to the North West of Kermanshah at 1323 masl. The Razavar river flows
very nearby. Tepe Ghazanchi is a 2ha mound of 13m. high, 160m long and 160m wide. It was
first reported by Braidwood during the 60’s. During the last decades the site has been heavily
damaged by agricultural activities. As a result a 100 m long section has been exposed on the
northern part. The site was sounded during winter 2019 by the two first authors sponsored by
the LIA HAOMA CNRS project. We opened several stratigraphic trenches but could not reach
the virgin soil yet. According to our first results the upper levels of the site belong to Late
Chalcolithic period (Godin VI) and Middle Bronze Age (Godin III). The Neolithic sequence is
represented by 5m. deposit. The site is contemporaneous to pre-pottery sites of Chogha Golan,
Sheikhi Abad and Chia Sabz East on the basis of radiocarbon dating and lithic analysis and. The
paper will present a summary of the latest studies.
——————————
Mashkour Marjan, see Djamali Morteza
- see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Masoumian Mohammad, see Zarei Mohammad Ebrahim
——————————
Masri Maha

Theme 4/Workshop 22

Funerary practices and the role of pottery deposits in the Iron Age. Recent discoveries, Dekerman 55, Sidon
The recent discoveries of an intact and a very well-preserved Iron Age funerary deposits at
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Sidon-Dekerman 55, allowed a detailed archaeological analysis of the material’s specifications.
Especially, when it comes to deposits in relation to offerings through funerary practices in
honour of the deceased. We usually find in funerary spaces, sets of funerary deposits buried
together with human remains. Generally, the study of those objects is limited to an observation
of their presence and physical entity without looking beyond the object’s use and function. Yet,
its socio-cultural impact is left aside primordial studies. But the presence of ceramics in funerary sites opens a wider spectrum of investigations that covers the material itself and brings us
to question their specific ritualistic and symbolic function in funerary practices. This research
involves the ceramic role and prowess in the context of the production process, economical stature and their socio-ideological impact on communities, hence ancient societies of specific ethnicity. As for the possible questions that might be covered: - Have these ceramic deposits been
destined only for funerary uses or for a different type of usage? - Are these ceramic deposits
valued for their contents or for their symbolic characteristics? Did they reflect any social status
of the deceased? - Are these ceramics locally produced or imported? The presentation covers
the archaeological ceramic analysis of Dekerman 55, along with investigations regarding Iron
Age funerary practices in Sidon. In addition, a comparison between other sites in Lebanon as
Tell Rachidye, Khan Khalde, Tyr- Al Bass.
——————————
Massa Michele, Christoph Bachhuber

Theme 1

Locating Tarhuntassa, the lost capital of the Hittite Empire: Türkmen-Karahöyük (Konya, Turkey)
The Konya Regional Archaeological Survey Project (KRASP) is a macro-study of the archaeological landscapes of this region in south-central Turkey, and a collaborative partner with the
Türkmen-Karahöyük Intensive Survey Project (TISP). The results of TISP’s 2019 fieldwork
season, including the chance discovery of a Luwian-inscribed block monument, have a number
of implications for KRASP’s regional analysis of the Bronze Age and Iron Age in the Konya
Plain. This paper summarizes relevant results from KRASP, including our understanding of the
relationship between settlement patterns, regional fortification networks and the chronology
and location of Luwian-inscribed landscape monuments. The combined results of KRASP and
TISP are beginning to inform two large historical problems: the identification of Late Bronze
Age Tarhuntašša in the Konya Plain, and degrees of continuity between the Late Bronze Age
polity and an Iron Age Tabalian kingdom whose capital appears to have been located at Türkmen-Karahöyük.
——————————
Massa Michele, see Osborne James
——————————
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Massimino Martina

Theme 3

Spatiotemporal patterns of copper supply networks in Anatolia and Northern Mesopotamia
during the Late Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age
The Late Chalcolithic was a period in which the emergence of new complex socioeconomic
entities was prompting a quest for resources to display status and wealth. The remarkable abundance in Anatolia of poly-metallic ore deposits combined with the lack of mineral resources
of Mesopotamia may have played a major role in the creation and maintenance of such an
extensive network of interaction and exchange, well before the establishment of the Assyrian Trading Colony period (T. Özgüç 1986; Massa 2016; Tonussi 2007; Massa and Palmisano
2018; Barjamovic 2008, 2011; Efe 2007b). Studying these two regions together can therefore
provide an opportunity to investigate how human communities organise and develop cooperative and exchange relations over long distances to mitigate difficulty and uncertainty of access
to important raw materials and goods (Lehner 2015). In the present contribution, the corpus of
published compositional analyses carried out on archaeological copper-base objects from Anatolian and Northern Mesopotamian contexts dated to the fourth and third millennium BC will
be re-assessed through the network approach of the modularity maximisation method in order
to identifying supply networks between copper-using communities. In past research, the most
common method used to evaluate chemical datasets of ancient metal objects has been cluster
analysis based on minor and trace element patterns (Ottaway 1982), which allows the metal
artefacts to be sorted into a number of compositional groups, each of which correspond to a distinct alloy type. In recent years, an increasing number of archaeological studies have borrowed
and adapted theory and methods from network science to the study of past societies (Knappett
2011, 2013; Collar et al. 2015; Brughmans et al. 2016,). Complex network analysis produces
graphs representing the intricate relationships connecting elements in either natural or artificial
systems. In this respect, network analysis can be applied to chemical datasets of ancient metal
objects in order to investigate the interaction and cooperation patterns that are hidden behind
the spatial distribution of the various alloy types. Among the wide range of network methods,
the modularity maximisation analysis – first applied in archaeology by Radivojević and Grujić
(2018) to the Balkan archaeometallurgical data with encouraging results – has been adapted
and applied to the legacy dataset of metal chemical analyses from LC and EBA Anatolia and
Northern Mesopotamia with the aim of identifying community structure in networks of metal
production and exchange. Community structure (i.e. modularity) is among the key features of
networks. Applying this method to the Anatolian and Northern Mesopotamia archeometallurgical data could produce a high-resolution model of dynamic networks of copper and copper alloy
supply, which ultimately would enhance our understanding of the emergence and development
of systems of interaction and cooperation between various communities located in Anatolia and
Syro-Mesopotamia during the periods under examination.
——————————
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Massullo Martina, Valentina Laviola

Theme 8

Ghazni Sacred Landscape. Ziyārāt, Shrines and Burials from the Ghaznavid Period to the Modern Age
Once the political role of Ghazni as the capital of the Ghaznavid empire (977-1186) faded due
to the Mongol conquest, the city turned into a pilgrimage destination as attested by the astonishing number of mausoleums, shrines and burials revered as ziyārāt. The habit of visiting tombs
belonging to eminent personalities kept these sites alive through time perpetuating their anthropological, religious and historical value. Thanks to a diachronic approach to the data collected
on the field by the Italian Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan and the historical sources, we
are finally able to compile a list of the identified ziyārāt and a tentative chronology of the sites’
occupational phases, as well as to develop a geo-referenced map. Such results shed light on the
worship continuity that converted Ghazni from a royal to a devotional city, shaping the sacred
landscape of the site across centuries.
——————————
Matessi Alvise, see Castellano Lorenzo
- see Giusfredi Federico
——————————
Matin Emad

Theme 3/Workshop 5

Decorated bricks from Tol-e Ajori
The Iranian-Italian Joint Archaeological Mission in Fars has been carrying out an excavation at
“Tol-e Ajori” in the Persepolis area, since 2011. The perimeter walls of the monumental gate of
Tol-e Ajori are decorated on both sides with glazed bricks. The study of the flat glazed bricks of
the gate found in situ and of the bricks found in the collapse layers, has allowed to reconstruct
the system of fitters’ marks, the panels of the bricks in relief, and the details of the architecture
to which these bricks belong. In addition, thanks to the studies of the bricks, it is possible to
discuss some aspects of their production process, such as the material used for the brick body,
the moulding of the bricks and preparation of their face in relief, and the possible locations of
their production.
——————————
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Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth, M. Guirguis, R. Pla Orquín, B. Costa, A. Niveau de Villedary y
Mariñas, M. Macías López, L. Nigro, A. Gosling, J. Beattie, C. Collins
Theme 5/Workshop 17
Following the Phoenicians – patterns and processes emerging from a DNA across the Mediterranean
For the last few years, we have been investigating ancient DNA obtained from skeletal remains
associated with Phoenician and Punic sites from across the Mediterranean. Both complete mitogenomes and low coverage nuclear genome data are beginning to provide interesting insights
regarding the patterns and process of Phoenician expansion. Phoenician trade networks and settlement strategies included both assimilation of indigenous women in Phoenician communities
as well as the introduction of foreign women, not only from other Phoenician settlements but
possibly from further afar. The patterns developing reflect the inclusive and multicultural nature
of Phoenician society.
——————————
Matthews Roger, Wendy Matthews

Theme 1

Excavations at the Early Neolithic site of Bestansur, Sulaimaniyah province, Iraqi Kurdistan
We will present the results of ongoing excavations at the Early Neolithic site of Bestansur
on the Sharizor Plain, Iraqi Kurdistan. The settlement dates to the 8th millennium BC, and
comprises neighbourhoods of well-built mud-brick buildings and extensive open areas. The
occupants followed a mixed lifestyle of hunting large and small game while herding goats
and cultivating crops. Much of our focus has been on excavation of a special building which
contains large quantities of human remains, at least 75 individuals many of whom are small
children, some buried with beads. This assemblage can tell us much about demography, diet and
disease during the transition from hunting and gathering to settled farming life. Material culture
at the site demonstrates its participation in wide-ranging networks with obsidian from eastern
Turkey and carnelian from the east. This presentation will summarise results from a programme
of inter-disciplinary investigation at Bestansur and in its surroundings, while situating it in the
broader context of the Neolithic transition.
——————————
Matthews Roger, see Diffey Charlotte
——————————
Matthews Wendy, see Diffey Charlotte
- see Matthews Roger
——————————
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Matthiae Paolo

Theme 4

Ebla and Yamkhad: Evolution of Old Syrian Kingship Ideology through Visual Communication
in Middle Bronze I and II
The subject of this paper is the development of the Old Syrian concept of Ebla kingship since
Middle Bronze I, when Ebla was the dominant political power in all inner Upper Syria, to
Middle Bronze II, when the rise of Aleppo at the time of Yarim-Lim produced the formation
of the powerful Yamkhad kingdom. The analysis of the Eblaic figurative documentation allows
to follow the ideological evolution from the early concept based on the figure of the polyadic
goddess Ishtar Eblaitu to the late concept based on the adoption of the great deities of Aleppo,
Hadad and Khebat, as patrons of Ebla kingship.
——————————
May Hila, Ariel Pokhojaev, Tatiana Sella-Tunis, Rachel Sarig

Theme 5/Workshop 21

New insights into Natufians’ dailylife based on their osteobiographies
During the terminal Pleistocene-Holocene in the Levant, a substantial shift in the economic behavior and subsistence strategies occurred, from intensive hunting and gathering in the Natufian
period to cultivation of land and domestication of animals in the Prepottery Neolithic (PPN)
period. Biological anthropologists have tried to capture the implications of these changes on
human biology by studying various aspects. However, traditional approaches, in some studies,
were limited in their ability to distinguish the Natufians from their succeeding populations. By
applying novel methodologies, we brought new insight on the physical activity, dietary habits,
and health of the Natufian populations and the impact of the Agriculture Revolution on human
biology. Considering the genetic continuity between the Natufian and PPN populations, we
can conclude that the biological differences identified between these populations are a result of
adaptation to a changing environment.
——————————
Maziar Sepideh

Theme 4

Setting Values in Diaspora; Social Spheres and Material Manifestation of Culture and Identity
The members of society portray themselves in a specific manner, regarded as group identity,
and would, in turn, be recognized by others. When you are living in the context that you call
home - in the sense of living among the people who share the same material culture, language,
and identity- may be defining your identity and establishing a social relationship is less a challenge as for the migrants. Migration gave a “fluctuate identity” to the societies, and they are
not anymore a nation with a static memory and identity. Leaving the context of origin left you
in semi-dimensional cubic. On one side, in this new place, you should redefine yourself, not
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only for the new encounters in the host area, but for yourself to validate your exile, to establish
your identity, reconstruction of the own sense of self, and survive in the times of hardness. But
how? Kura-Araxes society is one of these communities that originated from an area between the
Kura and Araxes rivers in Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan and during the last part of the 4th
millennium BC moved across a vast area from eastern Anatolia, northwestern and western Iran
as far as the Levant. We do not know yet If they consider them as one community or nation or
even one cultural group. Only through the study of the material possessions could we penetrate
to their thought and cognitive world. In this paper, I argue that among the Kura-Araxes groups,
“pottery style” was a social diacritic as a symbolic expression of membership. I will incorporate
concepts derived from semiotics, collective memory, and social boundaries to provide a more
comprehensive view of the nature and social identity of Kura-Araxes groups.
——————————
Mazuy Arnaud, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Mazzotta Lorenzo, Laerke Recht

Theme 5/Workshop 15

To import and to imitate: the role of imported Aegean pottery in Late Bronze Age Cyprus. Hala
Sultan Tekke as a case study
The Late Bronze Age is well-known for its extensive exchange networks across the Eastern
Mediterranean. Cyprus, with its key location between regions, played a central part particularly
in trade over sea. Some of the most characteristic imports to and through the island came from
the Aegean in the form of ceramic vessels. The high point of this exchange was in the Late
Helladic IIIA-B period (c. 1400-1200 BCE). However, only a selection of shapes found in the
Aegean were actually imported to Cyprus, suggesting that specific vessels (and their contents)
were valued and meaningful to the population of prehistoric Cyprus. Some shapes even seem to
have been produced with export in mind. On Cyprus itself, the local production included imitation of Aegean ceramic types in the White Painted Wheelmade ware. For this, another limited
set of shapes and decorative motifs were chosen, to the deliberate exclusion of others. This
paper focuses on the Aegean imported pottery from the site of Hala Sultan Tekke in order to
examine these choices of import and imitation, and will explore the possible social implications
and connections to the rest of the Eastern Mediterranean in the Late Bronze Age.
——————————
McCafferty Joanne Dingwall

Theme 7

UNESCO’S role in the protection of cultural heritage during armed conflict in Yemen, Syria
and Iraq
In recent years, Yemen, Syria and Iraq have endured great instability as a result of ongoing
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civil wars and political instability, with much of their cultural heritage being destroyed for
ideological reasons, or greatly damaged due to airstrikes and neglect. The intergovernmental
organisation of UNESCO has consequently been involved, to varying degrees, in initiating cultural programmes focused on either protecting or reconstructing the cultural heritage of these
countries. Naturally, in conditions of civil war and political instability, there comes many challenges in facilitating cultural safeguarding methods and rehabilitation programmes. This paper
will consider the various internal and external factors, which were, and are, at play, which have
impacted UNESCO’s involvement in Yemen, Syria and Iraq respectively, and at times led to
complete loss of engagement.
——————————
McCarthy Andrew

Theme 1

The transition from Aceramic to Ceramic Neolithic at Prastio-Mesorotsos, Cyprus
The lack of tell sites in Cyprus and the settlement drift of ancient peoples on the island has led to
many sites representing a single period or a very limited duration. This has produced gaps in our
knowledge and speculation regarding changing economy and society based on a lack of direct
evidence for transitions between periods. The site of Prastio-Mesorotsos in the west of Cyprus
has evidence for great longevity, which can shed light on lacunae in the archaeological record.
One such gap is the transition from the so-called Khirokitian Aceramic Neolithic into the Late
(Ceramic) Neolithic, where it has been suggested that because of site abandonments and lack of
archaeological evidence for a roughly 1000-year period communities returned to a more mobile
way of life and did not live in permanent settlements, leaving more ephemeral archaeological
traces. The evidence from Prastio-Mesorotsos, while not representative of the entire island,
shows not only continuity but an increasing attachment with this location as a permanent settlement. Evidence for this location as a place of congregation in the Aceramic Neolithic, alongside
complex ritual behaviours continuing throughout the Aceramic and Ceramic Neolithic periods
speak to continuity at this site. Furthermore, an increase in the permanency of the domestic
structures here demonstrate that rather than abandonment and a return to a mobile lifestyle, the
community here became a permanent fixture and claimed this location as their home.
——————————
McCarthy Andrew, see Grossman Kathryn
——————————
McGeough Kevin, see Routledge Bruce
——————————
Melčák Miroslav, see Nováček Karel
——————————
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Melis Ilenia, see Spagnoli Federica
——————————
Menis Riccardo

Theme 4

The crown-prince at Mount Nipur: reinterpreting an obscure relief of the Cudi Dağ monumental complex
Within the wide corpus of Neo-Assyrian rock-carved reliefs, the Cudi Dağ monumental complex represents one of the most interesting case studies, in terms of iconography, geographical
disposition and historical framework. Beside the homogeneous – and after all well-known –
group of six monuments representing king Sennacherib during his fifth royal campaign (699697 BC), one relief stands out for its topographical context, distinct iconography and peculiar
symbolic features. Barely known and studied since its discovery in 1983, the identification
of this image as an Assyrian high officer – or a local leader – given by M. Nogaret has been
unquestioned and is still widely accepted by scholars. Based on some new iconographical and
historical considerations, this paper proposes a new interpretation of the monument.
——————————
Méry Sophie, Federico Borgi

Theme 2

Ormuz Strait archaeology. Holocene occupation of the NW Coastline
In the southeastern part of Arabian Gulf, evidence of Neolithic human occupation was reported after the 1990’ first surveys carried out in the early 1990s Uerpmann et Uerpmann, 1996).
A substantial investment in a multi-year program of excavation was required, as it represents
the only realistic means of documenting a detailed stratigraphic and cultural sequence and to
establish a first typology of sites, from simple way stations to encampments and possibly more
sedentary sites. For such a demanding task to be accomplished, extensive planimetric excavations were necessary instead of small trenches, combined with the study and accurate drawing
of relevant sections. This strategy was applied by different teams of the French Archaeological
Mission in the UAE (FAM-UAE) at Akab (Charpentier & Méry, 2008), UAQ36 (Méry et al.,
2019), and more extensively at UAQ2, today the major Neolithic site known in the Umm al-Quwain Emirate (18 surveyed sections document 146 linear meters of stratigraphic sequences
overall; see among others Méry et al., 2015; 2016). Small-scale excavations were also carried
out at UAQ17 (a Neolithic site), and UAQ52 (a site occupied from Neolithic to the Iron Age).
The two latter sites are unpublished yet, but can be mapped together with the other sites surveyed by the FAM-UAE in order to gain a perception of the diffuse Neolithic human occupation
in the area. In late 2018, a new stratified site was excavated following the same methodology at
UAQ38, a shell midden located c. 2 Km from UAQ2, with the aim of collecting further data to
compare and contrast with the results obtained from the UAQ2 (2011-2014, 2017) and UAQ36
(2017-2018) excavations. Over the last almost thirty years, archaeological investigations have
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shown that the Neolithic occupation in the coastal area of the Umm al-Quwain Emirate can be
dated back to the middle of the 6th millennium. The mentioned projects carried out at Akab in
the 2000s, and more recently at UAQ2 and UAQ36 also started to shed some light on the nature
of the 5th millennium human presence in the same area. While radiometric analyses of charcoal
and shell samples are awaited, which will help to more solidly ground the absolute chronology
of the site, the preliminary results of UAQ38’s excavation will be presented here, as they add
significant data for the discussion of Neolithic human occupation in the region.
——————————
Méry Sophie, see Frenez Dennys
——————————
Messina Vito

Theme 6

Multiscale collaborative approaches to archaeological research: the projects SigNet and (in)
visible Collections
Collaborative research in archaeology can be on large and small scales, involving a number
of institutions in the frame of International projects, or few subjects in a local context. Both
solutions are employed in network-making, and can be integrated for defining new solutions of
community-engagements and open-access to LOD. In this paper, two ongoing projects of collaborative archaeological research on large and small scale, led by the University of Torino, are
presented: the projects SigNet and (in)visible Collections. SigNet involves European universities, museums and institutions for the making of an open-access digital network of Hellenistic
seals and archives of the Mediterranean and ancient Near East; (in)visible Collections, involves
local institutions of Torino for making available on web-portals collections of archaeological
materials, coming from endangered areas of the ancient Near East, which are not displayed in
museums.
——————————
Micale Maria Gabriella

Theme 6/Workshop 18

Digital Tools and the Historical Setting of Ancient Architecture: The Case of Syria between
Third and Second Millennia BCE
Two and three-dimensional digital images and reconstructions are largely widespread in traditional print publications as well as on web pages devoted to archaeological projects, usually
with the aim of communicating the ancient architectural reality, at times ‘showing’ rather than
‘explaining’. However, since architecture is a human activity, whose features reflect specific
cultural models and technical ability, as well as the environmental context, it would be important to foster the capacity of digital tools to contribute to the explanation of the historical setting
of ancient architecture, especially in moments where dramatic political shifts are accompanied
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by some evident changes as well as clear continuity in specific architectural models. The paper
will analyze the potential of digital tools to contribute to the definition of the historical setting
of Syrian architecture between 3rd and 2nd millennia, using as case study the architectural
remains in the ancient Ebla, where some specific monumental architectural types appear apparently for the first time. A comparison with selected examples from the region contributes to
the understanding of the historical development of ancient Syrian architecture as well as to the
definition of a methodological approach to the use of digital tools in the service of historically
based archaeological research.
——————————
Michaelson Leslee, see Rante Rocco
——————————
Michel Cécile, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Mielke Dirk Paul

Theme 1

A waterlogged wood complex from the underground spring chamber of Oymaağaç Höyük/Nerik
During the recent excavations in Oymaağaç Höyük, the Hittite City of Nerik, an underground
staircase was investigated. Constructed in a corbelled vault technique, the staircase ended after
26 meters in a spring chamber which lies around 10 meters under modern surface level. It is
very likely that this exceptional building structure represents the spring of the weather god of
Nerik, known from Hittite cuneiform texts. Since the chamber is lying completely under ground
water level, the conditions for the existence of organic archaeological remains were quite good.
Nevertheless, the discovery of a huge complex of waterlogged wood was a great surprise for
the excavation team. In 2017 and 2019 the chamber with the wood complex was completely
excavated under difficult conditions. The waterlogged wood complex consists of several thousand pieces of worked trunks, branches and also tools and objects. The interpretation of this
extraordinary wood complex is still mysterious.
——————————
Miki Takehiro

Theme 3

Chalcolithic World Full of Painted Pottery: Tracing Village Entanglements and Communities
of Pottery Production in the 5th millennium BCE of South-Central Iran
The black-on-buff painted pottery was adopted in the beginning of the 5th millennium BCE of
Fars province, south-central Iran. The presence of the black-on-buff painted pottery was recognized as the difference between Neolithic and Chalcolithic in this region. In the study of the village development in the 5th millennium BCE, the black-on-buff painted pottery has been inves200

tigated in order to clarify the organization of pottery production as a clue to craft specialization
and social complexity. In this study, I will discuss the organization of pottery production from
a relational perspective that regards the organization as relations between humans and things
engaging pottery production. I conducted holistic analyses (wares, vessel forms, vessel sizes,
the chaîne opératoires, painting skills, petrographic characteristics, geochemical composition)
of the black-on-buff painted pottery excavated from Tall-e Jari A (the Early phase), Tall-e Bakun B (the Early phase), Tall-e Gap (the Middle phase), and Tall-e Bakun A (the Late phase)
in the Kur River Basin. These results and other practices (subsistence practices and other craft
productions) in each site were visualized as relations using tanglegram. As a result of the inter-site comparison of tanglegrams, it is suggested that communities of pottery production and
village entanglements changed over time as follows: 1) When the black-on-buff pottery was
adopted, the community of pottery production consisted of skilled potters possibly from other
villages and the potters who produced the pottery which continued from Neolithic period. 2) As
the amount of painted pottery increased, the community of the black-on-buff pottery production became essential in the village life. 3) Finally, this fixed community of the black-on-buff
pottery production generated a virtuoso with an extraordinary painting skill. Thus, a relational
perspective for the organization of pottery production provides us with an insight into dynamics
of Chalcolithic material world.
——————————
Milevski Ianir, Marcin Czarnowicz, Agnieszka Ochał-Czarnowicz, Jacek Karmowski, Yuval Yekutieli, Eli Cohen-Sasson, Marcelo Campagno, Dmitry Yegorov
Theme 1
Tel Erani: The Early Bronze IB defensive walls and the early urbanization in southwestern
Canaan
Renewed excavations at Tel Erani (Tel esh-Sheikh `Areyni) revealed a new area of fortifications
at the site dated to the Early Bronze Age (EBA) IB. From 2013 to 2015, a common project of
the Jagiellonian University (Krakow) and the Ben-Gurion University (Beersheva) is working
at Tel Erani focusing mainly on the EBA IB strata, including the “Erani C” horizon and the
Egyptian presence at the end of the fourth millennium BC in Area D, and the fortification walls
in Area N, continuing previous excavations from the 1960s in the northwest part of the tel. In
2015-2016, the Israel Antiquities Authority conducted a salvage excavation on the southern
borders of the tell, opening a new area of excavation labeled P-Q. The fortifications walls of the
EBA IB and buildings of the same period were found and they are probably dated to the early
part of this phase, namely the “Erani C” horizon. In 2018 and 2019 a common project of the
three institutions, supported also by a team of the University of Buenos Aires and the American
Schools of Oriental Research, has continue to excavate the site revealing more information of
what appears to be the earliest site with fortification walls in southwest Canaan, confirming
the estimation of some of the previous excavators of the site about the fortifications in Area N.
This paper will present a panorama of all seasons of excavations, focusing on Area P-Q, and a
comprehensive analysis of the role of Tel Erani in the process of the early urbanization in the
southern Levant.
——————————
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Milić Bogdana, Barbara Horejs, Lily Niakan

Theme 1

Early Prehistoric occupations and settling patterns in the Sirvan and Chardavol Valley of the
Central Zagros, Iran
This paper will present results from the fieldwork of the Prehistoric Sirvan Project – a new
archaeological investigation in the highlands of the Central Zagros (Ilam province, Iran). In
the scope of the first field campaign of the Austro-Iranian joint project, extensive and intensive
archaeological, and environmental and geological surveys, GIS analyses, and finally find recording were conducted. This interdisciplinary study yielded the first outline regarding the documentation of prehistoric activities in the previously unexplored micro-region, including the
Sirvan, and the neighbouring Chardavol Valley. This contribution will focus on the distribution
of newly discovered long- and short-termed occupied early prehistoric sites and locations, in
particular those dating to the Neolithic period; and therefore, discuss the settling patterns alongside the material culture concerning the use of lithics and raw materials aiming to approach the
issues of the Neolithisation process in the Zagros Mountains.
——————————
Minniti Claudia, see Potenza Alberto
- see Younes Naime
——————————
Minunno Giuseppe, see Rossi Marco
——————————
Miri Negin

Theme 4

The Polychromy of the Sasanian Rock Relief: an examination of literary evidence
Creating rock reliefs as a means of immortalizing royal imagery and conveying certain messages for wayfarers and visitors has a long tradition in the ancient Near East, including ancient
Iran. The western Iranian landscape had been already transformed into a gallery of rock reliefs
when Ardashir I rose to power in the early 3rd century AD. Sasanians created more than thirty
rock reliefs, most of which are located in their homeland of Pars. Thus, the study of Sasanian
monumental rock reliefs has a long tradition, one major question still remains: how did these
reliefs appear to ancient viewers? This broad question can be considered from at least two different angles: firstly, the relationship between the reliefs and their built and natural environment
and secondly the original appearance of the reliefs, which now appear to us a grey rocky surfaces. While the issue of polychromy in Achaemenid art and architecture has been the subject of
intensive studies, this issue has not attracted much attention among the scholars of Sasanian art
and archaeology so far except for some mentions While empirical evidence of coloring has not
been documented on Sasanian rock Reliefs so far, examination of literary evidence available
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in early Islamic Arabic and/or Persian historical writings and Pahlavi texts provide some basic
insights towards the subject. Putting all these evidences together as well as the long tradition
of polychromy in Achaemenid rock architecture into consideration, it is indeed apparent that
Sasanian rock reliefs were colorful images standing out against their rocky background. Valued
colors included red, white, blue, green, gold and black, visible in other forms of Sasanian art
as well. It is worth mentioning that tradition of coloring rock reliefs lasted even into the much
later periods as attested by the colorful relief of Mohammad Ali Mirza Dowlatshah, governor
of Kermanshah and Fath Ali Shah’s son on the left side of the Great Grotto of Taq-e Bostan; an
effort that might have been done in imitation of its nearby Sasanian reliefs.
——————————
Mishmastnehi Moslem, see Aghajani Iman
——————————
Mitra Panahipour

Theme 5

Revisiting Deh Luran Archaeological Landscape
As a landscape home to one of the first prehistoric archaeological and ethnographic projects
in the Near East during the 1960s, early investigations in Deh Luran played a crucial role in
shaping our knowledge of the broader Zagros and Khuzestan/Mesopotamian interplays. Past
surveys and excavations provided significant evidence on the beginning of social complexity,
early sedentism, agricultural activities, development of early water management systems, and
interactions between agropastoral nomadism-sedentism lifeways. However, in the past few decades, besides efforts of local archaeologists to excavate certain prehistoric sites and to reevaluate their chronological sequences, there could not be any comprehensive project in the region.
Therefore, Deh Luran has remained neglected from our scholarship. Building upon a rich dataset from the past, this presentation discusses the initial stages of the application of various remote sensing and geospatial analysis to create an inventory of sites in the previously surveyed,
as well as unsurveyed zones, reassess some of the past results, and in particular, reconstruct
later historical phases and occupation in diverse microenvironmental zones.
——————————
Mittnik Alissa, Pier Paolo Petrone, Avraham S. Tendler, Vered Eshed, Raffaela Bianco,
Martina Lari, Alessandra Modi, Elena Pilli, Stefania Vai, Valeria Amoretti, Alberta Martellone, Massimo Osanna, Francesco Sirano, Johannes Krause, Ron Pinhasi, David Caramelli, David Reich
Theme 5/Workshop 17
Ancient DNA reveals Near Eastern ancestry in the victims of the 79 A.D. Vesuvius eruption
By the first century A.D., the Roman Empire spanned the complete Mediterranean and was
home to a cosmopolitan and multiethnic society. One unique glimpse into Roman society was
captured by the Vesuvius outbreak of 79 A.D. near present-day Naples, which buried nearby
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settlements under volcanic ash, killing everyone that had not evacuated. Here, we generate genome-wide data of 15 individuals associated with the Vesuvius outbreak and three Roman-era
individuals from the site Modin in Israel to determine their genetic ancestry. We find the Italian
individuals derive from an admixture of ancestries related to Neolithic farmers and pastoralists
of the Pontic-Caspian Steppe and additional eastern ancestry, present earlier in the Mediterranean in the Aegean, Levant and Sicily. Furthermore, the Vesuvius victims show a genetic heterogeneity that suggests that some of them had an immediate Levantine origin, and were similar
in ancestry to the individuals from Modin, showcasing the mobility in the Roman Empire that
accompanied territorial expansion, slavery, trade and cultural exchange.
——————————
Modi Alessandra, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Moeini Maryam, see Aghajani Iman
——————————
Moghaddam Javad Alaei, see Moghaddam Javad Alaei (MONOPAPER)
——————————
Mohammad Hasani Mirza, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
——————————
Mohammadkhani Kourosh, see Gondet Sébastien
——————————
Mohammed Nawshirwan A., see Odaka Takahiro
——————————
Mohseni Omid, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
——————————
Molasalehi Hekmat, see Shafiee Mojgan
——————————
Molist Miquel, see Gomez Bach Anna
——————————
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Monastero Jacopo

Theme 6

Conceiving a new dimension of documentation: 3D data management at Karkemish
Many studies seem to confirm what most people already knows, that the transmission of information through images is in many cases the most efficient way for a better understanding and
a better remembering of notions. With the application of the most recent techniques and technologies it is possible to acquire graphical information about artifacts, contexts and structures
with a considerable quality and in the most complete way possible. In particular the Structure
From Motion allows probably the best outcomes while also keeping the cost of needed instrumentation quite low. The experience built during the Karkemish 2019 and 2020 seasons in the
use of photogrammetric documentation on different case studies, including the systematic 3D
acquisition of impressed sealings, allowed us to define some of the possibilities and limits offered by this kind of documentation.
——————————
Monastero Jacopo, see Picotti Vincenzo
——————————
Mönninghoff Hannah, see Hacıosmanoğlu Sinem
——————————
Montanari Daria, Mohammed Ghayyada, Gaia Cecconi, Alessandra Guari, Pierfrancesco
Izzo, Iman Z. Titi, Lorenzo Nigro
Theme 7
Bethlehem. Sapienza University of Rome and Palestinian Ministry of Tourism & Antiquities
rescue excavations 2015-2020
Starting from 2015 Sapienza University of Rome and the Palestinian MoTA-DACH carried on
a series of campaigns in the urban area of Bethlehem for the protection of the archaeological
heritage. Three main seasons focused on the Necropolis of Khalet al-Jam’a where a large necropolis with tombs dating from the EB IV, the Middle Bronze Age, and the Iron Age II was
discovered. Rescue interventions involved other cemeteries, such as that of Jebel Dhaher and
Bardhaa, with similar chronological ranges. The overall picture provides important insight into
the history of the site of Bethlehem in pre-classical periods.
——————————
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Montesanto Mariacarmela

Theme 3

Glocalization, Power and Resistance: The Late Bronze Age (LBA) in the Northern Levant: a
pottery perspective
The concept of globalisation is based on the idea that the world is seen as one place, however, it
does not imply a unified society and culture. Studies often focus on a broad geographical range,
but globalisation can be an effective tool in understanding local interpretation. Shared practices
are not identically replicated everywhere and increased contact can provoke resistance while
engagement at a global level can lead to a clash of cultures resulting in attempts to re-define
boundaries between the different groups. The LBA in the Northern Levant is often considered
as the “International Age”, however studies often draw attention on the shared practices while
neglecting the differences. This paper will present the work-in-progress results of a case study
dealing with the interactions between the LBA empires and the local population in the Northern
Levant. It will focus on the analysis of the LBA pottery from Alalakh/Tell Atchana to understand the impact that the Mitannian and Hittite empires had on ceramic use and production and
to explain material change during the LBA. The study will engage with changes in the pottery
typology, production and standardization as well as in social habits within the balance between
global and local networks.
——————————
Montgomery Janet, see Philip Graham
——————————
Moradi Babak, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Moradi Ghasem, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
——————————
Morandi Bonacossi Daniele, Hasan Ahmed Qasim

Theme 1

Water, Gods, and Kings. The Discovery of the Assyrian Canal and Rock Reliefs in Faida (Kurdistan Region of Iraq)
In the summer of 2019, the Italian-Kurdish Faida Archaeological Project of the University of
Udine and the Directorate of Antiquities of Duhok excavated ten extraordinary Assyrian rock
reliefs at the site of Faida (Duhok, Kurdistan Region of Iraq). These commemorative monuments were carved on the eastern side of an approximately 8.5-km long canal dug into the bedrock and buried under deposits eroded from the mountain. The canal was possibly planned by
the Assyrian king Sargon II (720-705 BC) and along its rock bank the king had panels – almost
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5 m high and 2 m wide – sculpted, showing the ruler on both sides of a line of deities mounted
on their sacred animals. Due to the numerous threats endangering this unique rock art complex,
the joint Italian-Kurdish project is a salvage operation, which aims to bring to light and study
these extremely important Assyrian reliefs, to record and conserve them – and above all to protect this exceptional archaeological site. The paper presents the first results of the excavation
and recording project, offering a first hypothesis on the religious and ideological meaning of
this monumental complex.
——————————
Morandi Bonacossi Daniele, see Zanazzo Laura
——————————
Moscone Daniele, Giacomo Eramo, Ignazio Allegretta, Cecilia Conati Barbaro
Theme 3/Workshop 20
Investigating a lithic production and distribution network: the case of Canaanean blades from
the Northern Iraqi Kurdistan
The discovery of a chert mining district and associated large blades knapping workshops in the
Jebel Zawa (Dohuk, Kurdistan Region of Iraq) led us to investigate the Late Chalcolithic/Early
Bronze Age craft practices and export of products in the Tigris region. Technological analyses
of lithic assemblages in their spatial context allowed us to understand the organisation of activities at the mines and the technical choices made by the knappers. These data were integrated
by a systematic chert raw material study by adopting a Non-destructive and Multi-parametric
Protocol for Chert Investigations (NM-PCI). Archaeological blades from the sites of the region
were also analysed following the same procedure. The comparison and discussion of relevant
variables – macroscopic, microscopic and chemical – provided new data to interpreting techno-economic behaviours and the spread of high-skilled knapping technologies in the region.
——————————
Moshir Dina, see Ilkhan Tabasom
——————————
Motmaen Nava, see Nemati Babaylou Ali
——————————
Mouamar Georges, see Al-Maqdissi Michel
- see Rousset Marie-Odile
——————————
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Mourad Anna-Latifa

Theme 4

Representing Cultural Encounters at Beni Hassan, Egypt: Continuity, Transformation, and the
Shifting Roles of Local Officials in ‘Foreign’ Relations of the Early Second Millennium BC
The tombs of the local officials of the Oryx Nome, situated at Egypt’s Beni Hassan, were
constructed across the late third to early Second Millennium BC, a pivotal period of changing
socio-political dynamics in Northern Africa and Western Asia. A number of these tombs contain
scenes of individuals represented with features atypical of Egyptians, signalling their affiliation
with foreign or non-local groups. While some of these have been previously studied for their insight on representations of non-Egyptians and, particularly, foreign relations, this paper instead
shifts focus to analyse if, how and why the representations embody a changing world-view
according to the local officials of an Egyptian community. It assesses the idealism and reality
in representing the interplay of various groups in the tombs, and correlates this in relation with
socio-historical and political developments. By doing so, it will show how the representations
reveal the roles and adaptations of an Egyptian locality in negotiating cultural and inter-group
encounters.
——————————
Mousavi Kouhpa Mehdi, see Ehteshami Niloofar
——————————
Mühl Simone

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Social and political changes in the 2nd millennium BCE occupation at Gird-i Shamlu, Iraqi
Kurdistan
The site Gird-i Shamlu is situated in the southern center of the Shahrizor Plain in Iraqi Kurdistan. It was occupied intermittently from the 4th to the 1st millennium BC. In this talk I want
to focus on the social and political changes that are mirrored at this rural site during the 2nd
millennium BC. The archaeological material reflects regional political events during which the
movement of people causes changes in the social fabric of settlements in the Shahrizor Plain
during the first half of the 2nd millennium BC. Following these events, slowly a reemergence of
political governance can be reconstructed at the turn from the middle to late Bronze Age. These
changes indicate links to the Mittani empire or its vassal states in the Eastern Tigris region. After addressing and evaluating the archaeological contexts and finds, I want to discuss how the
(re-)emergence of governmental control supports increased permeability in the social networks
of the region by economic control in rural regions.
——————————
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Mühl Simone, see Hettesheimer Manuela
——————————
Mulder-Hymans Noor

Theme 1

The Breadovens and its context at Tell Abu Sarbut, Jordan
Tell Abu Sarbut is a small non-urban site situated in the Central Jordan Valley in Jordan. Excavations were performed between 2012 and 2016 with the goal to uncover the Roman occupation layers. Previous excavations at the site (1988-1992) were focused on the Mamluk period,
but also revealed some Roman remnants. The new excavations yielded an alley, houses with
rooms, built of mud brick walls and courtyards with (Bread) Ovens, pottery and other finds
from mainly the Roman period (1st century BC - 1st century AD) and the Abbasid period (8th
century AD). The breadovens in both periods are made of clay, with different forms and sizes.
They are dug into the ground, standing on a hard packed surface or a mud brick tiled floor. It is
remarkable that the location of the breadovens after more than 700 years were still in the same
courtyard, but on a higher level. In this presentation an overview will be shown of the different
type of (bread)Ovens and their different locations in the two main periods. Additionally, the
context of pottery and objects found in relation to the breadovens will be examined. Tell Abu
Sarbut is a small non-urban site situated in the Central Jordan Valley in Jordan. Excavations
were performed between 2012 and 2016 with the goal to uncover the Roman occupation layers.
Previous excavations at the site (1988-1992) were focused on the Mamluk period, but also revealed some Roman remnants. The new excavations yielded an alley, houses with rooms, built
of mud brick walls and courtyards with (Bread) Ovens, pottery and other finds from mainly the
Roman period (1st century BC - 1st century AD) and the Abbasid period (8th century AD). The
breadovens in both periods are made of clay, with different forms and sizes. They are dug into
the ground, standing on a hard packed surface or a mud brick tiled floor. It is remarkable that
the location of the breadovens after more than 700 years were still in the same courtyard, but
on a higher level. In this presentation an overview will be shown of the different type of (bread)
Ovens and their different locations in the two main periods. Additionally, the context of pottery
and objects found in relation to the breadovens will be examined.
——————————
Muller Béatrice

Theme 4

Restitution virtuelle en 3D, problèmes, méthode, limites et ressources: Le Grand Palais Royal
de Mari
La restitution virtuelle en 3D du Grand Palais Royal de Mari, qui vient de s’achever, se veut
l’aboutissement de la fouille d’un bâtiment particulièrement vaste et complexe (2,5 ha, 300
espaces au rez-de-chaussée) et d’un demi-siècle de recherches sur l’architecture et la peinture murale. Une 3D a l’avantage de rendre compréhensibles en quelques images un nombre
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considérable de données, mais les raisonnements qui y aboutissent se doivent d’être exposés
dans des démonstrations circonstanciées : plus encore que les procédés classiques de conception et de rendu graphique, elle met le chercheur en face de la difficulté d’aller au bout d’une
cohérence volumétrique et structurelle alors même que les informations de base sont lacunaires.
Il est nécessaire de justifier les options retenues et de ne pas cacher les éventuels errements,
impasses et aussi chemins ouverts par ce procédé qui comporte de réelles limites, mais qui en
revanche, mobilisant des acteurs aux compétences diversifiées, a une valeur heuristique parfois
insoupçonnée.
——————————
Munawar Nour A.

Keynote Theme 7

Competing Heritage: Curating the Future Heritage of Post-Conflict Syria
Since the beginning of the armed conflicts and public uprisings that accompanied and followed
the ‘Arab Spring’ that started in 2010, cultural heritage sites have been hit hard, damaged and
often destroyed by different perpetrators. The Syrian Civil War has resulted in unprecedented damage to cultural heritage sites, monuments, and facilities. This has provoked observers,
politicians, and international and national non-government organizations to debate about the
impacts of damaging Syria’s ‘irreplaceable’ patrimony and how to safeguard its past from the
ongoing destructive actions. This paper investigates the transformation of the terminology of
heritage—and the uses of heritage—in Syria before and during the ongoing conflict, and how
the internationally renowned term ‘heritage’ emerged to promote the destruction of Syria’s cultural patrimony. This paper explores the semantics and impacts of the continuous destruction
and the ongoing reconstruction plans on the cultural heritage of Syria. To conclude, I argue that
those destructive actions started a process of ‘heritagizing’ the present which will eventually
become a part of the Syrian collective memory.
——————————
Münger Stefan, see Koch Ido
——————————
Munro Natalie

Theme 5/Workshop 21

Eighty Years of Research on the Zooarchaeology of the Natufian period: Where are we now?
This presentation reviews the foundational themes that have emerged out of eighty years of
zooarchaeological research on the Natufian period. These themes, including broad spectrum
economies, intensive hunting, and new commensal relationships with animals, emerged early
and have been refined and elaborated with expanding datasets and new approaches over the last
four decades. More recently, higher resolution studies of faunal remains from varied site contexts have provided new understanding of Natufian ritual and social practices. In combination,
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this body of zooarchaeological research has served both to define the unique Natufian adaptation and to set the stage for investigations of the emergence of agriculture in the southern Levant. The presentation concludes by exploring future directions for zooarchaeological research,
partially through it’s integration with other archaeological datasets.
——————————
Mura Mathilde

Theme 7

Surveying and excavating after the war: methodological and ethical questions for the future
Numerous research projects address the issue of monitoring, protecting and restoring the endangered archaeological heritage of the Middle East and Central Asia. Yet, unknown or merely
detected sites also suffered damages during conflicts, and cannot be protected properly unless they are studied first. Therefore, archaeologists are facing a new methodological era of
surveying and excavating very disturbed sites in a post-conflict situation. This paper aims at
underlining both methodological and ethical adaptations that need to be implemented before
returning to the field in order to meet the local requests of focusing on endangered sites. Indeed,
we have to ponder the necessity of documenting as much as possible the damaged traces of the
past before they disappear instead of opening new research programmes on preserved locations. Considering both natural and anthropic disturbances we will find suitable methodologies
depending on the level of destruction inflicted on each site and the considered field program:
survey or excavation. Based on the remote study of 483 damaged sites across Syria, Iraq and
Afghanistan and the field examination of 76 of them we will discuss applied practices for five
different stages of damages. In doing so, we will emphasize the fact that disturbed sites carry
high scientific potential, and that their study answer the local demand for preserving the cultural
heritage of their country. In this sense, rescue archaeology will determine and renew the future
research questions for the Middle Eastern archaeologists.
——————————
Mura Matilde, see Sadozaï Chamsia
——————————
Murphy Dennis

Theme 1

The water system of ancient Syedra in Southern Turkey
The ancient city of Syedra is located in the western fringe of the ancient Roman province of
Rough Cilicia, 20 km southeast of the modern city of Alayna, Turkey. The overall ruins of the
ancient city belong to the period between the 7th century B.C. and the 13th century AD. The
city itself consisted of an important sea port, lower city and upper acropolis area over 400 m
in height. It’s location along the coastal routes to the strategic Rough Cilician cities to the east
and close proximity to the fertile Pamphylian cities to the west made it an important coastal
connection between the East Mediterranean and Anatolia. Confined mountain groundwater was
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carried through the layered limestones and over the impermeable metamorphic phyllite rock to
form a cave system resulting in a unique spring and cistern complex located on the southwest
side of the lower city. The spring and four large cisterns supplied important residential area located on the west side of Syedra. Water is still captured today in one of the four large adjacent
cisterns and used for agricultural purposes. Even in antiquity this volume of spring water was
not sufficient and additional cisterns were required. This is important when looking at the water
system from the completely different view of utilizing three different kinds of water supplies,
inner urban spring, rain water cisterns and an aqueduct. Numerous in ground and above ground
public cisterns captured rain water and augmented residential cisterns. Later an aqueduct was
built to supply the lower city, workshops and the harbor area. The results of the 2015 and 2015
field seasons of work are presented in this paper including a preliminary look at the aqueduct
which has not been previously studied. The relationships between these three water supplies
provide insight into the urban fabric of the city.
——————————
Murphy Céline

Theme 3/Workshop 2

Pilot experimentation as a data collecting method for research on ancient figurines
Archaeological experimental programmes are usually undertaken at an advanced stage of research. Less common is the use of experimentation during the early phases of a study. I here
propose that the use of early-stage ‘pilot experimentation’ can be a true asset for the development of projects and especially for projects examining artefact production and consumption.
Pilot experimentation is to place as soon as initial patterns begin to emerge in the dataset and
thoughts begin to be formulated. This approach can, from the start, thus either dispel false
perceptions or confirm valid paths without however leading to premature conclusions. Pilot
experimentation naturally impacts the way in which data is gathered: it can help highlight
some features characteristic to certain artefacts which may be more important than was initially
thought, requiring a more specific recording method. Finally, the application of this method also
allows for the recording of artefacts to be reconsidered. It allows for direct multi-sensory and
experiential engagement with raw materials, and thus has the potential of opening new avenues
of perception about the datasets under study.
——————————
Musa Montaser, see Fiaccavento Chiara
——————————
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Mutin Benjamin, Omran Garazhian

Theme 1

Between the Fertile Crescent and South Asia: Tell-e Atashi and the Neolithic of the southern
Lut Desert, Iran
Considerable effort has been made to study the Neolithic food production revolution within the
so-called Fertile Crescent. This area, between the Levant, southern Turkey, and western Zagros
in Iran, holds the earliest evidence for farming, dating to between around 12,000-11,000 years
ago. Scholars also have extensively studied this revolution across Europe, where it is thought to
have resulted largely from westward migrations from the Fertile Crescent beginning between
9,000-8,000 years ago. In contrast, this phase is poorly understood to the east, from Iran to South
Asia. The main reason for this current dearth of knowledge is that very little data have been
collected relative to the vastness of this area and in many cases those data are drawn from fieldwork conducted seventy to forty years ago. Today, the Neolithic period in southeastern Iran is
known through a handful of sites including Tepe Yahya, Tepe Gaz Tavila, and Tepe Gov Kashi.
The situation is not much better in Pakistan, since this period is essentially known through a
single site, Mehrgarh. Since 2016, we have conducted field research as part of a new archaeological project in the Bam-Narmashir region within the southern periphery of the Lut Desert,
southeastern Iran. This fieldwork is ideally located not only to investigate the emergence of the
earliest farming communities in eastern Iran but also to comprehend how and when this critical
development took form across Middle Asia into South Asia. It includes surface survey in the
Bam-Narmashir region and an excavation at the Neolithic site of Tell-e Atashi in Darestan. In
this paper, we present results from this fieldwork with a specific focus on the Neolithic period.
In addition to the survey, which has identified many Neolithic sites, excavation at Tell-e Atashi
has yielded substantial, new information on this period. This settlement is currently radiocarbon
dated between the mid-sixth and mid-fifth millennia BCE (calibrated). Beyond Tell-e Atashi
and the southern Lut Desert area, we then compare these discoveries with current data on the
Neolithic period in southern Iran and Pakistan. The picture that emerges from this comparative
analysis is then discussed with a specific emphasis on the challenges our results pose to current
views and paradigms on this topic.
——————————
Nabati Mazloum Yasaman		

Theme 4

Iconography of Winged Angels on Parthian Coins State Uniformity or Religious Conflict?
This paper presents the results of interpretation of the iconographies of winged angels on Parthian coins. In recent years, some studies have been carried out that partially cover this subject
in which the numismatic and history aspects were taken into consideration to light up Parthian
history. Moreover, the religion of Parthians has also been studied by somewhat benefiting from
iconographies as well. These studies illustrate the idea of divine glory but investigate it just
by the epigraphy on the coins. Nevertheless, some points still remain ambiguous including the
interpretation of this iconography and state uniformity. To address these issues, this paper inquires the accurate conception of winged angel in ancient Persia during Parthian reign by scru-
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tinizing the different coins of this era. For this, the Sellwood type index and ANS data base for
Parthian coins were used, alongside the other primary and secondary sources for interpretation.
This paper argues that there is a perceptible change from the Hellenistic perception of winged
angel iconographies to the Iranian perception. It differently shows how one iconography understood in the same sense by two different cultures and yet was a representative of the Persian
concept of Iranian glory Farr as well. This paper also investigates the effect of demographic
compositions on minting coins in different cities with Greek-Persian population. It discusses
that Parthian kings needed a powerful setups to legitimize their reign over a vast territory to rule
over different populations. Using the above discussions, the paper concludes this significant
inference that winged angel iconography was consciously engaged in religious uniformity in
Parthian Era.
——————————
Naccaro Hugo

Theme 3

Southern Mesopotamia after Uruk: changes and innovations within material cultures
Networks established by the southern Mesopotamian Uruk centres collapsed at the end of the
4th millennium BC. The apparent cultural homogeneity of the Uruk koinè vanished and led to a
cultural regionalization. This phenomenon is marked in particular by the reappearance of painted ceramics in southern Mesopotamia characteristic of the “Jemdet Nasr period”. The ancient
proto-urban centres of this region are facing profound socio-economic and political upheavals,
visible through significant changes within patterns of urban occupation and within the material
sphere. In a problematic chronological context that we will try to clarify, we will examine the
main changes in assemblages and remarkable innovations characteristic of the southern Mesopotamian societies during the transition between the 4th and 3rd millennia BC.
——————————
Nadali Davide, Andrea Polcaro

Theme 1

Tell Zurghul, ancient Nigin, Iraq: Preliminary Report of the New Results from Recent Excavations
Tell Zurghul, the ancient Sumerian Nigin in the ancient State of Lagash, is currently excavated
by a joint Italian archaeological expedition of Sapienza University of Rome and University of
Perugia since 2014; in 2019, SBAH of Baghdad granted the expedition with an extension of the
permission for archaeological research and study for the period 2019-2021. The paper presents
the results of the most recent excavation campaign carried out in autumn 2019, the outcomes of
the ongoing investigations of the geomorphological features of the site and neighbouring area
(with a special focus on the presence of marshes and artificial excavations of canals) and the
study of related material culture, faunal and botanical samples.
——————————
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Nadel Dani, see Yeshurun Reuven
——————————
Naderi Majid, see Brisset Elodie
——————————
Naeh Liat

Theme 4/Workshop 11

The Hand of the Artist: Revisiting Marks and Letters on Iron Age Levantine Ivories
Ivory pieces, belonging to lavish furniture, toiletries, and vessels, are at the heart of the study
of Levantine art of the 9th-8th centuries BCE. Although mostly found as fragments rather than
complete objects, and although better known from Neo-Assyrian context rather than from Levantine sites, the ivories are considered to be the superb work of Levantine artists. This identification is based, in part, on the frequency of marks, predominantly West-Semitic letters, placed
on the ivories’ hidden backs and rims. The paper aims to revisit some of these signs and letters,
examining them as possible artists’ “identity marks”, or, alternatively, as “fitters’ marks”, used
as guidelines for the assembly of ivories within composite artifacts, and study them as an expression of artisanal pseudo-writing systems. In the process, new insights regarding the work
practices of the artists and the mechanisms of their manufacture will be suggested.
——————————
Nafari Reza, Mohammd Hadi Nejati Grani, Mahdieh Rezaei, Maryam Esmaeili, Elham Hiedari

Theme 3
Classification and typology of Kaftari Grey Ware obtained from the Excavation of Tol-e Sabz,
Marvdasht, Fars
Tol-e Sabz in Marvdasht located at the point of intersection between the two rivers of Kur and
Sivand. The site is the third largest settlement of the Bronze Age in the Marvdasht plain. The
pottery assemblage of the Kaftari Ceramic obtained from the excavation of Tol-e Sabz can be
divided into three types based on the paste color: Buff Ware, Red Ware and Gray Ware. Grey
wares consist 30% of the assemblage, with a significant number also related to burial layer
in Tol-e Sabz. These ceramics are based on different imported ideas that are made with grey
clay and coarse gravel mixtures and white particles. Their colors range from light grey to dark
grey, the surface of the ceramic is generally coarse, but some are polished. There were only 10
potsherds with painted decoration; motifs are shown usually on the inner surface of the dishes. There are several types of foam in a rugged grey ware, which suggests that the ratio of flat
floors to grey pottery is more than that of rye. Most edges are rough and of a bowl type, and the
shoulder of the dishes is decorated with bands.
——————————
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Nagel Alexander

Theme 3

New Research on Ancient Iranian Assemblages in US Museums: Collaborations and “Earth
Matters” at SUNY
In 2018 and 2019, a series of second and first millennium BCE archaeological material assemblages from excavated sites in Southwestern Iran currently held at a number of U.S. institutions
were analyzed by a team from students from the State University of New York’s Fashion Institute of Technology (F.I.T.) Art History and Museum Professions Program in order to deepen
our understanding and knowledge of material production at sites in Fars, Elam and beyond, and
reconstruct aspects of ancient manufacturing technologies. This presentation will introduce the
first results of this work, highlight approaches and methodologies involved, and summarize
aspects of the learning process as F.I.T. students researched archival collections, performed
handheld nondestructive XRF, and interpreted geochemical characteristics of ancient materials.
——————————
Namdar Linoy, Jacob Vardi, Yitzhak Paz, Lidar Sapir-Hen

Theme 5

Variation in economic specialization is revealed through the study of Pottery Neolithic faunal
assemblages from the Southern Levant
Our research examines the extent of farming and agriculture between the Early and the Late
Pottery Neolithic period in the southern Levant, as a detailed consideration of the extent of
livestock’ exploitation is still lacking. We assumed to find some extent of exploitation for secondary products, as previous studies show that in several places in Europe and the Near East
intense use of livestock for milk emerged already in the 8th millennium BC. Several faunal assemblages from sites that were dated to the Jericho IX/Lodian and Wadi Raba cultures, located
in diverse geographic zones, were studied. We examined species abundance, herd demography,
and changes in body size of the main livestock animals and wild game in these sites. Results
show that livestock were utilized mainly for their meat, and not for their secondary products.
Additionally, while the animal economy in all sites relied on a combination of livestock and
wild game, the extent of reliance on each source varied greatly between sites, especially in the
Late Pottery Neolithic. Finally, it demonstrates that the economy of the Late Pottery Neolithic
(Wadi Raba) of the southern Levant is more similar to the Early Pottery Neolithic (Jericho IX/
Lodian), than to the later Chalcolithic Ghassulian.
——————————
Naseri Farzad, see Naseri Reza
——————————
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Naseri Reza, Marjan Mahdavimanesh, Farzad Naseri, Fatemeh Haghgokharepoee, Abbas
Ajam, Fatemeh Nazari
Theme 1
1st and 2nd salvage excavation project at Deh Dumen Cemetery, Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad
province, Southwest of Iran
Archaeological site of Deh Dumen is located to the south of a village with the same name in the
most northern part of the Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province in Dena township. The site
was excavated in February 2013 and July 2016 as part of salvage excavation project in Khorasan Dam basin area. Based on the surface remains and illegal excavations the length of cemetery was considered approximately 1km, so the excavation was done in 2 parts with 1km far
from each other. First season resulted in discovery of 15 graves and the second one, 11 graves.
These graves can be divided into two main categories of box shaped flat roofed graves and
domed-arched roof graves. Excavation of 26 graves were led to discovery of pottery, bronze
and stone objects, that in comparison with findings from other areas of Iran, it can be resulted
that, this cemetery dates to second half of 3rd millennium BC and it is contemporary with cemeteries such as Bani Surmah in Posht-I Kuh, Luristan and Lama in Kohgiluye and Boyer Ahmad.
Some of the objects such as marble and metal vessels point to cultural-commercial connections
and stylistic similarities with southeast Iran during the 3rd millennium BC. Most likely the road
started in eastern Iran that passed through sites such as Shahdad in Kerman and then Fars and
Khuzestan toward Mesopotamia had provided means of contact between Deh Dumen cemetery
people with the cultural and art of southeast Iran.
——————————
Nazari Fatemeh, see Naseri Reza
——————————
Nejad Kashani Seyed Allahyar Ejtahed, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
——————————
Nejad Serasti Rahmat Abbass, see Raei Roodbardeh Guilarian
——————————
Nejati Grani Mohammd Hadi, see Nafari Reza
——————————
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Nemati Babaylou, Ali Nava Motmaen

Theme 8

Tileworks Typology of Tabriz before Turkmens
Mozaffaryeh (Blue) and Hasan Padeshah were two magnificent mosques of Tabriz in turkmens
era that contains the most exquisite types of tileworks. The quality of the tiles left over from
these two buildings is so high that it begs the question of whether Tabriz had any suggestions
for such tiles. The excellent quality of the tiles of these buildings raises the question of whether such a tile history was in Tabriz and which samples of Tabriz tiles are remained before the
Turkmens? Unfortunately, due to the devastating earthquakes in Tabriz, there were not many
buildings of pre-Qajar monuments remained. But in different parts of Tabriz and its surroundings there are some remains of tileworks that indicates the splendure of tilework in Tabriz
before the Turkmens. Two great complexes of Rab’e Rashidi and Shanbe Ghazan, the Ilkhanid
buildings os Seyyed Hamzeh and Ostad and Shagerd mosque and Four Menars tomb belongs
to Wahsudan dynasts are the buildings containing different types of tiles that can confirm the
development of tile in Tabriz. Also, buildings such as Alki karvansaray of Marand and its similar karvanseray in the other hand of Aras river (Kharabeh Gilan) which have varieties of tiles
can show the importance of tile development in Tabriz 14th and 15th centuries. In this article,
while typology of the tiles from and around Tabriz monuments in the 13th to 15th centuries,
the application of these species in the tiles of the Tabriz Turkmens mosques will be studies to
determine the efficiency of the local arts and crafts in the making of these ornaments.
——————————
Nett Seraina

Theme 4/Workshop 10

The Changing Face of Private and Public Religious Practice in Mesopotamia in the Second
Half of the Third Millennium BCE
The paper will investigate the relationship between private and public religious practice in the
second half of the third millennium BCE by analysing written evidence primarily stemming
from votive inscriptions and documentary sources. Private votive inscriptions can yield valuable information about private religion, such as the divinities that are venerated (often different
from the official provincial or state cult) and private individuals’ relationship to their personal
deity. By analysing select votive inscriptions in the longue durée, bridging the period from the
late Early Dynastic Period to the end of the reign of the Third Dynasty of Ur, and juxtaposing
the results with the evidence from the provincial, state and royal spheres (primarily from votive
inscriptions and documentary texts), we can garner valuable insights into continuity and change
in private religious practice against the backdrop of far-reaching political changes.
——————————
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Neumann Kiersten

Theme 3/Workshop 5

Assyrian and Achaemenid Glazed Bricks at the Oriental Institute Museum
At the Assyrian capital of Dur-Sharrukin (Khorsabad) Oriental Institute archaeologists excavated and documented polychromatic glazed-brick panels that fronted the entranceways of the
temples. Sections of the panels were given to the OI by the Department of Antiquities of Iraq
during the division of finds, packed with much care, and shipped to Chicago. Photographs and
detailed records noting one panel’s original sequence accompanied the crates in the hopes of
one day reassembling it. To date only a selection has been unpacked, studied, and displayed
in the OI Museum. OI archaeologists also excavated Achaemenid glazed bricks at Persepolis;
a selection was similarly sent to the OI in Chicago. Most of the Persepolis group belongs to a
panel from the Apadana that was restored for display. This paper reviews the OI’s collection of
glazed bricks from these two imperial cities, considering their archaeological context, rediscovery, study and restoration, and future plans, which align with the studies of glazed bricks from
Iraq and Iran presented in this workshop.
——————————
Niakan Lili, D. Huff

Theme 1

The first season of Archaeological Excavation in Ardeshir Khorreh 2005-2006, Fars, Iran
Archaeological remains of Ardeshir- khorreh, or Gur, and its peripheral sites are situated in the
firuzabad plain. The plain is surrounded by high mountains, in addition, all passages leading to
the plain are fortified, making of this city, built by the order of Ardeshir I, The founder of the
Sasanian dynasty (224 AD) an impregnable stronghold. The city is made on a perfect circular
scheme of almost 2 K, in diameter, divided into 61 section Thanks to 20 straight walls radiating
from the circles focal point and 3 concentric walls around it. The innermost circle, once undoubtedly housing outstanding administrative and religious monument of the city, is almost 450
M in diameter and free from any subdivision, substantial parts of some of these monuments are
still standing, other monuments, including palaces, strong holeds rock relieves, and bridges are
also built in the Vicinity of Ardashir Khoorreh, Remains of defensive fortifications and walls
following a polygonal scheme extend up to about 10 K from the city center. The focal point of
all land surveying and measurements of the city planning and its gigantic countryside polygonal
defense system is a huge foewr built on the spot of the circles focus. The core of the tower still
stands at almost 30 m height. Not from this tower and within the inner most circle remains of
thakht-e Nashin, an impressive building made of large-scale masonry blocks, is still standing to
some considerable elevation. Before the excavation of 2005, the only meaningful archaeological investigation in this extremely important site were the prospect ions carried out by D.Huff
between 1972 and 1976. The first season of excavation in Ardeshir Khorreh 2005-2006 In the
course of these excavations important discoveries were made in four major workshops. Workshops -1(The Memar)-2 (Takht-e Neshin) -4 (including a partially excavated tomb decorated
with wall painting) are situated inside the innermost circle while workshop -3 was destined to
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provide information on the structure of the outer rampart of the city. In addition to extensive
prospect ions carried out in and around the site, a topographical map of Aardashir akhorreh was
prepared by the help of an expert team of Surveyors.
——————————
Niakan Lily, see Milić Bogdana
——————————
Nicolì Marco, Felix Höflmayer, Katharina Streit, Simone Riehl

Theme 2

Agricultural setting at the Bronze Age city of Tel Lachish
Lachish, one of the most prominent urban centers during the southern Levantine Bronze and
Iron Age, is investigated for its plant remains using modern archaeobotanical standards. Detailed analysis of the two areas, a trench on the western edge of the tell and the palace area
on the top of the mound, shows differences in taxa composition of economic and wild plants.
Olive, barley, fig, emmer wheat and grape vine are present in large numbers following the regional trend but also bread wheat, date palm, pomegranate, flax, different species of pulses and
the Mediterranean medlar are attested among the economic plants (20 total taxa). Regarding
the wild plants (38 taxa), ryegrass is the most represented genus in the assemblage. The newly
acquired dataset provides new information about plant economy at the site, detailed wild taxa
spectrum and contributes to our understanding of the cultural history of such type of influential
cities in the Southern Levant.
——————————
Nicolle Christophe

Theme 3/Workshop 6

The first urbanization in Southern Syria: Local scenarios for regional changes
In Southern Syria, particularly in the Safaa and Leja, the “Mission française de Syrie du Sud”
has led to the discovery of many sites. Some of them such as Labwe, Tell Qarassa, Kôm Shraya
are visible on the surface over large areas. It is then among other things possible to draw up relatively complete plans. That’s why these data constitute an important contribution on the period
of the old Bronze I-III for an area which, as funeral customs or ceramic production revealed,
belongs to a cultural sphere common to other neighbouring areas such as Southern Lebanon,
Northern Palestine, and Northern Jordan. Thus, the presentation of the excavations and plans of
these sites provides useful information for a better understanding of the regional process that is
the first urbanization of the Southern Levant.
——————————
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Nicolle Christophe, see Angevin Raphaël
——————————
Nigro Lorenzo

Theme 4

Jericho: from the Neolithic to the Bronze and Iron Ages: the urban diversity
Sixteen seasons (1997-2020) of excavations and restoration works at Tell es-Sultan, ancient
Jericho, by Rome La Sapienza University and the Palestinian MoTA-DACH revealed new data
on the history and archaeology of this renowned site of Palestine, which witnessed some of the
most amazing achievements of Humankind. Bypassing archaeological rhetoric which makes
Jericho an epitome of the city, and trying to settle it on archaeological grounds, a contextual
approach reveals the basic contribution that such long lived human settlement may provide
for the interpretation and conceptualization of Levantine archaeology. Human community vs
environment, social organization vs cognitive interpretation of life and afterlife. Dynamics of
exploitation and landscape modeling vs adaptation and cultural invention. All these fields of investigation are touched by archaeological research. New finds enlighten unknown paths, while
materiality helps in posing new questions, generating a variety of interpretive models. When
history makes its appearance, and sources support our historical reconstruction, the retrieval of
Egyptian items as well as the possible identification of the Canaanite name of the city, Ruha,
may help in disentangling its complex phenomenal history passing through foreign influence
in Palestinian Bronze Age history. Recent discoveries on the Spring Hill and in Area A, at the
southern foot of the massive ramparts, offered a more complete insight into the urban layout of
this period and its worldwide known fortifications. Last but not least, the joint Italian-Palestinian Expedition testifies to a cooperation which resisted from 1997 opposing to the overall political trend which emphasizes differences and confrontation, claiming for a shared, autonomous
and authoritative cultural Heritage.
——————————
Nigro Lorenzo, see Cappella Federico
- see Fiaccavento Chiara
- see Gallo Elisabetta
- see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
- see Montanari Daria
-see Spagnoli Federica
——————————
Nishiaki Yoshihiro, see Odaka Takahiro
——————————
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Nishiyama Shin’ichi

Theme 1

An Assyrian Border City in the Shahrizor Plain, Iraqi Kurdistan: Yasin Tepe Archaeological
Project, 2016-2019
Since 2016 the Yasin Tepe Archaeological Project (YAP) is conducting an archaeological investigation at Yasin Tepe in the Shahrizor Plain, Iraqi Kurdistan. Our primary aim is to reveal the
Iron Age occupations related to imperial control under the Neo-Assyrian empire. Yasin Tepe is
one of the largest tell-type sites in the Sulaymaniyah (Slemani) Governorate. The past excavations focused on the acropolis mound which revealed a thick accumulation of the Islamic period. The YAP is, on the other hand, focusing on the southeastern part of the lower town. So far,
we have identified a large residence containing the Assyrian-style “reception suites” together
with an undisturbed brick tomb which is dated to the 8th and 7th century BCE. Not only major
Iron Age occupations have been identified, but also some pieces of evidence which imply a
strategic establishment of the Iron Age city. In this paper, we summarize the major results of the
investigation obtained between 2016 and 2019.
——————————
Nishiyama Shinichi, see Abdul Massih Janine
——————————
Niveau de Villedary y Mariñas A., see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Nováček Karel, Miroslav Melčák

Theme 8

Shrines of Badr al-Din Lu’lu‘ in Mosul: An ex-post reconsideration
During the ISIS occupation of Mosul, the entire group of large shrines constructed by Badr alDin Lu’lu‘ in the first half of the 13th century was deliberately demolished, together with other
funeral architecture, without satisfactory survey and documentation. In our ex-post analysis
of these structures, we sought to use consistently a stratigraphic method and a broad temporal
perspective, viewing the building artifact as a subject of continual development with a fluent
change of meaning. The original purpose of the shrines should be considered differently than
so far: they seem to be part of a single spatial concept and were created as universal, inclusive
spaces without specific dedication (accentuating expressions of devotion to the Prophet Muhammad and his family), which could be used by visitors to commemorate the founder. This
meaning became subject to transformation in the Ilkhanid and later periods, which completely
blurred the shrines’ original purpose and mostly shifted it towards the Shi’i symbolism relating
to the Twelve Imams.
——————————
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Numoto Hirotoshi, see Shimogama Kazuya
——————————
Nuzzolo Massimiliano

Theme 5

New evidence for copper trade between Egypt and the Levant in the Third Millennium BC. The
Palermo Stone in context
Historical data concerning the commercial relations between Egypt and the Levant are rather
scarce for the Third Millennium BC. Particularly less explored is the issue of copper trade between Egypt and the southern Levant, especially when we consider that activities at the key-area of Timna/Wadi Feynan – that are well known for later times (Second Millennium BC) – are
not documented at all during the Third Millennium BC. In concern with copper production
and use, one of the earliest historical sources is represented by the so-called “Palermo Stone”,
i.e., the oldest royal annals known to us from ancient Egypt, manufactured and inscribed in the
Memphite area during the late Fifth Dynasty, roughly corresponding to the mid-EBA III in the
ancient Near Eastern periodization. In 2018, the Palermo Stone underwent a complete re-examination by means of the most up-to date technologies of 3D photographic documentation and reproduction – first and foremost the so-called “Reflectance Transformation Imaging” (RTI). This
investigation, carried out by the present writer with the aim of other specialists, has brought to
light new historical information which add an important tile to the puzzle of copper production
and trade for the period here into account.
——————————
Obreja Maria-Sidonia

Theme 3

Depositional patterns of temple artifacts in Mari during the Second City period, 2550-2300 BC
The Sacred architecture of the Early Bronze Age city of Mari was intensely explored, since
the first excavation on the site in December 1933 and until the last mission in the fall of 2010.
During the 48 campaigns, the remains of at least eight mid third millennium temples or sacred
spaces were progressively uncovered. This presentation wishes to delineate some of the particular methods of deposition and disposal of sacred artifacts of Mari temples during the Second
City period. The more thoroughly investigated temples revealed that each had its own methods
for the treatment and disposal of the artifacts when they became too abundant or were no longer
in use. We will reconsider the usual interpretation/assumption on depositional practices accompanying the evolution of sacred buildings, often in the creation of votive or ritual deposits, that
often excluded cases which did not correspond to the common hoarding practices of burring
artefacts in installations or under floors.
——————————
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Ochał-Czarnowicz Agnieszka, see Milevski Ianir
——————————
Odaka Takahiro, Osamu Maeda, Kazuya Shimogama, Yuichi S. Hayakawa, Yoshihiro Nishiaki, Nawshirwan A. Mohammed, Kamal Rasheed
Theme 1
Investigating the Late Neolithic in the Shahrizor Plain, Iraqi Kurdistan: Excavations at Shakar
Tepe, the first season (2019)
The Shahrizor Plain is an intermontane valley located in the eastern part of the Sulaymaniyah
Governorate, Iraqi Kurdistan, where its local prehistory is gradually coming into view through
various ongoing investigations during the last decade. However, archaeologists have struggled
to explain an apparent hiatus existing in the local Late Neolithic settlements between the end
of the 7th and the middle of the 6th millennium cal. BC. To fill this gap, we started a new field
project at Shakar Tepe in September 2019, and present the preliminary results of the first season.
——————————
Oggiano Ida, see Castiglione Marianna
——————————
Öğüt Birgül

Theme 3/Workshop 7

What can phytoliths tell us about empires? Case studies from Syro-Hittite states in southeast
Turkey
The collapse of the Hittite Empire led to a period of independence for the Syro-Hittite kingdoms
until their piece-meal annexation into the Neo-Assyrian Empire. Notwithstanding the fact that
there is an increasing interest in the environmental archaeological studies in recent years, our
knowledge on phytoliths is still rudimentary for this time period and region. Phytoliths, microscopic silica bodies from genera-specific plant cells, are used to identify traces of plant remains
in archaeological contexts, especially important when organic and/or macroscopic material is
not available. A comparison of the phytolith analyses with the available plant evidence derived
from Syro-Hittite kingdoms can reveal consumption patterns of common people, whether those
local patterns remained independent of political supremacy or not, together with how foreign
powers influenced the subsistence base of the population and what this indicates about the
direct and regional environment and ecology of Syro-Hittite kingdoms. In order to investigate
the opportunities and limits of these archaeological research questions, a pilot project has been
undertaken on phytolith remains at Sirkeli Höyük, Tepebag Höyük and Zincirli (southeast Turkey) in 2019.
——————————
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Oikonomou Artemios, see Johnston Christine
——————————
Ojima Hitoshi, see Koizumi Tatsundo
——————————
Olshanetsky Haggai

Theme 5

The Israelite-Judaean Military Service in the Armies of Assyria and the Army of the Kingdom
of Israel in the 10th - 8th C BCE: Composition, Strength and Prestige
The Kingdom of Israel was a key force in the Ancient Near East. Its army and chariot force
had a unique place in that world. However, this force received little attention until today. We
know that the Assyrians recruited chariots from among the Israelites after the destruction of the
Kingdom at the end of the 8th century B.C. As will be shown in this presentation, this was not
the first nor the last time that Israelites and Judaeans were recruited into the Assyrian army. The
recruitment of entire Israeli chariot units into the Assyrian army is evidence for the great reputation the units had. Furthermore, I will try to trace back the origins of the Israelite chariot force
and the origins of its reputation. I will highlight the military might of the kingdom of Israel from
the late 10th century BC until the early 8th century BC while emphasising its unique formation
and capabilities, compared with those of other nations during that period.
——————————
Olson Kyle

Theme 5

The implications of partage for legacy data re-use in the archaeology of Iran
The rehabilitation and re-use of legacy data had become an important question in archaeological practice before COVID-19. Given pandemic travel restrictions and barriers to accessing
the field, the question of what to do with orphaned and underutilized museum collections has
become even more significant. Partage—the once-common practice of dividing collections between different stakeholders after excavation—has considerable consequences for how we approach the question of data re-use in archaeology. This is especially the case in the archaeology
of Iran and particularly so for US-based scholars. Large collections of Iranian antiquities are
held in numerous American museums, and with only a few notable exceptions, these collections
are not the subject of sustained, systematic research. The current situation—in which American
archaeologists cannot work in Iran, and Iranian archaeologists cannot easily come to the United
States—demands more of us in our stewardship of Iranian antiquities.
——————————
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Omrani Behruz

Theme 8

Zone of Transition in Seljuq Dome Chambers of Iran
Although a cursory investigation of transition zones of Seljuq dome chambers in some respects
might reveals a fairly homogeneous framework, it has never meant the stagnation of architectural creativity in different parts of Seljuk territory. On the other hand, the typology and local
schools of Seljuq transitions zones of dome chambers have not been thoroughly considered
by geographical centralism in Iran. For a better understanding of the standardization of various techniques considered in Seljuq architecture between 11th and 12th centuries in order to
spanning the cubic structure to a circular plan, this project is aimed to clarify three various
schools of architectural articulation concerning transition zone in the Seljuq dome chambers.
Ever since the 1930s, when medieval Iranian architecture began to be studied in depth, attempts
have been made to define the characteristics of the typical Seljuq mosques in Iran. Although,
the dome and vaults were prevalent in the Sassanian architecture in Iran; the great change from
the pre-Seljuq system was the use of sophisticated transition zones in the Seljuq architecture.
Apparently, the Sassanid architecture was pioneer in this filed where all of the royal structures
were equipped with a series of consequence rounded arches in edges to support the dome. Dietrich and O’Kane defined squinches as adjoining semi domes occurred in the Sassanid buildings
in Kiz, Bozpar, Negar, and Sarvestan; while it has been suggested that the appearance of the
cutting-edge technology of domes on squinches originated from north-eastern Iran, where the
change from the Sassanid squinch, rehabilitated due to the existence of an added rib in Samanid
mausoleum (301-331/914-943), was dictated by utilitarian reasons rather than by fashion. Here,
each squinch is composed of two concave niches separated by a kind of buttress, and this segmentation of the traditional squinch is intended as a new trend of strengthening unit. Since this
practice first flourished in the northwestern Iran, it was long held that this area was in general
the cradle of this technique where the spreading of this model by travelling architects along
with the Seljuqs’ invasions had developed and introduced this deformation through the Seljuq
territories accepting local variations.
——————————
Onozuka Takuzo, see Hashimoto Hidemasa
——————————
Opitz Joachim, see Hacıosmanoğlu Sinem
——————————
Orange Marie, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Oren Eliezer, see Pagelson Yarden
——————————
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Orendi Andrea, Aharon Tavger, Itzhaq Shai

Theme 2

Agricultural resources of Iron Age Judah: The archaeobotanical material from Tel Burna
Tel Burna is located in the Shephelah region approximately 40 km southwest of Jerusalem, and
10 km north of Lachish. The main periods of occupation at the site are the Late Bronze and
Iron Ages. Excavations in 2018 and 2019 concentrating west of the Iron Age fortification wall,
exposed an area of destruction revealing hundreds of charred linseeds and lentils in proximity
to complete storage vessels dating to the 10th century BCE. The archaeobotanical material from
Tel Burna gives detailed insight into the agricultural resources and practices of this Judean site.
The variety of cultivated plants is high. Next to the crops mentioned above also olive, grape
and various cereals were found. The cultivation of demanding crops like flax attest adequate
environmental conditions for extensive agricultural activities. Moreover, the new archaeobotanical material of Tel Burna will be put into the wider regional context of Iron Age Judah and
the southern Levant.
——————————
Orit Peleg-Barkat

Theme 4

Ritual Complexes along Main Roads in Judaea Subsequent to the Bar Kokhba Revolt: A Means
for Demonstrating New Roman Control? Horvat Midras as a Test Case
Horvat Midras lies within the boundaries of the Adulam Nature Reserve in the Judaean foothills, Israel, c. 15 km southwest of Beit Shemesh and c. 8 km northeast of Bet Guvrin (map ref.
618095/194400). Since the summer of 2016, ongoing archaeological excavations have been
conducted at the site by the presenter (O. Peleg-Barkat) on behalf of the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem. The excavations unearthed a large podium on the site’s western edge at a point
overlooking Road 38, which follows the route of the Roman imperial road that ran between
Jerusalem/Aelia Capitolina and Bet Guvrin/Eleutheropolis. The ashlar podium is founded on
the bedrock and a monumental staircase climbs up to it from the west. On the west side of the
podium is a paved courtyard and in the east section is a structure of which a substantial stone
vault is preserved that supported the floor of a rectangular room. Finds from the bedding of the
stone paving in the courtyard at the top of the podium and from the staircase’s core fill, as well
as the architectural elements that adorned the complex, date the building to the Roman period,
subsequent to the Bar Kokhba Revolt (132–136 CE), when the site’s previously existing Jewish
settlement was evidently destroyed. The presentation will include a description and analysis
of the plan of the building, and a discussion of its proposed identification by its architectural
features as a roadside temple constructed prior to the renewal of settlement at Horvat Midras,
after the site’s Jewish settlement was destroyed and abandoned. It will be suggested that the
building’s construction was initiated by the Roman administration in order to demonstrate its
subjugation of the Judaean foothills following the suppression of the Bar Kokhba Revolt, thus
emphasizing the new cultural-ethnic-religious character of the non-Jewish, Roman landscape.
The practice of erecting cultic structures along roads and at prominent points to emphasize the
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ruling authorities’ increasing hold over the land is well-known in our region in other periods as
well, especially at times of transition between rulers and changes in the cultural-ethnic composition of the population.
——————————
Orlando Ludovic, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Orrù Valentina, see Valeri Marco
——————————
Orsi Valentina, see D’Agostino Anacleto
——————————
Osanna Massimo, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Osborne James, Michele Massa

Theme 1

The City of Hartapu: Results of the Türkmen-Karahöyük Intensive Survey Project in the Konya
Plain
The Türkmen-Karahöyük Intensive Survey Project (TISP) is a recently launched site survey
in the Konya Plain being undertaken in collaboration with the Konya Regional Archaeological
Survey Project (KRASP). Türkmen-Karahöyük forms a large, multi-period site with an upper
mound approximately 28 ha in areal extent reaching 30 m in height. First settled in the Late
Chalcolithic period, the site appears to have been occupied continuously until the mid-late first
millennium BCE. For most of this time span occupation was limited to the höyük itself, but
during the Late Bronze and Iron Ages the site expanded dramatically, extending over 100 ha
in size, making Türkmen-Karahöyük one of the largest sites in Anatolia during the late second
and early first millennium BCE. Accompanying this discovery was the chance find of a stele
inscribed in Hieroglyphic Luwian composed by the “Great King” Hartapu, whose name is also
found in the nearby inscriptions of Kızıldağ and Karadağ. This inscription, coupled with the
size of the city during the LB-IA, indicates that Türkmen-Karahöyük was likely the royal seat
of Hartapu himself, and a hitherto unknown capital city of a Tabalian kingdom.
——————————
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Oselini Valentina

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Identity of a countryside. The rural village of Helawa and the settlement of Aliawa in the 2nd
millennium BC: pottery and contexts
The MAIPE (Italian Archaeological Expedition in the Erbil Plain) of the University of Milan
is carrying out fieldwork at Helawa and Aliawa, two nearby sites located in the south-western
area of the Erbil Plain. While Helawa probably was a rural settlement during the Late Bronze
Age, as suggested by ongoing excavations and survey results, Aliawa appears, according to the
surface materials, as a large centre during the early 2nd millennium BC, still occupied in the
later periods. Excavations at Helawa yielded a multi-layer sequence with domestic structures
and food-processing areas, which can be dated to the mid-2nd millennium BC, basing on comparisons with ceramic materials from the Syrian Jazirah and other sites in the Kurdistan Region
of Iraq. This paper aims at discussing the 2nd millennium BC pottery from Helawa and Aliawa,
providing a local ceramic sequence. Preliminary considerations about ceramic production in the
Erbil Plain will be also drawn by observing the characterization of fabrics. Special attention,
moreover, will be given to the features characterizing the ceramic types and all the facilities
related to the food production area at Helawa.
——————————
Otto Adelheid

Keynote Theme 1

A new response to old questions. How did Ur slowly recover in the Isin-Larsa period?
The destruction of Ur at the end of the Ur III period was so radical that it remained in the collective memory for centuries. But when and how did Ur recover in the Old Babylonian period
and could act as a global player again? Recent research in newly built quarters at Ur provide
fresh answers to this old question.
——————————
Özdemir Kameray, see Akyol Ali Akin
——————————
Özfırat Aynur

Theme 1

Mt Ağrı region during the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age
The paper is based on the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age material from our campaigns of
Bozkurt excavation and survey in the Mt Ağrı region. Intensive surveys have been carried on
Mt Ağrı which is surrounded by the plains of Doğubayazıt and Iğdır plains (Araxes Valley) by
the author. Some work was first conducted in this region in 1914 by P. F. Petrov, who made
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limited excavations at Melekli-Kültepe, and only three mounds investigated respectively by K.
Kökten (1942) and C. A. Burney (1956) in the survey. Evidence of the Chalcolithic and Early
Bronze Age (Kura-Araxes) has been found mainly on the mounds which lies in the plains and
foothills which is situated within the lower volcanic ridges of the mountain, at a point where
the lava flows meet the plains. Additionally, some fortified settlements of Early Bronze Age are
located on the rocky hills were found. The results of survey indicate that the slopes of Mt Ağrı
densely settled in the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age. The Mt Ağrı archaeological project
add to our knowledge about the relations between the highland of eastern Anatolia and the
southern Caucasus.
——————————
Özkaya Vecihi, see Akyol Ali Akin
- see Erdal Selim Yilmaz
——————————
Padovani Claire

Theme 3

Social Construct of Fire Technologies in Productive Context: Modelling Early Bronze Age
Kiln-Systems of Logardan, Iraqi Kurdistan
Recent excavations at Logardan (Iraqi Kurdistan) uncovered hundreds of kilns organized on
five levels of ceramic production context. The workplace presents a nearly continuous occupation, from the Akkad period until the very end of the 3rd millennium BC. Various structures
are employed for firing the clay material and embody for a same need, distinctive technological
solutions. Thus, the kilns carry a social value and show the collaboration of different groups of
potters on a same productive site. Modelling the kilns’ functioning allows to differentiate the
technical traditions framing the construction and use of the structures. It explains the conceptualization of firing and its development, depending on the contacts between the potters. The aim
of this paper is to enlighten the reorganization of Logardan firing activities at the end of the Akkad period. It reveals the driving forces of the change and the impact of the social environment
on the evolution of fire technologies.”
——————————
Pagelson Yarden, Yuval Golan, Eliezer Oren, Yuval Goren

Theme 3

Iron Production Technology in the Neo- Assyrian Sphere: The Iron Workshop at Tel Sera’,
Western Negev, Israel
Until the II millennium AD, iron was produced by reducing iron oxides to metal in the solid
phase in a process known as bloomery smelting. Each stage of the chaîne opératoire leaves
a distinct archaeological fingerprint. Nonetheless, very little is known about the iron industry
during the Iron Age in the Southern Levant. In the past twenty years, new discoveries and the
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introduction of analytical methods from the life and material sciences have brought significant
advances in the field. The purpose of this study is to investigate multiple facets of the iron
technology at the site, from technical ceramics to slag. By identifying the iron production technology at the site, we aim to better understand the practice in the Southern Levantine Iron Age
in general, and in the Neo-Assyrian empire in particular. Tel Sera’ (esh-Shari’a) is located in
the Western Negev, near the modern town of Rahat, on the confluence of Wadi Gerar and Wadi
Qama. Finds at the site range from the Chalcolithic to the Islamic periods. In stratum VI, dated
to late 7th – early 6th century BC, a massive Neo-Assyrian fortress was unearthed. In its courtyard an in-situ iron furnace was excavated, complete with detritus from its final firing. Other
finds include tuyéres, charcoal, iron tools, slag and ore from throughout the courtyard. Based
on direct evidence, we propose that iron ores were transported to Tel Sera’, where repeated
production of bloomery iron took place at an allocated courtyard. The technical ceramics were
made locally, and were designed to withstand the thermal stress, caused by their firing to temperatures exceeding 1200°C. Here we present a hitherto unknown element in Levantine iron
smelting, the pre-smelt roasting of ores, which enhances their quality. In sum, these point to Tel
Sera’s role as a fortification located on the trade routes of the Negev desert and the Assyrian
Empire’s influence on the economic development of this region. These finds support previous
claims that during this period, iron was not manufactured near the ore deposits but in central
sites under institutional control, in this case under the auspices of the Neo-Assyrian empire.
Finally, we suggest, based on archaeological and historical sources, that iron was not produced
in the empire’s heartland, but in its Western provinces.
——————————
Palermo Rocco

Theme 5/Workshop 16

People, Climate and Empires in North Mesopotamia: Archaeological Demography and Past
Climatic Data between the Assyrians and the rise of Islam
Archaeological demography offers a wide array of methods to estimate past population figures,
both on a micro-level (site) and macro-level (region). In the latter case, the study of settlement
patterns proves to be particularly efficient for determining population estimates as modes to
explore political, social and economic organization through time, and in particular in regards to
ancient empires. Recent studies, however, have also tied climatic fluctuations to the formation
and development of socio-political structures of ancient empires. Indeed, the evolution of largescale territorial polities shows a strong correlation between climatic variability and political
events, and this is particularly true in the fragile landscape of North Mesopotamia during the
Hellenistic, Parthian and Sasanian period.This paper aims to explore the complex correlation
between change in climatic patterns, demographic evolution (through aggregate settled area)
and the impact of ancient territorial empires (7th c. BCE – 7th c. CE) in the region. I will
primarily use data from two different survey projects currently being carried out in the autonomous region of Kurdistan (Land of Nineveh Archaeological Project [Udine] and Erbil Plain
Archaeological Survey [Harvard]) in combination with recent and legacy records of climatic
trends in greater Mesopotamia.
——————————
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Palmero Fernández Mónica

Theme 4/Workshop 10

Social patterns of religious activity at the site of Khafajah in the 3rd millennium BC
Taking the site of Khafajah as a case study, this paper will address the development of social
patters of religious activity during the Early Dynastic period and the beginning of the Akkadian
period. I will utilise current theoretical trends in materiality and performativity to address the
mechanisms through which social spheres of interaction in public spaces shaped notions of
‘popular’ and ‘official’ religion over time, positing a hypothesis for their efficacy in constructing ideologies based on religious ideas.
——————————
Palmisano Alessio, see Lawrence Dan
——————————
Palumbi Giulio, Bakhtiyar Jalilov, Farhad Guliyev, Muzaffar Huseynov, Modwene Poulmarc’h, Laurence Astruc, Emmanuel Baudouin, Rémi Berthon, Maria Bianca D’Anna,
Alexia Decaix, Bernard Gratuze, Caroline Hamon, Arnaud Mazuy, Martine Regert, Alessandra Ricci
Theme 1
Report on 2018-2020 excavations and research at Kiçik Tepe and Qaraçinar (Azerbaijan). New
data on the Neolithic and Kura-Araxes periods between the Kura River valley and the Lesser
Caucasus Mountains
During the last ten years, archaeological excavations in Azerbaijan produced substantial results
that increased our knowledge on the prehistoric societies of the region. However, several questions on the prehistory of Azerbaijan still remain unsolved (e.g., Neolithisation, transition from
the Neolithic to the Chalcolithic, emergence and development of the Kura-Araxes culture).
To answer these questions the “Mission Boyuk Kesik” (Ministère de l’Europe et des Affaires
Etrangères - CNRS) started excavations at the Neolithic and Chalcolithic settlement of Kiçik
Tepe (district of Tovuz) in the Kura River valley and at the Bronze Age site of Qaraçinar (Goranboy) on the piedmont of the Lesser Caucasus. The paper will present the results of 2018 and
2019 excavations carried out at the Neolithic site of Kiçik Tepe and at the Early Bronze Age
(Kura-Araxes) site of Qaraçinar. New research data will be also presented and compared with
those from other settlements of South Caucasus to identify local developments and broader
regional trajectories from 6th to 3rd millennium BCE.
——————————
Panahi Mozhgan Seif, see Zarei Mohammad Ebrahim
——————————
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Pancaroğlu Oya

Theme 4/Workshop 11

Uncontainable Concepts on the Edge: Some Observations on Ornamental Kufic Inscriptions
and Ceramic Vessels in Medieval Iran
A distinctive feature of twelfth- and thirteenth-century fine ceramics from Iran is the frequent
presence of ornamental Kufic inscription in the form of a continuous band applied around the
rim of vessels, especially bowls and dishes. Although consisting typically of supplications for
the general wellbeing of the object’s owner, the legibility of these inscriptions is almost always
overridden by their rhythmic visual qualities, amounting effectively to a border pattern in repetitive units. This paper seeks to explore the seeming opposition between the visually limiting
function of these decorative inscriptional bands on the perimeter of the physical object and the
uncontainable essence of the supplications’ meaning. This particular combination of content
and composition can be related both to earlier developments in inscribed ceramics and the framing function vested in inscriptional bands in a variety of contexts.
——————————
Pappalardo Carmelo

Theme 3/Workshop 8

Trash or values: the case of the cistern R16B in Umm al-Rasas / Kastron Mefa’a
The archaeological researches conducted at Umm al-Rasas from 2005 to 2007 focused on a
vast building complex located a short distance from the northern gate of the Castrum. The
central area of the house was an open-air courtyard. The courtyard, having its original main entrance through the western wall, presents itself as a wide-open air area having a series of small
rooms to the south and east most probably used as workshops of different kinds. Four cisterns
collected rain water from the courtyard and the surrounding roofs through a system of water
channels. To the north a portico separated the courtyard from the northern areas. It was possible
to identify five phases that witness to the intense and continued use of the building. Excluding
the most recent phase which goes back to the settling down of the nomad tribes during the last
century, very little structural changes were made during the preceding phases with these being
all carried out during the Umayyad-Abbasid period, including the latest use of the area during
which the floor level of all the area was raised. Inside one of these cisterns – sealed during this
last renovation work to raise the floor level –, a remarkable quantity of pottery of considerable
interest, dating back to the Umayyad-Abbasid transition period, has been found and it will be
the subject of this paper.
——————————
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Pappalardo Chiara

Theme 4

Visualizing ancestral landscapes: a cognitive approach to Kura-Araxes necropolises in the
southern Caucasus
Nomadic groups shape their landscapes as they move across them to procure their daily livelihood (economic landscapes). Natural landscapes, in turn, form mythologies and the cognitive
worlds of human societies through their sensory experience (symbolic or cosmological-religious landscapes). The aim of this paper is to investigate how this mutual relationship is materialized in the construction of funerary spaces that embed ancestral memory within natural
visualscapes (ancestral landscapes). These phenomenological-cognitive premises will be tested
using as a case study the Kura-Araxes period funerary landscape of the Uzun Rama plateau in
Western Azerbaijan. In particular, I will assess the potential of spatial and visual analyses as
tools to explore the possibility to reconstruct the reasons behind the choice made by the nomadic groups of the late fourth millennium BC to locate a cemetery area in this specific southern
Caucasian context.
——————————
Pappalardo Raffaella

Theme 3/Workshop 8

“Keep on Trash”: Dumping materials form the late Roman to Islamic Period in Jearsh. Analysis, Methodology and Clues form selected contexts of the Late Antique Jerash Project
This paper will discuss new archaeological data from a residential quarter in Jerash’s southwest
district produced by the “Late Antique Jerash Project” since 2015 (Jordan). The research is focused on a hilltop, which is located southwest of the Umayyad congregational mosque near the
Church of SS Peter and Paul and the Mortuary Church. Between 2015 and 2017, nine trenches
were excavated in this area in order to investigate the extent, internal organisation and chronology of the residential area. In particular this paper will focus on some peculiar “dumping contexts” excavated in the last two seasons: such as two big cisterns reused as garbage area from
the late Roman to the early Islamic time (Trenches 3-4 and 5); a dumping area connected with
a domestic housing dated to Abbasid period (Trench 7) and a large ceramics context deposited
intentionally either as a dump or as foundations under walking surfaces and structures (Trench
8). The majority of the materials found these contexts is very well preserved and not only can
give a wide perspective about the household consumption in the city but also trying to shed a
light about the connection with the dumping activity and the earthquakes that damaged Jerash
several times. The paper will focus on different aspects of the pottery analysis recreating the
domestic assemblages and eventually underling transformations or continuity in the vessels
typology and wares during the timeline.
——————————
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Pappi Cinzia

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Social Resilience or Cultural Hybridity? Settlement Developments in the Plain of Koya
(Iraqi-Kurdistan) in the Middle and Late Bronze Age
The textual sources, since the beginning of the 2nd millennium BCE onwards, refer to the region located between Erbil and the plain of Rāniya, as an area in which several socio-political
elements were competing. The sources refer thus to a number of political entities, e.g., Itu/Idu
and Aḫāzum, which have been differently affected by the expanding adjacent states, i.e., the
reign of Šamšī-Adad and the Middle Assyrian Empire. The evidence gained by the Archaeological Survey of Koi-Sanjaq/Koya (ASK) project, conducted since 2015, provided, so far, some
insights into the socio-economic developments of the region, partly reflecting this multifaceted
historical framework. The evidence, gained by the spatial analysis, combined with ongoing
investigations on the surface materials, revealed the local character in the settlement processes
of this region, further, highlighted some shifts in the settlements patterns, which denote also a
modified regional mobility. This paper will present the Middle and Late Bronze Age evidence,
gained in the past field-seasons of the ASK project (2015-2018), focusing on the developing
settlement patterns and their contemporary parallels contextualizing them in the textual framework of the contemporary archives.
——————————
Parsa Sarvenaz

Theme 5

Persian Chahartaqs or so-called fire temples of Fars region: Architecture and landscape specifications of Chahartaq sites in Fars province of Iran
Chahartaqs or Chahar Taqs are of the most important building types that have remained from
late antiquity in Iran (mostly from Sasanian era (224-651 CE)). Aside from being architecturally important sites, they can give us good information about public spaces used by late antique
Persians and probably Zoroastrians. These monuments have generally special Architectural design and are usually located in special landscape or natural settings, which has not been studies
comprehensively. As part of my PhD project to analyze Architecture, and Landscapes in relations to Chahar Taqs (many of which are considered to have been Zoroastrian Fire Temples), I
will discuss the architectural specification, geographical locations and landscapes of these monuments and try to compare them with each other and see how they are related to their surrounding landscape and natural elements. The focus of the research is on Chahartaq sites located in
the province of Fars (Persa) which is in southwestern Iran. In this paper, mainly architectural
specification and landscape aspects of Chahartaq monuments is discussed using data gathered
in my field-work and also with methods of GIS analysis for the landscape part. I will present
part of the results obtained from the database in the course of my PhD project with the goal to
compare and define some categories of these monuments.
——————————
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Pataridze Nino, Davit Darejanashvili

Theme 1

Paravani Archaeological Project, Excavation Results (2018-2020)
The Paravani lake is located in South-West Georgia, in the gorge of Lesser Caucasus range
at 2100 m altitude. The Javakheti area, especially the territory of the Paravani lake, is poorly
studied. The high altitude of the area made archaeological seasons shorter than usual. In fact,
only few researchers have ever worked in this place. Before our Paravani project started in
2018, a few studies had been conducted in the area, particularly in Soviet times. The Paravani
Archaeological Project (FAE) started in 2018 with a survey project. It was implemented by the
financial support of the Cultural Heritage Protection Agency of Georgia. Complex Geo-Archaeological Survey was conducted by means of Aerial Photogrammetry, GIS and field survey.
Potential archaeological objects were identified based on constructed Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) and Orthophoto. During the 2018 survey many archaeological sites were discovered.
The survey project continued also during the 2019 season. Particularly, one Kurgan caught our
attention. It became object of interest after the ritual way was noted on its Aerial Photogrammetry. The Kurgan is located in SW part of the Khulgumo village on the Paravani lake shore (GPS:
E398749.72 / N4592377.16), on the altitude of the 2166 m from the sea level. Therefore, this
article will present the 2 seasons results of the Paravani Archaeological Project. Namely, the excavations which started in 2019 and continued in 2020 season. It will analyse the stone mound
of the Kurgan and its architecture. Moreover, it will show the findings from another settlement
located to the Western side of the Shaori mountain, not far from the Kurgan.
——————————
Paule Anna

Theme 4

Solar Symbols and Solar Eclipses from Archaic Cyprus and the Ancient Near East. Iconography, Written Evidence, and Modern Computation
The paper is a contribution to the study of solar symbols from Archaic Cyprus. It aims to fill the
gap between iconography, ancient texts, and computer-based research. Starting point are gold
plaques with solar symbols from Amathus, Cyprus (CA I; Paule 2019). Solar symbols have a
long tradition in the ancient Near East and are associated with sun worship and royalty (Horus
the Behdety/Egypt; Utu-Shamash/Mesopotamia). The Amathus symbol consists of a sun disk
and a crescent moon. We do not know if the artisans used nature as a model for art, but this
seems obvious when adopting an astronomer’s perspective: Maunder (1908) was the first to
suggest that solar symbols derived from eclipse observation. Furthermore, cuneiform texts and
computer-based calculation or simulation of ancient solar eclipses appear to be useful tools for
new attempts of interpretation.
——————————
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Paulette Tate, see Grossman Kathryn
——————————
Paz Yitzhak

Theme 3/Workshop 6

EBIB Material Culture of the Southern Levant: Some Notes on Regionality, Chronology, Style
and Socio-Political Order
Various studies focused on material culture traits of the EBIB southern Levant seem to reflect
high degree of regionality in aspects like architecture and pottery. Recent researches and excavations that were conducted during the last two decades has furnished us with data that can help
us sharpen our understanding on most aspects of material culture during the late 4th millennium
BC. The current paper will survey some of the recent studies that discussed issues like: Pottery
typology and their chronological and spatial implications for early and late EBIB sites in our
region, as well as some other studies, based on recent excavations at key sites like Ehtaol, Tel
Erani, the Yarkon-Ayalon basin sites. One of the questions that will be discussed is whether we
can really establish the existence of early and late EBIB horizon (EBIB1 and EBIB2 as defined
by Yekutieli 2000) or, on the other hand do the alleged EBIB1 ceramic assemblages reflect
spatio-cultural entities rather than chronological phenomena. Architectural traditions: recent
excavations at sites like Ein Zippori and Ein Esur, where large areas were fully exposed shed
new light on architectural traditions related to domestic structures and the accumulated data
seems to contradict former researches that adhere linear development from capsular through
rectilinear to rectangular structures. Thus, all three types mentioned above were contemporaneously employed during the EBIB.
——————————
Paz Sarit

Theme 5

Assembling Community: Households and Social Collectivity in the Kura-Araxes Village of
Kvatskhelebi, Georgia
The Early Bronze Age village of Kvatskhelebi, Georgia, is one of the best-preserved Kura-Araxes settlements in the South Caucasus. The wide exposure, good preservation, and ample finds in
situ, offer a rare glimpse of Kura-Araxes village life in the early 3rd millennium BC. A striking
uniformity in various aspects of houses and households at the site attests to a sense of shared
habitus and practices aimed at consolidating community solidarity. Using assemblage theory, I
will discuss how this community was constituted and how it functioned. Viewing community
as an emergent, interwoven assemblage of people, things, places, practices, and experiences, I
will explore the patterning of these elements, and how they generated the whole. Putting this
case study in broader context, we can then trace how wider identities and scales of Kura-Araxes
communities were structured.
——————————
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Paz Yitzhak, see Elad Itai
- see Namdar Linoy
——————————
Pazouki Pejman, see Khademi Bami Mahyar
——————————
Pearson Charlotte, see Avşar Ulaş
——————————
Pedersen Patrick Nørskov, Joe Roe, Tobias Richter

Theme 5

Free foragers? A case for transient social inequality at Epipalaeolithic Shubayqa, eastern Jordan
Wengrow and Graeber have recently argued that prehistoric forager societies, typically assumed to be strictly egalitarian, may have displayed transient social complexity, consciously
alternating between different modes of social organisation on a seasonal or temporary basis.
Their case, based primarily on ethnographic and historic analogy, is persuasive, and raises the
question of whether we can discern transient complexity in the archaeological record directly.
Here we propose the hypothesis that transient complexity can be seen in the Late Epipaleolithic
of Southwest Asia. Using the Natufian of Shubayqa (eastern Jordan) as a case study, we point
to several features that provide evidence of seasonally alternating modes of social organisation
and temporary inequality, e.g. exploitation of seasonal resources, substantial architecture and
immobile technology. These findings further challenge the dichotomy between an egalitarian
Palaeolithic versus hierarchical post-Neolithic societies.
——————————
Pedone Silvia

Theme 4/Workshop 11

A map of “mis-scripting”: Pseudo-writings and the ornamental impulse
If – as many modern critics have often claimed – any act of reading is actually an act of misreading, the appropriation and reshaping of the formal structure and visual appearances of writing is a no less strong kind of “misprision”, in the sense of the term as used by Harold Bloom.
However, the phenomenology of such a mis-scripting is a very complex one, and entails different degrees, shades and aspects. In the present paper I will focus on the so-called pseudo-kufic
decoration within the Byzantine cultural and artistic world, which is a special case of “intentional” misunderstanding and misprision. For it reveals not only a kind of penetration and hybridisation between different artistic traditions, but also, and more interestingly, a controversial
and unresolved drive to imitation, symbolic appropriation, and aesthetic “exorcism”. In other
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words, pseudo-kufic ornament is also a visual strategy to come to terms with the anxiety of cultural influence - to quote Bloom again - and it seems promising to try to outline a map of such
a phenomenon.
——————————
Peker Hasan, Nicolò Marchetti

Theme 1

New results on Late Bronze II Karkemish from the Turco-Italian excavations: Anatomy of an
imperial administration
In the 2017, 2019 and 2020 seasons of the Turco-Italian excavations by the Universities of Bologna, Istanbul and Gaziantep at Karkemish over 250 clay sealings with seal impression(s) from
the Hittite Empire period (possibly from the period of Ini-Tešub of Karkemish, mid-13th century BCE) were retrieved in a LB II stratum of Area C East in the Lower Palace area. They were
actually found below and above the floors of a terraced mudbrick building, with a few officials
being attested in both layers, thus showing that those layers are close in date. This evidence may
relate to a ‘Seal House’ actually mentioned in one impression. An in-depth evaluation on new
officials, titles and professions, hieroglyphic and cuneiform legends on both stamp and cylinder seal impressions from this archive will be presented, as well as the multiple countersealing
practices attested there. Most interestingly, these administrative practices continued also during
the following Iron I level. Network analysis is being performed by the authors together with G.
Benati. The Karkemish excavations are supported by the University of Bologna, by the Italian
Ministries for Foreign Affairs and that for Universities and Research and by the Sanko Holding,
in full cooperation with the Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism, General Directorate of
Cultural Heritage and Museums.
——————————
Peltier Richard, see Chandan Deepak
——————————
Perego Renata, see Younes Naime
——————————
Peri Elena

Theme 5/Workshop 15

Cyprus between MCIII and LCI: intraregional and interregional connections. The case of the
Limassol and Paphos regions
During the transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze Age (MC III – LC IA; roughly 16501450 BCE) we see severe transformations of the settlement patterns, the socio-economic conditions, and the material culture of Cyprus. This period is characterised not only by intensifying
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economic connections with wider regions of the Central and Eastern Mediterranean but also
by increasing relations between various centres on the island itself. Hence, the paper aims at
discussing the MC III – LC IA transitional phase with specific focus on the ceramic record. The
regions of Limassol on the southern and Paphos on the western coast of Cyprus will serve as a
case study to propose an updated scenario of the changing dynamics of pottery production in
these parts of the island.
——————————
Périssé-Valéro Ingrid, see Waliszewski Tomasz
——————————
Peršin Metoda

Theme 1

The Lebanon mountain range in the Middle Bronze Age: the case of Qornet ed-Deir
The majority of the known archaeological sites dating to the Middle Bronze Age in Lebanon are
located on the coastal region or inland in the Beqaa Valley. The area in between, the Lebanon
mountain range, is relatively unknown. Only a handful of projects were conducted in this area
and yielded potential Bronze Age remains. The recent excavations at the site of Qornet ed-Deir
contribute to our understanding of this period. The study of ceramics from the site offers a
unique insight into the Middle Bronze Age occupation in the Lebanese mountains. The comparison with the material from the coast and from inland shows the potential role of the site in
connecting these two regions.
——————————
Peschke Jasmin

Theme 8

Dragons Castle, seldjuk palace or landlords fortress? - The bathing complex from Bybassos
between islamic and byzantine tradition
The medieval fortress of Bybassos was one of the archaeological sites from the so called Karian Chersonesos (Pensinsula Southwest Turkey) that was examined in the DFG Survey-Project
between the years 2005-2015 of Prof. Dr. Winfried Held (University of Marburg, Germany).
This fortification complex includes several wall systems that fortifies a number of interesting
internal buildings: The archaeological remains showed a bathing complex inside the fortress
walls which is almost singular in its particular appearance. Both the architectural concept and
the quality of the building lead to the question of the cultural context in which this private bathing complex could be embedded. Therefore, the theme is investigating the occurance of the bath
in the tradition of islamic hamams and its complements of byzantine bathes together with the
archaeological findings before the Ottoman Period.
——————————
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Petrone Pier Paolo, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Petrosyan Artur, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
——————————
Petrullo Giacoma, Francesca Manclossi

Theme 3/Workshop 20

The role of flint tools on the manufacture of bone objects: an interdisciplinary approach applied
to the Chalcolithic site of Teleilat Ghassul, Southern Levant
Technological analyses conducted on the manufacture of artifacts made of animal hard materials need to consider other categories of objects associated in the same archaeological contexts,
notably the stone implements which had a key role. Flint flakes and blades were used during the
débitage of bone matrix production, while ground-stones were employed for shaping the final
tools. As reflected by the bone and stone tool collection from Teleilat Ghassul, in the Southern
Levant, manufacturing methods, technical gestures and implements reflect specific know-how
and skills well consolidated within the social group, and typical of the Chalcolithic culture.
——————————
Peyronel Luca

Theme 1

The Italian Archaeological Expedition in the Erbil Plain (Kurdistan Region of Iraq). A Summary of four seasons of excavations at Helawa (2016-2019)
The project of the Italian Archaeological Expedition in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (MAIPE,
University of Milan) focuses on a small part of the Erbil plain, where two nearby sites, Helawa and Aliawa, reveal an occupational sequence spanning from the Neolithic to the Islamic
period. Excavations concentrated at Helawa, a multi-period 10 ha mound. A step trench along
the southern slope brought to light a huge sequence of buildings dating from the Halaf, Late
Ubaid and Chalcolithic 1-3. The LC 2/3 settlement is located atop the mound and ended in a
destruction, as indicated by well-preserved buildings with a large amount of materials in situ in
the layers over the floors, including sealings with stamp-seal impressions, precious objects and
imported materials.
——————————
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Pezzulla Nadia

Theme 4

The representation of Childhood in the Assyrian Cognition
My speech aims to analyze the condition of children in Mesopotamia between the 2nd and the
1st millennium BC starting from material culture and from texts concerning children. Cognitive
archeology studies are essential to access the vision of the role of these children., I will proceed
with an analysis of the activities of children of different ages shown in the reliefs of Neo-Assyrian palaces, then I will continue with a description of the coeval grave goods of infants. Finally,
I will present data on the texts concerning the work, education and family life of children.
——————————
Philip Graham, see Badreshany Kamal
——————————
Picotti Vincenzo, Simone Mantellini, Nicolò Marchetti, Jacopo Monastero, Federico
Zaina
Theme 2
The Development of Waterscapes in Early Southern Mesopotamia: New Results from the Qadis
Survey Project
The QADIS survey project is a joint initiative of the University of Bologna and the State Board
of Antiquities and Heritage carried out between 2016 and 2018 in the south-eastern Qadisiyah
region. The aim is to address phenomena related to anthropogenic transformation of landscapes
in a region that was at the core of the early Mesopotamian urbanization process. Building upon
the seminal work conducted by R. McC. Adams, we combined remote sensing and geoarchaeological research to reconstruct the relationships between human settlements and artificial water
infrastructures during the 4th and 3rd millennia BCE. Ca. 30 boreholes have been performed
at selected sites and ancient canals and dated through material culture and 14C determinations.
Preliminary results show a gradual improvement in waterways management and control during
that period, with the emergence of artificial inner basins, possibly harbors, such as at Adab and
Puzrish-Dagan during the mid/late-3rd millennium BCE.
——————————
Pierobon Benoit Raffaella

Theme 7

Rethinking the Excavation: Tell Barri (Syria) in the light of new studies
The interruption of field research since 2011 has led to the general reorganization of the excavation archive, to provide useful data for heritage protection, damage control and safeguarding of
materials stored in site deposits in view of the project, currently suspended, of the creation of a
laboratory for pottery studies. Numerous new researches have begun: among the main themes is
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that of productions and exchanges/trades, in the light of network analysis, for single phases and
on long duration. After a brief summary of the new data on the protohistoric phases, we will focus on the Hellenistic, Parthian and Roman Phases (IV BCE/ III CE) which allow for a re-reading of the cultural and identity, as well as politics frontiers. As conclusion we will present new
projects for the site, hopefully enriched by a visit ‘in loco’, scheduled for the autumn of 2019.
——————————
Pierobon Benoit Raffaella, see Laurenza Riccardo
——————————
Pietsch Sophie, Jean-Jacques Herr, Andrea Squitieri, Jens Rohde

Theme 3/Workshop 23

Recent evidence on the Late Chalcolithic pottery production from Dinka Settlement Complex
and Gird-i Rostam, in the mountain region of Iraqi Kurdistan
During the 2018 campaign in the Dinka Settlement Complex (located in the Peshdar Plain,
close to the Zagros mountains) a kiln and a floor were found below the Iron Age levels. The pottery analysis suggested that both the kiln and the floor belonged to the Late Ubaid-LC1 period.
In the same year, a trench excavated at Gird-i Rostam, high in the Zagros mountains, near Penjween, has yielded similar pottery. Charcoal samples from this trench were radiocarbon dated to
4446-4336 calBC. This paper will present the preliminary assessment of the pottery production
techniques at the Dinka Settlement Complex in comparison with the Gird-i Rostam material,
also in the light of the radiocarbon dates which will help to integrate the pottery evidence from
these two sites into the wider Zagros area.
——————————
Pilavci Turkan

Theme 3

The Role of the Arm Shaped Vessels in Rituals: The Hand Holding the Cup in Hittite Libations
An enigmatic container due to its unusual form and ware, the arm-shaped vessel is a performative object used in Hittite libation rituals. These vessels have been excavated at Hittite sites,
especially in sacred spaces or amongst ritual assemblages. Such earthenware objects consist of
two formal parts: the lower half that is wheel-made and cylindrically shaped in the form of a
long tubular arm, and the upper half that is hand made as a realistic rendering of a hand holding an actual cup. The relation between the hand and the cup, as well as the cup to the tubular
arm are vital in order to interpret the role of this enigmatic vessel in the Hittite contexts. Was
this object used simply to transport liquids from distant places? Or did it have a cultic use in
fulfilling the act of libation? Did the cup contain the liquid to be libated, to be tilted for pouring
out the sacrificial beverage? Or can the relationship of its shape to the offering be inverted, as
argued in this paper? The function of the arm shaped vessel has been a source of debate in the
scholarship. A number of absences lie at the root of these debates, including a lack of secure
philological identification of the term in the Hittite texts, a lack of representational evidence,
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a lack of secure source of origin for the ware and its production, and a lack of comparable objects. This paper focuses on the material and the form of the arm shaped vessel for proposing
an alternative explanation for its unique presence in the Late Bronze Age. After typologically
categorizing these vessels in Anatolian context based on dimensions and discussing the foreign
origins of the ware, the corpus is examined in relation to other ritual artifacts used in libation.
An emphasis on the find-spots within the Hittite heartlands prove to be an essential source of
information to identify their role. Materials evaluated from the Central Anatolian sites comprise
the important corpus of arm shaped vessels. The ritual function and life biographies of these
objects and their agency are linked to the sacred spaces they were used or deposited in. Thus,
as a corpus, arm shaped vessels are reevaluated in this paper in order to identify whose hand is
rendered in the act of holding the cup, and for what purpose: to libate or to receive the libation?
——————————
Pilli Elena, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Pinhasi Ron, see Liran Carmel
- see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Pinnock Frances

Theme 4

Shaping City-Scapes, Controlling Land-Scapes, Creating Territories. Strategies of Territorial
Control at Ebla during the Mature Early Syrian Period and the Old Syrian Period
The analysis of the archaeological and written evidence of Early Syrian Ebla allowed to propose hypothesis about the strategies of territorial control of the north Syrian town. The paper
will take into account the aspects of continuity and discontinuity between the Early and Old
Syrian period. For the latter phase no written evidence is available from the city itself, and yet,
based on the analysis of the urban pattern, of the results of territorial surveys and on the evidence provided by the contemporary Mari texts, it will be possible to propose ideas about the
patterns of territorial control also for the Old Syrian town.
——————————
Pizzimenti Sara

Theme 3/Workshop 1

From the 4th Millennium to the 3rd Millennium BC in Southern Mesopotamia. The Late
Uruk-Early Dynastic I Sequence of Area A at Tell Zurghul/Nigin
Transitional phases in archaeology are usually characterized by multiple ruptures and transformations, with recognizable material effects in the cultural, economic and demographic sectors
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of past societies. The transition from the Uruk to Early Dynastic periods is particularly fraught
with these issues. The 2015-2017 archaeological excavation at Tell Zurghul/Nigin shed new
light on the Late Uruk, Jemdet Nasr and Early Dynastic I phases in Southern Mesopotamia
and the Lagash region in particular. More precisely, Area A, at the footstep of the main mound
A in the middle of the site, have documented a complex stratigraphic sequence with 11 phases
detected dated from the end of the 4th millennium to the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC.
This paper proposes a careful analysis of the stratigraphic sequence and of the pottery seriation
of Area A, together with an analysis of the material and the pottery production from a technological point of view.
——————————
Pizzimenti Sara, see Renette Steve
——————————
Pla Orquín R., see Matisoo-Smith Elizabeth
——————————
Poinsot Delphine

Theme 3

The shared bestiary: glyptic traditions from Achaemenian to Sasanian
This paper will present the results of a study on the Achaemenian tablets of Persepolis which
aims to define the iconographic traditions, and their modes of diffusion, of glyptics transmitted from the Achaemenids through Mesopotamia and the Iranian plateau until the Sassanian
period. The influence of ancient Eastern traditions in Sassanian glyptics, while long known,
has only recently been the subject of a comprehensive study. Nils Ritter (Die altorientalischen
Traditionen der sasanidischen Glyptik, 2010) proposes an exhaustive inventory of these traditions and highlights their importance. We propose a broader comparison, based on a theme. The
one of the bestiary makes it possible to develop cultural anthropology of Mesopotamia and the
Iranian plateau over the long term. The bestiary, in fact, allows the analysis of the link, and its
evolution, that ancient societies had with their natural and cultural environment.
——————————
Pokhojaev Ariel, see May Hila
——————————
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Polcaro Andrea, Juan Ramon Muniz

Theme 1

The 2018-2019 Spanish-Italian Archaeological Campaigns at Jebel al-Mutawwaq: The Early
Bronze Age I Site and the Megalithic Necropolis
The paper will present the results of the 2018 and 2019 archaeological campaigns carried out
at Jebel al-Mutawwaq, an Early Bronze Age I site located along the Middle Wadi az-Zarqa,
Jordan. In particular, both the results of the excavations of the megalithic necropolis and of the
Central Sector of the settlement will be presented. During the last two seasons extended excavations have been conducted in the Great Enclosure, a large semi-circular structure of 50 m of
diameter located at the eastern edge of the Central Sector of the village, which allowed further
understanding of its public function, with the discovery of its megalithic entrance well preserved. Moreover, the excavations of the southern area of the necropolis, consisting in a group
of huge dolmens built along the slope of the mountain, bring to the discovery of a funerary
hypogeum connected to Dolmen 535, Cave C.1012. This discovery allowed a more comprehensive understanding of the megalithic necropolis of Jebel al-Mutawwaq between its two phases
of use, during the EB IA and EB IB, and of the funerary rituals performed by the population
living in the nearby settlement at the beginning of the Early Bronze Age.
——————————
Polcaro Andrea, see Nadali Davide
——————————
Polig Martina, Sorin Hermon, Teresa Bürge, Peter Fischer

Theme 3

A 3D chaine opératoire approach to the study of Late Bronze Age cylinder seals – a case study
from Hala Sultan Tekke, Cyprus
The aim of this paper is to explore the potential of high-resolution 3D documentation and subsequent scientific visualization and surface analysis for the study of cylinder seals. The material
comes from the ongoing Swedish excavations at Hala Sultan Tekke, which is located on the
south-east coast of Cyprus and functioned as one of the most important trade centres of the
eastern Mediterranean in the Late Bronze Age (c. 1650-1150 BCE). The traditional way of documenting cylinder seals includes photographs and drawings of the seal itself and its impression
on semi-hard material. Thus, the material available for second-source investigation is conditioned by the quality of the photo and technical details on how the image was acquired, whereas
drawings are subjected to the interpretation of the draughtsperson. Therefore, we have decided
to adopt a high-accuracy 3D approach to the documentation of seals, which allows a throughout geometric investigation of their surface. This will help to identify and characterize aspects
related to production techniques and modes of manufacture, as well as their possible use.
——————————
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Pompanon François, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Porta Francesca, Valentina Cannavò

Theme 5/Workshop15

Pyla-Kokkinokremos in the LBA Mediterranean networks: a view from pithoi
The paper is focused on the study of pithoi retrieved in the site of Pyla-Kokkinokremos, in order
to investigate its role in the intra-Cypriote and wider Mediterranean networks. The generally
low circulation of pithoi makes their presence as imports indicative of their role in trade routes,
even if their content is difficult to ascertain. Pithoi, both of small-medium and large size, are the
commonest find in Pyla, retrieved in all the excavation trenches. Provenance study – performed
by petrographic investigation – reveals that aside local fabrics, some are intra-Cypriote imports,
and one pithos should be a likely Palestinian import, supplementing the already recorded Minoan specimen. Locally made or imported pithoi were then extremely important in the management of resources at Pyla. The presence of imported pithoi from other Mediterranean regions
confirms the entanglement of Pyla in the Mediterranean networks that spread Cypriote pithoi
up to Sicily and Sardinia.
——————————
Potenza Alberto, Claudia Minniti

Theme 2

New data on the animal exploitation at Shahr-i Sokhta (Iran): first results from the analysis of
the animal remains found at the Workshop 33
This paper presents some results from new zooarchaeological analysis currently ongoing at
Shahr-i Sokta (Iran), as part of the MAIPS project developed from the collaboration between
the University of Salento and the Iranian Center for Archaeological Research for a multidisciplinary approach to the study of Hilmand valley, Shahr-i Sokhta and its archaeological assemblage. Between 2017 and 2019 archaeological researches were carried out in the area called
Workshop 33; they brought to light stratigraphic deposits and residential features spanning
from cal. 3000 to 2450 BC. More than 2000 animal remains from the workshop 33 were analysed. A more refined chronology, based on new advances of archaeological excavations and
14C dates, allowed us to group faunal data in four main chronological phases and to identify
change in husbandry strategies through time. The results of study will be discussed in comparison with those derived from previous studies carried out at the site and the surrounding area.
——————————
Poulmarc’h Modwene, see Palumbi Giulio
- see Valentini Stefano
——————————
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Proctor Lucas

Theme 2

Archaeobotanical approaches to the study of fuel use practices in Northern Mesopotamia
during the Chalcolithic and Iron Ages
This research examines fuel use during periods of emergent and established socioeconomic
complexity of Northern Mesopotamia during the Chalcolithic and Iron Ages using carbonized
seed, wood charcoal, and dung spherulite analyses from three sites (Surezha, Iraqi Kurdistan; Tell Zeidan, Syria; Ziyaret Tepe, Southeast Turkey) in the region. With the rise of social
inequality and intensified craft production, the acquisition of sufficient and appropriate fuel
resources would have become ever more crucial to the daily lives of past peoples, yet increasingly entangled within the broader social, economic and environmental dynamics of emerging
polities. The results of this research highlight variability in fuel selection practices at both the
intra-site and inter-site level, and illuminate several key factors underpinning those practices,
including access to fuel supplies, integration with broader subsistence activities, and functional
differentiation in use.
——————————
Proserpio Licia, see Zaina Federico
——————————
Pruss Alexander

Theme 3/Workshop 2

Modes of production and distribution of Near Eastern Terracotta figurines
Most studies on terracotta figurines have concentrated on their appearance, using typological
and iconographical methods. Other well-studied research questions deal with the function of
the figurines (offering so different explanations as toys, representations of gods and goddesses, or vehicles of magic and/or rituals) or the concepts of humans and their bodies apparent in
the figurine corpora. This contribution will try to follow a different approach by tracking the
path of the figurines before they reached their context of use. Who made the figurines and how
many persons were involved in the manufacture of a single piece? Where were they produced?
How were they distributed? These questions are difficult to answer, since only few good contexts were excavated in the Ancient Near East. However, some progress appears possible by
investigating the required skills necessary for different steps of the production process and by
studying the tools used. The paper will focus on anthropomorphic figurines and, in particular,
on mould-made examples.
——————————
Pruss Alexander, see Butterlin Pascal
——————————
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Pucci Marina

Theme 3

Neo-Assyrians in the Amuq
The archaeological and epigraphic evidence from the regional capital Khunulua (Tell Tayinat)
in the Amuq confirmed that the region was definitely conquered and annexed by the Assyrian
empire at the end of the 8th century BC. Artefacts related to power representation (Assyrian
stile orthostats), to relationship between powers (Esarhaddon treaty) and possibly court habits
(neo-Assyrian residence) suggest an impact in the local culture that could be related to the wellknown Assyrian imperialism. This paper faces this topic from a different perspective, i.e., not
from the point of view of the capital of the region, rather from that of a secondary town: Chatal
Höyük. The site, continuously occupied during the whole Iron Age, became part of the neo-Assyrian empire together with the whole region; although its material culture shows assyrianizing
elements already before the conquest of the region, it lacks clear traces of “imperialism” after
the conquest, suggesting that the Assyrian impact was probably not homogeneous on.
——————————
Puljiz Ivana

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Insights into the Mardama(n) Countryside in the Mittani and Middle Assyrian Period: Results
of the Excavations at Muqable
Since 2017, the Kurdish-German excavations at Muqable, located in the hinterland of Bassetki/
ancient Mardama(n) in present-day Duhok province (Kurdistan Region), aim at investigating
the organization, function(s), and economy of a small, rural settlement in Northern Mesopotamia. In 2017 and 2019, a rural building complex of the Middle Assyrian period was fully excavated at Muqable. This complex probably dates to the second half of the 13th century BC – a
time when nearby Bassetki/Mardama served as a provincial administrative centre. The Middle
Assyrian building complex at Muqable is directly superimposing a stratum of the Mittani period
with an entirely different architectural layout. In this paper, both settlement plans are discussed.
Based on architecture and finds it is argued that Muqable functioned as a dunnu in the Middle
Assyrian period and was owned by an important family with residence at Bassetki/Mardama.
——————————
Pümpin Christine, see Reifarth Nicole
——————————
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Purschwitz Christoph, Marion Benz, Hans Georg K. Gebel

Theme 1

Household & Death at LPPNB Baʻja / Jordan. Summary on the 2016-2019 Seasons of Excavations
The Late to Final Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (ca. 7500-6600 cal BCE) site of Baʻja is situated
north of Beidha Village (Wadi Musa, Jordan) on a 1.5ha large, intramontane plateau. The waterless and rugged location is accessible only by climbing through a narrow gorge. More than 20
years of excavation exposed ca. 850 m² of excellently preserved PPNB architecture, comprising
multi-storied buildings (with walls preserved up to 4 m in height), intramural burials below the
floors, and an extraordinary rich material culture which indicates the participation in supra-regional networks. This presentation summarizes the main results of our current project phase
(2016-2021) that investigates the topic “Household & Death at Baʻja” by a transdisciplinary
and holistic approach. Three seasons of excavation focused on the lower strata of the site’s Area
C and D and resulted in an unexpected abundance of findings and finds, as well as the recovery
of an intramural burial ground in Area C.
——————————
Purschwitz Christoph, see Benz Marion
——————————
Puturidze Marina

Theme 5

For the Typology and Comparative Study of Middle Bronze Age Silver Vessels: View from the
South Caucasus and Beyond South
Essential social and cultural shifts in society inhabited the central part of South Caucasus clearly demonstrate changeover of cultural landscape at the XXI century BC. Appearance of a new,
genetically less connected with the previous one, most flourished Trialeti Culture, undoubtedly,
enriched panoramic picture of the ancient Near Eastern world at the northern frontier of it. This
famous culture demonstrates most flourish level of gold working and belongs to the certain
time-interval of the Middle Bronze Age - the II phase of it, dated by 21- 18/17 cc BC. There is
no other recorded case of discovery of the silver vessels throughout the entire middle bronze
era (24-mid 15 cc BC), than it is known from the burial assemblages of the Trialeti culture.
Among the various characteristic innovative features of this famous cultural unit was the top
developed level of high artistic craft and particularly metal vessels. The fluorescence of the Trialeti culture was predetermined by several factors, among which we must include increasingly
brisk contacts with the Near East. Together with some other scholars I am suggesting that the
Trialeti Culture must be understood as an indigenous phenomenon that grew primarily on local
roots. Some samples of the silver patterns (6 types) seem one of the best representations of Near
Eastern region influence on toreutics of the south Caucasian region. Exploration of the rise of
the toreutics enables many archaeologists to concentrate attention toward the Near Eastern
assemblages. Here it is presented an attempt to make typology of the silver vessels and define
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their essential symptomatic features which enables to distinguish main groups and sub-groups.
Current amount of silver vessels enables to separate 6 different types basing on the shape and
certain details of the vessels. Some types find almost the identical analogues among the Near
Eastern assemblages. It is clear that for the South Caucasian culture was familiar achievements
of Old Anatolian, Assyrian and more distance civilizations and their traditions. Contemplation
of all above mentioned analogies between the Near East and South Caucasus allow us undoubtedly conclude about the established contacts of some regions of Ancient Near Eastern world
and its most northern periphery.
——————————
Qasim Hasan Ahmed, see Canci Alessandro
- see Morandi Bonacossi Daniele
——————————
Quarta Gianluca, see Curci Antonio
——————————
Quenet Philippe, Franco D’Agostino, Anne-Caroline Rendu-Loisel

Theme 1

New excavation at Eridu by the AMEr team (2019-2020)
Field work at Eridu was resumed in 2019 in the frame of a new archaeological project led by
Prof. Franco D’Agostino, University La Sapienza, Rome, with Prof. Philippe Quenet, University of Strasbourg – CNRS-UMR 7044 Archimède, as a field director. Most of the seven mounds
of the ancient site were studied anew by the Archaeological Mission at Eridu. Photogrammetric,
magnetic, and archaeological surveys were carried out. Several areas were excavated and yielded results contributing to rewrite the history of the settlement from the 5th to 1st millennium
BC.
——————————
Quirico Eleonora

Theme 2

The archaeological landscape of Tūlūl al-Baqarat: a preliminary reconstruction of the territory
and settlement patterns’ main transformations over the millennia
With the exception of Tūlūl al-Baqarat (excavated by the Italian archaeological expedition
MAITaB sponsored by the Centro Ricerche Archeologiche e Scavi di Torino) and Tell alWilaya, the entire area to the south of Kut (Wasit Governorate, Iraq) is largely unexplored and
still little known from the archaeological and historical point of view. Because of this significant lack of information, a territorial analysis proved necessary to explore and record the main
features of the ancient and modern landscape and to reconstruct the main historical steps within
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this archaeological area, currently exposed to drastic transformations and heavy damages. This
project has been carried out through a remote sensing analysis and a subsequent field-walking
survey on a group of mounds located around Tūlūl al-Baqarat.
——————————
Rabbani Maria

Theme 2

Investigating human-environmental relationships in the Zagros region during the Late Pleniglacial, Late Glacial and Holocene period
Available palaeoenvironmental records for the Zagros region are sparse, making it difficult to
compare palaeoenvironmental records with the archaeological data, study human-environmental relationships, and distinguish between anthropogenic and climatic factors that might have
impacted on vegetation cover. The aim of this three-year long research is to reconstruct the environmental history of Hashilan wetland (Iran) and Lake Ganau (Iraq) during the Late Pleniglacial, Late Glacial and Holocene period with a view to correlate changes in vegetation cover
and land-use with nearby archaeological records and known periods of climate change. The
objectives are: (1) to evaluate the impact of human activities on the landscape and environment,
especially periods of cultivation through integration of palaeoenvironmental and archaeological
records. This will enable us to improve understanding of the role farming communities had in
driving patterns of vegetation and broader environmental change; (2) to assess the impact of climate change on vegetation succession and the agricultural system, and the resilience of human
communities and ecosystems to climate change e.g. Oak (Quercus) woodland expansion in the
region. To produce high-resolution palaeoenvironmental record for Hashilan wetland and Lake
Ganau, sediment core sequences have been sampled for pollen, microscopic and macroscopic
charcoal, non-pollen palynomorphs, and geochemical analyses. This paper presents preliminary data and interpretation of the cores extracted from Lake Ganau and Hashilan wetland. This
interpretation forms a key component of the multi-proxy research for the Zagros region to form
a better understanding of human-environmental relationships and to what extent early human
societies were resilient to changes in the environment and climate.
——————————
Rabinovich Alla

Theme 3

A Decorated Bronze Knife from Early Iron Age Beth-Shemesh and Its Entangled Origins
A unique bronze knife was found at Tel Beth-Shemesh, Israel, in a pit with mixed finds dated
to Iron I-II. The knife is decorated with an incised geometric motif, which is extremely rare for
the Southern Levant. The decoration of the knife (incised line and semicircles) was common in
Central Europe (Italy/Balkans) at that time; however, its handle is typical for the Eastern Mediterranean. The knife is thus interpreted as an object of entangled heritage typical for the Iron I
period and is linked to the ongoing discussion of the socio-political re-organization of the Mediterranean realm following the Late Bronze Age collapse. It might have arrived at Beth-Shemesh
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as a result of movement of peoples and goods in the Mediterranean and discarded later when
the Canaanite population of the city supposedly tried to ensure their identity and distinguish
themselves from the alien cultures such as the Philistines.
——————————
Raei Roodbardeh Guilarian, Rahmat Abbass Nejad Serasti

Theme 3

Handedness and language in palaeolithic human populations. Stone tools obtained from 14
Middle Paleolithic sites along the Holeylan River, central Zagros
The body language and movements in the early human species have led to the transfer of the
skills of making tools. Since the brain regions like Broca and Wernicke are related to the ability to speak, and basically the power of the expression and production of words located in the
left hemisphere that considered as an active part in making tools and the ability to speak for
right-handed people. Neurological studies of the brain and measure the amount of active blood
flow in areas related to the ability to make tools and language shows these two tasks overlap
and can be created in parallel. The focus on the right or left hand is guided by the left and right
hemispheres of the brain, respectively. The study of the relation between handedness and language can help us to understand if Paleolithic people could have spoken or not. The study of the
evolution of handedness must necessarily start with the archaeological evidence. While necessary, it is also problematic, as archaeological evidence of handedness can be hard to identify.
The fossil remains of the hands are often isolated and fragmentary, making the related pairs of
bones necessary to safely identify hand preference in an individual difficult to find. Technical
characteristics of stone tools based on experimental archaeology conducted by archaeologists
in the last half-century determine the variables such as ridge of the bulbs, ripples, hackles, cone
of percussions, cortex, impact points and striking platform that can be used in the handedness
diagnosis of Paleolithic stone tools makers. In this paper, we talk about the relation between
handedness and language by using works that have been done in medical archaeology by many
archaeologists in the world. It shows how the right-hand stone tools makers in the Paleolithic
period could affect the ability to speak in human beings. Stone tools maker of the Middle Paleolithic in the central Zagros are taken in consideration in this study case. The artefacts are from
a number of middle Paleolithic sites overlooking the Seymareh River in the Holeylan Valley. In
order to determine the handedness of the stone tools makers through the qualitative examination of the tools which indicates the right-handed and the domination of the left hemisphere in
the target communities.
——————————
Rafiei-Alavi Babak, Ali Shojaee-Esfahani, Yaser Jebreili, Hadi Alahyari

Theme 1

Center of the Iranian Plateau during the Early Bronze Age: New Archaeological Research in
the Eastern Zone of the Zāyandehrud River Basin
The Archaeological department of the Art University of Isfahan has set up a new archaeological
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project in the eastern zone of the Zayandeh-Rud river basin. The studied area is a plain situated
on the western fringe of Central Desert, at a distance of 5 to 10 km south of the river and about
30 km east of the Gāvkhoni marshland that is the terminal basin of Zayandeh-Rud. The new
systemic archaeological surveys (2018, 2019, and 2020) resulted in the discovery of more than
150 archaeological sites dated from the Early Bronze Age to the Islamic period. Three sites, i.e.
No. 006, 013 and 05, have been excavated aiming to understand the chronology and material
culture of the area. The preliminary analysis of data and the comparative studies of findings
shows that the two excavated sites (013, and 051) belong to the Early Bronze Age in the third
millennium BCE and reveals a cultural connection between the studied area and East Fars,
Halil-Rud river basin, and Central Zagros Mountains in the Early Bronze Age.
——————————
Rafiei-Alavi Babak, see Ilkhan Tabasom
——————————
Ragazzon Giulia

Theme 4

(Re)constructing a space for the dead: new evidence on burial practices from Southern Mesopotamia
Funerary contexts are a precious source of information on ancient societies and their worldview
as, being the outcome of a mental process that is developed and put into practice, they are a
window on the thoughts and actions of those who produced them. In this sense, burial spaces
and their location are extremely meaningful since they reflect specific choices connected to the
perceived relationship between the dimension of the living and the dead. The burials brought to
light in Tell Baqarat 7, Southern Iraq, provide new insights on the response to death of a community of the Mesopotamian alluvium around the IV millennium BC. Here, the construction of
the burial space and its degree of visibility appear intertwined with the preservation and transmission of a collective memory. This, along with the data provided by human remains analyses,
offers a privileged point of view from which to elaborate a reconstruction of life, death and
funerary practices on the site.
——————————
Rahmati Morteza, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Rahmatpour Mohammad, see Afshari Soraya
——————————
Rahnama Reza, see Khademi Bami Mahyar
——————————
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Ramazzotti Marco, see Genchi Francesco
——————————
Ramon Muniz Juan, see Polcaro Andrea
——————————
Rante Rocco, Renata Holod, Leslee Michaelson

Theme 8

An Archaeological Investigation of Rayy between Excavation and Archives
Based on the results of excavations and the study of archives, this presentation offers a global
framework for the ancient city of Rayy, since its foundation until the Mongol invasion. Located
in the northern part of Iran, the city of Rayy arose at the piedmont of Elborz mountain range. Its
geographical and strategical location gave to the site high political and economic importance.
Since its foundation, probably attested already at the beginning of the Iron Age, the site presented a homogenous human occupation spreading over several hectares. Its depopulation started
most probably after the Mongol invasion, which engendered a migration of population further
to the south, to Veramin. Traversed by the major artery of the “Silk Road”, crossing Iran EastWest, Rayy developed a rich material culture.
——————————
Ranzer Noa, Ido Koch, Yuval Gadot

Theme 3

Steatite Scarabs from the Second Millennium BCE Southern Levant: A Chaîne Opératoire Approach
Scarabs found in numerous southern Levantine sites in contexts dating to the Middle Bronze
Age and the Late Bronze Age were produced both in Egypt and in the southern Levant. In this
paper I will present the sequential phases of the scarabs’ production, i.e., the Chaîne Opératoire.
This reconstruction emphasizes the social context in which scrabs were produced and raises
some questions related to how steatite was imported from Egypt to the southern Levant.
——————————
Rasheed Kamal, Melania Zingarello

Theme 3/Workshop 3

Between Tigris et Zagros Piedmont: a material-cultural perspective from Logardan during the
Early Bronze Age
The historical and archaeological dynamics characterizing the Early Bronze Age (EBA) in the
region east of the Tigris are so far unevenly documented. In the western part of the Qara Dagh
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area, the site of Logardan, excavated since 2015, offers new data on the socio-cultural, economic and political framework of northern Mesopotamia during the 3rd millennium BC. The
first EBA occupation at the site has yielded a significant pottery assemblage apparently not connected with the widespread Ninevite 5 and Scarlet Ware ceramic traditions. On the other hand,
a sequence from the Late Early Dynastic III to the Ur III period provides strong evidence of
the full inclusion of Logardan into the historical and cultural dynamics of late 3rd millennium
Mesopotamia. This paper aims at investigating the EBA contexts at Logardan from a material
perspective in order to bring out the complex reality of the North-South interactions during this
period.
——————————
Rasheed Kamal, see Odaka Takahiro
——————————
Rassalle Tine, see Bes Philip
——————————
Razmanhang Yalda, Tobin Hartnerll, Mohammed Dler, Adam Azad Tawfeeq
Theme 7
AI as a tool for documenting cultural heritage at risk: the case of Ashur, Iraq
Artificial Intelligence (hereafter AI) offers a new way to visualize ISIS’ destruction of ancient
cities in Iraq and Syria. In the summer of 2019, the authors used an sUAV (aka a drone) at Ashur
to collect high resolution photos (1 cm) in stereo pairs for 3D modelling. More importantly, the
low-altitude sUAV survey compiled a contemporary archive of several thousand images that
were run through a supervised learning application in order to train the computer to automatically identify types of destruction. The first stage of the analysis used Google’s Tensorflow
library and a Python API together with our cultural heritage experience to train the model. Only
the initial results of these trials will be presented as well as the potential for this project to serve
as a prototype for visualizing cultural heritage destruction at other ancient cities in the region.
——————————
Razok Souheb Talal

Theme 4

Copper-Based objects in the Jezireh during the Third Millennium BC; Types, Fabrication Techniques and origins
Jezireh is a key area in the study of Near Eastern metallurgy. The metal industry was practiced
there since the Chalcolithic age and attained a developed level during the III millennium BC
when local incipient societies discovered new techniques that contributed to making metal a
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common material. The different patterns of bronze and arsenical copper were the most used
compositions in metal industry in the third millennium BC. Despite the plethora of Jezireh’s
metal artefacts which confirm the importance of this region in metal production development,
the studies that have dealt with the numerous metallic collections coming from their archaeological sites are limited. In addition, those studies focused on the typological aspect more than
other aspects which could give us a rich information about objects history. Therefore, bringing
together the widely scattered literature of fabricated objects from the most common metals in
the third millennium BC and focusing on the technical, typological and archaeometric aspects
of fabricated objects is very interesting. Hence, this paper could be complementary to our study
that presented during BANNA 2019 international conference of Near Eastern archaeology at
Liverpool University. Through two articles, we attempted to cover all aspects concerning a
metal object. In this study, more than 1000 objects and fragments (with identified functions) of
copper-based from various archaeological sites in the Jezireh region (important urban centres
and rural ones), were studied and classified to achieve the following objectives: first of all, to
identify the objects types fabricated by using based-copper alloys and its chrono-typological
distribution; to classify objects types according to their function in the following categories,
such as Category A, the adornment of body and garment; Category B, the arms; Category C,
the tools; Category D, the vessels and utensils; Category E, metal sheets; to contextualize the
place of Jezireh region on the map of metal production in Near East; to identify the fabrication
techniques that were used to produce the different types of studied objects and to verify if there
is a possible correlation between alloys types or patterns, objects types and some fabrication
techniques.
——————————
Recht Laerke

Theme 4

Riding in the Near East in the 3rd and 2nd millennium BCE
This paper examines the evidence for the riding of horses and donkeys in the 3rd and 2nd
millennium BCE. This primarily comes from iconographic material, supplemented by textual
records. While the date of the first images of riding will be explored, the focus is rather on how
riding occurred - that is, what equipment was used to aid communication between equid and
rider? Can we identify who rode equids, for what purpose, and using which method? Were
horses, donkeys or mules preferred? The answers to these questions have implications for the
characterisation of the human-animal relationship, and reveal ancient knowledge about specific animal behaviour, and corresponding skills developed as responses. Further, the paper will
investigate how equids may have influenced human lives, in particular in relation to communication and transport.
——————————
Recht Laerke, see Mazzotta Lorenzo
——————————
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Regert Martine, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Regev Dalit, see Ilan Gronau
——————————
Reich David, see Liran Carmel
-see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Rendu-Loisel Anne-Caroline, see Quenet Philippe
——————————
Renette Steve, Sara Pizzimenti

Theme 3/Workshop 1

The Old and the New at al-Hiba/Lagash: Exploring the Way Forward for Mesopotamian Ceramic Studies
A joint expedition at al-Hiba, ancient Lagash, by the Institute of Fine Arts at New York University (IFA) and the Metropolitan Museum of Art between 1968 and 1990, headed by Vaughn
Crawford and Donald Hansen, collected one of the largest ceramic datasets of a south Mesopotamian site. This 600 hectare site offers unique opportunities to explore ancient urbanism as it
was occupied throughout the third millennium BCE, but became abandoned soon after. A new
collaborative fieldwork project by the University of Pennsylvania and Cambridge University,
headed by Holly Pittman and Augusta McMahon, has returned to the site in 2019 using modern
archaeological methodology and recording practices. Representing both the archival publication project and the new excavations, this paper explores the issues in combining these datasets.
The old excavations focused mainly on issues of chronology and typology. The new fieldwork
project at al-Hiba instead investigates ceramic technology and function in ancient society.
——————————
Renette Steve, see Tomé André
——————————
Rezaei Mahdieh, see Khanbanpoor Sima
-see Nafari Reza
——————————
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Rezaei Mahdiyeh, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
-see Taheri Mahsa
——————————
Rhodes Stephen

Theme 3

The Late Neolithic Bone Tool Industry at Gadachrili Gora and Shulaveris Gora: New data from
recent excavations
The Shulaveri-Shomutepe culture of the South Caucasus region is known for the extensive
fabrication of bone objects, including tools, weapons, and decorative products. The sites of Gadachrili Gora and Shulaveris Gora in southeastern Georgia provide an example. Recent excavations at these sites have uncovered many worked bone objects representing various stages of
the chaîne opèratoire, from initial fabrication to eventual discard. Abandoned tool blanks found
here give valuable insight into the creation of several types of bone tools, notably awls made on
the distal metapodia of caprines, and bipoints made on the cortical bone of a larger mammal.
Experimental reproduction of these awls has confirmed the viability of the inferred technique
of manufacture. This paper will explore variability in awl types, as well as in the spatial distributions of the bone tools, within and between the two sites.
——————————
Ricci Alessandra, see Palumbi Giulio
——————————
Ricci Andrea, see Brisset Elodie
——————————
Richard Suzanne, Jesse C. Long Jr., Marta D’Andrea

Theme 1

Shedding Light on the Urban/Rural Nexus about 2500 BCE: the 2019 Excavations at Khirbat
Iskandar, Jordan
Although known primarily for its EB IV multi-phase occupational stratum, this south-central
Jordanian plateau site also includes a multi-phase EB III stratum that is now coming into sharper
focus with the latest excavations in 2019. Khirbat Iskandar is one of the rare sites in the southern Levant to include substantial EB III and EB IV occupation on the tell. Past seasons in Area
B, within the fortifications at the northwest corner of the mound, have revealed a destruction
layer occurring before the latest phase of the EB III, based on ceramic and 14C analysis, above
which lay the earlier of two substantial EB IV phases. In Area C, at the southeast corner, three
EB IV phases have come to light, the earliest (Phase 1) identified as a “transitional EB III/IV”
phase at the time based on the ceramic evidence. Iskandar is one of the few sites exhibiting early EB IV pottery in the southern Levant. An unresolved issue concerns the apparent distinctions
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between the occupational patterns in Area B and Area C. Intent to explore the enigmatic EB III/
IV transition away from the defensive system, the project focused on pre-Phase 1 EB III layers
in Area C. The top of the latter had been reached at the end of the 2016 excavations. The results
of the 2019 season affirm that an EB III stratum lay sandwiched between the EB III destruction
and the first clear EB IV phase (Phase 1). In both Squares C06 and C08, three clear phases
of “post-destruction EB III” occupation were discerned, including late EB III ceramic types,
attesting to the fact that Khirbat Iskandar was occupied much later than previously assumed.
For example, in Square C06, stratigraphically, a “hearth phase” superseded the destruction
layer, while a series of surfaces associated with a stone wall was built above. On top of these
two distinct layers, there was a mudbrick wall and two surfaces that immediately preceded the
EB IV Phase 1 structure. This highly successful 2019 season revealed Khirbat Iskandar to be
exceptional in exhibiting clear stratigraphic evidence for a “post-EB III destruction” stratum,
only glimpsed at elsewhere. These data shed light on the controversial “collapse” of EB III urbanism and subsequent rural EB IV period. They illuminate the survival of EB III tradition and
the gradual recovery and development of the EB IV period without break. At Khirbat Iskandar
there is unmistakable continuity between the EB III and the EB IV periods.
——————————
Richardson Amy

Theme 4

Networks of knowledge in the Neolithic Zagros
Across a fragmented landscape, the Neolithic people of the Zagros maintained complex networks of material exchange and knowledge transfer. From the early Holocene, small groups of
people explored new ways of doing and being in the world, sharing innovative ideas with one
another through tangible material media. This paper considers case studies of evidence for the
curation of networks amongst the inhabitants of highland and lowland sites, and their engagement with Neolithic communities throughout Southwest Asia. On the edge of the Shahrizor
Plain, cultural activities at the PPNB settlement of Bestansur, c.7600 BCE, exemplify and reinterpret ideas and technological innovations shared through networks of practice. Through
key material strands, we can identify catalysing factors behind the growth of communication
networks in the Early Neolithic and shed light on the implications of intensified connections.
——————————
Richardson Amy, see Catanzariti Antonietta
——————————
Richter Tobias

Theme 5/Workshop 21

From the Natufian into the PPNA: Social and Economic Change at the end of the Pleistocene
The end of the Pleistocene and beginning of the Holocene in the southern Levant is associated
with key social and economic changes, such as the appearance of cultivated plants, increases
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in site size and domestic dwellings, appearance of communal buildings, changes in funerary
practices and symbolic material culture. Nevertheless, how these changes precisely articulated
themselves from the end of the Natufian into the early PPNA has not always been clear. Recent
research at a number of localities throughout the Levant have begun to shed more light on this
transition. This paper will summarise what we currently know about the last Natufian and earliest PPNA communities in the Levant and, on this basis, discuss the range of models currently
put forward to explain the transition from hunting and gathering to agriculture. One point I will
make in particular is that the differences between the late/final Natufian and the PPNA have at
times been exaggerated, and that the two phases have more in common with each other than
not.
——————————
Richter Tobias, see Pedersen Patrick Nørskov
——————————
Riehl Simone, see Deckers Katleen
- see Nicolì Marco
——————————
Rigot Jean-Baptiste, see Gondet Sébastien
——————————
Ritter Markus

Theme 8

Wooden Ceilings at Raqqa and Their Evolution in Early Islamic Architecture
The archaeological finds of painted and carved wood from the excavation of palaces at Raqqa in
Syria, attributed to the early Abbasid period c. 185 AH / 800 AD, have been published only in
sweeping lines and remain unstudied (Saliby 1954; 2004). Yet they are among the oldest datable
evidence for wooden ceilings in early Islamic architecture. This paper puts the finds into focus
and presents the results of an examination which allows some reconstruction. It establishes that
in Palace B at Raqqa a coffered ceiling completed a decorative scheme which in the official
wing included a pavement of glass tiles, wall painting (Ritter 2018; 2019), and door framings
of stucco relief. It compares the finds with wooden ceilings at other places, mostly excavated or
preserved in early Islamic mosques of the later Abbasid period. Some earlier parallels include
the decoration of painted and vaulted ceilings and a transfer to other contexts. While the use in
early Islamic architecture seems to continue traditions of coffered ceilings in Late Roman and
Early Byzantine buildings (Finster 1978–79; Allan 1994), the paper notes also difference which
indicate an evolution of forms and types.
——————————
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Roberto Giulia

Theme 4

The Iron Age II funerary ritual in the Middle Euphrates area in light of the new excavations at
the necropolis of Yunus
This paper aims at investigating the funerary ritual during the Iron Age II period, starting from
the recent excavation results at Yunus, the outer necropolis of Karkemish. In the Middle Euphrates region, the development of Iron Age incineration as well as the associated funerary
rituals are still topics of debate. The graveyards are generally located outside the cities, as in
the case of Yunus and Tell Shiukh Fawqani. At these sites, the bones were collected from the
pyre, placed inside the urn and buried in a pit. No building near the graveyard has thus far been
identified as the place where the ritual was practiced: the discovery at Yunus, for the first time,
of a mudbrick structure revealed the presence of a built structure dating from Iron II, perhaps
used in connection with funerary activities, providing new data for the use of necropolises in
this period.
——————————
Roe Joe

Theme 2

On uncertain ground: modelling human palaeoecology in the Azraq basin, eastern Jordan,
24,000–8,000 BP
The rich Epipaleolithic and Neolithic record of the Azraq basin, in the arid margin of the eastern
Levant, poses an ecological puzzle. How did foragers survive, even thrive, in an environment
where resources are scarce and unpredictable? Site-based environmental archaeology has produced a wealth of data on the palaeoenvironment, but interpolating from these individual data
points in specific times and places to a holistic picture of human ecology remains a challenge.
Computational modelling provides an alternative means of exploring past ecosystems. In this
paper, I outline a combined model of palaeoclimate, vegetation, fauna, and human subsistence
in the Azraq basin through the Terminal Pleistocene and Early Holocene. The results highlight
the importance of nonequilibrium dynamics in understanding its ecosystem. Environmental
unpredictability, manifested at multiple scales, shaped the plant and animal resources available
to foragers. Strategies to cope with variability and risk must have been necessary to adapt to
this landscape of uncertainty. However the existence of these strategies, elaborated over time,
would explain how prehistoric foragers thrived in the Azraq basin without invoking dramatic
environmental change.
——————————
Roe Joe, see Pedersen Patrick Nørskov
——————————
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Rohde Jens, Florian Janoscha Kreppner, Andrea Squitieri, Jean-Jacques Herr
Theme 6/Workshop 18
Three-dimensional visualization and analysis of stratigraphy and earth deposits in the Peshdar
Plain Project
Traditionally, excavation results are published two-dimensionally on book pages. This is the
case in particular to stratigraphy, which is usually represented in plans, sections and Harris matrices. However, the archaeological record is three-dimensional. While walls and installations
such as floors, hearths, pits, etc. can be excavated and documented in three dimensions using
various methods (SFM, 3D scan), this is not the case with earth deposits. If one begins to excavate an earth deposit at the top, the lower extent is unknown. When the bottom is reached, the
upper part is already removed. Consequently, an earth deposit cannot be documented three-dimensionally in one go. However, the earth is an integral part of the three-dimensional archaeological record and the stratigraphic sequence. It provides information on relative chronological
sequences. Properties such as colour, density and consistency as well as quantity and characteristics of the finds allow reconstructing additionally formation processes and taphonomy. In the
presentation the new stratigraphic documentation method will be presented, in which the stratigraphic sequence is visualized and analysed by means of dGPS, drone, SFM, MySQL database
and modelling of 3D bodies in Auto-CAD.
——————————
Rohde Jens, see Pietsch Sophie
——————————
Rol Nolwen

Theme 5

Setting things apart: Chalcolithic containers on the Iranian Central Plateau
What do prehistoric stone vessels have in common with woven baskets, clay bins, warehouses,
ceramic pots, jar stoppers or clay sealings? At the very least, those objects usually studied separately all participate in a ubiquitous but multiform technology of containment that provides
amongst others the material basis for the storage, transport, distribution, and consumption of
goods. By focusing on functional properties such as capacity, closeability and transportability,
an integrative study of both mobile and immobile types of containers can reveal potentially
divergent or complementary uses, opening a window into the scale and organization of socio-economic activities. Here, I present first results of a case study of Chalcolithic container
assemblages of the Iranian Central Plateau and sketch some ideas on their roles in the 4th millennium BCE.
——————————
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Rom Jakob, see Kopetzky Karin
——————————
Romano Licia, Franco D’Agostino

Theme 1

Abu Tbeirah Preliminary Report on the 2018-2019 Excavations
The paper will introduce the results of the 8th and 9th excavation campaign at Abu Tbeirah.
Beyond the description of the archeological evidence brought to light during the last seasons
in Area 6, a particular focus will be devoted to the last occupational phases of the city and to
the environment surrounding it. The research methodology and the preliminary results of the
on-going study of the canalization system inside and outside the Tell will be presented as well.
——————————
Romano Licia, see Zingale Marta
——————————
Rosen Steven A., see Manclossi Francesca
——————————
Rosenberg Danny

Theme 5/Workshop 21

Long-term changes and tipping points – The Natufian ground stone tool industry and its significance
Almost one-hundred years of prehistoric research in the southern Levant have resulted in extensive datasets pertaining to the adaptations and subsistence economies of late hunter-gatherers and early farmers during the transition to agriculture. One of the arenas expressing these
changes are ground stone tools, which reflect advanced endeavors of humans to adapt to their
natural habitats. Ground stone tools are prominent features among the paraphernalia uncovered
at Natufian sites, and these show notable changes from earlier Epipalaeolithic assemblages. Indeed, the first dramatic shift in human evolution that pertains to ground stone tools can be traced
to the Early Natufian in the context of the culture’s consolidation stages that reflect significant
social and economic changes of hunter-gatherers shifting toward a sedentary life style. The
changes that characterize Natufian ground stone assemblages include a dramatic rise in overall
tool frequencies, typological and stylistic variations, specific raw material selection as well as
changes in contextual and discard patterns. Considerable developments are also noted within
the technological apparatus of tool production and the diversification of production sequences.
Greater investments of time and energy in tool production and finish are often observed, with
many items carefully and skillfully manufactured such as pestles and bowls with high degrees
of symmetry and intricately decorated stone objects. These changes can be credited mainly to
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the shift in Natufian subsistence economy and social organization, which were influenced by
numerous factors – the environmental settings of sites, duration of occupation, chrono-cultural affiliation (Early vs. Late/Final Natufian), site function (e.g., habitation vs. cemetery) and
probably cultural factors as well. This contribution will discuss further key questions regarding
the Natufian ground stone tools and their significance, with a particular emphasis on long-term
developments and changes. We will argue that some of the shifts characteristic of the Natufian
assemblages reflect tipping points in food processing technologies, marking ‘points of no return’ in human adaptation strategies.
——————————
Roskin Joel, see Taxel Itamar
——————————
Rossi Marco, Giuseppe Minunno

Theme 8

La phase islamique de Tell Deinit (Idlib), Syrie
Tell Deinit è un sito della Siria nord-occidentale, facente parte della provincia di Idlib. Oggetto
di indagini archeologiche ad opera del servizio delle Antichità e dei Musei sin dal 1971, nel
2002/2004 il sito è stato inserito nel progetto MEDA di cooperazione. L’individuazione di un
imponente complesso religioso bizantino nella città bassa ha a lungo distolto l’attenzione dalla
presenza di un villaggio di epoca islamica (occupato principalmente in epoca Omayyade, Abbaside e Mamelucca). Offriamo qui una presentazione preliminare dei materiali relativi a queste
fasi (la cui documentazione è attualmente in corso di studio). Essi comprendono ceramica, anche dipinta, in alcuni casi con iscrizioni, monete e oggetti in vetro, metallo, pietra e osso.
——————————
Rost Stephanie, Angelo Di Michele

Theme 3/Workshop 1

Intensive Survey Strategies and its potential to Inform Ceramic Chronology of the Umma Region (South Iraq)
The Umma Survey Project targets a 2,000 km2 area east of Al-Rifai in Dhi Qar Province of
South Iraq. The area is of great historical importance as it was once home to the Early Dynastic
city-state of Umma (2900-2350 BC) and later the territory of the Umma province of the kingdom of the Third Dynasty of Ur (2112-2004 BC). While the area is known for its rich historical
record, the archaeological reconnaissance of the area is rather limited, as it was covered only
partially by the regional site survey efforts of Robert McCormik Adams and Hans-Joerg Nissen.
More recently Abdulameer M. Al-Dafar Al-Hamdani and his team resurveyed the entire alluvial
plain between 2003-2009 recording a huge number of previously unknown archaeological sites.
Building upon this data The Umma Survey Project aims to conduct an intensive archaeological
reconnaissance of the area to document ancient sites and landscape features (e.g. ancient water
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courses, field systems, etc.). The first two seasons of the Umma Survey Project were carried out
in March and December of 2018 in which 18 sites have been systematically sampled by using a
50x50 or 25x25m survey grid. This sampling strategy revealed that the occupation in different
historical periods shifted considerable across the site. As a result, patches with only a single
occupation layer could be detected. We will present two case-studies (site Abu Gabara and Said
Mohammad) to discuss the potential of survey material to inform the rather problematic and
incomplete ceramic chronology of Southern Mesopotamia.
——————————
Rotem Yael, Mark Iserlis

Theme 3/Workshop 6

The Regional Narrative of the Central Jordan Valley in the EBA
The EBA in the Central Jordan Valley was one of the most densely inhabited periods in the history of the region. During the mid 4th to mid 3rd Millenia BCE, clusters of settlements emerged
along the Jordan River and the wadis that it drains, including large cultural centers along smaller settlement. These settlements benefitted from the exceptional landscape of the valley, which
allowed easy transportation, productive subsistence, and convenient access to local resources.
The well-defined geographic boundaries of the Central Jordan Valley and the high integration
between the sites created a distinctive local material culture. The abundance of archaeological
data from excavations and surveys in the valley allows us to reconstruct local trajectories of
key settlements and to follow social, economic and political trends throughout the period. This
paper will present the general narrative of the Central Jordan Valley in the EBA, by focusing on
the organization of society, production systems, economy and political transformations as reflected in the material culture. It will also raise questions as to the connections and interactions
with other regions, and the various ways in which trends and ideas were transmitted.
——————————
Roth Helena

Theme 3

Traditions of Manufacture in Nahal Repha’im, a Potters Village in the Southern Levant from the
Intermediate and the Middle Bronze Ages
Aspects of the drastic changes in material culture during the Intermediate and Middle Bronze
Ages in the southern Levant, and their possible historical implications, have long been discussed. Nahal Repha’im, a potters’ village in the Central Highlands offers a view into the social
organization of the region, and specifically the area of Jerusalem, in both the Intermediate and
the Middle Bronze Age. The technical analyses of and the application of Dynamic Systems Approach on the large and complete ceramic assemblages from multiple domestic contexts in the
site may hold the key to better understanding the nature of the change, and whether it originated
in replacement of population, or growth in social complexity.
——————————
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Rothman Mitchell, Hakob Simonyan

Theme 5/Workshop 14

The Kura-Araxes and Transition to Middle Bronze Age: Longue Duree of the Prehistoric South
Caucasus
In the late prehistoric world of the Greater Middle East each region had a unique story of development and change. Archaeologists, it seems to us, should discover what each of those stories
were, why each story had a particular narrative, and why one region’s story was different than
those of other regions. To address these questions, we need to focus on the longue dureé, or, in
other words, the evolutionary trajectory. This paper looks at the longue duree from Neolithic
to Middle Bronze Age in the South Caucasus, especially from the Kura-Araxes to the Middle
Bronze Age, and compares it to a similar timeline in neighboring Mesopotamia.
——————————
Rousset Marie-Odile, Georges Mouamar

Theme 3/Workshop 4

The Arid Margins of the steppe of Northern Syria during the 3rd millenium: specificities and
interractions
In a region of around 7000 km2, the geoarchaeological survey of the mission “Arid Margins of
Northern Syria” discovered more than one thousand sites. They were in a rather good condition,
and for some of them in an exceptional state of preservation. All placed within their environmental context, they shed new light on the knowledge of the steppe area for all periods in the
history of Syria and the Middle East. 236 sites were inhabited in 3rd millennium. Their analysis
contributed significantly to the knowledge of many aspects of settlement patterns of the Ancien Bronze Age period: territorial boundaries (the “Very Long Wall” that we connect with the
Early Bronze Age IV), route systems from the 3rd millennium and their continuity in the 2nd
millennium, hierarchy of sites (urban, rural, nomads). Distribution, typology of sites and study
of pottery show that this steppe area was not a margin one in the 3rd millennium; these studies
allow to consider regional and inter-regional connections on a large scale, from a broader and
systemic point of view. These largely unpublished data connected with the context of the settlement of central Syria during Ancien Bronze Age, allow us to propose an interpretation of the
settlement patterns according to geographical opportunities offered by the landscape. The findings of the mission “Arid Margins of Northern Syria” thus make it possible to connect with the
results of the work on the neighboring regions and sites and to analyse the spatial organisation
of the eastern fringes of the central syrian kingdoms.
——————————
Routledge Bruce, Kevin McGeough

Theme 4

Lively weapons on land and sea: Objectscapes of the Late Bronze Levant
Trade, crafting and mobility are central themes of the Late Bronze Age. Here artefacts often
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serve as proxies for relations and practices such that present artifacts represent absent people.
However, Late Bronze Age objects are not really proxies. They travelled, interacted with people
and other things; they were the foci of desires and the catalysts for actions. In this paper we ask
“what happens when we think about objects as agents rather than representations?” We explore
this question by focusing on elite weapons in the Levant, arguing for their agency in three ways:
1) through their affordances and their material and distributional qualities; 2) through their role
as actants in networks of people, places and other objects; and 3) through their ontologies as
animated beings in iconographic and textual representations. We will argue that this agency was
central to their mobility as well as to the contexts in which they came to rest in the archaeological record.
——————————
Rova Elena, Kvavadze Davit

Theme 1

Two Seasons of Excavations at the Chalcolithic site of Tsiteli Gorebi 5 (Lagodekhi municipality,
Georgia)
The paper will present the results of the first seasons (2018 and 2019) by the “Georgian-Italian
Lagodekhi Archaeological Project” of Ca’ Foscari University of Venice in collaboration with
the Municipality and Museum of Lagodekhi at Tsiteli Gorebi 5 in the Kakheti region of Eastern
Georgia. This is part of a cluster of Chalcolithic sites located close to the Alazani river, some
of which had been investigated in Soviet times. It consists of a low mounded area with a maximal surface of ca 1.60ha, deeply affected by repeated ploughing, which hosted a single-period
settlement. Surface collection and excavations carried out in 2018 and 2019 unearthed a homogeneous assemblage of artefacts, mostly potsherds and chipped lithics (almost exclusively
obsidian), but also parts of poorly preserved walls and platforms of considerable dimensions in
squarish blocks of clay or compacted clay, which are so far unparalleled in the earlier Chalcolithic period in the region.
——————————
Rova Elena, see Dall’Armellina Vittoria
- see Hopper Kristen
——————————
Rumayed Ousama

Theme 7

Dedicated ICT tools to help heritage professionals register, retrieve and share data about areas
in conflict
Cultural Resource Management (CRM) encompasses recognition, description, maintenance,
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security and the overall management of cultural resources. The objective of CRM is to ensure
the protection of the cultural significance, integrity and authenticity of the resource for present
and future generations through conservation and sustainable resource utilization is a cyclical
process of caring for cultural heritage resources.
——————————
Rummel Michael

Theme 3

Production and Exchange of “Phoenician” Pottery - A multidisciplinary analysis of locally
produced “daily used pottery” from the central Levant
The aim of this paper is to present my PhD project on “Phoenician” pottery of the late Iron Age
from the “Phoenician” homeland. This research will lead to new insight into the production of
daily used pottery and its exchange between places of production and archaeological sites as
a part of the “Phoenician” economy. Until now little knowledge extends beyond typology or
chronology and our current understanding of “Phoenician” pottery in the Levant lacks basic
data and quantitative analysis methods. This multidisciplinary approach is based on morphometrical, statistical and geochemical methods (XRF, ICP-MS) for the unpublished late Iron Age
pottery of Tell el-Burak, Sarepta, Beirut, and Tyre. Results are presented as frequency and distribution patterns, correlation and determination of standardization for the analyzed pottery and
between different cities or production centers. The aims and methods described above are based
on the results of my M.A. thesis in which I conducted a morphometrical analysis and comparison between the unpublished tableware from Tell el-Burak and the published pottery from Tyre.
——————————
Russo Sergio

Theme 6

For now, it’s just a matter of style: Testing ‘Isolation-by-Distance’ on an Ancient Near Eastern
pottery case study
Variation in material culture has long been a major interest in archaeological research. Its investigation, mainly through comparative approaches, has allowed identification of cultural groups,
detection of typological or stylistic similarities, as well as speculations on possible inter-group
relations or exchanges. While these studies were important in setting an analytical baseline,
there have since been only rare attempts to explore the processes and factors that determine
such a variation. This paper explores the role of geographic, temporal, and cultural distances
in contributing to the variation of ceramic decorative traits of northern Mesopotamia, eastern
Anatolia, and the southern Caucasus during the Early and Middle Bronze Age (c.2350-1750
BCE). It does so by testing the validity of the ‘Isolation-By-Distance’ model, which assumes
that cultural similarity declines over distance, and by applying different statistical methods
(dissimilarity analysis, simple and partial Mantel tests and correlograms, Principal Coordinate
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Analysis). Results show a fall-off in cultural similarity as a function of geographic distance, but
also that a) the rate of decline was different in different time periods; and b) some outliers (i.e.,
pair of sites with higher-than-expected similarity given their inter-distance) were identified.
These may support the hypothesis that decorative patterns (and possibly their conceptualisation) were objects of blending phenomena (i.e., horizontal transmission by means of inter-group
interactions).
——————————
Russo Giulia

Theme 3/Workshop 23

Pottery making in the Balikh Valley: preliminary results
In the Balikh Valley of North Syria, research conducted by the University of Amsterdam and the
University of Chicago has traced the development of occupation in the region over the Ubaid
and the Late Chalcolithic 1-2. In particular, excavations at Tell Hammam et-Turkman and more
recently at Tell Zeidan have provided ceramic sequences for these periods. Yet, we are still trying to grasp a comprehensive understanding of the region as for how pottery-making practices
and resulting ceramic assemblages developed over time. This calls for a study of ceramic technology at a regional scale. This paper presents the preliminary results of an ongoing research
on the technology of the published Tell Hammam et-Turkman IV-V and the unpublished Balikh
IV-V Survey pottery. Based upon the premises of the chaîne opératoire approach, this contribution will discuss the developments in ceramic production in the Balikh Valley over the Ubaid
and Late Chalcolithic 1-2 periods.
——————————
Rutishauser Susanne

Theme 2

Changing River Courses and Settlement Patterns in Cilicia (Turkey) from the Chalcolithic to
the Medieval Period
The fertile alluvial plain of the Cilicia Pedias is surrounded by the Taurus and Amanus mountain ranges and the Mediterranean Sea. Since the Neolithic period, the Cilician Plain was an
important connection between Anatolia and the Levant. The plain is covered with a maze of palaeochannels, point bars and crevasse splays dating to different periods. The natural movement
of water in an alluvial plain pushes sediment to the side, creating a natural levee. Therefore, the
banks of the rivers in the Cilician Plain are often slightly elevated from the riverbed – visible on
digital elevation models like SRTM data or TanDEM-X data. Most of modern villages in Cilicia
are situated on such natural levees, next to abandoned channel beds. This paper examines the
settlement history of the Cilician Plain based on survey and excavation data, written sources
and remote sensing in regard of changing river courses.
——————————
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Saba Mona

Theme 3

A Crater Fragment with a Lion Figure from Oluz Höyük: An Assessment on the Iranian Archaeology
2B Architectural Layer (450-300 BC) in Oluz Höyük which was located in the Amasya Provincial borders in North-Central Anatolia is dated to the Achaemenid Period. Besides the characteristic architectural finds unearthed such as the Persian Road, Ateshkadah, Early Zoroastrian
Sanctuary and Colonnaded Hall, a large number of pottery fragments and small finds uncovered
represents the Achaemenid Culture which hasn’t been identified in Anatolian Late Iron Age until today. A painted lion figure was observed on several crater fragments which was uncovered
in the excavation of the Colonnaded Hall in 2018. When the lion figure, depicted in a considerably natural manner, was style-criticized their contemporary examples can be found in a wide
geography which spans from Persepolis to the Altay region where the kurgans of Pazırık were
found. This paper discusses the place of Oluz Höyük Lion in the 5th century Persian archaeology.
——————————
Saccone Tommaso, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
- see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Sack Dorothée, see Gussone Martin
——————————
Sadozaï Chamsia, Matilde Mura

Theme 7

Life after death of the archaeological sites, understanding earth architecture preservation
Under the archaeologist’s trowel appear bricks, walls, occupation, abandonment and collapse
levels. These remains of earthen architectural complexes are from varied natures yet all together characteristic of the ancient sites of the Middle East and Central Asia. Archaeological
excavation is the first of many steps to reconstruct the past and imagine the future of these monumental remains, which are fragile, exposed and endangered. This paper presents the research
carried out by archaeologists, curators and architects which analyse the conditions of life, death
and rebirth of archaeological sites made essentially of unbaked earth. In addition to the threats
of natural damages, Middle Eastern sites are exposed to the risks of looting, collateral damage
due to modern conflict or ideological destruction. In this context, new management practices
are being considered to urgently address the problems of cultural heritage preservation, based
on projects related to the UNESCO World Heritage List, the WHEAP (World Heritage Earthen
Architecture Programme), or on recent discoveries of the French archaeological missions of the
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Ministry of European and Foreign Affairs. Our first step will be to try to understand the creation
process of archaeological sites by approaching the life cycle of earthen architecture, before and
after excavation, then we will analyse the decay processes through the study of anomalies related to conflicts and environmental conditions. These two approaches combined will allow us to
develop an action plan. Then, we will address the question of global strategies to be adopted in
order to move towards solutions that are not miraculous but sustainable and unique to each site,
as they are designed with a wide range of stakeholders. Focus will be placed on adapted preventive conservation measures that can help preserve in the short term as much as the elaboration
of more complex enhancement for the long term. Finally, we will discuss the gradual change in
mentality, which sees the emergence of research programmes that combine documentation of
damages, archaeological excavations and conservation from the outset.
——————————
Sadreddin Taheri, Zohreh Soltanmoradi

Theme 8

Safavid Environmental Strategies of Organizing the Urban Structure of Isfahan
Iran’s environmental challenges are reaching a crisis point today. At the forefront of these problems is water scarcity, both physical and economic. This study is a historical research, and is
conducted with descriptive analytical approach, based on library and documentary data sourcing. The main research question is: How did the Safavids manage to overcome the ecological
challenges of organizing the urban structure of their new capital? Our case study is the city of
Isfahan, during the peak of the Safavid dynasty (the first half of the 17th century). The authors
have used triple bottom line (TBL) framework (an accounting structure with three parts: social,
environmental and economic), to evaluate the success rate of the Safavid rulers, especially Shah
Abbas I (1588-1629), in the sustainable development of their capital. Lack of official statistics
from the discussed period, is among the limitations of this research, therefore our main references are the travelogues of European visitors, as impartial foreign observers. Water shortage
in the Iranian plateau has always been the main concern. The urban needs of drinking water
were provided from underground resources, such as: water wells, Qanats, and springs. Based
on strict rules of the Shaikh-Bahai’s scroll and using an accurate schedule, each block and part
of the capital and surrounding farms had a share of water, totally 560.000 shares, at certain
times. New neighborhoods were built on the southwest border of the city, where water supply
was easier. In this way, access to healthier water was possible, with fewer evaporation and
also fewer subsidence in the earth. An important part of the city’s water flow was transferred
to underground channels, to reduce the evaporation rate. Another influential strategy of Shah
Abbas I for protecting environmental resources was transferring economic orientation from
agriculture to trade. Craftsmen and merchants of different tribes and religions from all over
the country were urged to come to settle in Isfahan. With awareness of dry climate of Iranian
plateau, he had a strong emphasis on establishing a permanent trade relationship with Europe.
According to several travelogues, proper management of water resources helped Shah Abbas I
and his successors to provide the ecological needs of citizens, and beyond that turn Isfahan into
a garden city.
——————————
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Sagory Thomas, see Kurdy Micheline
——————————
Salicath Halvorsen Asta, Lisa Yeomans

Theme 3

The interpretation of grooved stones: Evidence based on a toolkit recovered from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A site of Shubayqa 6 in northeast Jordan
Grooved stones appear as an addition to toolkits in the Natufian of Southwest Asia. A large variety of these objects have been found across the area and many different interpretations of their
function have been made. In the 2018 excavation season at Shubayqa 6, five worked grooved
stones of non- local material were found in a cluster with worked bone tools, possible figurines
made from lower- limbs of gazelle and sheep, ostrich eggshell preforms for bead manufacture
and two basalt hand stones were found nearby. The items were probably contained within a
perishable bag which was located next to the wall of an Early Pre-Pottery Neolithic A structure.
Traditionally grooved stones have been interpreted as arrow shaft-straighteners. Other possible
functions have been postulated including both utilitarian and symbolic interpretations. This paper will discuss the range of uses given for grooved stones and uniquely the sample from Shubayqa 6 provides additional evidence based on recovery context and the association of grooved
stones with other artefacts.
——————————
Santaella Sara, see Gomez Bach Anna
——————————
Sapir-Hen Lidar, see Namdar Linoy
——————————
Sarig Rachel, see May Hila
——————————
Sarmiento-Castillo David, see Marchand Florine
——————————
Sasany Arash, Meysam Labbaf-Khaniki

Theme 5

The effects of the Sasanians’ late 5th Century CE economic measures and reforms in agriculture
and taxation systems on the reinvigoration of its kingdom in its last 150 years
As we know, and mostly through textual sources, the mighty kingdom of Sasanians faced some
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decline in power towards the late 5th century CE. This decline, in turn, provided the incentives
for a total economic reform and transformation; some measures of which we find traces of in
establishing new cities and extended defensive walls, surveying farmlands, building new water
channels, and defining a totally different system of taxation. This economic metamorphosis
infused new life into the moribund body of the Sasanian kingdom’s power system in a way that
like a phoenix it rose from the ashes again; from being a tributary of Hephthalites to one of the
two glamorous superpowers of the world alongside Romans. The present study aims to look at
the supporting archaeological evidence for agriculture and taxation system of the harvests that
eventually yielded, as one of the major financial income resources of the kingdom, the financial
resources for reinvigorating the Sasanian kingdom that we observe in roughly the last 150 years
of its ruling existence.
——————————
Sassine Lamia

Theme 3

Elusive Phoenicians: Perceptions of Phoenician identity and material culture as reflected in
museum records and displays
This project aims to investigate the part played by different historical and modern perceptions
of Phoenician culture and identity in the presentation and interpretation of what is (and has been
over the last 100-150 years) regarded as Phoenician material culture in different Mediterranean
and European museums. Given the chequered history of perceptions of Phoenicians in different
national and intellectual contexts from antiquity until relatively recently, it seems likely that
perspectives on what constitutes objects of Phoenician material culture will also have varied
from place to place and from time to time. The research is based on an appreciation of accounts
of, and attitudes to, Phoenicians from antiquity onwards, which have undoubtedly fed into more
modern European views. This is gained from key ancient (Greek, Roman and Biblical) sources,
as well as more modern (especially 19th and 20th century) European writings, both literary and
archaeological/historical. The core of the research focuses on museum displays and records
pertaining to Phoenician material culture. Museum displays and archives are investigated to see
what is identified as Phoenician, why it is identified as such, and how it is interpreted, as well
as whether views of what is Phoenician have changed over time. The project therefore focuses
on interpretation aspects at the level of the museum, tracking mappable trends, at the level of
the labelling tracking stereotypes, and at the level of artefacts tracking stylistic definitions of the
term Phoenician. It lays these patterns against the literary perceptions, showing the importance
of contextuality within the framework of defining and interpreting Phoenician identity.
——————————
Sataev Robert, Liliia Sataeva, Nadezhda Dubova

Theme 3

Constructive technologies at Gonur-Depe Bronze Age site (Turkmenistan)
Gonur-Depe is the administrative and religious center of Ancient Mar-giana, located in the
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sands of the South-Eastern Karakum, 85 km north of the city of Bayramali (Turkmenistan). The
monument includes numerous monu-mental buildings. In the construction of various materials
used raw brick, large raw blocks, burnt brick, wood. The walls were erected primarily from mud
brick or raw blocks. Raw brick had different sizes and composition. The basis for the manufacture of bricks was either loose loess-like sandy loam, or dense loess-like loam. The quantity of
straw added to the raw mass and the intensity of its kneading were apparently determined by
the requirements for the strength of the brick. For the external walls used bricks with low straw
con-tent. Increasing the amount of straw reduced the density and, accordingly, the weight of
the material. Raw blocks were made by coarse molding loess or loam. Trunks and large poplar
branches were used for roofing.
——————————
Sataev Robert, see Fribus Alexey V.
- see Sataeva Liliia
——————————
Sataeva Liliia, Robert Sataev, Nadezhda Dubova

Theme 3

Grains from cist 2900 at Gonur Depe as an information source on the agrotechnics of the ancient population of Bronze Age Turkmenistan
Gonur-Depe is a well-known proto-urban center of Ancient Margiana. The basis of the material
provision of the inhabitants of Gonur-Depe was agriculture, first of all, the cultivation of cereals. The placing of charred grains in the “royal” tomb 2900 is a good example of significant
grain reserves and diversity of cultivated crops. The burial of a nobleman was on a thick layer
of burnt wheat and barley grains, the layer height reached 5-10 cm. The reconstructed area on
which the grain was scattered is not less than 16 m2, i.e. at least 1.65 m3 of barley and wheat
were buried in total, which can be 0.9 – 1.2 tons of seeds. This indicates that the ritual used a
large amount of grain that was grown on the territory of an ancient oasis. It can be assumed that
a mixture of grains of naked and filmy barley and soft wheat was sown purposefully to reduce
the risk of crop failure from different weather conditions. The works are conducting thanks to
financial support of RFBR project # 18-09-40082.
——————————
Sataeva Liliia, see Sataev Robert
——————————
Scazzosi Giulia, see Zaina Federico
——————————
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Scheiblecker Marion

Theme 2

Geophysical prospection in Archaeology: From magnetogram to settlement patterns in Iraqi
Kurdistan
Magnetometer prospecting and additionally magnetic volume susceptibility measurements are
the most suitable methods to examine archaeological sites in Northern Iraq to reveal archaeological features, especially architecture, but also ditches, pits, graves, ovens or kilns. Moreover,
we receive supplementary geological information about the ancient landscape like shifting of
water streams and other action of humans. In combination with the preceding archaeological survey, remote sensing and environmental investigations, the results of the geophysical
prospection serve for reconstructing the organization of space in these settlements as well as epoch-spanning analysis of settlements and its establishment, urbanization and hierarchy. I want
to present the above-mentioned methods applied to a case study located at Wadi Shamlu, which
lies in the southern center of the Shahrizor Plain in Iraqi Kurdistan. From more than 30 ancient
settlements discovered, 14 sites were magnetically scanned revealing different types of architecture and features at flat sites as well as Tell sites. All features and traces are mapped and categorized into architecture, hearths/kilns as well as other installations, pits/ramparts/terracing,
(hydro-) geology and streets. Further analysis examines the magnetic properties of archaeological materials, architectural details as well as the coverage of sites regarding the reconstructed
architecture. Additionally, results of the archaeological survey are integrated. The paper will
highlight the results of the magnetic investigations and analysis concerning one site as a case
study. Additionally, it will introduce and address settlement patterns along Wadi Shamlu.
——————————
Schloen David, see Herrmann Virginia R.
——————————
Schlüter Sarah, see Beuger Claudia
——————————
Schmidt Conrad, see Giardino Claudio
——————————
Schmitt Aaron, Helen Gries

Theme 5/Workshop 19

The Zahrani Regional Survey. Results of the 2017 and 2018 seasons and future plans
In this paper, we will present the results of our survey of the Zahrani region located in southern
Lebanon which we conducted during two field seasons in 2017 and 2018. We will discuss our
methodology and talk about our plans for future seasons.
——————————
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Schönicke Julia

Theme 3/Workshop 7

A Tale of Sandy Silt - Geochemical Sediment Analyses from the Early Neolithic Settlement
Göbekli Tepe, Turkey
This talk focusses on abandonment practices at the Neolithic settlement Göbekli Tepe (95008000 calBCE). Recent research has demonstrated the existence of domestic buildings and features and oppose the interpretation of a purely ritual site with ‘intentionally buried’ special
buildings. Instead, the fill of the structures is mainly the result of landslide events. Therefore,
detailed studies of fill layers that accumulate in and around the buildings are indispensable for
understanding sedimentation sequences and interpreting the archaeological record. Room fill of
buildings and sediment layers are important sources for tracing human activity since abandoned
buildings are preferably used as middens, for ad hoc combustion features, or playgrounds. To
identify activity areas and the intensity of anthropogenic activity by a new sampling strategy, I
discuss the potential of geochemical sediment analyses and evaluate different methods regarding their applicability and their potential interpretation.
——————————
Schroer Silvia, see Koch Ido
——————————
Schulz Vera-Simone

Theme 4/Workshop 11

From Mamluk Syria and Egypt to the Apennine Peninsula, China, Nigeria, and Beyond: Arabic, Arabicizing, and Other Pseudo-Inscriptions in 13th-15th-century Italian Painting in their
Global Entanglements
Arabic, Arabicizing, and other pseudo-inscriptions in artworks from medieval and Renaissance
Italy have intrigued scholars for centuries and received even more attention due to a renewed
interest in Mediterranean and transcultural transfer processes in the discipline of art history
in recent years. This paper sheds new light on the multiple interplays of images, objects, and
scripts in their transregional, transmedial, and transmaterial entanglements. By investigating
the incorporation of Arabic (pseudo-)words into the visual syntax of 13th-15th-century Italian
paintings, by correlating these practices with the impact of the migration of images and artifacts, and by showing how the same types of Islamic artifacts were simultaneously cherished
and responded to artistically in the most distant locations, it will discuss what is to gain from the
‘global turn’ in art history for a reconsideration of ‘pseudo-scripts’ in Italian artworks.
——————————
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Schwartz Glenn M., Casey Haughin

Theme 3/Workshop 13

The Second Millennium BC Ceramic Sequence from Kurd Qaburstan on the Erbil Plain
Excavations at Kurd Qaburstan south of Erbil conducted by the Johns Hopkins University have
yielded a corpus of pottery dating to the Middle and Late Bronze periods. Given ceramic comparanda and a sequence of radiocarbon dates, we date the Middle Bronze assemblage to the
middle part of the MB period. Using the same criteria, we assign the Late Bronze assemblage
to the earlier part of LB, early in the Mittani period or even preceding the establishment of the
Mittani kingdom. A review of the main characteristics of both assemblages will be presented, as
well as some of the results of a quantitative study of the LB ceramic corpus. These data supply
the first substantial evidence of the early to middle 2nd millennium ceramic sequence on the
Erbil plain and complement the later 2nd millennium/early 1st millennium materials from Qasr
Shemamok and Bashtapa.
——————————
Sconzo Paola, Silvia Amicone

Theme 3/Workshop 23

Mapping Sprig Ware across Greater Mesopotamia. A ‘technological Landscape’ Approach to
the Production and Circulation of Pottery
‘Sprig Ware’ defines a peculiar pottery style characterized by the application of painted motifs
- some of which admittedly lack the ‘sprig’ as a central element - on the creamy surfaces of
small and large vessels. This ceramic class, diffused across a stretch of Upper Mesopotamia
embracing the banks of Middle Tigris, has received much attention in the recent literature as it
is considered as being either a distinguishing feature of the very final stage of the Ubaid period
or a key element introducing a new a formative era immediately following it. Within the present
paper, we seek to present the preliminary results of an ongoing project centred on this ceramic
production employing a ‘technological landscape’ perspective. Already established patterns of
distribution across the landscape of the Zagros foothills are examined and further augmented
by means of the output of a regional survey (EHAS) and an excavation (KUGAMID) project
currently in progress in the northernmost region of Iraqi Kurdistan, the province of Dohuk.
These results are integrated into macroscopic inspection and archaeometric analyses of pottery
samples from the same region, with the final aim of discussing modalities of ceramic production, circulation, and social practices/relationships between communities, and eventually raising further issues concerning identity and ethnicity.
——————————
Sconzo Paola, see Herrman Jason T.
——————————
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Seigle Michaël

Theme 2

In the middle of wilderness? Environment exploitation around Kunara (Kurdistan, Iraq)
Kunara’s 3rd millenium BC fauna appears as a rich ensemble revealing a diversified ancient
diet but, also, a complex environment where populations could find food and raw materials.
In this context, relationships between human beings and their environment are complex, in
Kunara, as it implies different breeding strategies and various hunting practices. Thus, through
the zooarchaeological results of six years of excavation it is possible to describe, more or less
clearly, the site environment, its exploitation and bond with it and, also, its relationship with far
other territories.
——————————
Sella-Tunis Tatiana, see May Hila
——————————
Seregin Nikolay N., see Gorbunov Vadim
- see Tishkin Alexey A.
——————————
Seri Hadas, see Yagel Omri
——————————
Serrone Eleonora, Elena Maini

Theme 2

Zooarchaeological analysis of the Lower Palace Area of Karkemish (Gaziantep, Turkey): Area
C from the Late Bronze Age to the Iron IV period
The paper analyzes the faunal remains from the Lower Palace area (Area C) at Karkemish (Gaziantep, Turkey). The animal remains were found in different levels spanning most occupation
phases, from the Late Bronze II (14th – 13th cent. BC) to Iron IV / Achaemenid period (5th
-4th cent. BC). The zooarchaeological analysis involved a sample of 15,123 skeletal remains
recovered from dumps, production areas, and domestic or residential buildings. Almost onethird of the animal bones were determined to species level, showing a clear predominance of
domestic mammals. Sheep and goats represent the great majority of the sample, followed by
oxen. Wild mammals remain extremely rare, but they acquired some importance during the last
phase of the Iron age. The overall observation of the quantitative data, presence/absence ratios
and kill-off patterns of the different species have highlighted significant variations in both the
meat consumption strategy and the production/transformation of secondary products, including
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the use of animals as beasts of burden. Such variations in the animal exploitation in the Lower
Palace Area can be directly related to the socio-economic and political changes that occurred at
Karkemish over time.
——————————
Shafiee Mojgan, Michèle Casanova†, Hekmat Molasalehi, Nasir Eskandari

Theme 1

Recent Archaeological Project of Orzu’iyeh valley: Excavations at Tepe Vakilabad, Kerman,
South-East Iran
After half a century, a new excavation project was launched in Orzu’iyeh (in where Soghan valley is located), Southeastern Iran where the well-published Tepe Yahya is located. Tepe Yahya
was discovered in 1967 by a survey team from Harvard University under the direction of C.
C. Lamberg-Karlovsky. It was occupied, with interruptions, from the late Neolithic to the early
Sasanian period. Indeed, Tepe Yahya remains the main controlled excavation carried out to date
within South East Iran. The paper is intended to present the results of a new excavation project
in this area. Due to the exciting discovery of major Bronze Age urban centers in southeastern
Iran, such as Shahr e Sukhteh (Sistan), Shahdad and Konar Sandal (Jiroft), most scholarly attention has been given to the 3rd millennium BC. As a result, the cultures preceding the Bronze
Age have been often neglected, whereas the Bronze Age cultures had developed from the Chalcolithic ones. Tepe Vakilabad as a Chalcolithic key site in the southeastern Iran would help us
to recognize better the cultures of this era. This mound is located in the Orzu’iyeh district in the
south west of Kerman province, SE Iran. The area of Orzu’iyeh is known in the archeology of
Iran due to the presence of Tepe Yahya and also its strategic location. This area is a natural corridor drawn in the east-west direction connecting south of Kerman province to Fars. The eastern
part of this plain includes Soghun Valley (where Tepe Yahya is situated), and the middle and
western parts are respectively Dowlatabad and Vakilabad plains. The article states the results of
the stratigraphy excavation of Tepe Vakilabad. A total of 6 C-14 radiocarbon charcoal samples
were collected from the only trench of this mound and were analyzed using Accelerator Mass
Spectrometer (AMS) method in the laboratory of the university of Lyon, France. Since the
chronology of Southeastern Iran is based on the old and not very precise results of Tepe Yahya
and Tal-Iblis excavations, it needs revision. In this study we aim to go through the chronology
table of southeastern Iran and discuss it critically with the aid of Vakilabad and the other recent
excavations results of the region. According to a comparative analysis based on the ceramics of
this excavated settlement site, we argue that Vakilabad belongs to Yahya V culture and based
on the absolute dating results, this site dates back to the early fifth millennium BC to the midfifth millennium BC. Finally, we will discuss the Chalcolithic cultures of the southern Iran in a
broader context of Near East.
——————————
Shai Itzhaq, see Orendi Andrea
——————————
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Shalem Dina

Theme 1

‘En Esur: An Extraordinary Early Chalcolithic Settlement in the southern Levant
‘En Esur is a large proto-historic site located in the northern Sharon Plain, Israel, where a large
salvage excavation (4 hectares) was recently conducted. Vigorous springs and fertile land enabled the subsistence of settlements from the 6th millennium BC (Early Chalcolithic) to the end
of the 4th millennium BC (Early Bronze Ib) when a large town was built. The Early Chalcolithic
remains testify about a very large settlement (approximately 45 hectares). Its considerable size,
public buildings, a monumental tomb and articulated animal bones in ritual context suggest that
it was a major well-organized settlement with hierarchical community. According to the rich
homogenous pottery assemblage it postdates the Wadi Raba culture. Among the finds are sling
stones and anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figurines. It is suggested to define these cultural
characteristics, also known from some other sites, as the `En Esur culture.
——————————
Shammas Samar

Theme 1

The Palace at Tell Sakka: New insights into the end of the Middle Bronze Age in Southern Syria
This paper will discuss the chronology of the Middle Bronze Age in southern Syria considering
the new results on unpublished pottery material discovered at Tell Sakka and other sites of the
region. According to recent studies concerning the chronology of the Middle Bronze Age in
the Northern Levant, mainly the work done on the ceramic material at Mishrifeh/Qatna, the
tripartite system of subdividing the MBA period (MB I–MB III) can be applied to the northern
Levantine sites as well. I will show that the material discovered at the palatial building at Tell
Sakka in what is so far referred to as the MB II level, mainly the Tell el-Yahudiyeh Ware juglets,
suggests that the use of the building extended to the beginning of the MB III. Moreover, the
southern Syrian repertory of Tell el-Yahudiyeh Ware and Chocolate-on-white Ware demonstrates that other sites in the region experienced continuity in their material culture well into the
first half of the Middle Bronze Age III (1600–1550 BCE).
——————————
Sharifi Mahnaz

Theme 1

Excavation at Gheshlagh chel Amiran in 5th millenium BC
Excavations at Tepe Geshlagh of Chehel Amiran in Kurdistan iran, drew light on a Chalcolithic
site in the high region separating the east Central Zagros. Tepe ChehelAmiran is the center of
a namesake valley that as a natural corridor serves to bring the concerned regions into closer
contact, and its Archaeological data will contribute to the reconstruction of the interactions of
the regions in the Chalcolithic period. Excavations produced over 14 meters of deposits from
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different phases of the Chalcolithic period at the site, which consists of a sequence of 3 periods that begins with the characteristic Dalma material at the lowermost and ends with (Godin
VII) type material at the uppermost deposit that marks the later phase of the Late Chalcolithic
period. Results from the three seasons of excavations have furnished a clear picture of the Late
Chalcolithic Architecture, settlement sequence and other cultural material. Excavated data testifies to closer connections with the Central Zagros. The cultural developments that took place
in these hinterlands will be elucidated and the role of Chel Amiran as a key settlement site in
this regard will be determined and the trend of the economic, social and cultural changes of the
site’s inhabitants over time will be explained in light of archaeological data. In this context, absolute dates of ceramics would greatly facilitate the precise identification of the strata through
providing a chronology for the region. the clay sealing with impression of a stamp seal that was
made of a clay different from that of the local area as suggested by its color and the elemental
analysis of its material. The other is the discovery of at least two unique sherds that obviously
belong to the Ubaid period. The third indication is a quasi-cylindrical seal from Tepe Geshlagh
attesting to the transition from stamp to cylindrical seals, though technically it is a cylindrical
seal not a stamp one. Similar trend is as yet unreported from any other region. In this article we
want to discuss about Early Chalcolithic.
——————————
Shay Bar

Theme 1

Tel Esur: Summary of Ten Seasons of Excavations and a long-lasting Community Archaeology
Project
Tel Esur is situated in Israel’s Sharon Plain, near copiously flowing springs at the mouth of
Nahal ‘Iron (Wadi ‘Arah), about 10 km southwest of Megiddo. It comprises a tel 3 hectares in
area and a 5000 m2 mound nearby. In the lecture I will present the results from the main excavation areas, and insights into our long-lasting community project: In Area B, in the north of
the tel, a Middle Bronze Age (henceforth MBA) IIa fortification system with a 3-m-thick city
wall and a unique pyramidal tower were exposed. Abutting the city wall were storage rooms,
and above them MBA strata of later unwalled settlements. Above the MBA strata, Late Bronze
Age (henceforth LBA) remains were revealed, including a massive structure, possibly a temple, with walls 1.3 m thick. In Area B1, next to Area B, a large LBA (early 14th Century BCE)
structure was found. The structure had been destroyed, and more than 80 complete vessels were
found crushed on its floors. Amongst the local Canaanite ware, we found vessels exhibiting
Egyptian influence. Petrographic and XRF analysis of the Canaanean assemblage showed that
half of the items were not local. The research also revealed trade in cooking pots and pithoi,
valued for the vessel itself, rather than for its contents. A 15th Century BCE stratum was found
below this one, exhibiting Egyptian influence, and supporting the identification of the place
with Djefti, mentioned in Thutmose III’s Canaan campaign in 1457 BCE. In the small mound in
Area D, the impressive remains of an early 8th Century BCE administrative building, including
a large square tower and paved storerooms, were found. This is an indication of the efforts of
the Kings of Israel to enforce their jurisdiction over the coastal plain, probably in the time of
King Jeroboam II (784 –748 BCE). Nearby the remains of another massive Iron Age II structure
is currently being excavated. A unique community excavation has been held at the site annually
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since 2010. Our team is comprised almost entirely of students from the local high schools. Every season, 500 15-year-olds from different backgrounds work side-by-side to explore the past
in their own backyard. The project promotes cooperation between Jews and Muslims, coming
from religious and non-religious backgrounds. It brings together students that live in the region,
but would otherwise have little or no contact, using their affinity to the geographical environment as common ground. During the last ten years, more than 5,000 children have worked with
us.
——————————
Shepperson Mary

Theme 1

A Palatial Complex at Charax Spasinou, Basra province, Iraq. Identification and initial results.
The last city founded by Alexander the Great before he died in 324 BC was in southern Iraq.
It grew to become a great port city at the head of the Gulf, connecting the Indian Ocean sea
trade with the overland trade routes west to Palmyra, Petra and beyond. It continued in this role
with varying fortunes until at least the 3rd century AD. The city is generally known by its later
name of Charax Spasinou, and in 2016 the Charax Spasinou project was initiated with the aim
of surveying the site and its surrounding area, including extensive magnetometry survey and
limited test excavations. In autumn 2018, test trenches revealed part of a very large building,
first identified through magnetometry survey. It appears to be a large palatial residence occupied during the 1st – 2nd centuries A.D. The preliminary results of this work are presented here,
showing the scale of the monumental architecture and comparing it to other known Parthian
period palaces.
——————————
Shidrang Sonia, see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Shimogama Kazuya, Hirotoshi Numoto

Theme 1

Fixing the time of Middle to Late Bronze Age pottery and cuneiform texts: new evidence from
Tell Taban, northeastern Syria
Excavations at Tell Taban (ancient Ṭābatum in the Old Babylonian, and Ṭābetu in the Middle
Assyrian period), located on the middle Khabur river, have renewed our understanding on the
Middle to Late Bronze Age political scenes in Upper Mesopotamia. In particular, the discoveries of a series of cuneiform tablets made within some of the best-preserved massive rooms
(most probably belonging to palatial architectures of local dynasties) and other relevant contexts provide us with rich textual sources. On the basis of the in situ archaeological evidence,
this paper contributes to refining/defining the chronological relations between the ceramic material culture and textual data in order to reconstruct the regional chronology of the related
periods. The local assemblages including Khabur and Nuzi wares, commonly labelled as Old
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Babylonian and Mittanian, are discussed with a special emphasis on each specific architectural
context, to explore the definite contemporaneity of two sets of data.
——————————
Shimogama Kazuya, see Odaka Takahiro
——————————
Shkolnik Haim, see Traubman Dotan
——————————
Shochat Harel, Guy Bar-Oz, Cheryl Makarewicz, Ayelet Gilboa

Theme 4

‘…Out of the ivory palaces…’: Preliminary results from the Late Bronze and Iron Ages Southern-Levant Ivory Research Project
Extensive excavations in the southern Levant have yielded thousands of artifacts made of the
highly valued and prestigious material of ivory. Most were found as caches in temples or palaces, but they are also spatially widespread, identified in other sites/contexts. To date, most
scholarly interest has focused almost exclusively on art historical analyses of the more elaborately decorated items, while very few artifacts were studied analytically. The Levantine Ivory
Research Project (LIRA) investigates how ivory artifacts and their meanings were embedded
in Canaanite and other Levantine societies. Focusing on the raw material, we integrate the
archaeological chronological, typological, contextual and quantitative practices and analytical
methods – microscopy, spectroscopy, stable isotopes and proteomics - aiming to document molecular information embedded in the ivory objects, thus tracing the artifact’s taxonomic origin
and geographic provenance. This is the first such study in the Mediterranean and is applicable
everywhere. In this lecture we introduce our analytical protocol and to present a few of our
preliminary results: a) characterizing the contexts of ivory assemblages, for example domestic
vs. public contexts, attests to ivory’s use not only as an expression of wealth and power, but as
a symbolic medium entwined in everyday life; b) rethinking the status of exchange during the
Iron Age I (12th-11th c. BCE), still perceived by many as a ‘dark age’ of inter-regional trade,
via the prism of ivory spatial distribution.
——————————
Shojaee-Esfahani Ali, see Ilkhan Tabasom
- see Rafiei-Alavi Babak
——————————
Shulga Dmitriy, see Bostanova Tahmina
——————————
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Sieckmeyer Kristina

Theme 4/Workshop 10

Altars, Shrines and Niches: The É.ZAG.GAR.RA and Domestic Worship in Bronze Age Mesopotamia
Leonard Woolley’s excavations in Ur shed light on a previously unnoted sphere: places of
domestic worship. In the private houses, Woolley discovered features such as small altars and
postaments which he interpreted as places of worship. This kind of installations now has been
documented in numerous sites of the 3rd and 2nd mil. in the Diyāla- and the Ḫabur-Region.
Later, they disappear from the architectural record. The upcoming of private places of worship
seems to be linked to a phenomenon that can be grasped towards the end of the 3rd mil. BC:
a stronger emphasis on the individual. At the same time a change in cultic traditions can be
observed, revealing a more restricted and exclusive access to activities in the temples. When
Woolley discovered the so called “house chapels”, he noticed that this “threw an entirely new
light on the more personal religion”. This paper therefore examines these installations, not only
considering the architectural evidence, but also associated findings and textual evidence hinting
on private worship. It aims to shed light on the religion of the “common man, the most unknown
element in Mesopotamian religion” as Leo Oppenheim stated.
——————————
Siegel Oren

Theme 4

The symbolic power of monumental enclosure walls in Pharaonic Egypt
Monumental enclosure walls were a structuring element of ancient Egyptian landscapes and
built environments throughout the pharaonic period, frequently encompassing royal monuments like pyramids, temples, administrative buildings or palaces, and even entire settlements.
This talk will discuss the pragmatic functionality and symbolic potency of monumental enclosure walls in an Egyptian context, drawing on evidence from the Early Dynastic period through
the Middle Kingdom. Walls figure prominently in early religious rituals, are prominently displayed in royal iconography on ceremonial objects like the Narmer and Libyan palettes, and are
implicated in the earliest toponym for Memphis and indeed the etymology of the word “Egypt”
itself! I will focus primarily on the political import of monumental walling projects in Ancient
Egypt, highlighting how they materialized boundaries, channeled traffic, delineated the sacred
from the profane, and allowed the pharaonic state to exert control over people, animals, and the
surrounding landscape. Time permitting, the first portion of this paper will review the various
functional categories of freestanding monumental walls known from ancient Egypt, and highlight the origins of this built form in earlier wooden and reed fencing known from Predynastic
Hierakonpolis and Tell el-Farkha. The majority of the paper will examine notions of enclosure
in pharaonic society, and the role of monumental walls in literary and religious texts. The paper
will close by highlighting the political utility of this built form, highlighting how the monumentality and consummate functionality of enclosure walls facilitated their appropriation by the
state as a potent political symbol regardless of their actual effectiveness.
——————————
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Simi Francesca

Theme 5/Workshop 16

Settlement Pattern, Land-use and Demographic Dynamics in the Navkur Plain (Kurdistan Region of Iraq) from the Early Bronze Age to the Iron Age
The paper aims to investigate the transformation of population dynamics in the Navkur Plain
(Kurdistan Region of Iraq), from the mid-late 3rd millennium BC to the first half of 1st millennium BC. Data from the Tell Gomel Archaeological Survey shed light on the changing patterns
of agricultural exploitation and settlement across a wide time span of almost two millennia. The
diachronic approach of the study and the data coming from the intensive survey of the off-site
result to be particularly useful for explaining changes in settlement and population dynamics
through the transformations of settlement strategy and land exploitation. Starting with the early
urbanisation process of the mid of 3rd millennium BC, the settlement dynamics of the plain
were always bond with the socio-political transformation of the region. The intensive exploitation of the area was firstly triggered by the need of sustaining the growing city of Tell Gomel
(during the mid-late 3rd millennium and the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC), while later
the plain was converted in a breadbasket for the emerging new empires (Mitanni, Middle Assyrian and Neo-Assyrian). The paper aims to show how the integration of data coming from multiple sources (satellite and aerial images, field survey, soil chemical analysis, GIS analysis and
textual records) helped us to sketch the changing population dynamics within the transformed
landscape of one of the most fertile alluvial plains of Upper Mesopotamia.
——————————
Simonyan Hakob Y., Gregory E. Areshian†

Theme 5

Empire beyond its palaces: New discoveries of the Urartian period at the necropolis of KarmirBlur (Armenia)
The excavations of Teishebaini at Karmir-Blur in Yerevan directed by Boris Piotrovskij in 19391971, uncovered the citadel-palace of a seventh century BCE center of the Urartian Empire (Biainili) in the Ararat Plain. New excavations by Hakob Simonyan in 2013-2016 at the necropolis
of Karmir-Blur uncovered 281 tombs, some of which contained artifacts identical to those from
the citadel (stamp-seal, bronze belts, small red slip oinochoai and reliquaries, iron artifacts, ornaments). Yet, the majority of ceramics found in those tombs consists of grey pottery derivable
from local wares of the period preceding the Urartian imperial expansion. The human remains
reflect a related pattern: no cremated remains in red slip urns typical of many Biainian burials
were found; instead the tombs contained inhumations related to different traditions. The excavations revealed a previously unrecognized pattern of complex and nuanced sociopolitical and
ethno-cultural interactions within this city, which had developed between diverse populations
attested in cuneiform sources, presenting an amalgamation of local cultures with the system
constructed by the empire.
——————————
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Simonyan Hakob Y., see Rothman Mitchell
——————————
Sirano Francesco, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Sisa Joachim, see Gomez Bach Anna
——————————
Skakun Natalia, Vera Terehina

Theme 3

Manufacturing technology of stone miniature columns from Gonur-Depe Bronze Age site
(Southern Turkmenistan)
In many Bronze Age archaeological cultures, despite the widespread use of metal, stone was
also used for making household and sacred items. The technology of their manufacture is still
not always clear. This fully applies to the materials of the Gonur Depe – the administrative and
religious center of ancient Margiana. Among its materials are miniature columns in the shape of
a chess rook, usually found in sacral complexes, made of gypsum, onyx, marble, marble limestones, talc-chloride. For the first time the authors tried to make a typology of these artifacts and
considered their manufacturing technology. The use-wear study of surfaces made it possible to
reveal numerous technological traces. The data obtained allowed us to characterize all stages
of the manufacturing technology, which indicates a high level of the stone-processing industry
during the Bronze Age of Turkmenistan.
——————————
Skakun Natalia, see Bostanova Tahmina
- see Dubova Nadezhda A.
——————————
Smith Stefan L.

Theme 4

Quantification of Stone Structure Morphologies to Investigate Connections across the Prehistoric Syro-Jordanian Steppes
At the 11 ICAANE, the author presented a paper proposing that the morphological similarities
of stone structures in north-eastern Syria, central Syria, and north-eastern Jordan could be indications of a mobility of ideas across the arid and semi-arid parts of this region. Specifically,
the identification in Syria, by satellite imagery, of numerous sites that bear striking visual parallels to the known “enclosure cluster” and “wheel” site forms of the Jordanian Badia suggests
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that these similarities are more than coincidences or convergences. However, it was concluded
that a quantification of site morphologies would be necessary in order to independently verify
their relationship. Thanks to a holistic analysis of regional satellite imagery and detailed drone
photography of sites in the “Western Harra Survey” (Jordan), it is now possible to present such
quantifications and what they can tell us about connections across significant distances, both
specifically for the Syro-Jordanian steppe and as a methodological case study.
——————————
Smogorzewska Anna

Theme 3

Morphology, function and technology in pottery traditions of Neolithic Gulf. A study from Bahra 1 (Kuwait)
The site of Bahra 1 yielded a large assemblage of pottery containing two main pottery types,
classified as Ubaid Ware and Coarse Red Ware. Bahra 1, a site excavated since 2009 by the
Kuwaiti–Polish Archaeological Mission, has provided new data on the Neolithic in the Gulf
and the character of interactions of that region with Mesopotamia during the Ubaid period.
Pottery groups identified at Bahra 1 and other Ubaid-related sites in the Gulf, vary in many
aspects: morphological types, technology, provenance and function. Their main characteristics
and provenance are discussed, as well as the cross-pottery connections indicating interaction
between pottery traditions and societies.
——————————
Soldi Sebastiano

Theme 3

Red Slip pottery from Zincirli: connecting Syria and Anatolia in the Iron Age
Recent excavations by the Chicago-Tübingen Expedition at Zincirli, ancient Sam’al, have revealed a not abundant but still relevant collection of Red Slip pottery dated to the local Iron Age
II and III. The presence in the local inventories of such ceramics clearly shows connections with
the material culture of northern inland Syria, also confirmed by the general assemblage of locally made Iron Age pottery. At the same time, this collection offers the chance of investigating
how the diffusion of Red Slip extends beyond the limits of north Syria, showing a connection
with sites in the Anatolian plateau. The aim of this paper is to analyze this issue, contextualizing
the Zincirli evidence within its proper archaeological documentation and identifying possible
relationships with the neighbouring areas between the 9th and 7th century B.C.
——————————
Soldi Sebastiano, see Herrmann Virginia R.
——————————
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Sollee Alexander

Theme 1

The Upper Town of Sirkeli Höyük: Preliminary Results of the 2018–2019 investigations at
Bekçi Kulübesi
The mound of Sirkeli Höyük has long been known to be one of the largest ancient settlements in
Plain Cilicia and must have been an important urban center of the Neo-Hittite state of Hiyawa
during the early first millennium BCE. While investigations have so far been focused on the
main mound and the lower town, it was recently discovered that the ancient settlement also included an extensive upper town situated on the mountainous outcrop Bekçi Kulübesi. Formerly,
this area was assumed to have been a Hellenistic or Roman Period necropolis, due to the rockcut tombs situated there. However, survey data, the results of a geophysical prospection as well
as excavations have shown that the entire outcrop represented an integral part of the Iron Age
and perhaps also Late Bronze Age settlement at Sirkeli Höyük. This paper will deliver a first
concise report of the results of the 2018–2019 campaigns at Bekçi Kulübesi and will discuss the
function of this extraordinary urban component.
——————————
Sollee Alexander E., see Lutz Martin
——————————
Soltanian Farza, see Azareh Zahra
——————————
Soltanmoradi Zohreh, see Sadreddin Taheri
——————————
Sotiriou Konstantinos-Orfeas

Theme 7

Underwater Looting Activity in the Aegean and the Ionian Seas
Over the last years the international community has shown an increasing interest in the occurrence of antiquities-smuggling. More specifically, the majority of international organizations
(such as O.S.C.E., the U.N., the European Council, NATO WCO to name but a few) and various national stakeholders have been trying to mitigate the insidious phenomenon. After many
condemnations and other measures, we are still far from able to confront it satisfactorily. Recent
events in Spain, Greece and Italy demonstrate the truth of the above assertion, sadly. The most
important reason for this failing is that we are far from having a thorough understanding of
the situation. Underwater looting activity and the destruction of this class of cultural heritage
is such a poorly known facet. It is not a coincidence that one of the last conventions issued by
UNESCO concerns this very problem. Many Mediterranean countries contain not only thou-
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sands of archaeological sites on land, but hundreds of underwater ones too, which nowadays
are coming increasingly into the light, and so are vulnerable, after painstaking researches. The
following paper presents an in-depth observation of the crucial details concerning underwater
looting activity in the Aegean and the Ionian Seas, in Greek waters. With an official permit
from the Greek Police Headquarters, we were granted full access to official arrests made by the
Department against Antiquities Smuggling of the Greek Police, the Athens office. The methodology we used combines a thorough examination of the confiscated objects, alongside the
places of origin of many of them and/or usual places of localization. As a result, the underwater
looting problem in the Aegean and the Ionian Seas becomes visible in detail for the first time.
Moreover, we examine the confiscation contexts to examine possible connections with organized crime, the social profile of the arrested people and their relation with occupations involving the sea and a series of other categories. This information is provided in tables, for accuracy
and ease of consultation by other researchers. Looting is a criminal behaviour: our aim is to set
the problem of underwater looting in a wider frame. For that reason, we examine the role of
maritime activities in Greece, alongside the importance and the role of tourism.
——————————
Spagnoli Federica, Fabiola Zielli, Nina Ferrante, Federico Cappella, Ilenia Melis, Lorenzo
Nigro
Theme 5
The temples of Motya and their Levantine prototypes: recent discoveries of Sapienza University
of Rome
Excavations in the island of Motya, at the western tip of Sicily, by Sapienza University of Rome
since 2002 have radically changed our knowledge of this Phoenician (and Levantine) foundation and its history. Cult places and temples (at least 9 buildings), over a time span of four
centuries have shown how deeply enrooted is the religious architectural tradition of “Western
Phoenicians” into that of the homeland. This paper provides examples of these relationships
and suggests a back and forth dynamic in cultural exchanges during the 1st millennium BC
between Phoenicia and central and western Mediterranean.
——————————
Spruyt Margaux

Theme 3

The horses in the neo-assyrian reliefs: characterization of physical types and their evolution
One of the recurring motifs in Assyrian imagery is the horse. Essential for military or hunting
scenes, it occupies an important part of the visual framework. However, not all horse figures
are the same and it is easy to differentiate them stylistically in the reliefs. Therefore, we suggest a specific iconographical study of the horses shape and morphotype through the different
reigns of Assyrian kings. In addition, we will analyse the modification of the engraved space as
a whole. We will thus focus our attention on the use and the disposition of horses within the engraved composition. For this purpose, we will follow a comparative method based on the study
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of physical characteristics and compare the various postures in which horses are shown to try
to perceive visual and discursive changes within the images. Thus, from the slender horses of
the Ashurnasirpal’s era, to the muscular and fleshy ones of Ashurbanipal, we will question their
morphotypes. This approach allows us to take into consideration the horse as a narrative and
discursive tool characterising a visual culture necessarily evolving.
——————————
Squitieri Andrea, Mark Altaweel

Theme 5/Workshop 16

Measuring social patterns of convergence in the large empires of the Near East
Population proxies are difficult to translate to absolute numbers. However, using measures of
relative population change, including scaling effects and spatial interaction entropy maximisation measures, can enable not only a measure of relative population change but can also demonstrate if those changes have some potentially systemic change to underlying social structures.
Such measures also enable one to identify if population concentrations are likely to be caused
by factors such as movement or migration. We present here an approach that uses spatial measures to demonstrate how and the process in which populations shifted in the ancient Near East
during the 1st millennium BCE to 1st millennium CE. These changes can also correspond to
material cultural changes and other historical evidence. Wages of unskilled labourers seem also
to be affected by this shift in population concentrations. This contrasts from population shifts
and transformations in the 3rd and 2nd millennium BCE, when we see less significant shifts in
movement and social transformation occurring. The methods advanced allow us to better understand when a shift in population concentration and across different landscapes are likely to
have greater social impact and transformative effects.
——————————
Squitieri Andrea, see Kreppner Janoscha F.
- see Pietsch Sophie
- see Rohde Jens
——————————
Städtler Alexander, see Hausleiter Arnulf
——————————
Stančo Ladislav, Jan Kysela

Theme 1

From Alexander to Eucratides: new research of the Hellenistic Central Asia
In order to understand better processes that were started by the campaign of Alexander the
Great in southern Central Asia, the Czech-Uzbek team initiated a new field project in the Bac-
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tria – Sogdiana borderlands aiming to gain as much new spatial and chronological data on the
period as possible. As a first step, extensive archaeological surface survey in the Baysun Mountains (south Uzbekistan) has been conducted in 2017 and 2018 in order to detect archaeological
sites of the Hellenistic period, as well as to verify dating and interpretation of already known
settlements in the given district. The second step begun in autumn 2018 consisted of targeted
trial excavations of selected sites allowing for more precise dating, interpretation and broader
characterisation of the settlements of the “Hellenistic” period. The third step – in-depth analysis
of the complex data and historical interpretation – is currently underway. This paper presents
the preliminary results of the ongoing project.
——————————
Starkova Lenka 		

Theme 7

Medieval urban sites of Northern Iraq in the sphere of archaeological remote sensing (ARS)
Archaeological remote sensing (ARS) is becoming an increasingly important component of
Near Eastern field projects. The ARS of urban sites is a specific segment, markedly differing
from the more common landscape prospection. The paper will present methodological differences in the ARS data processing between deserted and living cities in Northern Iraq ( Kona
Makhmur, Mosul). In the case of deserted cities, the process leading from complex site analysis
and urban tissue mapping to a detailed prospection of architectural structures can be followed.
The extraction of feature morphology, based on the various raster visualisation algorithms (usually used at the data of airborne laser scanning), is an important analytical tool. In the case of the
Mosul city, a monitoring of modern urban development based on the ARS datasets will be introduced as a tool for documentation of heavily endagered form of the historic built environment.
——————————
Starkovich Britt M., see Vermeersch Shyama
——————————
Stein Gil

Theme 3/Workshop 23

Recognizing the Earliest Late Chalcolithic 1 (LC1) Period Occupations on the Erbil Plain,
Kurdistan Region, Northeast Iraq
Much research has emphasized the continuities between the Ubaid and the succeeding Late
Chalcolithic 1 (LC1) period in northern Mesopotamia, highlighting the difficulties of distinguishing between the two. These continuities encompass architecture, baked clay “mullers”,
and many aspects of the ceramic assemblages. The problem of identifying the LC1 is especially significant in the Kurdistan Region of northeastern Iraq, because many of the diagnostic
ceramics commonly used in other parts of upper Mesopotamia – notably Coba bowls, Sprig
Ware, and flint-scraped wares– are almost completely absent from LC1 sites on the Erbil Plain.
Excavations at Surezha recovered a series of ceramic incision forms that could be diagnostic for
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the earliest phase of the LC1 period on the Erbil Plain, and are found in association with LC1
Ubaid-derived painted wares and motifs. Identifying the earliest LC1 phase can significantly
improve the precision of survey-based data. Refinement of the regional chronology for Surezha
and the Erbil plain can thus improve our understanding of regional organization and developmental change in this area during the Late Chalcolithic.
——————————
Stöllner Thomas, see Abar Aydin
——————————
Straccia Umberto, see Di Ludovico Alessandro
——————————
Streit Katharina, see Nicolì Marco
——————————
Studer Jacqueline, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Swerida Jennifer

Theme 2/Workshop 12

Lived Umm an-Nar Society: Reading complexity at the UNESCO World Heritage Site of
Bat
The archaeological landscape at the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Bat, in the Sultanate of
Oman, is peppered with the remains of Umm an-Nar period (2700-2000 BCE) monuments and
settlements, the physical traits, locations, and organization of which structured life at the site.
Field research by the Bat Archaeological Project has targeted the site’s Umm an-Nar tower
monuments and settlement contexts (houses, activity/production areas, communal spaces, etc.)
since 2007. Together, these remains suggest complex patterns of social organization and interaction that differ from and complement interpretations of Umm an-Nar society that are based
on mortuary data. This paper will address ‘lived’ Umm an-Nar society as it is reflected by the
architecture and day-to-day material culture at Bat and will discuss its implications for how
archaeologists approach social complexity in southeast Arabia.
——————————
Szulc-Kajak Agnieszka, see Waliszewski Tomasz
——————————
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Taheri Mahsa Seyedeh Elaheh, Ejtahednejad Kashani, Mahdiyeh Rezaei, Sima Khanbanpoor

Theme 1
The Rock Art of Tole-Sangbor, Fars Province, Iran
The countless number of rocky motifs that have remained all over the world an inseparable part
of the history of art of human, which has continued generational and has been effective in the
process of intellectual and artistic excellence in various human societies. The rock art is known
as a universal category, which has been considered in Iran over the last two decades, especially
in recent years. This art is scattered more or less on all continents and ecosystems. Their origins, as their names imply, is mountainous regions. In the Fars province, due to topography and
mountain ousness can be seen the works of this art. During the archaeological surveys in the
Bavanat river basin, a number of rock art were identified in the area known as the Tol-e Sangbor, which were described, classified and introduced in this paper. These motifs can be divided
into four groups of human motifs, animal designs, the technique of creating motifs in the manner of the engraving, engraving-pecking, pecking, and the kind of rocks the motifs created on
them were sedimentary rocks.
——————————
Taheri Mahsa, see Ejtahednejad Kashani Seyedeh Elaheh
- see Khanbanpoor Sima
——————————
Takenouchi Keita

Theme 4

Symbolic Communication System in Offering Ritual in the Early Old Kingdom Egypt
This paper examines the formation process of the canonical offering ritual practices during the
early Old Kingdom by comparing the funerary vessel assemblages found from tombs with the
offering lists which represent an ideal or standard of performances in the offering ritual including the inventory of funerary goods. The funerary vessels including pottery and stone vessel
are characterized by miniaturized and standardized during the third to fifth dynasty. The results
will show the establishment of the symbolic communication system between the living in tomb
chapel and the deceased in burial chamber during the end of fourth dynasty and the fifth dynasty. That is to say, it is possible that the funerary vessels in burial chamber which symbolized the
ritual performances on the offering list embody or activate through the medium of the everyday
offering and the ceremony of “calling the elements of the offering-meal” by the livings in tomb
chapel. Therefore, the funerary vessels in burial chamber were selected and placed with the
intention of ritual behaviors in such cognitive system.
——————————
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Tamburrini Maria

Theme 2

Settlement patterns as mirror: resilience and renovate subsistence strategies of the Southern
Levant communities in the aftermath of the Late Bronze Age Crisis
During the last quarter of the second millennium BC the entire levantine area was affected by
a multifactorial crisis which led first to the end of some rulers entities thereafter to the affirmation of new ones together with the reform of the whole administrative system. A recent study
of the southern levantine region, in the centuries immediately following the crisis (12th -10th
BC), has highlighted the advent of small village communities located in the area according to
a dendritic trend imposed by the river network. Starting from the observation of the recognized
settlement pattern - as mirror of the historical reality - this communication, synthesis of my PhD
thesis discussed in 2019, aims at shedding light on settlement dynamics, subsistence strategies
and human needs that arose in the aftermath of the crisis. As evidence of the millenary interaction between man and environment and in line with the multidisciplinary approach of landscape
archaeology, stratigraphic and surface surveys data will be overlapped with those coming from
geography and ecology to understand what was the weight of the environmental component in
the development of these communities.
——————————
Tamburrini Maria, see Fiaccavento Chiara
——————————
Tamm Alexander		

Theme 1

Sasanian Trade in the Shahrizor – the Archaeological Record
In recent years Sasanian settlement layers were exposed at various sites in and around the
Shahrizor – many of them showing connections to trade activities. In early Sasanian Qalrakh sealings and remains of a loom give proof for trade and production of fabrics in a private
context. In Bakr Awa only a small settlement existed, but one where several seals were found.
Finally the late Sasanian site of Kazhaw near the spring of Bestansur was predestined as waypoint. Remains of a church – probably integrated into a monastery – and a small fortress were
excavated. While the church gives proof for early Christianity, we should not forget that most
monasteries were involved into trade and provided accomodation for pilgrims, merchants and
travellers. The fortress also attests to the intentions of some late Sasanian kings to get better grip
onto various trade routes. Other settlements maybe acted as waypoints and to monitor traffic of
goods and people in the valleys surrounding the Shahrizor.
——————————
Tanaka Terri, see Catanzariti Antonietta
——————————
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Taragan Hana 		

Theme 8

Crusader Spolia, Muslim Memories: The Case of the Turbat al-Kubakiyya’s Façade (688/1289)
in Jerusalem
The freestanding mausoleum (turba) of Amir ‘Ala’ al-Din Aydughdi al-Kubaki, the Kubakiyya, is situated on the eastern side of the Mamilla cemetery outside the Old City of Jerusalem.
This cemetery has been accepted by Muslims as the place where the remains of shuhda’ (pl.
of shahid) from the bloody conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 by the Crusaders rested. According
to the inscription the site was built in 688/1289. The building’s façade presents an assemblage
of architectural elements carved in stone which present elements of the Crusader architectural
dictionary. In my paper I seek to focus on the “elbow” columns, a very unique and deeply molded corbel, spolia (re or in se) of Crusader origin that was “invented” in Jerusalem by Crusader
artists in the workshop of the Augustine cloister adjoining the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in
1140 CE, and adopted by the Muslims for use in their religious constructions on Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem during the first 115 years of their rule (1187-1300) in the city. Can the spoliated
façade of the Kubakiyya be interpreted as bearing any meaning for the medieval Muslim Jerusalemite, or was this simply the use of a local style that was crystallized during the Crusader
Period and continued into the Ayyubid and early Mamluk periods, endowing Jerusalem’s public
spaces with a uniform Crusader appearance, which A.G. Walls describes as a result of ‘the influence of the local masons in Jerusalem …”. I seek to contend that in Jerusalem of the Early
Mamluk Period, the Kubakiyya façade’s spolia was experienced as a declaration of the triumph
of Islam over Christianity, but also as a mnemonic tool, evoking memory in the Muslim beholder, a sort of conscious memory which according to Mary Carruthers was produced for ‘thinking
about’ and for ‘meditating upon’, in our case upon and about the martyrs who sacrificed their
lives on the altar of Jihad, the counter-crusade, and which also resonates significantly in the
contemporary literature.
——————————
Tarek Ahmad

Theme 2

The cultural landscape of the hilly area of Akkar within the Homs Gab region: From a ‘sub-optimal’ to developed zone
The Akkar hills area constitutes part of the wider volcanic area of Homs Gab. Here, different
environmental aspects, ranging from marl to arable to arid to rocky landscape, coexist at the
main natural overland access into Syria from the Mediterranean coast. The Akkar hills area
drew the attention of some scholars, who have partially explored its installations, especially
Chalcolithic-Bronze Age cairns/tumuli and Roman temples (Dussaud 1927; Krencker & Zschietzschmann 1938; Matsumoto & Wada 2001; Steimer-Herbet 2000; Tallon 1964). These structures have often been interpreted by means of their morphology within a semi-arid zone. As a
result, our attempt to contextualize the cultural landscape of the area has been misled. This pa-
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per aims to broaden the discussion through environmental archaeology by answering questions
concerning subsistence strategies, lands exploitation and settlement-patterns development, and
will focus on the two particular historical landscapes: suboptimal Chalcolithic-Bronze Age and
developed Roman zones.
——————————
Tavger Aharon, see Orendi Andrea
——————————
Taxel Itamar, Joel Roskin

Theme 8

Early Islamic Plot-and-Berm agroecosystems in aeolian sand sheets along the Mediterranean
coast of Israel
Plot-and-Berm agroecosystems consists of sophisticated agricultural utilization of a high-water table within aeolian sand sheets in agricultural hinterlands of the coastal plain of Israel.
Plot-and-Berm agroecosystems are characterized by sunken agricultural plots in between sand
berms. Berms are often coated with anthropogenic refuse to protect them from erosion. The
agricultural plots, which lie slightly above the water table, usually enable easy access to the
water. The plot sand soil enrichment is by refuse and organic material. The agroecosystems
required significant resources for construction and maintenance. The artifactual evidence and
OSL dating show that the studied agroecosystems (in the vicinity of Caesarea and Yavneh) were
established towards the late 10th century and were abandoned around 1140 CE. This agricultural enterprise may be an original type of mawāt (Arabic: “dead”) land reclamation, an important
issue in Islamic economic history.
——————————
Tayefeh Qahremani Nasrin 		

Theme 1

Ritual Symbols in the Scythians Kurgan
Symbolism is a knowledge tool and the oldest and most basic method of expression. Many
of archaeologists touch upon these symbols in the archaeological excavations. We began our
excavation which lasted for three months in the December 2018, on the Kurgan (Grave stack)
which is located in Kaleibar Township in Iran. This Kurgan was the largest Kurgan of the region, which was documented in the archaeological exploration of the region which carried out
in the year of 2014. The Kurgan was elliptical shape and was 30 in 25 meters. In this Kurgan,
we encountered to stone tools and symbols of ritual architecture that have not been seen so far
in other excavations of the region and they are unique in its kind. The existence of specific plans
with stone tools that have not yet been gained from other sites indicates that a ritual ceremony
was taking place there, which shows Herodotus’s remarks about funeral of the Scythians. The
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Scythians greatly respected their dead and held the ceremony of the dead with particular care.
The presence of these symbols in the Shahliq Kurgan expresses the thoughts and conduct of the
Scythians at the burial of the dead, which will be discuss in this article.
——————————
Tendler Avraham S., see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Tengberg Margareta, see Dabrowski Vladimir
- see Mashkour Marjan
——————————
Tenu Aline

Theme 1

Kunara: an Early Bronze Age city in the Zagros foothills. The 2018 and 2019 Seasons of Excavations
Kunara is located on the right bank of the Tanjaro River, about 8km south-west of the modern
day city of Suleymaniah in Iraqi Kurdistan. It is a 7-9 ha site identified during a survey conducted in 2011 by the Mission archéologique Française du Peramagron, directed at that time by
Christine Kepinski. Seven seasons of excavation took place since 2012. They revealed levels
mostly dated to the last part of the 3rd Millennium. Public edifices were discovered both in the
upper town and in the lower town. Since 2015, excavations have been concentrated on 3 areas
in the lower town (Areas B, C, and E). They led to the discovery of several buildings, that conveyed a rich assemblage of potteries, lithic artefacts, faunal remains. In two buildings located
in two different areas were found archives of administrative tablets. All the finds indicate that
Kunara was a regional centre. The paper will focus on the results of the last two campaigns
(2018 and 2019).
——————————
Terehina Vera, see Skakun Natalia
——————————
Terekhina Vera V., see Dubova Nadezhda A.
——————————
Terribili Gianfilippo, see Cereti Carlo G.
——————————
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Thareani Yifat 		

Theme 5

Distribution of Assyrian Ware in the Urban Space: A View from the Westland
Assyria’s territorial expansion to the west involved fire and destruction, agony and distress
followed by dramatic change of settlement layouts and by alternation of existence modes of
recently conquered societies. Located at southwestern frontier of the Assyrian Empire, the Hula
Valley first came under Assyrian rule in the second half of the eighth century BCE. Fierce conflagration and destruction left most of the local sites in their ruins but was soon followed by the
foundation of a new imperial center. Situated on one of the largest water sources in the Middle
East, on the ancient road from Phoenicia to Damascus Tel Dan (Tell el Qadi) was the ideal candidate to become an imperial center. A rich layer that was assigned to the Neo-Assyrian period
(Stratum Ib) attests to a new intensive town plan that incorporated public buildings, domestic
quarters and paved streets. Assyrian ceramic types were found scattered across most of the urban space, thus allowing isolating patterns of demand and consumption within the provincial
city. For this purpose, quantitative and spatial analysis of the Assyrian assemblage will be presented. The ceramic assemblage from three main urban contexts will be examined: an Assyrian
governor’s residence; residential neighborhood and workshops. Their function and use will
then be analyzed according to the following criteria: tableware and banquets; culinary practices; personal vessels; storage; industry; and light. Supplementary data originating from others
Neo-Assyrian sites in the southern Levant will be presented as well. Uncovering the traces that
the imperial policy left on the local archaeological record in the Westland will help to create a
methodological framework for the analysis of material cultural manifestation in urban imperial
contexts and to reconstruct the ‘place in life’ that Assyrian Ware had in the imperial project.
——————————
Thomalsky Judith, see Jafari Javad
——————————
Thuesen Ingolf

Theme 6

Near Eastern Archaeology at a Cross-Road
The past years we have experienced tragic wars and civil unrest in the Near East. This has
caused endless human suffering and tragedy. Millions of people have been forced to leave their
family homes. Beyond the humanitarian catastrophe the region is also badly and irreparably
damaged by the armed conflicts. The tangible heritage is paying a high price by loss of monuments and artifacts due to destruction in the slip stream of fighting, collapse of infra structure
and illicit trade of antiquities. As archaeologist and heritage activists we need to engage into
this challenge despite its character and magnitude. And first of all we have to ask ourselves
how we can help. As professionals we have brought the attention of the world society to the
value and grandiose character of Near Eastern heritage. Our excavations have generated global
awareness and trained the local population perhaps with the consequence of facilitating looting.
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The paper proposes global strategies for inclusion and training of the local population in heritage understanding and the promotion of shared global scientific and protective projects of site
handling. Finally, we are obliged to include expats in our home countries in our appreciation of
the world heritage of their home country.
——————————
Tirkisheva Y., see Dubova Nadezhda A.
——————————
Tirosh Ofir, see Eshel Tzilla
——————————
Tishkin Alexey A., Nadezhda A. Dubova, Nikolay N. Seregin

Theme 3

Results of X-ray fluorescence analysis of metallic seals from Gonur Depe archaeological complex (Turkmenistan)
Archaeological investigation of Gonur Depe and other Mariana Bronze Age sites (2300-1600
BC) gave a large collection of the seals. Main part of them is metallic. In 2018 in the frames of
te Agreement between IEA RAS and Ministry of culture of Turkmenistan thank to the financial
support of RFBR (project 18-09-40082) in Mary historical-cultural Museum (Turkmenistan)
the determination of alloys chemical composition of these seals was conducted. Some seals
were restored and are in exposition in the museum, but a part of them stores. The portable
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer «INNOV-Х SYSTEMS» ALPHA SERIESTM (Alpha-2000,
USA production) together with the test bench and handheld laptop was used. During the work,
a well-proven algorithm for testing products from non-ferrous metals was implemented. As a
result, groups of seals made on the basis of Cu, Pb and Ag were identified. The project also
involves the study of the stratigraphy and context of the use of different seal-alloys.
——————————
Tishkin Alexev, see Gorbunov Vadim
——————————
Titi Iman Z., see Montanari Daria
——————————
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Titolo Andrea

Theme 2

Water, Landscapes and Settlements along the River. Case Studies from the Syrian Middle Euphrates
Diachronic analyses of regional settlements patterns have proven to be useful for analysing relations between humans and the environment and highlighting choices of settlements locations
and land exploitation. A set of methods and data, such as archaeological, geomorphological,
historical data, and quantitative methods, can be used to understand changes in the archaeological landscapes through time. While this approach is a standard in many recent regional studies,
older surveys and excavation data still need to be brought in line with more interdisciplinary
studies. This paper will explore the possibilities of a diachronic and multidisciplinary approach
applied to the so-called Syrian Middle Euphrates, extending roughly from Deir ez-Zor to Abu
Kemal on the Syrian-Iraqi border. The analysis will focus on Iron Age settlement patterns, but
it will explore earlier and later periods as well, in order to understand and highlight changes
through time. The analysis will also use remote sensing to highlight and analyse landscape features and the effects of land exploitation on the archaeological landscape through time
——————————
Tomé André, Steve Renette, Ricardo Cabral, Michael Lewis, Alan Farahani
Theme 3/Workshop 3
Kani Shaie: Defining the Material Culture of the Early Third Millennium BCE in the Zagros
Foothills
The first half of the third millennium BCE is a pivotal moment in ancient Near Eastern history.
Long perceived as a period of relative stagnation between the widespread Uruk network and
the ‘secondary urban revolution’ in northern Mesopotamia, a growing body of evidence now
reveals a highly dynamic period that gave rise to ethnic identities, trade networks, and urban
polities that would define the Ancient Near East for millennia. Fieldwork in Iraqi Kurdistan
has the potential to illuminate this Dark Age, especially concerning the relationship between
lowland and highlands. This paper presents the case-study of Kani Shaie and the Bazyan Basin,
which offers new insights into the changing contacts between Mesopotamia and the Zagros
Mountains from the Late Chalcolithic to the middle of the Early Bronze Age. Based on its fieldwork results, we will evaluate what a regional site from this period looks like compared to the
better explored regions along the Tigris River and the central Zagros.
——————————
Tourovets Alexandre, see Zarei Mohammad Ebrahim
——————————
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Trameri Andrea, see Derada Martina
——————————
Traubman Dotan, Haim Shkolnik

Theme 3

Neby Yaqīn – Footprint in religion
Maqam Neby Yaqīn (ي
َ ق
ِ  )نيis a small maqam in the surrounding of Hebron, next to Bani Naim
()ميعن ينب, watching to the dead sea. In the Judaism, Christianity, and the Muslim traditions
this is the place where Abraham watched the cities Sodom and Gomorrah destroyed by “sulfur
and fire”, and where Lot stopped after he flee from Sodom with his daughters. The site includes
the maqam, caves, water pits, quarry, Fatma’s tomb, and footprint carved in the rock. The Maqam include mosque, water pit, and a wall that surrounds the maqam. The mosque has three
Inscriptions: for the benefactor, the builder, and another name. Inside of the mosque there is
a footprint carved in the rock. The grave engraved in a cave and had an inscription, what can
be mihrab or ventilation that unfortunately had been stolen. We do know shrine and holy places, or to be suspected to be holy, with footmarks. The Mosque of the Ascension in Jerusalem
mark the place where Jesus ascended to the heavens after he bless his pupil. In the Tomb of the
Patriarchs, Hebron, believed to have Adam’s footprint next to the door of Abraham’s Tomb in
south-east to it. In the Muslim beliefs there is an early tradition that Muhammad left his footmark were stepped on the exposed rock. This popular belief led to a special type of building in
the Muslim world that called ‘Qadam Sharif’ or ‘Qadam Rasul Allah’. Places like these are not
Mosques, although been mistaken as such. One of the most famous of them is the Dome of the
rock in Jerusalem where Muhammad mounted Buraq. The tomb of Fatma b. al-Hasan b. Taleb
b. Najim b. al-Husan also did not get any proper study except of reading and publishing his two
inscriptions. Except of her being from ‛Ali’s and Fatma’s heritage, who she is or her importance
barely explored or theorized. Three famous Arab travelers had described the site: al-Muqaddasī,
Yāqūt, ibn Baṭṭūṭah, and Mujīr al-Dīn in 1496. After them between the 19th century and start of
the 20th century describe the site Guérin, Wilson, Canaan, and Vilnay. In the more recent years
Yadin, Sharon, and Lecoquierre described the site. In the paper we intend to do a detailed plan
of the site, documented the Inscriptions that carved on the maqam walls by the locals and will
put the tradition in perspective to the footprint and the caves.
——————————
Trifonov Viktor

Theme 5/Workshop 14

The Maykop culture funeral practices within the context of the relationship between the Caucasus and the Near East in the IV mill. BC
Recent discoveries and developments in the Early Bronze archaeology of the Caucasus not only
have pushed the boundaries of our knowledge of the Maykop culture funeral practices, but also
provided reasons to revise the iconic images of the burials in the Maykop kurgan (1897) and
in the dolmens of Tsarskaya (1898). These data indicate that the Maykop culture burial rite is
fairly homogeneous in spite of unevenly distributed funeral offerings consistent with the status
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of the deceased and the variety of burial constructions. The latter are represented by two main
groups: pit and ground surface graves constructed using timber, stone, clay, and probably mudbrick in different combinations. Even the megalithic tombs of Tsarskaya – Novosvobodnaya
fit into the domestic development of the Maykop culture in the Caucasus. In contrast with the
migratory or center – periphery approach, the nature of the Maykop funeral practice becomes
more evident when the whole of the culture is considered in the context of the vast cultural
province beyond the Northern Caucasus, to which it belongs. In the first half of the IV millennium BC, it stretched from the Northern Caucasus to the Northern Mesopotamia and consisted
of various complimentary Late Chalcolithic cultural groups eventually merged into “a block
of cultures”. To a different degree, they shared common values and religious beliefs creating
a favourable environment that helped quickly disseminate technological achievements, social
and cultural norms within the boundaries of the province. It is highly probable that the shared
cultural values and religious beliefs included elements of funeral practices which could explain
the close similarities between graves across the areas of the Northern and Southern Caucasus (Early Maykop and Leilatepe cultures) and Northen Mesopotamia (Chalcolithic graves of
Gawra and Korucutepe). Throughout the IV millennium BC, the basic canons of these funeral
practices varied from one region to another across the area so that ultimately, by the ca.3000
ВС, they were represented by the Tsarskaya dolmens in the Caucasus, the Arslantepe “Royal”
tomb in Upper Euphrates valley and the Bashur Hoyuk cists in the Upper Tigris region.
——————————
Tskvitinidze Zurab, see Arnhold Simone
——————————
Tucci Giulia, Amir Golani

Theme 3

Praise the Negative - The Diffusion of Late Bronze Age Syro-Canaanite Jewelry According to
Two-part Stone Molds
Two-part stone jewelry molds were intended for casting of small and delicate precious metal
jewelry. These include a variety of solid rings, bezels, earrings, pendants, diadems, beads, pins,
figurines, and amulets. During the Late Bronze Age in the Northern and Southern Levant, these
molds were not very common yet were used primarily where local craftsmen set up shop at
large urban manufacturing centers, often found along the coast. Compilation of the different
jewelry ‘negatives’ carved in the molds enables creation of a precious metal jewelry typology
associated to Syro-Canaanite Levantine craftsmen based on the ‘negative’ designs. Matching
the designs from the molds with the specific objects they were meant to produce can show the
diffusion of certain jewelry types from their various manufacturing centers. This may also provide a new springboard for research of Late Bronze Age Canaanite technological sophistication
as well as Canaanite iconography and its meaning in the use of personal adornments.
——————————
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Tumolo Valentina

Theme 3/Workshop 4

Pot sealing practice in the Northern Levant during the 3rd millennium BC: between connectivity and regionalism
During the 4th and the 3rd millennium BC, the practice of pot-sealing becomes widespread
across the whole of Syria-Palestine and surrounding regions, but is most common in the Levant.
This system features both technical and aesthetic aspects which are shared across the whole
area, as well as more circumscribed regional characteristics. The images shown by the seal
impressions include both geometric designs and figurative representations. While some themes
and iconographies are widespread across larger areas, others are confined to smaller regional
borders. In such a scenario, the Northern Levantine visual repertoire has similarities with the inventories from both the rest of the Levant and Upper Mesopotamia, suggesting the existence of
diverse degrees of connectivity within and between the areas. This paper will illustrate common
visual features and specific regional expressions, focusing on selected motifs. Such an overview will contribute to the evaluation of the dissemination of the images, both in diachronic
and geographical perspectives, highlighting preferential pathways of interaction - and regional
boundaries as well - within the Northern Levant and beyond.
——————————
Tumolo Valentina, see Deckers Katleen
——————————
Türkteki Murat, Sinem Türkteki

Theme 5

Inland western Anatolia and its Role during the Age of Interconnections
The second part of the western Anatolian Early Bronze Age is a period characterized by the
establishment of organized trade through an extensive communication network, subsequently
leading to an increase in cultural mobility through mutual interactions. The main reason for the
organized trade-based relationship between two remote regions of Mesopotamia and western
Anatolia seems to be that in the former no mines exist and there is a developed central state formation of Akkad. Copper, gold, and silver mines in western Anatolia were probably controlled
by regional powers. This fact is the most important reason for the development of urbanization and appearance of a new ruling class in western Anatolia. The development of extensive
long-distance trade networks in western Anatolia started in the late EB II and reached its peak
by the early EB III. Evidence of these exchange networks and their resulting relations mentions
the diffusion of new technologies, such as the potter’s wheel, weight systems, and sealing practices, as well as the circulation of small prestige objects such as Syrian bottles, bone pigment
containers, and semi-precious stones. Inland western Anatolia has an important role with its
strategic location and also its access to the raw materials. The region has a long term, well strat-
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ified excavations with firm archaeological evidence such as Demircihüyük-Sarıket Cemetery,
Küllüoba and Seyitömer that reflect these long distance relations. The aim of this paper is to
expose the stratigraphy, cultural development of the region and re-analyse the archaeological
evidence of this international trade in Inland western Anatolia during the age of interconnections. Substantially, the results of Küllüoba excavations in Eskişehir will be used as the basis to
analyse this phase.
——————————
Türkteki Sinem, see Türkteki Murat
——————————
Turri Luigi 		

Theme 5/Workshop 19

Fragmentation vs unity: A Political history of Northern Lebanon during the Bronze and Iron
Ages
Throughout the course of the II and I millennium BC the Lebanese area appears as a fragmented
political reality, composed of many states of variable size, the most powerful of which are those
centred on the rich coastal cities but with many hinterland centres too. To favour this asset are
the physical geography of the region and its strategic position, which makes the area fundamental for the control of land and sea routes and therefore attractive for all foreign powers. The
presence of foreign military and commercial outposts in the region is a constant through time
as well as a certain local litigation rate. As consequences of all this, there are a continuous fluctuation of the areas controlled by the single cities and the lack of real territorial states, defined
by continuous areas and borders, factors that make it difficult to reconstruct the political map
of the area.
——————————
Uehlinger Christoph, see Koch Ido
——————————
Uhlenbrock Jaimee

Theme 3/Workshop 2

Studying Greek terracottas. What’s new
During the last fifteen years or so new directions have been taken in the study of Greek terracottas that have gone beyond the traditional typological and art historical narratives to embrace
interpretive approaches originally at home in other branches of the social sciences. Terracottas
increasingly are no longer viewed as merely inanimate objects that reflect religious beliefs, but
rather are considered to have functioned more broadly within complex social systems, a stance
long held by those investigating the material culture of non-literate societies. The roles that
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these terracottas may have played within these systems has led researchers to interpret them
through the lenses of cognitive archaeology, network analysis, and behavioral systems, as well
as the most recent sub-discipline, the archaeology of emotions.
——————————
Ur Jason, Nader Babakr

Theme 1

Landscape and Settlement on the Erbil Plain, Kurdistan Region of Iraq
Since 2012, the Erbil Plain Archaeological Survey (EPAS) has been recording sites and landscape features within a 3200 sq km survey region, with Erbil at its center. The project focuses
on settlement patterns and land use under the Assyrian empire, but it has recovered almost 600
sites from the last 8,000 years. This presentation will discuss the current state of research on the
imperial settlement of the Assyrian core, but will consider its Late Chalcolithic and Bronze Age
antecedents, drawing on the landscape date recovered by the Erbil Plain Archaeological Survey
between 2012 and 2020.
——————————
Vacca Agnese, Marta D’Andrea

Theme 3/Workshop 4

Regional Developments and Inter-Regional Connections: The Northern Levant from the Mid to
the Late 3rd Millennium BC
During the last decades, the progression and developments of regional areas that were virtually unknown before (e.g., Lebanon, Syrian Steppe), have come into sharper focus, allowing
researchers to re-evaluate regional developments and inter-regional synchronization across the
northern Levant as a whole during the second half of the 3rd mill. BC. The synchronization of
chronologies of the various areas enables us to reconstruct historical trajectories of emergence
and demise of regional polities and to evaluate the spatial distribution of artefacts types and
styles, not only in terms of periodization, but also of geographical-cultural areas. This paper
aims to sum up the latest results, to discuss inter-regional synchronization across the Northern
Levant and to investigate socio-cultural phenomena and economic interactions lying behind the
spatial patterning of material culture. The increased mobility of people and commodities across
preferential maritime and inland routes is addressed in the framework of shifting cultural frontiers and changes in balances of socio-economic and socio-political relations during the second
half of the 3rd mill. BC.
——————————
Vacca Agnese, see D’Andrea Marta
——————————
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Vahdati Ali. A., see Kraus Steffen
——————————
Vai Stefania, see Mittnik Alissa
——————————
Valentini Stefano, Erdal Yilmaz, Valentina D’Amico, Stefano Valentini, Guido Guarducci,
Lorenzo Crescioli, Nicola Laneri, Modwene Poulmarc’h, Bakhtiyar Jalilov
Theme 1
A preliminary report on a mid-late fourth millenniun BC kurgan in western Azerbaijan
The GaRKAP (i.e., Ganja Region Kurgan Archaeological Project) is a joint Azero-Italian project in western Azerbaijan that aims at investigating the spread of the tradition of burying the
dead in large funerary chambers covered with circular tumuli (i.e., kurgans) in the southern
Caucasus during a period ranging from the 4th to the 1st millennia BCE. This paper will present the results of the first two seasons (2018 and 2019) of the archaeological work performed
in the steppe region of Uzun Rama along the valley of a creek affluent of the Kura river in the
Goranboy district. After a preliminary reconnaissance survey that has identified ca. 230 kurgans
dating back to the Kura-Araxes period (ca. 3600-3000 BCE) as well as to a Late Bronze/Early
Iron Age archaeological phase (ca. 1200-800 BCE), the project aimed at the excavation of a
large kurgan (i.e., Kurgan 8) dating to the Kura-Araxes period. Thus, this brief presentation will
highlight the architectural, material culture and anthropological analysis of this unique funerary
tumulus.
——————————
Valeri Marco, Pietro Baldassarri, Silvano Bertossa, Simone Mantellini, Nicolò Marchetti, Valentina Orrù
Theme 6/Workshop 18
OrientGIS - Networked GIS in Archaeology. The cases of the Ebla Chora and Floodplains
Projects
OrientGIS.net is a webGIS designed to carry out networked research on Near Eastern archaeological landscapes, developed by the University of Bologna under the scientific coordination
of Nicolò Marchetti. It is an open-access and open-source system based on the integration of
multi-scalar and multi-temporal datasets. Current projects range from Egypt to the Near East
and deal with a wide variety of research topics, from endangered cultural heritage to spatial
analyses. This paper describes the structure of the digital platform and its application to two
case studies. Ebla Chora (an ERC-funded project, 2010-2014) was addressed to understand
the mechanisms of functioning of an early state by analyzing the dynamics within the territory of Ebla/Tell Mardikh in North Syria. Floodplains has been developed in the frame of the
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EU-funded EDUU Project (2017-2020) with the goal of producing a complete mapping of the
archaeological sites of southern Iraq in view of their scientific characterization but also of their
protection, especially from development projects at all levels.
——————————
Vallet Regis		

Theme 1

Larsa and Tell el ‘Uwaili (Iraq), preliminary results of the XIVth and XVth campaigns (2019)
After thirty years of interruption, the French mission to Larsa and Tell el ‘Uwaili resumed its
fieldwork in 2019, for two seasons of one month each. In Larsa, several complementary surveys
changed our understanding of the site, revealing in particular part of the network of channels
supplying the city. The excavations focused on the sector north of the E-Babbar, the temple
of the Sun-God Shamash, patron deity of Larsa, whose reoccupation in the Hellenistic period
seems more important than expected. Two buildings are being explored, B48 and B50. B48
is a large Hellenistic house (650 sq. m.) part of a well-planned neighborhood. In Trench B50,
below a very fragmentary Hellenistic temple, lay a major temple of the Old-Babylonian city,
which remains to be identified. It is provided with massive mudbrick walls (5.6m wide at most)
preserved in height up to the first storey of the building in some rooms (4.5m high). In ‘Uwaili,
a new trench was open in the continuation of the excavations undertaken in the 80s on the northwest flank of the Tell where the Ubaid 0 levels (7th millennium BC) are close to the surface. The
objective is to obtain a stratigraphic sequence as complete as possible between the most recent
phases (Late Ubaid) at the summit of the mound and the Ubaid 0 levels downwards. Three hundred square meters were cleared and five architectural levels identified, numbered from 1 to 5
from top to bottom. The structures of level 5 correspond to the last Ubaid 0 level of occupation.
The habitat is much denser than expected, and combines housing with small associated storage
structures. The extension of the excavations in the next campaigns should bring more insights
on the organization of the early Ubaid village.
——————————
Valsecchi Gillmeister Margherita Andrea

Theme 1

Landscape survey in cross-check. Comparing Late Bronze Age surface collections, geophysical
prospections and excavation data Oymaağaç Höyük/Nerik (Turkey)
The multidisciplinary investigation (2005-2019) of Oymaağaç Höyük/Nerik (Samsun, Turkey)
started with a two years intensive survey at the mound of Oymaağaç and its surroundings. The
long-term archaeological excavation and the geophysical prospection make the site suitable as a
case study for the methodological crosscheck of the survey data with those produced by the different techniques of investigation. This paper presents the quantitative and spatial results of the
Late Bronze Age survey pottery assemblage in comparison with the materials retrieved from
the latest structural phase documented during the excavation. Together with the analysis of the
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formation processes and the topography of the höyük and its surroundings, the crosscheck of
the data allowed to make new assumptions about the archaeological landscape of the area and
a critical evaluation of established survey methods.
——————————
Van den Hurk Youri, see Maini Elena
——————————
Vardi Jacob, see Namdar Linoy
——————————
Varga Daniel

Theme 8

A Late Antiquity and Early Medieval Town at Sderot - Israel
An extensive archeological excavation by the Israel Antiquities Authority in the Western Negev
city of Sderot has revealed that from the Late Roman Period to the Abbasid period (third to
tent’s centuries AD.) Sderot was a thriving community. In this one-hectare large area excavation were uncovered a large multi apsidal church measuring 30 x 14 meters, private houses, a
wine production and store center and a large complex of fish pools. During the Late Roman
and Byzantine Periods Sderot was a prosperous community that exported wine throughout the
empire. The excavation unearthed two well-preserved, industrial winepresses, which could produce large quantities of wine. Next to them, a pottery kiln for the production of “Gaza Jars”
was found. Near the winepresses were uncovered what was apparently the town’s central storehouse. From there, the wine would have been sent to the big coastal cities of Ascalon and Gaza
and shipped onward throughout the Mediterranean and to Europe and North Africa. One of
the most intriguing finds uncovered was a complex of two Fish Pools. The pools were thickly
coated with plaster, and jars, made in the nearby workshop, were inserted in the corners. The
jars were used as fish hatcheries. Organic material, including a few fish bones, collected from
them is still being tested and it will hopefully tell us what kind of fish were hatched at the
pools. During the Early Islamic Period, the large Church and the storehouse were dismantled
for stone reusing while a smaller church, uncovered at the outskirts of the site, was transformed
into a Mosque. During this period, the town become smaller and the large industrial area was
abandoned. The town was finally abandoned at late 9th or early 10th century. A large and rich
cemetery numbering around 70 tombs, dated to the late Roman and Early Byzantine Periods,
was excavated on a moderated hill slope. It seems that a study of the results of this excavation,
in which different aspects of the daily life of the settlement were exposed, could shed light on
the functioning of a settlement at the end of the classical and early middle Ages in the Southern
Palestine.
——————————
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Vassalli Massimiliano, see Cereti Carlo G.
——————————
Vassallo Valentina, Sorin Hermon

Theme 3/Workshop 2

Integrated digital and analytical approaches to the study of dispersed clay figurines collections
– The Ayia Irini assemblage as a case-study
Many archaeological collections - in particular those excavated decades ago - are now stored
in various museums in the world, which makes their study a difficult task. Moreover, many of
them were either examined a long time ago or analysed on specific research aspects. Several
challenges are thus identified: 1. How to study artefacts belonging to the same assemblage but
now physically dispersed? 2. How to create a remotely accessible system that integrates data
from various studies? 3. How to offer an alternative solution, based on measurable and quantifiable criteria, to the stylistic and typo-technological study of figurines? 4. How to express
reliability of research and quantify uncertainty of assertions and statements, such as typological
classifications? The EU funded project GRAVITATE tackled the above challenges and offered
various technological solutions based on computer graphics (3D models) and computer vision
methods (3D geometry-based measurable and comparable features), coupled with knowledge
management and information technology (CIDOC-CRM conceptual reference model). This
paper will present the methodological framework proposed and its application to an archaeological case-study, the Ayia Irini figurines collections.
——————————
Vér Ádám, see Esztári Réka
——————————
Verdellet Cécile

Theme 3/Workshop 3

Late 3rd Millennium pottery from Kunara (Kurdistan, Iraq)
Kunara is located on the western foothills of the Zagros Mountains, close to Suleymaniyeh. The
main occupation is dated to the end of the 3rd millennium BC. The typological study provides
pottery-types already known elsewhere in Mesopotamia. The recognition of markers allows us
to date the levels to the last third of the 3rd millennium BC by comparing the assemblage with
the material from the Diyala region and the east of Tigris. Far from being isolated, the region of
Kunara had relations with the Mesopotamian Plain. However, particularities in technic, shapes
or decoration reveal the local identity of the area, probably due to the localisation of the region,
in the margins of the Mesopotamian Plain. Numerous activities were identified on the site like
storage or ceremonial activities. According to the pottery study, associated with other archaeological results, Kunara was a complex city at the end of the 3rd millennium BC, probably a
regional centre controlling its surrounding.
——————————
310

Verderame Lorenzo

Theme 4/Workshop 10

Popular religion through Neo-Assyrian written sources
This paper aims at tracking aspects of popular religion through the analysis of written sources
from the Neo-Assyrian period. First, I analyze administrative and epistolographic as well as literary, divinatory and ritual sources in order to highlight evidences of popular religious practices
and their relation with state (kingship) religion. Second, I discuss how these practices leave a
trace on material culture.
——————————
Veresotstskaya Galina E., Nataliya A. Kovaleva, Mukhmmed A. Mamedov, Nadezhda A.
Dubova, Jannet S. Karanova
Theme 7
The experience of the conservation, restoration and reconstruction of the Bronze Age painting
with mosaics inlays (case of Gonur Depe, Turkmenistan)
Bronze Age mosaics made in the unique technics of the painting together with stone inlays were
found at Gonur Depe (South-Eastern Turkmenistan) in 2004. They occur from elite tombs date
2250-2300 BC and present not only complicated geometrical panels but some scenes, which
included snakes, winged griffins, birds and human images. During cleaning, conservation and
restoration of three panels from hypogea 3230, 3210 and chamber-grave 3245 interesting details of their production technology and used materials were discovered: using of burnt but not
raw minerals and lateral chips on tesserae, different composition of the adhesive materials, the
sequence of the inclusion of elements along the manufacture of large items, special marking of
identical inserts for different compositions and others. All works became possible thanks to the
financial support of RFBR (project 18-09-40082) and the Agreement between IEA RAS and
Ministry of culture of Turkmenistan. The first steps of the comparisons of the depicted scenes
with previously known ones show very close relation with Syrian Mari palace paintings and
some parallels with Crete Knossos portrait.
——————————
Vermeersch Shyama, Jens Kamlah, Britt M. Starkovich

Theme 2

Tell el-Burak and the Phoenician Heartland during the Iron Age: a Zooarchaeological CaseStudy placed within a Regional Framework
Tell el-Burak is a coastal site situated 9 km south of Sidon and 4 km north of Sarepta, placing
it in a core region of the Phoenician heartland. The site was an agricultural domain with ties to
Sidon or Sarepta. This gives us an opportunity to study the culture of the Phoenicians within
their heartland and their use of environmental and agricultural resources. The Iron Age remains
at Tell el-Burak are concentrated in two areas: the settlement and the wine press. Using faunal
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analysis, our first goal is to understand the diet and subsistence of the site from these two areas.
This is done by looking at species composition, mortality profiles and body part representation.
We are also interested in butchery patterns and pathologies. The second goal is to put the faunal
data in a synchronic regional contextualisation, allowing us to compare differences and similarities in animal exploitation, along with identifying the environmental and social causes for the
patterns we observe.
——————————
Vernet Apolline		

Theme 3/Workshop 8

Starting from scratch: the use of cisterns as dumping deposit in cities after the Islamic conquest
in Near East
Related to domestic contexts in Near East, excavators often encountered cisterns filled with
domestic waste. According to the ceramic analysis, the material is dated to the Late Byzantine
period up to the first decade of the Umayyad period. This paper will firstly present the material
discovered in cisterns associated with domestic context. Secondly it will have a look to the
purposes and aims of these fillings always happening during the transitional period. One has to
discuss how these homogenous assemblages coming from the cistern, showing no continuous
filling but one intentional deposit, could probably be related to cleaning activities. Moreover,
as already demonstrated, the water issues are very important for newcomers then one has to ask
why these water cisterns are dismissed from their original purpose to become domestic dumps.
Are the newcomers need to start from scratch before settle down in a new living space?
——————————
Véron Alain, see Djamali Morteza
——————————
Vezzoli Valentina, see Gallerani Valentina
——————————
Vila Emmanuelle, Marjan Mashkour, Ludovic Orlando, François Pompanon, Philippe
Abrahami, Cécile Michel, Jwana Chahoud, Thomas Cucchi, Catherine Breniquet, Daniel
Bradley, Remi Berthon, Bea De Cupere, Moussab Albesso, Hossein Davoudi, Oscar Estrada, Manon Vuillien, Camille Bader, Lionel Gourichon, Mohaseb Azadeh, Jacqueline Studer

Theme 5
The development of sheep breeds in Southwest Asian societies (6th-1rst millennia B.C.):
EvoSheep project–multidisciplinary approaches.
Sheep played a fundamental role in the economy of the early pastoral societies of Southwest
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Asia since its domestication. This is due to its remarkable adaptability to dietary and climatic
conditions. Sheep farming has been a central element in the urbanization process of early states
and an economic driver. The expansion of sheep resulted in its diversification and emergence
of various characteristics. The appearance of the fat tail, woolly fleece, pigmentation and the
disappearance of moulting are among questions that are still poorly documented. The paper
presents ongoing research on the process of breeds emergence that associates complementary
approaches: archaeozoology, philology, iconography, GMM and genetics of ancient and modern sheep breeds. The French National Research Agency (ANR) funds the EvoSheep project.
——————————
Villeneuve François

Theme 3/Workshop 8

Syrian mountain village houses dumps, Roman period: Sia
Sia is a Roman-period mountain village and sanctuary in Southern Syria, where a group of
houses was excavated in the 1980’s, still unpublished. For two adjacent houses (1st-3rd centuries AD), the dig unearthed three dumps for solid waste in addition to a sewage system for
water and purine. The dumps were found full mainly of broken pottery. One dump, apparently
permanent, is on the slope immediately behind the rear wall of the larger house, just over other
houses; another one, in a side adjacent « empty » area, covers remains of an earlier working
area ; the third one is on the side of the passage giving access to the houses, covering remains of
an earlier oven. The paper will examine the location and contents, including faunal and botanic
evidence, and focus on the discrepancy between the relatively collectively well organized (at
the village scale) sewage system and the anarchic dumps.
——————————
Vinci Giacomo, see Cocca Enzo
——————————
Vinet Alice 		

Theme 3/Workshop 20

The functional variability of the obsidian toolkit at Çatalhöyük-West and its socio-economic
implications
Çatalhöyük, located in Turkey, is the ideal site to understand the persistence of distinct traditions when the first signs of a technological and cultural, supra-regional unity should emerge.
This paper focuses on the West Mound occupied during the Early Chalcolithic right before the
abandonment of the site. At Çatalhöyük, since the beginning of its occupation, the obsidian
comes from the Cappadocian sources of Göllü dağ and Nenezi dağ. However, an inversion in
the proportions of exploitation of these two sources occurs between the final Neolithic and the
Early Chalcolithic. A majority of material comes from Göllü Dağ, in the form of performed
cores used exclusively to knap prismatic blades. The inhabitants of Çatalhöyük wanted to spare
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as much raw material as they could. Therefore, they developed a great ingenuity in the exhaustive use of these bladelets. It is proven by the high functional variability of the toolkit, the
recycling of the blanks, discarded only after a long use.
——————————
Vitolo Priscilla, Vakhtang Licheli, Roberto Dan, Tamar Chogovadze, Tornike Chilingarishvili, Andrea Cesaretti, Tommaso Saccone
Theme 1
Samtskhe-Javakheti project: preliminary results of the 2017-2019 Georgian-Italian archaeological expedition in Southern Georgia
Between 2017 and 2019, a Georgian-Italian archaeological expedition starts to investigate the
Samtskhe-Javakheti region, in the southern part of modern Georgia. The main goal is to understand the dynamics of the relations between the Urartian Kingdom and the contemporary Iron
Age people that inhabited beyond the northern borders of the state. The first three seasons of
investigations showed immediately the archaeological richness of the country and the remote
sensing analysis followed by a field survey has revealed an impressive amount of cyclopean
fortresses, often reused more times until the late Middle Age phases. An important quantity
of surface pottery was retrieved, allow us to define a possible chronological span occupation.
Although the expedition is in its first stages, it is important to communicate to the scientific
community the huge potential of the Samtskhe-Javakheti area, not only for develop the knowledge about the Iron Age period in Southern Caucasus but for understand the main characters
that effectively played roles during this composite age. Particularly impressive, among the others, are the cyclopean complexes of Abuli and Shaori, which were interpreted as ‘royal cities’.
These sites have been subject of deepen studies in the attempt to clarify their chronologies and
functions.
——————————
Vitolo Priscilla, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
——————————
Volpi Luca

Theme 3

New Perspectives in the Analysis of “Ubaid” Pottery Materials from Southern Mesopotamia:
Recent Analyses from the Excavations in Area B, Tell Zurghul (Iraq)
Since 2015, the Italian Archaeological Expedition to Tell Zurghul/Nigin, led by Sapienza University of Rome and University of Perugia, is conducting excavations in the area of Mound B.
The area, previously investigated by R. Koldewey through a trench in 1887, has so far revealed
an occupation dated to the Middle Chalcolithic period and ascribed to the Ubaid 4 - Late Ubaid
phase. The works at Tell Zurghul fit into the panorama of the renewed investigations in Southern Iraq and represent an opportunity to reconsider the Ubaid phase in the light of recent data
in context. The paper is dedicated to the analysis of the pottery materials found during the excavations in Area B. A morphological analysis is accompanied by a technological approach, in
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order to identify different technological “ways of doing things” in the production of the Ubaid
painted and unpainted assemblage. The analyses of the pottery materials from Tell Zurghul will
contribute to shed new light on the Ubaid horizon of Southern Mesopotamia.
——————————
Vuillien Manon, see Vila Emmanuelle
——————————
Wachtel Ido, Uri Davidovich

Theme 3/Workshop 6

The role of regional centers in interregional connectivity: Tel Qedesh and Galilee in the Early
Bronze Age I-II
The EBA I-II transition in the Southern Levant (ca. 3000 BCE) presents profound cultural
changes in organization of settlement systems, intra-site layout, and economic modes of production and distribution, which constitute the basis for the definition of the EB II as the first ‘urban’ period. In tandem, it was suggested that different, occasionally adjacent regions followed
significant different trajectories, as a consequence of varied regional environmental conditions
and social processes. This paper wishes to re-examine suggested trajectories of several adjacent
regions in the northern part of the southern Levant, as well as the possible role of the newly-identified EBA mega-site of Qedesh as an economic and socio-political center. The site’s ecotonal location between the Galilean Highlands and the Upper Jordan Valley suggests it could
have served as a socio-cultural bridge between neighboring settlement systems.
——————————
Wagner Marcin		

Theme 3

Nabataean pottery tradition in Aynuna by the Red Sea
Aynuna, identified with the Nabatean Leuke Kome (?), is located in the northwestern region
of Saudi Arabia, about 3 km from the modern shoreline of the Red Sea. Between the years
2014-2018 archaeological excavations have been undertaken by a joint archaeological mission
based in the Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology University of Warsaw and the Saudi
Commission for Tourism and Antiquities. Stratigraphical sequences were yielded by opened
trenches, showing pottery dating from the Nabataean times to the six-early seventh cent. AD.
Nabataean/ early Roman pottery shards are connected with remains of stone walls, discovered
in deeper layers of trenches. A Nabataean pottery material consists of shards of painted bowls
and cups, so called “eggshell” vessels, undecorated vessels (e.g., bowls, beakers, cups, jugs,
etc.), cooking wares, and ceramic oil-lamps. Nabataean pottery shards found in Aynuna show
convincing similarities to the Petra ceramic traditions.
——————————
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Wagner Marcin, see Waliszewski Tomasz
——————————
Wagner-Durand Elisabeth

Theme 4

How to Build Fear? The Multimodality of Architecture and Emotion
The so-called Emotional Turn has led to the scholarly recognition of the impact of emotions,
affects and feelings on human life-worlds, not only on an individual, but also on an economic,
political, religious as well as ideological level. Therefore, fear as one of the driving forces in
decision-making processes (Izard 2010) takes an important place in the wider field of historical
emotionology (Stearns and Stearns 1985). Since emotions can be understood as bio-cultural
constructs (Engel et al. 2009), the issue of fear, its expression, its triggers, its coping and management strategies are also culturally and even sub-culturally constructed. This constructive
character of fear, its changing shape and place, its different material as well as verbal expressions constitute an important subject matter also in respect of Mesopotamian cultures. Thus,
the paper is concerned with the issue of how emotional communities (Rosenwein 2007), even
emotional regimes (Reddy 2001), in Mesopotamia used fear to create a certain emotional climate (Barbelet 1999). Specific focus will be led on the potential of architecture as the built
space in which human – alongside their emotions - are brought up and socialized. Architecture
is understood as a vital part of the atmosphere in which humans attune themselves to the world
(Harris – Sørensen 2010). Therefore, the paper deals with the culturally specific construction
of fear as a political and ideological tool displayed and used by the built environment. The
analysis bases on both, texts and material culture, specifically architecture as a means of communications. Therefore, written sources will be explored in respect to building activities, their
cause of action, the associated terminology of related emotions, sensory feelings and overall
sentiments. The material record of the corresponding architecture will be analyzed in respect to
its emotional communicative prospects, its potential threat level, its coping potential, its monumentality and atmosphere. In this vein, the two-fold approach, combined with findings from
ethnographical observations, will give insights into emotional climates produced by emotional
regimes ruling in Mesopotamia. Thus, selected examples will highlight the potential of emotion
research in Ancient Near Eastern Studies.
——————————
Waliszewski Tomasz, Urszula Wicenciak, Krzysztof Domżalski, Ingrid Périssé-Valéro,
Marcin Wagner, Agnieszka Szulc-Kajak
Theme 3/Workshop 8
Late Roman/Byzantine pottery dumped into large water cistern in Chhim, Lebanon
The subject of the presentation is the late Roman and Byzantine ceramics (fine ware, common
ware, amphorae), including oil lamps, excavated from a cistern/temple well in Chhim located
in the hinterland of Sidon and Berytus. It is a time-homogeneous deposit, and its character in-
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dicates that it was created in a short period of time. Perhaps as a result of cleaning the village
territory, which could have suffered during the earthquake(?). The testimony to this disaster is
the cracks of the basilica’s walls. And in the filling of the cistern a large set of glass lamps was
found. The Chhim site has an incredibly rich topography. In its territory there are remains of one
of the best-preserved ancient villages in Lebanon with houses and streets, a Roman temple and
a Christian basilica, as well as four large oil presses. From the Early Roman period, the inhabitants of Chhim developed mass production of oil, which enabled them to expand the settlement
into a large production center. The end of settlement comes in the first half of the 7th century.
The material that was found in the cistern comes from the final phase of settlement and dates
from the middle of the 5th to the beginning of the 7th century. These are mainly fragments of
regionally produced kitchen vessels, amphorae and pithoi. Precise dating is assisted by imported table ceramics and olive lamps. Material dating clearly indicates that the cistern was used at
least until the middle of the 6th century.
——————————
Walker Bethany

Theme 3/Workshop 8

Finding Meaning in the Medieval Midden: What Ceramic Dumps Reveal about Household
Consumption
This paper evaluates the results of decades of excavation at the Mamluk-era village and Citadel
of Tall Ḥisbān (Jordan) and five years at the Mamluk and Ottoman-era farmstead of Khirbet
Beit Mazmīl (Jerusalem), focusing on what their many middens tell us about household consumption in the later Islamic periods. A rich variety of well-stratified contexts have preserved
both ceramics and organic refuse. The organic remains from primary middens have been subjected to a robust program of multidisciplinary botanical research and the pottery to a range
of archaeometrical analyses. Along with ceramic quantification and an eye to site formation
processes, the materials analyses are revealing ways in which choices made by rural households
developed during a period of greater commercialization of agriculture. The extensive textual
record provides an important analytical anchor for understanding the conditions that guided
what people consumed, and when and where they ultimately disposed of trash.
——————————
Walsh Sam

Theme 2

Health in the Neolithic transition of the eastern fertile crescent: new evidence from Bestansur,
Iraqi Kurdistan
The transition from mobile hunter-gatherer to sedentary farmer during the Neolithic period has
been argued to result in population growth, reduced dietary variation, and increased ill heath
in the context of changing relationships between humans, animals, plants and the environment.
The burial practices of early Neolithic peoples, such as the use of ossuary spaces with human
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manipulation of cadavers also may have been significant health hazards. This paper will discuss
results from analyses of human remains from the early Neolithic site of Bestansur, Iraqi Kurdistan (7700-7200 BC) as part of the MENTICA project. Human burials have been recovered from
multiple areas of the Neolithic settlement, with a major concentration of at least 75 individuals
buried within the context of a single special building. These burial events are multi-staged, with
both articulated and highly disarticulated deposits, some of them wrapped in split-reed matting.
Over half the assemblage are infants, which in tandem with the pathological evidence can be
connected to wider patterns in health, environment, and diet during this transitional episode.
——————————
Webster Lyndelle, Stephen Bourke

Theme 5

Temples through time: a radiocarbon analysis of the Bronze to Iron Age temple sequence at
Pella (Jordan)
The sequence of temples at Tabaqat Fahil (Pella) is among the largest and best-preserved in the
southern Levant. Its six phases of architecture – exposed in recent decades by the University of
Sydney – exemplifies the longevity of sacred precincts and documents how temple designs and
cult practices developed over time. Pella offers a unique chance to investigate these structures
with up-to-date approaches and techniques, since many parallel examples were exposed in
the early–mid-20th century (e.g. Megiddo, Shechem and Beth Shean). Pella’s six consecutive
temple phases are particularly well-suited to AMS radiocarbon-based dating with the help of
a Bayesian approach. Samples for 14C dating were collected throughout the seasons of excavation, and a substantial dataset developed in collaboration with partner research institutions
and projects. This paper will present an analysis of the presently available data, comparing the
results of a 14C-based chronology with the traditional dating of each phase, and exploring implications for wider chronological issues.
——————————
Weiss Harvey, see Arrivabeni Monica
——————————
Welton Lynn

Theme 6/Workshop 9

Agent-Based Modelling of Human-Climate Interactions in the Ancient Near East
In recent years, it has become inescapably clear that the ultimate impacts of climate change are
not simply due to its environmental effects, but have also been mediated through global social
and political responses to such change. The ways that climate change influences society therefore are inherently both environmental and social phenomena. Palaeoenvironmental proxy data,
combined with global or regional climate modelling, can provide us with a series of realistic
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possible climate scenarios, but does not provide insight into how societies may have reacted to
changes in environmental conditions. This paper examines the role that agent-based modelling
can have in testing possible ancient responses to climate variability and in reconstructing how
human populations might have perceived and responded to these changes, with particular reference to CRANE’s ongoing agent-based modelling initiative.
——————————
Welton Lynn, see Philip Graham
——————————
Wicenciak Urszula, see Waliszewski Tomasz
——————————
Wilkinson T. C., see Jürcke Friederike
——————————
Williams Kimberly D., see Douglas Khaled
——————————
Wilson-Wright Aren

Theme 4/Workshop 11

Between Text and Image: Potential Obstacles to a Full Decipherment of the Early Alphabetic
Inscriptions from Serabit el-Khadem
The 45 Semitic language inscriptions from Serabit el-Khadem in the Sinai Peninsula constitute some of the earliest known alphabetic texts. Overall, these inscriptions are only partially
deciphered, but what we can read we owe to the pictographic nature of the script. As Gardiner
recognized already in 1916, the early alphabet operated on the acrophonic principle: each letter
took the form of an easily recognizable pictograph, which furnished the name of the letter. The
phonetic value of each letter, in turn, came from the first sound of its name. By identifying pictographs, scholars have been able to propose names and values for most letters based on Semitic
language prototypes. But at the same time, the pictographic nature of the script has proven to be
a double-edged sword. In several cases, it is difficult to distinguish between text and image—is
the bird pictograph in Sinai 371, for example, an otherwise unknown letter or simply a decorative element?—and this confusion hampers the process of decipherment. In this paper, I will
analyze five such cases and propose a few principles for differentiating between text and image
in the inscriptions from Serabit el-Khadem.
——————————
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Winter Holly

Theme 4

MBA Funerary Enclosures: Life, Death and Rulership in MBA Canaan
South Levantine Middle Bronze Age (MBA) Courtyard Palaces have been largely misunderstood until recently, where a reanalysis by the author demonstrated that the traditional association with administration and product redistribution needs to be reconsidered. These largely
empty buildings are better associated with elite burials and funerary offerings, as seen in the
examination of materials directly associated with Courtyard Palaces at Megiddo, Tell el-‘Ajjul,
Jericho and Shechem. Although the Courtyard Palace type is generally seen as indigenous to the
southern Levant, the presence of a similar structure at MBA Ebla suggests that the tradition may
have a northern origin. The Western Palace (Building Q) at Ebla has many architectural similarities to the south Levantine Courtyard Palace type, while its association with royal/elite burials
has long been acknowledged. The early MB I date for Building Q, pre-dating the earliest known
south Levantine Courtyard Palace, suggests that the Courtyard Palace type may originate in the
north, with considerable implications for the origins of south Levantine cult practice connected
with rulership, and south Levantine urbanism more generally.
——————————
Winter Meredyth Lynn

Theme 8

The Excavated Textiles from Rayy
The silks associated with the medieval city of Rayy, Iran, date from the tenth through the twentieth centuries. This broad swath of time reveals the first obstacle to studying this corpus: some
are fake. Since the city of Rayy was abandoned after roughly 1220 C.E., it is clear that the silks
which post-date the early thirteenth century were not recovered from the graves there, but were
forged after dealers pillaged genuine silks from the site in the 1920’s. When Eric Schmidt began
excavations a decade later, the textiles his work yielded were extremely fragmentary and initial
documentation of the pieces was left to his wife. Only one matched any of the dealer silks, and
this was only established decades later when the textile historian Florence Day finally managed
to locate this forgotten portion of Schmidt’s excavations. She would spend the rest of her life
studying the excavated silks and having them analyzed, but she would never publish on her
findings. To this day, experts of the so-called “Buyid Silk Controversy” are unaware of either
Schmidt’s or Day’s research. The present paper looks at the textiles recovered archaeologically
from Rayy, their context at the site, the work that has been done on them, and their place within
the larger Rayy corpus of textiles.
——————————
Wolter Felix, see Hettesheimer Manuela
——————————
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Wygnańska Zuzanna

Theme 5/Workshop 19

Akkar Survey Project 2018 in a foothill area of Akkar province, Lebanon: on the trail of eluding
Bronze and Iron Ages
In August 2018, the Akkar Survey Project (ASP) team from the Polish Centre of Mediterranean
Archaeology, University of Warsaw conducted a survey in a foothill zone of Akkar, Lebanon.
The project focused on the north-central part of the governate and was bounded by the Akkar
Plain in the west and Wadi Aoudine in the East. The main objective of this first preliminary
season has been to determine the feasibility of future intensive sub-regional documentation of
archaeological sites of all time periods through a selective, localized pedestrian ground survey.
Identification of the remains of occupation dated to the Bronze and Iron Ages has been our
specific purpose. The survey presented a combination of logistical and preservation issues, the
most stark being the imminent or ongoing destruction of many sites by encroaching agriculture.
As a result, 28 sites were recorded, ranging from Chalcolithic to Ottoman periods; from isolated
pottery scatters to extensive settlements or megalithic tomb fields. Although tracing the EBA
and IA remains has turned out so far unsatisfactory, we spotted new, until now not documented
EBA I megalithic tombs and dwelling structures. These early habitation sites as well as later,
Byzantine to late Islamic period settlements, as yet unaffected by terracing, offer promise for
further undisturbed deposits in the region.
——————————
Yagel Omri, Shirly Ben-Dor Evian, Yehudit Harlavan, Hadas Seri, Erez Ben-Yosef
Theme 5
After the empire: New Finds on Egypt’s Copper Supply during the 21st Dynasty
Egypt of the Late Bronze Age is widely recognized for its flourishing international exchange
of commodities, not in the least of those in raw materials such as copper and bronze. Egyptian
bronzes of the New Kingdom era have been shown to contain copper from a variety of sources,
ranging from Cyprus to the Arabah. The end of the LBA is believed to have severed this international exchange network, however, Egypt, whilst no longer an empire, continued the production
of copper-based artifacts under the 21st-22nd dynasties without considerable decline. In an attempt to reconstruct the post-imperial exchange network, four bronze shabtis dating to the reign
of Psusennes I (ca. 1056-1010 BCE) were analyzed (chemical and lead isotope composition),
with the conclusion that their copper originated in the Arabah. The shabtis of king Psusennes I
and his wife Mutnedjmet, along with two shabtis of the high official Undjebauendjedet, form
part of private collections acquired during the previous century, and donated to the Israel Museum. The identification of the shabti owners, according to the inscriptions on the statuettes,
leaves no doubt that they formed part of the funerary equipment that was placed in their tombs
in Tanis. The new findings illustrate Egypt’s ongoing interests in the southern Levant following
its withdrawal from the region, and establish its role within the exchange network as a major
market for the Arabah copper industry, which flourished at that time.
——————————
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Yahalom-Mack Naama, see Eshel Tzilla
——————————
Yamafuji Masatoshi

Theme 5

Creation of the Social Boundary: A Test Case of Early Bronze Age in the Southern Dead Sea
Valley
This paper focuses on the cultural-economic interactions across the southern Dead Sea Valley
in Early Bronze Age to evaluate the fluctuating directivity, changing subsistence and the social
impact from the north for the spatial consolidation. The new bridging data from the Shawbak
North Archaeological Project (SNAP) provide the unique opportunity to deal with the strip
from Faynan via Fjaje through the eastern desert. Traditional agro-pastoralism had prevailed
through the entire area in EB I probably with transhumance in the lateral direction. In EB IIIII, the western lowland as the copper production center and transitional terrain of the northern
Shawbak could have accepted dry farming economy on a large scale, whereas the eastern plateau specialized in pastoralism. Finally, EB IV witnessed the revival of pastoralism, but there is
little positive proof of the lateral connection. This changing strategy for adaptation and gradual
immobilization of the subsistence boundary imply that the western part had been incorporated
into the urban system of the north after EB II.
——————————
Yegorov Dmitry, see Milevski Ianir
——————————
Yekutieli Yuval

Theme 3/Workshop 6

The Desert, the Sown and the Egyptian Colony
At approximately 3100 BC the pristine state emerging in Egypt had expanded past the Nile
valley and reached the Southern Levant. This thrust beyond the vast sand-dunes of North Sinai,
to be repeated frequently in the future, assumed a grand-scale already in this first instance. The
arriving Egyptians had settled in the southern coastal plain of the Southern Levant, turning it
into a district featuring the common characteristics of ‘Egyptian-ness’ of that time. Up to now
most researches of this socio-cultural event dealt with the encounter between the Egyptians and
the locals at the settled communities. Based on new studies at the western Negev Highlands
this paper will present a landscape-archaeology-oriented study of the encounter between the
Egyptians and the desert pastoral-nomad communities.
——————————
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Yekutieli Yuval, see Milevski Ianir
——————————
Yeomans Lisa

Theme 2

Human adaptations to faunal shifts in the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene of Eastern
Jordan
This paper presents faunal remains from the Qa’ Shubayqa in Eastern Jordan and an occupation sequence spanning the Early Natufian to Late Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (~14.5 - 10.5 kyr
cal. BP). This period witnessed fluctuating environmental conditions as the climate oscillated
between warmer and wetter conditions of the Bølling and Allerød interstadials, colder and drier
environments associated with the Younger Dryas and the gradually warming conditions of the
Early Holocene. Additional local influences on resource accessibility included the infilling of
the Qa’ which reduced water availability throughout the year. These factors impacted on the
fauna present and comprised the prey on which humans depended. Initially people could hunt
the thriving gazelle herds and target the frequent waterfowl that passed through the region. Environmental changes affected the faunal biomass of the region but humans shifted hunting strategies to compensate for changes in prey availability. The presence of dogs in large numbers in
the PPNA is one of the most important changes as humans diversified their hunting approaches.
——————————
Yeomans Lisa, see Bangsgaard Pernille
- see Salicath Halvorsen Asta
——————————
Yeshurun Reuven, Dani Nadel

Theme 5/Workshop 21

The emergence of the Natufian
The Natufian Culture of the Levant (ca. 15–12 cal bp) features unique archaeological traits that
plausibly reflect a more complex and sedentary society. The Natufian archaeological record
typically yields an admixture of Paleolithic and Neolithic life-ways. It is debated whether the
archaeological record of the pre-Natufian Epipaleolithic, the logical place to search for the roots
of the Natufian, represents a gradual evolution towards the latter. We contend that whenever
a robust, quantitative comparison of the Natufian to its preceding entities in the same zone
is performed, the Natufian always represents a significant leap, departing from the preceding
record. While we can describe this transition in good detail, the “why” question has received
more marginal attention. We review some of the proposed scenarios for the emergence of the
Natufian adaptation and outline ways to test them.
——————————
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Yıldırım Tayfun

Theme 5

Regional and Interregional Relations of Resuloğlu Settlement in the Early Bronze Age
The prehistoric settlement and the cemetery of Resuloğlu have situated roughly 90 km northwest of the Alaca Höyük which is one of the major sites of North Central Anatolia during the
Early Bronze Age (EBA). The excavations in the EBA Cemetery at Resuloğlu represents the
burial customs of the local Hatti people which existed in the area between the rivers of Kızılırmak and Yeşilırmak before Hittites’ arrival to Central Anatolia. Recent excavations at Resuloğlu have revealed both the settlement and the graves of the local inhabitants, which advanced our
understanding of regional metallurgy. Various EBA metal objects display similar features with
the other North Anatolian findings. Moreover, these metal burial gifts also display inter-cultural contacts with the neighboring sites. The repertoire of metal objects, weapons, pottery,
and jewelry of the northern regions including Resuloğlu may also partially be associated with
Mesopotamia, Syria and the Caucasus. This paper aims to bring a fresh look to the theories of
possible local production areas and trade relations of Hatti before the Hittite Kingdom emerges.
——————————
Yoshida Maruchi, see Bagherpour Natascha
——————————
Younes Naime, Renata Perego, Claudia Minniti

Theme 2

Preliminary results from the bio-archaeological research at Tell Helewa, Southwest Erbil Plain,
Kurdistan, Iraq
This paper presents first results from bio-archaeological investigations currently ongoing at Tell
Helawa, an irregular mound of ca. 10 ha located in the Erbil Plain. The field surveys, carried out
since 2013, and the archaeological excavation (2016-2018) so far indicate an occupation spanning from the Halaf to the Late Chalcolithic 3, with a later re-occupation of the site in the 2nd
and 1st millennia BC. Over 700 animal remains were collected from several features and refuse
pits. They provide information on the animal exploitation at the site and changes in the subsistence economy through time. Samples for archaeobotanical analysis were collected from different domestic archaeological contexts (tannur, silos, occupation layers, and collapsed structures)
along all the thick stratified sequence. More than 235 litres (46 samples) were flotated and a fair
amount of plant remains (fruit and seeds) were recovered. They provide information on changes
of plant economy, natural resource exploitation, and insight on synanthropic and semi-natural
open ecosystems along all the occupation period of the site.
——————————
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Yuji Sogabe, see Koizumi Tatsundo
——————————
Yuminov Anatoliy M., see Agakhanova Vitaliya.
- see Dubova Nadezhda A
——————————
Zaher Rana

Theme 3

Patterns Amidst Entropy? A Quantitative Investigation into the Development of Sculptural Traditions and Stylistic Motifs in Portal Lions of Iron Age Syro-Anatolia
During the earliest phases of the Iron Age, city states designated as Neo-Hittite— followed by
Aramaean settlements shortly thereafter— flourished across the area roughly demarcated within Southeastern Anatolia and Northern Syria. During this formative phase of the 1st millennium
BCE, the Neo-Hittites and Aramaeans garnered artistic and technological traditions that were
mainly (but not exclusively) inspired from contemporary local Syrian as well as Bronze Age
Hittite, Hurrian, and Mesopotamian visual culture, and ushered in an extensive monumental
sculptural program for their fortified citadels. This study focuses on one thematic aspect of
this sculptural repertoire—portal lions—and presents a deconstructive quantitative analysis of
the development of sculptural traditions and stylistic/iconographic motifs that determine the
visual makeup of these monumental gate guardians. It also lays the preliminary groundwork for
creating a typology of these motifs, and advocates for a closer scrutiny of individual thematic
categories present within the Syro-Anatolian sculptural repertoire in order to aid with future
investigations into style, “workshops”, dating and cross-cultural interaction.
——————————
Zaina Federico, Nicolò Marchetti, Licia Proserpio, Giulia Scazzosi

Theme 6

Euro-Iraqi Partnerships for Cultural Heritage Preservation and Archaeological Practice Development: The WALADU and EDUU Projects
The conflicts of the last three decades have changed the face of Iraq and countless are the impacts generated by those events. Many cultural heritage sites have been destroyed, the quality
of scientific research has dwindled, and the majority of the local communities have lost at least
in part the awareness about their history and identity. National and international reports have
highlighted these drifts and have stressed the urgency to develop strategies to preserve and
communicate the Iraqi cultural heritage. An EU-Iraqi partnership, coordinated by N. Marchetti
at the University of Bologna, has been operating since 2016, with two EU-funded projects,
WALADU and EDUU (www.waladu.unibo.it, www.eduu.unibo.it). This paper presents an
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overview of the framework, results and dissemination by the 2016-2020 EU-funded WALADU
and EDUU projects. Based on the wider aims of the two projects, a set of activities have been
designed targeting Iraqi universities, secondary schools, public offices and local communities.
——————————
Zaina Federico, see Curci Antonio
- see Picotti Vincenzo
——————————
Zampetti Daniela, Cristina Lemorini, Davide D’Errico

Theme 3/Workshop 20

The Late Chalcolithic of Arslantepe (Eastern Anatolia): a lithic perspective on the “Kuyu”
structures
In the Arslantepe Late Chalcolithic settlement (4,250-3,000 cal BC: periods VIII –VIA) a series of about 30 midden (kuyu in Turkish), spread over a large area, have been unearthed. Our
contribution deals with the integrated typo-technological and use-wear analyses of the chipped
stones tools found in the kuyu structures. Our study aims to compare and to highlight similarities or differences between the chipped stone tools collected in the open areas and in the
buildings and the chipped stone tools of the kuyu, which could be considered as “garbages” of
various matters including, as well, exhausted tools. We would like to test this generic definition
trough the typo-technological and use-wear to try to better define their functional role and if this
role could change in relation with the spatial and social organization of the settlement.
——————————
Zanazzo Laura, Daniele Morandi Bonacossi

Theme 3/Workshop 13

Middle Bronze Age Settlement in the Transtigridian Plains of Northern Iraqi Kurdistan
The Eastern Tigris plains between the modern city of Duhok and the Greater Zab in Northern
Iraqi Kurdistan have never been the object of target-oriented regional surveys and archaeological excavations aimed at establishing stratigraphic reference sequences for this still under-explored archaeological landscape and investigating diachronically the development of the
region’s material culture and settlement. The paper presents the preliminary results of the Land
of Nineveh Archaeological Project survey in the Duhok region and of the Italian-Kurdish excavation project carried out by the University of Udine and the Directorate of Antiquities of
Duhok at the site of Gir-e Gomel. The MBA settlement and land use patterns in the rolling
plains included between the Rivers Tigris and Khazir will be investigated. The paper will focus
also on the results of the excavation of the MBA layers at Gir-e Gomel, which, from at least the
mid-third millennium BC onwards, was the central site of the entire Navkur Plain, a very fertile
and well-watered region on the route linking Arbail and the Greater Zab Valley with the Upper
Tigris region to the north of Nineveh.
——————————
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Zangenberg Jürgen K.

Theme 1

Living Faith and Community. The Late Roman-Byzantine Synagogue(s) at Horvat Kur (Galilee)
Since 2007, Kinneret Regional Project (www.kinneret-excavations.org) conducted archaeological explorations on the Galilean hill site at Horvat Kur 2km northwest of the Lake of Galilee.
Searching for a Hellenistic-Roman village, the team discovered a Late Roman-Byzantine synagogue whose excavation was completed in 2018. Apart from several building phases that add to
our knowledge of Galilean synagogue architecture, excavations brought very interesting finds
to light: remains of a bemah, a stone table unique decoration, a stone seat of the community
leader in situ, indications for a balcony, fragments of a mosaic depicting a menorah, and some
other surprises that the presentation will disclose for the first time. The finds from Horvat Kur
not only testify to the central role of synagogues for ancient Galilean Jewish society and the
diversity of religious activities and expressions, but provide striking evidence for the vitality of
Judaism in an age of growing repression.
——————————
Zarei Mohammad Ebrahim, Alexandre Tourovets, Mohammad Masoumian, Hamid Ganjaeian, Mozhgan Seif Panahi
Theme 7
Investigation the cause or causes of damages seen on the Pithos Burials in Marivan Province,
Iran through remote-sensing technology
Marivan is Town in Iranian Kurdistan, located 135 Kilometers west of the city of Sanandaj
at 35º 32’N 46º10’ E and 1286 meters above sea level. Recent surveys and excavation in the
province indicate the strong presence of Parthian burials in Marivan. For instance, during the
excavations in Marivan’s Zardrouyan cemetery, many Pithos Burials were found which all of
them were either partially ruined or featured conspicuous fractures. These damages could be
explained by looking at Geological conditions of Zardrouyan Site: The rupture on the upper
part of the site along with the scattered vegetation, a kind of compact fine-grained soil and a
mild slope (10º-15º at the upper part of the site and 20º-25º at the lower part) displays an unstable slope with a potential of mass wasting. Archaeological evidence displays signs of extra
pressure on the jars because the fractures could be seen from the middle to the basal part of
the pithos. The wider fractures in the middle part indicate that both upper and lower axes of
pressure are active. Another evidence of the fine-grained materials’ movement is the inverted
pottery vessels. This shows that the movement occurred from the below. This phenomenon,
considering the stability of the soil surface because of shallow roots of the vegetation and the
water penetrations, creates a wave-shaped slope under which the materials are moving. In the
sites with a lower depth, the damages could be explained through Frost-weathering Cryoclastic
Phenomenon. In this situation, water drops penetrate inside the pottery or into its pores and
cracks and then, after the temperature decreases, the water freezes. The glaciation causes a 10
percent increases in the water mass which itself creates 2 Kg pressure on the walls and at the
result, the pottery will be fractured or even pulverized. This should be added that Kurdistan is a
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mountainy province which has many months with below zero temperature. We here, using the
remote sensing technology, try to study the causes of these damages and specially to clarify how
much the earth movements are responsible for these damages.
——————————
Zarei Hamid

Theme 8

Ancient maritime trade between Iran and India in the Persian Gulf (Ancient Ports of Bushehr
Province)
The site of Gir-e Gomel with its 40 ha is the largest site in the plain and must have played a central role in the 3rd and 2nd millennium BC. Results from text trenches carried out in 2012 and
2013, show the occupation of the southern fringes of the site in the mid-3rd millennium and in
the early 2nd Millennium, i.e., in the Middle Bronze Age. New results from the 2018 and 2019
excavation campaigns added new data about the site in the MBA. A sequence of occupation
dated to this period has been brought to light in two sectors of the site: in the eastern fringe of
the site’s lower town, in Operation 2, and in the necropolis located in the southern lower town
(Operaton 1). The MBA contexts and ceramic assemblages from these areas will be presented
in this paper, with the aim of delineating the settlement sequence of MBA Gomel. Comparisons
with excavated sites from neighbouring regions will be highlighted in order to place MBA
Gomel in the panorama of early Second Millennium Northern Mesopotamia.
——————————
Zecchi Chiara, see Bonfanti Annarita Stefania
——————————
Zehbari Zohreh

Theme 3

Multi-Ethnicity Craftsmen in the Achaemenid Period
The Persian Empire extended from Egypt across from Anatolia and western Asia to the northern parts of India and Central Asia. It is evidenced that the Achaemenid kings have recruited
craftsmen from distant corners of the empire. Until the 1940s, research on Achaemenid artists and craftsmen was only focused on the foundation charter of Susa (predominantly DSf/
DSz) and few archaeological evidences. The foundation charter of Susa provides information
regarding non-Persian specialized groups including Ionian and Sardian stone-sculptors, Medes and Egyptian goldsmiths, Sardian and Egyptian woodworkers, Medes and Egyptian wall
adornment makers. The Persepolis administrative tablets led to a new perspective on craftsmen
and artists who worked within the Achaemenid Empire. The Persepolis Archives include the
Fortification Archive (PFA) and the Treasury Archive (PTA) and most of the tablets (both archives) were written in Achaemenid Elamite. The Archives provide the activities of plenty of
non-Persian craftsmen who worked in the Achaemenid royal culture. The mentioned groups in
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DSf inscription are not supported necessarily with artists’ ethnicities in the Persepolis Archives.
Investigating the Persepolis Archives shows that the craftsmen came from different lands such
as Babylonia, Greece, Lydia, Media, Egypt, Lycia, Syria, and Caria. The craftsmen were sent by
patrons to different regions of the empire but mostly, they worked and lived in the heartland of
the empire. The craftsmen’s activities focused on the royal settlements like Susa, Persepolis and
surrounding zones, southern areas such as Borazjan and northern regions like Kamfiruz. In the
Persepolis archives, no attestation is accessible to support that craftsmen have been paid differently due to their ethnicities. The payment could vary however more according to their patron
and who they worked for but not due to their ethnicity. As one part of my Ph.D. project to investigate on specializations of non-Persian artists in the royal art of the Achaemenid Empire, I will
discuss a fresh study that indicates thousands of multi-ethnicity artisans worked in the empire.
——————————
Zeman-Wiśniewska Katarzyna

Theme 5/Workshop 15

Of Bulls and Birds. Mycenean and Cypriot animal and social symbolism on the move
This paper discuss changing repertoire of the so-called Mycenean pictorial pottery (and other
related material) during its development in Cyprus through the perspective in which animals
were perceived, and how it represents changes in the symbolic word of the Aegean migrants.
Noticeable is growing interest in depicting birds, and later Philistine pottery follows that development. Of particular interest are scenes involving bulls and birds, as craters from Enkomi offer
unique examples of scenes with avians attacking bovines. Cypriot coastline marshes are where
bird’s and human’s habitats intersected and were symbolic meanings attributed to some animals
changed profoundly alongside the social changes among the people on the move.
——————————
Zessin May-Sarah

Theme 3/Workshop 5

Marks on Glazed Bricks of the Neo-Assyrian Period from Ashur
During the excavations in Ashur between 1903 and 1914 under the auspices of the German
Oriental Society (Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft) glazed bricks belonging to the façades of the
Ashur Temple and bearing various types of marks were found. Next to fitters’ marks such as
pictographs or geometric forms, documented and partly published by the excavator Walter Andrae, there are also epigraphic and figurative stamp impressions as well as intentionally made
impressions and strokes from fingers forming various shapes. The aim of this paper is to discuss
what function those marks had concerning the building process of glazed brick architectural
features such as façades and podia, implying the question at what point different marks became
necessary? Preliminary results of studying those marks, and especially fitters’ marks and their
systems will be presented.
——————————
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Zielli Fabiola, see Spagnoli Federica
——————————
Zimmermann Thomas

Theme 5/Workshop 14

The North Remembers – A diachronic perspective on cultural memory and technology exchange
in the Turco-Caucasian Black Sea region
The central and eastern Turkish Black Sea region as an arena for versatile cultural interaction
was considered a wallflower topic within the scope of Anatolian and Eurasian Archaeology for
many years. Curiosity intensified, however, once again quite recently, when iconic findspots
like İkiztepe had to be profoundly reevaluated due to fresh archaeometrical, anthropological
and paleogenetic data. The new datasets, though further complicating the issue of cultural identity and exchange along the Pontic littoral, nevertheless allow for a different reading of the dynamics that shaped these human communities throughout the millennia. The contribution will
focus mainly, but not exclusively on two sources – burials and metals –covering a period from
the 5th to the 2nd millennium BCE in the Turkish Black Sea focus and its neighboring regions
bordering to the north and northeast. The reevaluation of burials in both their anthropological
and archaeological dimensions, and the autopsy of metal implements in the light of new discoveries here and beyond the “Wine-Dark Sea” will eventually trigger an alternative understanding
of human action and interaction, oscillating between persistency and innovation for more than
3000 years.
——————————
Zingale Marta, Licia Romano

Theme 3/Workshop 1

ED III/Akkadian Pottery: Chaîne opératoire and behavioural sequence as seen from Abu
Tbeirah’s Evidence
The plain ware assemblages of the ED III/Akk. transition in southern Mesopotamia remain
not fully defined and understood due to several obstacles: the high variability of pottery profiles; the differences in the pottery repertoires between well preserved grave assemblages and
fragmentary household repertoire; the continuity of shapes into the second half of the 3rd mill.
BC, a sign of cultural continuity. ED III/Akk. plain pottery needs to be analysed from new perspectives, including the study of the chaîne opératoire of different types and individual objects’
biographies (use, repairing, re-use, discard). Research on skill involved in the set of potters’
practices, on their technical choices and behaviours might help define their technical identity,
seeing them as individuals acting inside the society and subject to environmental and cultural factors. The paper will present the preliminary results and the future perspectives of Abu
Tbeirah on-going study on the above-mentioned aspects.
——————————
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Zingarello Melania

Theme 3/Workshop 1

(Nothing but) Vessels: Chronology and Specificities of the Early Dynastic III and Akkadian
Pottery in Southern Mesopotamia
Third Millennium BC pottery in Southern Mesopotamia has been a major topic of discussion
since the first archaeological expeditions in the Near East, especially regarding the Early Dynastic (ED) and Akkadian periods. On the one hand, the existence of an ED II phase outside the
Diyala Region has been highly controversial and still remains to be solved. On the other hand,
the definition of the key elements characterizing the ED IIIb and Akkadian ceramic repertoires
has generated an ongoing debate since the 1950s, until the recent adoption of the combined
designation “ED IIIb/Early Akkadian”. This paper focuses on the latter case, attempting to shed
light on the ED III and Akkadian pottery assemblages through an in-depth analysis involving
the main urban centers of Southern Mesopotamia. The main purpose is to highlight the potential
hallmarks in this apparently homogeneous ceramic transition.
——————————
Zingarello Melania, see Rasheed Kamal
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Theme 5

Shaping the Barren Lands with Communal Labour – Reconsidering the Early Bronze Age Village of al-Maysar, Oman
Approaching the data of Weisgerber’s excavations from 1979 to 1981 with the evidence published in recent years allows a fresh approach to a site initially thought of as being completely
dedicated to copper production. Works carried out in the course of the doctoral thesis entitled
“Beyond the Ecstasy of Copper”, written at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum in collaboration with
the Freie Universität Berlin and the Deutsches Bergbau-Museum Bochum, support the idea that
the main occupation of local dwellers during the late Umm an-Nar period was not the industrial
scale production of copper for consumers in overseas Sumer. The Early Bronze Age dwellers
of the village worked copper alongside other materials mostly to cover local needs. The dwellers produced soft-stone vessels, indicated by semi-finished and finished pieces, while bits and
pieces of mollusc shell hint to the local small-scale production of rings, and, for a settlement
situated south of the al-Hajar Mountains, a surprisingly close connection to the sea. In the
northern part, the remains of a pyrotechnical installation were unearthed, which together with
pieces of overfired pottery indicate a small-scale production of ceramics, as if the dwellers of
the site were involved in a large number of different activities. It seems very likely that buildings with a square shaped ground plan belonged to smaller social units, e.g. single families,
while structures with a round ground plan were considered communal buildings. The former
consisted of ephemeral superstructures put on top of a substructure consisting of cobbles and
boulders collected in the vicinity, while the latter were relatively large in shape, durable, faced
with limestone and thus much more labour intense, as in the case of the communal graves, or
the towers/platforms. The most important part of the settlement though has to be sought in between the structures, which turned the barren land into a habitable place, the garden. It was this
part at the foundation of the dwellers’ lives and as such the basis for survival and wellbeing. All
structures, it seems, including the Umm an-Nar graves, the towers/platforms/granaries and the
“domestic” structures, are arranged around the communal garden, which seems to have been
the focal point of the village. The poster will feature the first detailed map of the settlement of
al-Maysar, provide evidence for a second platform, which was most likely the nucleus of the
squared structures in the area of al-Maysar 1, and discuss the evidence that the tower/platform
of Maysar 25 might have been a communal storage and granary. Thus, the site of al-Maysar
should be understood the way Edens and Kohl proposed it 25 years ago: a small village at the
symbolic and physical centre of which stood horti/agriculture for local demands.
——————————
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Abramishvili Aleksandre

Theme 6

Computer-based Reconstruction of Ancient Languages
Recent advances in information technology and computer science made it possible to process
a large amount of data and solve such problems that were impossible to achieve through human-based traditional research. The current poster demonstrates a computer program, which
based on the sound comparison proposes a phylogenetic language tree and offers a reconstruction of possible proto-languages. The program is mainly based on a predetermined probabilistic
model of changes in sound features. However, artificial intelligence techniques used in this
program also gives the ability for self-developing by tuning this model and identifying additional patterns of changes in languages. The program opens up prospects for identifying the
relationships between modern and ancient languages and, together with archaeological and
archaeogenetic studies, contributes to the reconstruction of ethnolinguistic relations within ancient societies and corresponding historical processes, including ancient migrations.
——————————
Aghajani Iman, see Korn Lorenz
——————————
Alaei Moghadam Javad, Seyed Rasoul Mousavi Haji, Reza Mehrafarin

Theme 5

Study of the Production System of Industrial Products during the Bronze Age in Sistan Plain
Sistan is among the most important parts of the ancient world in the Bronze Age, which has
witnessed particular and unique developments, and despite the wide range of settlement changes during this period, little information is available on various social, manufacturing, economic
and cultural structures. During the archaeological survey conducted by the authors in this region, 1672 historical sites, dating back to a time period ranging from the late fourth millennium
BC to the Qajar period, were identified, from among which 900 sites belong to the Bronze
Age, that is the beginning period of settlement on this plain. These sites are entirely located in
the southern part of Sistan and in the area which is under the influence of Biaban River basin
(southern Helmand), and most of them are formed on the margin of numerous branches of
this river. It is noteworthy that to this date and during several decades, in addition to Shahr-e
Sokhte, six other sites belonging to this time period have been excavated, and several other key
sites have systematically been surveyed. The preliminary results of all archaeological studies
provide valuable information on the structure of the community living in the region, but no
macro-studies have been performed to map its various systems, especially the production and
industrial systems. Therefore, using purposeful archaeological field studies, bioecological studies, ethnologic and sociologic studies, and applying digital analyses through GIS, the authors
attempted to logically and scientifically identify and map the structure of the production and
industrial system of Sistan plain during the Bronze Age. According to the studies performed so
far, the structure of the ancient sites of the Bronze Age of Sistan, is divided into three categories
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according to the type of function: residential, residential-manufacturing (semi-industrial) and
manufacturing (fully industrial). The production structure in this period has been carried out at
three levels: personal production (for the supply of family needs), low production (for supplying the needs of villages) and extensive production (to provide a kind of product for the whole
or a large part of Sistan). The products manufactured, including furnace products (pottery and
metal objects), ornamental products (seals and jewels), and the applied products made of raw
materials (tools, instruments and stoneware), all have had the different production levels mentioned above. The spatial relationship between residential sites and residential sites and industrial and semi-industrial sites in the structure of the settlement pattern of Sistan plain during the
Bronze Age is also derived from this system, so that this factor along with the factor of natural
resources (water resources and vegetation) are the most important factors shaping the structure
of the Bronze Age in this region.
——————————
Alaimo Daniele, see Guarino Giuseppe
——————————
Al-Ghafri Waleed, see Garba Roman
——————————
Al-Hamdany Hayder, see Maner Çiğdem
——————————
Al-Lami Alaa Hussein, see Maner Çiğdem
——————————
Alsaleh Khuzama

Theme 3

Study and virtual re-assemblage of Byzantine Mosaic Pavements from Daraa in Syria
Some mosaic pavements were discovered and detached in Daraa during the excavations in
1991-1992 and were quarried in non-systematic ways. They were preserved in pieces in the
depository of the Museum of the City of Daraa and have not been studied yet by the researchers. The representations on these pavements include animal scenes, geometric patterns and
ornamental scenes, in addition to very important Greek inscriptions. As a part of the author’s
master thesis (Damascus University) these mosaic pavements were studied by describing and
analyzing their motifs and by comparing them with panels from inside and outside of Syria.
During this research the approximate dates were suggested for these panels and the recollection
of the parts was also performed to reach the perception of the initial state of the pavement before the lifting process.
——————————
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Alsaleh Khuzama

Theme 4

Birds’ representations on Byzantine mosaics of Syria
There are many mosaic pavements in Syria decorated with scenes of birds - such as peacocks,
phoenixes, doves, or eagles – which were used in a different ways than those in the Roman
period. The bird depictions sometimes carry many symbolic meanings associated with Christianity and Christ but other times used as decorations. The poster deals with a part of the author’s
doctoral research in progress showing the most important examples of them.
——————————
Alshaieb Mohamad Moutaz

Theme 4

The Roman Mosaics of Triclinia in Antioch

The Roman triclinia mosaics of Antioch are among the most interesting discoveries due to
their premium Roman designs. These mosaics show significant Hellenistic artistic heritage in
the representation of the classical and mythological topics (e.g. Iphigenia, Narcissus etc.) The
main aim in this study was to classify the triclinia mosaics in Antioch according to their designs
and to record them in a complex database including their topics, date, dimensions, exposures
in order to determine possible connections between design elements and building types. Doro
Levi in his book of 1947 “Antioch mosaic pavements” established the classical typology of
Antiochian mosaics (T, U and Horseshoe shapes). However, I managed to identify a new design
unnoticed by Levi, which I named H-shape design. This is composed of two large separated
panels along the room, one with geometric motifs close to the rear wall and the second with
figural representation close to the entrance and facing the rear wall.
——————————
Anguissola Anna, see Monticolo Antonio
——————————
Antinori Guido

Theme 6

CESIA project
The CESIA is a glyptic corpus established during the ‘50s and early ‘60s and stored in the
‘’Institute d’Art et d’Archéologie’’ (i.e. I.A.A.) in Paris. The CESIA project is still an ongoing
project, and it was first presented in the workshop “Parellel Heritages: Humanities in Action.
The Sorbonne and Columbia Collections of antiquities” organized in March 2019 at Columbia
University, New York. CESIA stands for ‘’Corpus d’Empreintes des Sceaux de l’Iran Ancien’’
and consists of two main entities: a modern seal impressions corpus, and its associated documents. The first one, can be divided in two distinct but inseparable elements: the seal impres-
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sions themselves and their hand-written descriptive cards. Together with the seal impressions,
a miscellaneous set of documents was identified, relating to a study project of cylinder seals,
the cryptic “Projet-Cylindre” unmentioned in any other archive of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
University. Due to the unclear nature of these evidences, the first step was an overall reorganization and examination of the identified data. What followed and is presented in this poster
was a procedure based on the application of digital technologies (relational database) for the
storing and description of iconographic data, aimed at proposing a different approach to glyptic studies, (dividing description from analysis). The study of the CESIA and its fragmentary
archives, have brought to light an interesting chapter of the French archaeological analysis: the
work of the “Centre d’Analyse Documentaire pour l’Archéologie” (i.e., the CADA), testifying
the efforts towards normalized methods of data-recording in archaeology led by J.-C. Gardin
and J. Deshayes since the mid ‘50s. In this scenario were indeed realized the impressions that
will become the CESIA. For this reason, the axes of this study were two, on one hand the identification of the reasons behind the establishment of the impressions assemblage, on the other
hand the reorganization of the whole corpus and the description of its iconographic repertoire.
For this project, a relational database (RDB) was constructed with FIleMaker Pro. This database aims to the describe all relevant features of a cylinder or stamp seal. The main ambition
of the CESIA-DB is to give ease of access to complex data, organized on different degrees of
depth. All these elements demonstrate the potential of a well thought relational database: turning a simple catalog into a true research tool, creating a platform which might be able to sustain
interdisciplinary large-scale projects. Since these modern clay impressions came from already
published Iranian cylinder seals, we dedicated our effort in the codification of a methodology
of data-decomposition, highlighting the importance of a clear separation between description
and interpretation, a fundamental issue when dealing when iconography. The greatest ambition
of this project is to create a comprehensive tool for glyptic analysis that could become, once fed
with different data-sets, a new instrument to ancient near eastern studies.
——————————
Asaad Lorna

Theme 1

The Syrian Coast Region Mosaics
Syria is considered to be one of the richest countries in mosaics that are dating from the Roman
and Byzantine periods. The Syrian coast region is not an exception, with many mosaic panels
discovered in Tartous (Antaradus) and Latakia (Laodicea). Despite the importance of these
panels, only a few of them had been studied. Moreover, there are several panels from unknown
sources, and have never been studied before. The author’s doctoral research in progress will try
to fill this lacuna, by studying each one from a decorative and technical aspect, in order to find
the similarities and differences among them, to specify the characteristics of the coastal region
mosaics, so they can be compared with other Syrian regions. It will also try to define the area of
those panels from unknown sources. This will enable us to reach a more comprehensive view
of the evolution of the region in terms of the decorations and the workshops producing them.
——————————
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Asaad Lorna

Theme 4

The human representations on the Syrian mosaics during the Byzantine period
The Christian spirit that dominated in the Byzantine Empire and the tendency to construct
churches with new developed styles of decoration, all affected the depicted themes especially
the human representations. This research (MA thesis at Damascus University) aimed at studying and analyzing the human representations applied among the themes portrayed on these
mosaics. The samples studied showed that human representations continued to be depicted in
the Byzantine period except for the first half of the 5th century AD. Most of them illustrated
mythological themes. While the rest portrayed philosophical themes, abstract ideas, Christian
representations and themes derive from everyday activities. These panels were used both in
private buildings and churches, but their transferred meaning vary according to time and place.
Also, it engaged some other cultural influences, especially the Sassanid which spread in the 5th
century AD.
——————————
Asgari Sepideh, Jelmer Eerkens, Samantha Cramer

Theme 2

Health and Diet in an EBA Site in Northwestern Iran
The Early Bronze Age in northwestern Iran coincides with rise and development of the Kura-Araxes culture (KAC), one of the widespread cultures in the Near East. While Kura-Araxes material culture, settlement patterns, and architecture have been well documented, little is
known about the bearers of KAC or “people”, including subsistence economy and biological conditions. This research addresses some of fundamental questions about diet and general health through analysis of skeletal human remains from Köhne Shahar a new KAC site
in northwestern Iran. Commingled, secondary, and collective burials represent an MNI of 13
adults and 2 sub adults. Results show that individuals were under significant stress, including
high rates of dental wear, AMTL (ante-mortem tooth loss), osteoarthritis, and osteoporosis. As
well, pathological lesions caused by conditions such as osteosarcoma and tuberculosis indicate
additional sources of stress, including in some sub-adults suggest of very harsh lifestyles of this
people. The study also uses stable carbon and nitrogen isotopes of collagen in bone and dentin
to reconstruct dietary life histories of individuals. Results indicate a mixed diet, consistent with
dependence on both plant and terrestrial animal foods.
——————————
Ashour Nour, see Handziuk Natalia
——————————
Bakit Amanbaeva, see Masatoshi Yamafuji
——————————
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Batiuk Stephen, see Handziuk Natalia
——————————
Berardino Simona, Romolo Loreto, Ombretta Tarquini, Marcello Colapietro
Theme 8
Archaeometric Analysis on Dumat al Jandal Pottery Assemblages - A Focus on the Islamic
Corpus
In the framework of the Italian Archaeological Mission in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, working at Dūmat al-Jandal, a first focus on the Islamic Pottery collected in the excavation of the
Islamic core can be introduced, mainly from the area outside the ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab mosque.
In this excavation area, a stratigraphic sequence (comprised to between 8th BC to 18th AD cent.)
was defined. We collected several Islamic ware in their own stratigraphic context in one of the
main oases of northern Arabia. One of our intents is to distinguish local production from the
imported ones and we have identified two groups by considering fabric features. In this work
we report the results of the analysis of XRPD, XRF and macro-photographs of thick sections of
several samples representative each group.
——————————
Bertoldi Francesca, Lia Bitadze, Shorena Laliashvili, Valentina Giacometti, Roberto Cameriere, Elena Rova, Iulon Gagoshidze, Ruzan Mkrtchyan, Ashot Piliposyan, Hasmik Simonyan, Piera Allegra Rasia
Theme 2
Results of the missions in Georgia and Armenia carried out by the Laboratory of Physical Anthropology (Ca’ Foscari University-Venice, Italy)
In this paper we present the latest results of our activities in Georgia and in Armenia. Since
2015 we took part in the excavation and study of the Bronze age burial site of Doghlauri in
Georgia from the archaeological, taphonomical, anthropological and paleopathological point
of view. Data for the reconstruction of burial practices, paleodemography, health status and
lifestyle have been collected and analysed. We also got involved in the study of human skeletal
remains coming from the site of Hatsarat in Armenia (Early Iron age). For this collective burial
we managed to calculate the MNI and study anthropological and paleopathological evidence.
The recurrence of several discontinuous traits of the skull led us to suppose close genetic relationships among the subjects, as the presence of peculiar MOS, pathologies and nutritional
stress indicators allowed us to reconstruct their lifestyle and daily tasks. In order to refine age at
death diagnosis of these and other Armenian samples, we collected and analysed teeth (27 canines and 18 premolars) to be included in our AgEstimation project and to be evaluated through
the R. Cameriere radiographic method. We present here their age diagnosis through traditional
and experimental anthropological methods.
——————————
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Bitadze Lia, Nino Tavartkiladze, Shorena Laliashvili

Theme 2

Artificial Cranial Deformation in the Population of Georgia
Intentional cranial deformation is a unique phenomenon widely spread among different peoples. Among the skulls of all chronological periods and cultures found in the territory of Georgia, the earliest evidence of artificial deformation dates back to the IV millennium BC and can
be observed for a long duration of time. But the practice of artificial deformation had not been a
constant character, so the frequency and forms of deformations in different periods considerably
differ. It is most common in the early feudal period at the Samtavro burial ground (Mtskheta).
The medieval period in Georgia and the deformed skulls comprise 21.7% of the total number of
the 78 skulls, among the skulls from the necropolis of Samtavro 39 are deformed, which makes
up 50% of the total number. At the necropolis of Samtavro four types of graves have been
identified, also there are both individual and collective graves. The graves are typical of the
Christian epoch. Studies (gender and age distribution of the population buried at the Samtavro
burial ground, average life duration of subjects with and without cranial deformation, burial
types, archaeological artifacts, anomalies and markers of physiological stress, skull metrical
traits) have led us to the conclusion that the practice of deformation was carried out by the local
population and had nothing to do with the migration of Huns, Alans, and other nomads, but was
a mere result of cultural diffusion. The deformed skulls presented in our work are characterized
by different types of artificial deformation. It being a cultural phenomenon is confirmed by
the existence of the combined cranial deformations found in the necropolis of Samtavro in the
10th-9th century BC and the early Medieval Period. Research (distribution of the population of
Samtavro by sex and age, the average age of death with deformed and normal skulls, types of
burials, archaeological artifacts, physiological stress markers, metric and non-metric characteristics, and historical sources) led us to the conclusion that artificial skull deformation was practiced by the local population. The presence of deformations in the population of Samtavro is not
associated with the resettlement of the Huns, Alans, or other nomads, but is cultural borrowing,
as in our days (tattoo, piercing, etc.). This cultural phenomenon is confirmed by the presence
of combined cranial deformities found in the Samtavro necropolis in the 10th-9th centuries BC
and during the early Middle Ages, and also different variations of the same kind. In our opinion,
this is a creative impulse and a different perception of beauty.
——————————
Bitadze Lia, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Bon Céline, Perle Guarino-Vignon, Maël Lefeuvre, Amélie Chimènes, Laure Pecqueur,
Elsa Jovenet, Bertille Lyonnet
Theme 2
From population to individual genetics: ancient DNA analyses of Mentesh Tepe Neolithic humans (Azerbaijan)
Mentesh tepe, an archaeological site located close to the Kura River, in Western Azerbaidjan,
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has revealed a sequence of several occupancy, from the 6th to the 3rd millennium BC. The
Neolithic settlement dates back to the beginning of the 6th millennium and is evidenced through
remains of circular buildings, bone, stone tools and pottery, as well as the burials of 34 individuals. Three of them are individual inhumations of juveniles, while the rest comes from an
extraordinary structure with a multiple burial gathering 31 individuals of various ages. Anthropological analyses suggested that the corpses had been laid at random and simultaneously, or at
least in a brief period of time. Thus, this structure may provide a snapshot of an ancient South
Caucasian population. Paleogenetics analyses of the human remains from this structure allows
answering several questions, from a population level to an individual level. On the one hand,
ancient DNA allows a better understanding of the dynamics of the Neolithic populations including the origins of the Shomu-Shulaveri Culture through the comparison of the genetic diversity
seen in the Mentesh Tepe inhabitants with those of ancient populations from Anatolia, Southern
Caucasus and Northern Iran. On the other hand, paleogenetics provide also information on the
kinship relations between individuals, by measuring the amount of shared DNA between their
genome sequences, thus leading to a better understanding of the social structure and family relationships of the Mentesh Tepe population. Lastly, the population found in the multiple burial
structure of Mentesh Tepe seemed biased in terms of age (over-representation of juveniles) and
of sex (more females than males). Because the determination of sex based on anatomical features is not possible on juveniles, we turned onto DNA analyses: they suggest a more balanced
sex-ratio on juveniles and a non-random disposal of the corpses.
——————————
Bonacchi Alice

Theme 3

Textile production in central Anatolia between the II and the I millennium BC. Between continuity and innovation
This study deals with material remains and tools linked to textile production in central Anatolia
in the transition period between the II and the I millennium BC. It is a critical phase which begins with the crisis and collapse of the Hittite Empire and which is characterized by a variety of
changes, from architecture to pottery and pastoral strategies. These changes are often associated
with the arrival of new people in central Anatolia, set within broader movements that affect
the eastern Mediterranean at the end of the Bronze Age. The aim is to include textile tools in
the archaeological debate concerning the problem of continuity or innovation with respect to
the Hittite tradition. Spindle whorls and loom weights are indeed the archaeological evidence
attesting the occurrence of textile activities in contexts like the ancient Anatolian one, where
clothes and fabrics have rarely been preserved because of their perishability.
——————————
Bonfanti Annarita Stefania, see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
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Briffa Josef Mario

Theme 6

From Sodom to Ghassul. The Legacy of the Ghassul excavation at 90
Ninety years ago, in November 1929, the Jesuit Fathers of the Pontifical Biblical Institute started their excavations at the site of Teleilat Ghassul on the eastern bank of the Jordan river, just
north of the Dead Sea. If the initial impetus was the search for Sodom and Gomorrah, part of
contemporary debates among scholars on their location, the expedition uncovered what remains
one of the major sites for the Chalcolithic. Over several seasons of excavation (1929-1938,
1959-60), the expedition left a legacy of archaeological material, now mostly in the collection
of the Museum of the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Jerusalem, as well as significant archival
material: plans and sections, glass plate negative and photo albums, pottery registration cards,
finds registers as well as excavation diaries, providing interesting insights into their developing
excavations methods and the result achieved.
——————————
Brodbeck-Jucker Sabina

Theme 3

Udabno and the neighbouring regions analysed on the basis of pottery
From 2001-2007, three fortified hilltop settlements located in the David Gareja steppe in the
west of Kakheti were studied as part of a Georgian-German research project (Udabno I, II
and III). The pottery found on the floors of 18 buildings has been investigated in a recently
published PhD thesis. Thanks to new radiocarbon dates, the inventories of these houses can be
dated to the 10th and 9th centuries B.C. Therefore, it is now possible to give a solid classification and an overview of Early Iron pottery in the South Caucasus. It becomes clear that the
settlements were integrated in a widespread cultural community, in which there was space for
regional peculiarities apparent in different types of vessels and decoration. Situating the finds
geographically suggests a shift in relationships over time, with older vessels showing a stronger
connection to pottery found to the west of Udabno, and younger vessels to the east. Although
the shapes and decorations of the vessels of Udabno are mainly connected with the pottery of
the adjacent regions related features can be found as far away as northwestern Iran.
——————————
Cacozza Iolanda

Theme 3

Another plaster on the wall: the evidences of Uşaklı Höyük, a preliminary analysis
Painted walls and fragments of polychrome lime plaster have been found in central Anatolia
related to building remains of the Hittite period, particularly in debris layers or in a secondary
context. The assemblages are characterized by polychrome surfaces with mainly white, red,
blue and black paintings with traces of decorative motifs; in some cases, the preserved imprints
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contain vegetal trellis in the background. Wall lime plaster evidence came to light also at Uşaklı
Höyük, a site located in central Anatolia. These fragments have been found inside the structure
of Areas C and D: specifically, polychrome fragments were uncovered in secondary contexts,
inside burnt soils and debris layers, as well as fragments of white plaster in situ, covering wall
remains dating back to the Hittite period. The poster aims to analyze the decorative styles and
the typical techniques of lime plaster fragments originating from the Hittite buildings of the
Anatolian plateau sites.
——————————
Calderone Sabina

Theme 3

Middle Iron Age ceramic production inside the boundary of the Kızılırmak. The pottery inventory of Ușaklı Höyük
This contribution concerns the preliminary analysis of the Middle Iron Age pottery assemblage
from 2016-2017 Ușaklı Höyük excavation seasons. Given the lack of a coherent and regionally shared archaeological sequence, in particular for the first part of 1st mill. BC, the evidence
from Ușaklı Höyük can represent a new connection point. The comparative approach with the
main sites of the region and the type-variety system represent the methodological foundations
of this study. On the basis of chrono-typological and contextual comparanda, the Middle Iron
Age material culture of the site shares morphological and decorative elements with sites of the
same period, confirming a general homogeneity. At the same time, some qualitative attributes
suggest a peculiar trait, typical of Ușaklı Höyük pottery production.
——————————
Cameriere Roberto, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Campeggi Michael

Theme 1

The Lower Town of Nineveh. The Occupational Sequence from the 2019 and 2020 Iraqi-Italian
Excavations in Area A
Since 2019, the Iraqi-Italian team of the NINEV_E project, directed by Nicolò Marchetti (University of Bologna), has been conducting fieldwork at Nineveh in a renewed framework of
extensive archaeological excavations in the lower town. The aim of this poster is to provide a
preliminary overview of the results obtained by the Iraqi-Italian team in area A in the first two
seasons in the field. The sequence revealed in 2019 and 2020 consists of a superimposition of
phases dating from the Late Assyrian to Islamic times which demonstrates a strong continuity
in space use in the area through the finding of several tannurs and fire structures in the western
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sector. After a brief introduction on the available evidence in the lower town, the results from
area A are preliminarily illustrated, contextualized and compared with the sequences from the
other areas and previous researches at the site.
——————————
Caramelo Francisco, see Montero Fenollós Juan Luis
——————————
Cardini Vittoria, Valentina Gallerani

Theme 1

The transition between the Achaemenid and the Hellenistic period at Karkemish/Europos
Despite the apogee of the Iron III settlement, after its fall at the end of the 7th century BCE,
Karkemish continued to be inhabited. The aim of this poster is to focus on the transition between the Achaemenid and the Hellenistic occupation, highlighting the main common elements
identified by analyzing the evidence recorded. The Achaemenid settlement is of a domestic and
productive nature: material culture shows two phases, the oldest (6th-5th cent. BCE) shows remarkable continuity with the Iron Age, while the recent phase (late 5th-4th BCE) has many Greek
influences and imports. A preliminary overview of the Hellenistic pottery assemblage in fact
highlights this later continuity in shapes and surface treatments, during the 4th-3rd cent. BCE.
Figurines also demonstrate this persistence in subjects and style: the late Iron Age rider with
horse and Astarte’s plaques are in fact still attested also in the following period.
——————————
Cardini Vittoria, Claudia D’Orazio, Gabriele Giacosa, Nicolò Marchetti, Eleonora Mariani, Hasan Peker, Rosa Rivoltella, Serafino Rosso
Theme 1
The Iron I administrative complex in area C East at Karkemish
Since 2017, excavations in the southern part of the Lower Palace area at Karkemish (Area C)
uncovered a continuous sequence of layers dating between LB II and the Achaemenid period
and beyond. Especially significant is the Iron I phase, to which belongs a complex extensively
investigated until the 2020 campaign. This building, made of small rectangular rooms, has provided unprecedented insights into the activities occurring during the early Neo-Hittite period.
The excavations have displayed evidence for food production and storage (a series of ovens
and a small silo), while several clusters of clay sealings with hieroglyphic impressions have
been recovered and analyzed. Their features and impressed motifs offer significant new hints on
specific administrative practices and the officials which carried them out. This evidence is crucial for reconstructing the history of this capital site during the period between Hittite imperial
administration and the full-fledged Neo-Hititte state.
——————————
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Casadei Eloisa, Luca Volpi

Theme 3

Ceramic Technology between the 3rd and 2nd Millennium BC. New Insights from Southern
Mesopotamia
Between the end of the 3rd and the beginning of the 2nd Millennium BC in Southern Mesopotamia, the historical sources described a well-defined series of political events from the fall of the
Akkadian to the rise of the Isin-Larsa dynasties. However, the understanding of this phase from
an archaeological perspective is an open problem. In particular, the ceramic horizon of this
period is still not clearly defined. Although a renewed attention to the morphological definition
of the repertoire, the technological aspects revealing manufacturing processes have been less
investigated. The poster presents a pilot project conduced at the Penn Museum of Philadelphia
on a small amount of vessels from areas TA and TB at Nippur. The selected vessels have been
analysed with the aim to identify manufacturing traces on the basis of macro and meso-scale
observations. The identification of patterns in the manufacturing manufacture/production processes of the different part of the vessels could help in the recognition of continuity and changes
in the pottery production through time. The new elements highlighted in the present work will
contribute to the discourse about the ceramic repertoire of the transition between 3rd and 2nd
Millennium BC from a different perspective.
——————————
Casini Luca, see Roccetti Marco
——————————
Casucci Giacomo

Theme 3

Hittite Cuisine: fire installations, cooking pottery and foodways in central Anatolia of Late
Bronze Age
Food and cooking methods are crucial in defining group identity and social relations and in
examining the domestic economies. The Poster aims to study, from a functional and typological point of view, the fire installations and the contextual kitchen pottery in Central Anatolia
during the Late Bronze Age (1650-1200 B.C.). In particular, the archaeological contexts of the
main Hittite sites of Anatolian Plateau, subjects of major interest in recent years, will be examined. The analysis and the comparison of the cooking tools (fireplaces, ovens, pots and baking
plates) will allow to obtain some conclusions on the “Hittite Cuisine”, namely on the cooking
techniques and the types of food consumed in the heart of Hittite kingdom. Paleobotanical and
archaeozoological data will also be integrated with the aim of a better comprehension of diets
and cooking methods. In addition, some ethnographic observations will be discussed, in order
to compare ancient and modern cooking practices in Anatolia.
——————————
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Cavaliere Francesca

Theme 6

Experimenting on 3D GIS: The Case of Sennacherib’s South-West Palace at Nineveh
Alongside traditional recording in 2D, new tools now allow us to analyze 3D data in archaeology. My case study in a 3D GIS concerns Sennacherib’s South-West palace in Nineveh. The 3D
model of the building has been georeferenced. Specific external databases were organized to
collect all available data, both for architecture and visual finds, while the associated geometries
were organized in different layers according to their content. This allows for the simultaneous
visualization of the 3D model with embedded information, which becomes an integral part
of it, and not just metadata. In this way, it was possible to create a system that allows the full
enhancement of the whole of the information belonging to such a rich and complex context
through decades of field researches recorded in a variety of ways of differing accuracy. Thanks
to cooperation with the CRANE project we now strive to make the model a public one on the
web.
——————————
Cavriani Marzia, Daniela Ferrari

Theme 6

The Mekhet (mkt) Project: A New GIS Analysis for the Distribution of Egyptian(izing) Amulets
in the ancient Near East
The presence of Egyptian(izing) amulets is well attested in the material record of Iron Age
Levant and the Mekhet project aims at visualizing the various types of amulets within archaeological contexts classified according to chronology and function. The attestation of amulets
must in general be set within the wider framework of the circulation of Aegyptiaca in the eastern Mediterranean, which intensifies since the late 9th century BC onwards, reaching even the
heartland of Assyria, because of trade, but especially as booty from the Levant and – since
Asarhaddon – probably from Egypt itself. Significant recently released evidence (such as from
the ‘Amuq sites and Karkemish) is providing a robust background for the reconstruction of
those circulation patterns.
——————————
Cerasetti Andrea, see Petrosyan Artur
——————————
Chamsia Sadozaï, Sébastien Moriset

Theme 7

Post-excavation treatments of earthen archaeological sites
This poster aims to propose practical tools for archaeologists who have to preserve earthen
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architecture remains in an archaeological context. The initial lifecycle of the architecture is
depicted into four major phases: when in use, then the decline, the remains’ stabilisation by the
erosion and finally the archaeological excavations. In the past, most of the sites were abandoned
after this initial step and the erosion process was reactivated. Nowadays, heritage legislations
and a general international awareness of the scientific community do not allow such a careless
behaviour. Conservation of earthen archaeological remains has become a duty usually entrusted
to archaeologists who have very little knowledge of the good practices. This poster presents easy
reproducible conservation options based on three approaches: - preventive conservation, where
the concept of “minimum interventions for maximum understanding” is applied - the conservation dedicated to the site presentation to the public, with an anticipation of the damages as well
as the construction of pedagogical tools on site (museum, pathways, facilities, signage…) - a
mixed approach which combines elements from the first with elements of the second as part of a
step-by-step conservation plan. This analysis is the result of 40 years experience on earthen archaeological sites by the CRAterre laboratory experts, accumulating knowledge on theoretical
and practical aspects of the conservation of earthen archaeological remains all over the world.
——————————
Chimènes Amélie, see Bon Céline
——————————
Chlachula Dominik, see Garba Roman
——————————
Colapietro Marcello, see Berardino Simona
——————————
Corazza Michele, see Ferrara Silvia
——————————
Costa Silvana, see Monticolo Antonio
——————————
Cramer Samantha, see Asgari Sepideh
——————————
Curci Antonio, see Nicolini Serena
——————————
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Dahl Hermansen Bo, see Kinzel Moritz
——————————
Dan Roberto, see Petrosyan Artur
- see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Daniya Bazilov, see Masatoshi Yamafuji
——————————
Decaix Alexia, Neef Reinder

Theme 2

Crops husbandry between Araxes and Kura Rivers: New data on the archaeobotany of the
Southern Caucasus from Neolithic to Early Bronze Age
The early stages of agriculture and its development in the Southern Caucasus commence to be
better understood due to new excavations in the last decade. In this poster, we aim at presenting
a synthesis of new multidisciplinary analysis of botanical material (including seeds and fruits,
charcoal fragments, pollen grains) originating in sites located in the Araxes and Kura valley
(Azerbaijan and Georgia). From the Neolithic to the Early Bronze Age several archaeological
cultures have developed in the region. Already the earliest levels of the Neolithic sites show the
presence of fully domesticated crop plants and quite a diversity of crops, like cereals (barley,
wheats) and pulses (lentils, peas). Fruits or textile/oleaginous plants are identified as well. Regarding the use of firewood an exploitation primarily of riparian forests and more or less open
areas, such as for example the local steppe-forest called shibliak, or a mixed deciduous forest
with yew, is visible. This environmental setting corroborates with the results shown by the archaeozoology on game and domestic animals from these sites. Probably due to the increase of
pastures we see a loss of wood biodiversity throughout the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age.
——————————
Delnevo Giovanni, see Roccetti Marco
——————————
Di Tommaso Emmanuel, see Marchetti Nicolò
——————————
D’Orazio Claudia, see Cardini Vittoria
- see Giacosa Gabriele
——————————
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Dusting Amanda, Guy Hazell
An Achaemenid stone bowl from Qalatga Darband: anomalous or expected?

Theme 3

The fortified ruins of Parthian Qalatga Darband lie at the Darband-i Rania pass in Iraqi Kurdistan, a major thoroughfare used for millennia as a gateway through the Zagros. Its strategic
position controlled passage from the Rania plain in Mesopotamia to the Pedshar plain and on
into Persia. Qalatga Darband has been under investigation since 2016 as part of the British
Museum’s Iraq Emergency Heritage Management Training Scheme. Four seasons of survey
and excavation have shown that the city was founded in the early Parthian or potentially the
late Hellenistic period in the 1st century BCE. The chance find of a highly polished stone bowl
fragment of Achaemenid form, on the surface of a burnt field at Qalatga Darband has prompted
speculation that there may have been an as yet unattested and elusive Achaemenid presence at
the site. So far no definitive ceramic evidence points to this. This poster will explore the potential origins of the bowl geographically and its place in the phasing and chronological sequence
at Qalatga Darband.
——————————
Eerkens Jelmer, see Asgari Sepideh
——————————
Ertsen Maurits W., see Lang Dengxiao
——————————
Ferrara Silvia, Michele Corazza, Lorenzo Lastilla, Barbara Montecchi, Roberta Ravanelli, Andrea Santamaria, Fabio Tamburini, Miguel Valério
Theme 4
INSCRIBE project: invention of scripts and their beginnings
The invention of writing is still shrouded in mystery: how many times was it invented in the
history of humankind, where and why so late in our cultural evolution? The ERC project INSCRIBE examines the factors that made the invention of writing possible, when this was done
as an original creation, in Mesopotamia, China, Egypt, Central America and in some disputed
areas. This question has never been approached through a comparative perspective that includes
writing systems that we can read, but those whose languages are still unknown. There are about
a dozen scripts in the world that are still undeciphered. The aim is to unravel the mysteries of
ancient writing through a new approach, combining a study of the world’s first instances of
writing, including the earliest in Europe, through the lens of archaeology, anthropology, cultural
evolution, cognitive studies and decipherment strategies.
——————————
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Ferrari Daniela, see Cavriani Marzia
——————————
Firas Ali Al Haj Ali

Theme 1

Mosaic of the Tell Bajer Church, South of Aleppo (Syria)
Syria is very rich in mosaics, especially in the northern and central areas. In his doctoral research, the author tries to highlight the recent archaeological discoveries around Aleppo, including the mosaic of Tell Bajer, near Qansrin, discovered in 2011 by a national archaeological
mission from the Directorate of Antiquities and Museum of Aleppo. The mosaics date to the
end of the 5th century - the beginning of the 6th century AD (Byzantine era). The excavations
discovered a basilica type church completely paved with mosaics. The dimensions were 25 x 15
m. It consists of the apse, two porticoes, and the main nave. Remains of six foundations for the
bases of the columnns and Bema were also found. The mosaics were executed with small and
different colored stone tesserae. There are symmetrical geometric motifs, in addition to a Greek
scriptural scene within a geometric frame. It is noticed the complete absence of animal scenes
and the scarcity of plant shapes.
——————————
Furlanetto Mirko, Khalid Hantoosh, Munther Ali Abdul Malek

Theme 7

Promoting the Iraqi Cultural Heritage among Younger Generations: The EDUU activities in
the Local Iraqi Schools
One of the main aims of the EDUU project (www.eduu.unibo.it), coordinated by N. Marchetti
of the University of Bologna, was to promote the rich cultural heritage of Iraq and to raise
awareness on the country’s past among younger people. In this poster we present different
activities conducted between 2018 and 2019 by the EDUU team which involved more than
300 students, from four different public schools located in the Baghdad, Kufa and Qadisiyah
regions. These activities included the development of tailor-made printed and digital educational tools such as three bilingual comics and a video as well as dedicated classes and visits to
museums and archaeological sites. We applied a theoretical approach based on the importance
of the sense of sight in the learning process and the constant interaction between teachers and
students. Thanks to this approach we hoped to stimulate and evoke in the participants emotional
involvement, such as amazement and curiosity, to encourage dialogue and collaboration as well
as to introduce students to the use archaeological-related terminology and an in-depth understanding of their past.
——————————
Furlanetto Mirko, see Lippolis Carlo
——————————
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Gagoshidze Iulon, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Gallerani Valentina, see Cardini Vittoria
——————————
Garba Roman, Dominik Chlachula, Maria Pia Maiorano, Denis Štefanisko, Waleed
Al-Ghafri
Theme 7
SAFEGUARDING THE NATIONAL HERITAGE: Trilith stone monument relocation from
Duqm to The National Museum Oman in Muscat, Sultanate of Oman
The ongoing economic development is dramatically transforming the landscape of Duqm in
south-central Oman. The construction works in Wadi Saay endangered trilith stone monument
OM.WU.062, the reminiscence of 2000-years old socio-religious rituals we still don’t know.
The Trilith Stone Monuments of Oman (TSMO) project is conducting field research to study
these enigmatic monuments. During the first field campaign the endangered trilith monument
was relocated from Duqm to The National Museum Oman in Muscat. The poster describes
preparation (developed methodology, 3D photogrammetry), archaeological excavation (dismantling, wrapping) and restoration (assembling for permanent exhibit). The innovative QR
codes provide links to supplementary multimedia content, a short video documentary and 3D
model of relocated trilith monument.
——————————
Gasparro Onofrio, see Petrosyan Artur
——————————
Gasparyan Boris, see Petrosyan Artur
- see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Gatto Maria Carmela, see Nicolini Serena
——————————
Genchi Francesco, see Tursi Giampiero
——————————
Giacometti Valentina, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
350

Giacosa Gabriele, Claudia D’Orazio

Theme 1

No one used to fill Kubaba’s granary: Public storage strategies at Karkemish after the fall of
the Hittite Empire
Excavations carried out at Karkemish in Area S (2015-2019) provided an insight on the monumental construction policy undertaken by the rulers of the city between the fall of the Hittite
Empire in the early 12th century and the re-building program by Katuwa at the end of the 10th
century BCE. A large, above-ground storage structure was uncovered at the western margin of
the Lower Palace area, unparalleled for features and size at the site and in neighbouring areas.
The poster aims at addressing the architectural and economic value of the building, placing it in
its historical context and underlining the connection with models from the earlier Hittite world.
This evidence is an additional element to confirm that Karkemish not only experienced limited
change at the very beginning of the Iron Age (due to the lack of any destruction at the site) but
could still afford large building programs within the core of the city.
——————————
Giacosa Gabriele, see Cardini Vittoria
——————————
Gibbon Elizabeth, see Handziuk Natalia
——————————
Godtfredsen Konrad Nuka, see Kinzel Moritz
——————————
Gómez José G., see Montero Fenollós Juan Luis
——————————
Gorbunov Vadim, Alexey A. Tishkin, N. Nikolay Seregin

Theme 8

Early Medieval Sword from Altai: Comprehensive Analysis, Middle Eastern and Other Analogies
In 2016–2017, The Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York) hosted the exhibition «Arms and
Armor from the Islamic World», which demonstrated the sword discovered in 1939 during excavation at Tepe Madrasa in Nishapur (Iran). There is a similar find in the early medieval Srostki I necropolis, located in the northern foothills of the Altai (Russia). The study of the site has its
own history. It began in 1925, when non-professional excavations were made there. The sword
is now kept in the Biysk Museum of Local History (Biysk, Russia). During the implementation
of the RSF project (No. 16-18-10033), comprehensive studies of this find (photographs, graphic
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fixation and a detailed description) were made. Use of a portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer allowed us to obtain information about the chemical composition of non-ferrous metal parts,
which were supplemented with various analyzes and conclusions (radiocarbon, metallographic,
art history, etc.).					
——————————
Gordon Sandra

Theme 3

Money Talks. What the city coins reveal about Roman Pella
The site of Pella in northern Jordan offers a wealth of archaeological material with a record
of near continuous human habitation stretching over 14,000 years, from the Epipalaeolithic to
the recent past. My PhD thesis, Roman Heads, Greek Hearts, Canaanite Souls focuses on the
Roman period at Pella with an overall research objective of revealing the political, economic,
cultural and religious influences impacting the site from 63 B.C to c.295 C.E (The campaigns
of Pompey the Great in the Levant to the Reforms of Diocletian). My approach is to synthesise
all the various elements of archaeological evidence from the site and contextualise it regionally.
Of particular interest is the nature of Pella’s involvement with the Decapolis, a group of ten or
more Greek influenced cities in the Southern Levant which like Pella, reached their zenith from
the late 1st century to the mid 3rd century CE. A significant part of my research is the analysis
of the city coins issued by Pella. Pella’s first coins were issued under the Emperor Domitian in
80/81 CE, over a century later than most of the other Decapolis cities. Four reverse images were
used; two types which reference Flavian Judea Capta types and two local deities, the city Genius and Tyche. The implications of using these and later coin types is one of the major research
questions for this section of my thesis. Pella’s second series of coins were not produced until
177/178 CE. They were issued under the children of Marcus Aurelius, Lucilla and Commodus.
These coins show seven different types including allusions to Pella’s famous water supply,
gods and the first architectural representations of the cityscape and important buildings. They
were followed by more elaborate architectural types under Caracalla and Elagabalus. As seen
in other Decapolis cities, the iconography used on the Pella coins was both imperial and local,
serving to convey allegiance to Rome while at the same time expressing civic pride as well as
individual political, religious and cultural loyalties. The Pella city coins serve as historical and
cultural indicators which chart over time the changes in the population of Pella’s ideology and
perception of itself as a city. This poster highlights the significant and defining features of the
coins and summarises the insights they provide about the Roman city of Pella and the attitudes
and cultural perspective of her people during one of the most significant yet enigmatic periods
of Pella’s history.
——————————
Grbanovic Ana Marija, see Korn Lorenz
——————————
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Guarino Giuseppe, Daniele Alaimo, Marco Valeri

Theme 1

Magnetometry in the Outer Town of Karkemish: new discoveries
The ancient city of Karkemish occupies 90 hectares, 55 of which are in Turkey, and 35, pertaining to the Outer Town, in Syria. The part of the Outer Town remaining in Turkey was investigated since 2011 (by a Turco-Italian Archaeological Expedition) with excavations (Areas
E and F) and surveys. In the 2019 season we investigated the Outer Town with a geomagnetic
methodology with the aim of better understanding its urban development and complement the
data, gathered in the previous seasons (and integrated with Woolley’s data). Using a gradiometric magnetometer, we were able to detect anomalies that could be interpreted as structures
(public buildings, houses as well as possibly graves) with which to redraw the urban layout of
the ancient Outer Town of Karkemish. Moreover, we discovered a part of the outer fortification,
already detected in the Syrian sector through previous research and Corona satellite imagery.
——————————
Guarino-Vignon Perle, see Bon Céline
——————————
Handziuk Natalia, Stephen Rhodes, Elizabeth Gibbon, Nour Ashour, Stephen Batiuk, Mindia
Jalabadze
Theme 2
Radial Sampling: A new approach to the micro remains of the Southern Caucuses
Shulaveris Shomu sites (c.6000 BCE – 5,000 BCE), found across Southern Georgia, Armenia,
and Azerbaijan are characterized by interconnected round mudbrick structures that create a
series of compounds. Ongoing investigations at sites in the Kvermo Kartli Region (Gerogia)
suggest the intentional abandonment and resettlement of Shulaveris Shomu sites during the
Neolithic. The enigmatic occupational history of these sites continues to pose obstacles to interpreting the use of space in round structure based solely on macroscopic remains. To better
understand the use of space, micro-refuse analysis has been conducted at the site of Gadachrili
Gora. Floor samples were collected using a radial grid, plotting concentric rings. A radial grid
was selected in order to exercise meaningful control over the round spaces. 1.4-2.0mm sizeclass particles were sampled with replacement and observed by student volunteers. This poster
presents the preliminary results of our analysis.
——————————
Hantoosh Khalid, see Furlanetto Mirko
——————————
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Hazell Guy, see Dusting Amanda
——————————
Hermansen Bo Dahl, see Kinzel Moritz
——————————
Hrnjić Mahir, Christian Svejgård Lunde Jørgensen

Theme 8

A numismatic approach in studying urban resilience during the early Islamic period
The economic growth in the early Islamic world (650 - 1000 CE) was largely stimulated by
official political and monetary policies. The commercialization in turn galvanized the exploration and exploitation of silver mines across the Caliphate. While political aspects of silver
networks have been addressed, the effects of environmental hazards on such actions have not
been considered. With the environmental turn, socio-political actions are no longer understood
in isolation from natural events. Our research seeks to spur this view by considering how earthquake hazards affected mining and minting activities. By assessing numismatic evidence as an
archaeological proxy for the resilience of these distribution networks, we monitor disturbances
to distribution networks of silver and seek to associate such to recorded earthquake events. Finally, the outcomes of the study are used to widen our understanding of the large-scale system
resilience and adaptation in response to earthquake hazards.
——————————
Jalabadze Mindia, see Handziuk Natalia
——————————
Jammo Sari, Akira Tsuneki, Nobuya Watanabe

Theme 7

The 3D Documentation Project of Endangered Cultural Heritage: Ancient Villages of Northern
Syria
The Ancient Villages of Northern Syria are a large cluster of archaeological sites in northwestern Syria. The cultural landscape in this region is marked by an abundance of significant archaeological ruins that date to the Byzantine periods. In the past few years, a large number of Syria’s cultural heritage and archaeological sites which are extremely important in human history
were extensively damaged due to the ongoing conflict that began in 2011. Consequently, the
country’s heritage was exposed to several threats such as destruction, looting, illicit trade and
corrupt antiquity dealers which led to substantial damage to cultural heritage sites. Under these
circumstances, a project to evaluate the damage and accurate documentation of the Ancient Villages of Northern Syria was begun. The objective of the project is to provide knowledge, raise
awareness of local people about the importance of cultural heritage and to contribute a precise
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record that may be used for reconstruction should the sites be destroyed. On the other hand,
the recent improvement of techniques in photogrammetry and computer vision has facilitated
the use of straightforward 3D modeling for recording cultural heritage. Thus, four important
churches were selected for 3D modeling: Qalb Lozeh Church, Church 4 in Al-Bara ancient city,
Serjilla Church and Kirkbizeh House-Church. The 3D model provides a precise measurement
for these important buildings, especially churches, which can be used as a main reference for
future reconstruction.
——————————
Jbaee Maher, Brigitta Mária Kürtösi

Theme 3

Mosaic construction techniques in Philippopolis (Shahba) in Syria
Syria has a huge legacy of antique mosaics, and the Philippopolis mosaic collection is considered to be the most beautiful one in Syria and in the Near-East. All the previous studies concerning the ancient Syrian mosaic pavements in general and those of Philippopolis in particular,
focused only on the artistic and historical aspects, and neglected the technical sides which are
important factors and deserve a scientific research. The primary goal of the doctoral research in
progress is to know more about the methods of preparation of the foundation layers under these
mosaics which can promote their conservation and preservation focusing on the nature of the
materials used to produce them, on the characteristics of the tesserae and their availability at the
sites. The results are suitable to compare with those of some other sites, which can lead to find
important information about the workshops.
——————————
Jørgensen Christian, see Mahir Hrnjić
——————————
Jovenet Elsa, see Bon Céline
——————————
Kaya Deniz

Theme 2

The Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age Transition to Urbanism in Southeast Anatolia: What
can bone mechanics tell us?
The Late Neolithic (LN) to the Early Bronze Age (EBA) (6100-2400 BC) transition in Northern Mesopotamia is characterized by the varied nature of the emergence of urbanism in Upper
Mesopotamia. Regardless of the different expressions of urban life in the region, rising social
inequality formed the foundation for these early cities. To contribute to investigating the diverse pathways to social differentiation and urban life ways, I will incorporate a novel line of
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evidence: bioarchaeological data of cortical bone thickness and shape. As an integral part of
my dissertation, my original research will involve using femoral and humeral cortical thickness
and shape measurements of different populations from the LN to the EBA, taken from CT scan
imaging of the bones, in order to examine mobility and activity patterns associated with the rise
of urbanism and social inequality. These biomechanical properties of human long bones, in particular humeri, tibiae, and femora, present anthropologists with a unique opportunity to study
human population patterns of mobility and activity. Changes in size and shape of cortical bone
can give clues into the type of activities, stress loads, and subsistence activities people engaged
in. The assumption is that the more stress is exerted on bones, the thicker and less circular the
cortex will be. Most of the properties we know about the relationship between cortical thickness, shape and mechanical loading, come from non-human primates and other animal studies
(Abram et. al., 1988). Anthropological studies use this parameter of analysis to answer questions about early human growth and development. Similarly, the property of bone to adapt to
mechanical stressors will permit me to explore differences between social classes and lifestyle
changes that are to be expected with growing urbanization in prehistoric communities. The
LN to EBA transition in southeast Anatolia marks a period of fundamental transformation of
everyday life in all aspects of society. Subsistence patterns became oriented towards the intensification and distribution of agricultural surplus replaced the rural lifestyle in some of the LN
villages. These changes and their effects on human life are still debated. It is my intent to use the
proposed bioarchaeological data to investigate how much life changed between the urban and
the non-urban context, and to see how such changes are reflected in human physiology.
——————————
Kinzel Moritz, Mette Thuesen, Bo Dahl Hermansen, Konrad Nuka Godtfredsen
Theme 6
Neolithic Storytelling or how to tell a story about the Neolithic
During our work at Shkārat Msaied, located close to the ancient city of Petra – nowadays Wadi
Musa – in Jordan, we had many discussions about how life would have been in the Neolithic:
what would a normal day be like, which birds would you hear in the vicinity, which smells
would you inhale, and would it even be possible for us to survive more than three days? When
thinking about Neolithic lifeways, we also debated how we could present our various finds,
interpretations, and ideas in an understandable way beyond the usual scientific reports. It was
then suggested that perhaps a graphic novel could offer such an opportunity. We will present
here our results of this idea.
——————————
Korn Lorenz, Ana Marija Grbanovic, Aghajani Iman

Theme 8

Aesthetics of stucco and tiles. Archaeometric and Art Historical Perspectives on Architectural
Decoration in Iran, 11th-14th centuries
This Poster presents the ongoing interdisciplinary research project of the Professorship in Is356

lamic Art and Archaeology at the University of Bamberg, which comprises international cooperation with Iranian institutions and which is sponsored by the Germany Research Foundation.
The project proposes the first systematic research designed to achieve a deeper understanding
of artistic techniques and aesthetics of architectural decoration in medieval Iran. It is based
on information gathered with large-scale research of monuments with art historical and archaeometric (material characterization) research methods. The research focuses on monuments,
which were built or decorated between the 11th and 14th centuries.
——————————
Kürtösi Brigitta Mária, see Mather Jbaee
——————————
Laliashvili Shorena, see Bitadze Lia
- see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Lastilla Lorenzo, see Ferrara Silvia
——————————
Le Mort Françoise, see Poulmarc’h Modwene
——————————
Lefeuvre Maël, see Bon Céline
——————————
Lippolis Carlo, Mirko Furlanetto, Bahaa N. Mahmoud

Theme 7

The New Didactic Room in the Iraq Museum of Baghdad. Developing Strategies of Communicating the Past among Younger Generations
In the frame of the European-funded project “EDUU- Educational and Cultural Heritage Enhancement for Social Cohesion in Iraq” a new didactic room inside the Iraq Museum of Baghdad was refurbished and opened. The opening of the EDUU didactic room for children in the
Iraq Museum of Baghdad took place on the 14th of January 2020, a significant step for the
enhancement among younger generations of the archaeological heritage of Iraq.
——————————
Loreto Romolo, see Berardino Simona
——————————
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Luglio Giampaolo, see Marchetti Nicolò
——————————
Lyonnet Bertille, see Bon Céline
——————————
Maaranen Nina, Holger Schutkowski, Sonia Zakrzewski

Theme 2

The Hyksos Enigma – investigating provenance and migration using dental nonmetric traits
The decentralisation of the Middle Kingdom left a power vacuum to be filled by smaller regional entities. Among these were the so-called Hyksos people, a group of foreign origin that has
remained elusive despite extensive scholarly interest. Nonmetric traits have a genetic component that links biologically related people through their morphological appearance, enabling an
exploration of biological affiliations. Dental nonmetric traits were recorded from Tell el-Dab’a
individuals using ASUDAS. Kinship and provenance were explored using an intra-site and an
inter-site framework, respectively. The results suggest the Hyksos were not of Egyptian origin
but that there was no significant change in population between the end of the Middle Kingdom
and the Hyksos period. A connection was observed between both southern and northern Levantine areas with relatively strong affiliations to specific sites, offering new insight into migration
in the eastern Mediterranean during the Middle Bronze Age.
——————————
Maiorano Maria Pia, see Garba Roman
——————————
Malek Munther Ali A., see Furlanetto Mirko
——————————
Maner Çiğdem, Alaa Hussein Al-Lami, Federico Zaina

Theme 1

Settlement patterns and chronology at the edge of Mesopotamia: The Land of Kufa survey
project
The Land of Kufa is a joint Turco-Italian-Iraqi survey and training project carried out since
2019 in the frame of the WALADU project in the north-eastern part of the Najaf governorate.
This poster presents the preliminary results of the three survey campaigns. The aim of the survey project is to understand the settlement patterns and chronology of the region, to document
the endangered cultural heritage and to train local SBAH officers and students in the modern
survey techniques.The research methodology consisted in the pre-field identification of poten-
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tial sites through satellite imagery coupled with the existing maps of sites provided by the local
SBAH officers. The groundtruthing phase included material collection aiming at defining the
chronology and possible functional interpretation of some sectors of the sites, together with
high resolution documentation through UAV (drone) to understand their extension and possible
damages. So far 33 settlements have been documented dating between the Neo Babylonian and
the Islamic periods. Most of the sites do not reach 1 ha in size, thus suggesting the presence
of very small hamlets often distributed along several major waterways. A preliminary analysis
of the site distribution shows a gradual increase and spread of settlements westward between
the Neo-Babylonian and the Islamic periods, thus approaching the desert. With regard to the
documentation of endangered archaeological sites, the greater majority of them is affected by
damages chiefly by cultivation activities.
——————————
Maner Çiğdem, Burcu Sarsilmaz, Hayder Al-Hamdany

Theme 7

WALADU Pilot Summer School. Get Together of European and Iraqi Archaeology Students
In 2016 three European universities have started a project called WALADU (www.waladu.
unibo.it) collaborating with three Iraqi universities. This three-year European Union-funded
Erasmus+ Capacity Building Key Action 2 project aims to contribute to the improvement of
education in archaeological and historical subjects at Iraqi higher education institutions (HEIs)
and to increase the opportunities for students in the labour market and to bring Iraqi student
education in line with EU standard.
——————————
Maner Çiğdem, see Zaina Federico
——————————
Marchetti Nicolò, Federico Zaina, Emmanuel Di Tommaso, Licia Proserpio

Theme 7

The Impact of the New WALADU Academic Courses in Archaeology in Iraq: Results and Challenges
This poster provides an overview and analysis of the relevance, effectiveness, immediate results and sustainability of the activities realized in the frame of the WALADU project related to
the development and structuring of new Academic Courses in Archaeology in the Iraqi Partner
Universities of Baghdad, Kufa and Al-Qadisiyah (the Universities of Munich and of Istanbul
Koç were partners as well). Between April and May 2019, external experts and project staff
members conducted an evaluation based on the involvement of the main actors at every stage of
the project: both qualitative and quantitative data have been collected through semi-structured
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and in-depth interviews with beneficiaries and stakeholders, questionnaires for students who
have attended the new teaching units, FGDs with project team. What this study can assert is
that the bottom-up process of structuring new Academic Courses in Archaeology had a positive
impact in the Iraqi Universities and it paved the way to reach a long-term change in the higher
education sector for archaeological and historical subjects, including quality assurance systems.
——————————
Marchetti Nicolò, Valentina Orrù, Giulia Roberto, Giulia Scazzosi, Federico Zaina
Theme 7
Communicating the Past: The Opening of the ‘King Ghazi Landscape Museum’ in Southern
Iraq
In recent years, international institutions have promoted initiatives to relaunch Iraqi cultural
heritage after decades of conflicts that have damaged and weakened its cultural infrastructure.
These initiatives paved the way for a new season of international collaborations and have contributed to reshape the role of archaeologists and cultural heritage experts in Iraq. In December
2020 a new museum was thus opened in the heart of the ancient Mesopotamian floodplain: the
King Ghazi Landscape Museum. The innovative idea of a landscape museum is the result of the
joint efforts of two Iraqi-Italian projects coordinated by the University of Bologna in southern
Iraq between 2016 and 2020: the QADIS archaeological survey and the EuropeAid EDUU
project (www.eduu.unibo.it). Thanks to the collaboration of the two project teams with the Iraqi
State Board of Antiquities and Heritage (SBAH), in 2018 a historic government building (King
Ghazi Palace) located in the Iraqi countryside of the Qadisiyah region was chosen and rehabilitated to become the Landscape Museum. In the poster we present the project rationale, design
and implementation. The King Ghazi Landscape Museum attempts at responding to three objectives: 1) to make visitors aware of the often hidden historical richness of their territory, 2)
to preserve the memory of the past with its cultural and socio-economic dynamics in order to
build that of the future, and 3) to safeguard a building that reflects the modern history of Iraq.
——————————
Marchetti Nicolò, Giampaolo Luglio, Marco Valeri

Theme 1

UAV for Ninawa: The 2019 Topographic Survey of Nineveh
The new Iraqi-Italian excavation and conservation project in Eastern Nineveh, Mosul by the
University of Bologna and the SBAH (the NINEV_E project) conducted its first two campaigns
in 2019 and 2020: among its main aims was to complete a new topographic survey of the whole
site (with permission for its western sector obtained from the University of Heidelberg, which
is gratefully acknowledged). During the 2019 autumn campaign the team mapped the whole
perimeter of the city walls (12 km), almost the entire inner area, not yet heavily urbanized, and
200 hectares between the outer fortification rampart and the eastern wall. Thanks to more than
13000 photos taken by a DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone and elaborated through a hundred of topo-
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graphic points captured with a Leica GG004 GNNS antenna (enhanced through a PPP service)
we were able to produce an orthomosaic (resolution 3 cm), a DSM (resolution 25 cm) and contour lines. To obtain more precise data, in addition to the DJI drone, we flew and took photos
also with the smaller drone Parrot Anafi in order to map in greater detail evidence like ancient
gates and excavation areas.
——————————
Marchetti Nicolò, see Cardini Vittoria
- see Roccetti Marco
——————————
Marcolongo Bruno, see Berardino Simona
——————————
Mariani Eleonora, see Cardini Vittoria
- see Roberto Giulia
——————————
Mehrafarin Reza, see Alaei Moghadam Javad
——————————
Mkrtchyan Ruzan, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Mohammed Ali Lilas

Theme 7

Les problématiques de travaux de restauration dans les sites archéologiques en brique crue en
Syrie Histoire, acteurs, enjeux
La Syrie, est l’un des pays les plus riches du monde en monuments historiques et sites
archéologiques, Cependant, cette richesse constitue une lourde charge à gérer et ce en raison
des travaux d’excavation annuelle. En effet, cette charge augmente constamment, ce qui nécessite une intervention rapide et efficace pour protéger les vestiges architecturaux issus des
fouilles. Pour la direction des antiquités, Le besoin urgent de telles interventions pose des problèmes complexes ; en raison du grand nombre et de la diversité des monuments historiques et
ses sites archéologiques et surtout les conditions particulières dans lesquelles ils se trouvent.
Bien évidemment, Ce besoin d’intervention d’urgence est particulièrement exacerbé dans les
sites archéologiques en brique crue, où la situation devient beaucoup plus complexe, en raison,
de la fragilité de brique crue et de sa faible capacité à tolérer les facteurs de dégradation. Consciente de ses responsabilités culturelles, la Direction des antiquités Syriennes a joué un rôle
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majeur dans ce domaine, depuis sa création lors du mandat Français au cours de la première
moitié du XXe siècle et jusqu’à’ nos jours, un important mouvement de restauration est apparu,
le nombre des travaux ne cessent de croitre et la vague d’interventions s’intensifiant au cours
de la seconde moitié du XXe siècle, puisque la DGAM, est la seule autorité légale habilitée à
prendre des mesures concernant le patrimoine national Syrien, Pourtant, elle n’était pas le seul
acteur lorsque la question concernait la restauration. Étant donné, le processus de restauration
pose des problèmes complexes, qui ne se limitent pas au niveau technique ou professionnel,
mais sont également liés aux aspects administratifs et juridiques, et en particulier à la fourniture
du financement nécessaire, c’est ce qui a incité la Direction des antiquités de s’associer avec
des fondations, des institutions et des organisations locales et internationales, pour sauver les
anciennes villes et les bâtiments historiques. En revanche, pour assurer l’entretien des sites
archéologiques en brique crue, et leur mise en valeur, cela aurait nécessité un accord entre les
missions de fouilles et la direction des antiquités. A la suite de cette coopération, les rôles ont
été partagés entre ces acteurs clés. La direction des antiquités a assumé la responsabilité de la
protection du site du côté juridique et administratif, quant au processus de restauration, celui-ci
a été confié à la mission des fouilles en raison de la forte pénurie de spécialistes qu’elle possède.
À cet égard, l’appui, et la complexité de la situation a imposé de nombreuses tentatives, et a
contribué à l’émergence des projets pionniers au niveau nationale, sur des sites archéologiques
majeurs, comme Marie-Tell Hariri, Nabada-Tell Beydar, Ebla-Tell Mardikh. D’importants
travaux de restauration ont été effectués sur ces sites, plusieurs méthodes d’intervention ont été
adoptées. Ces expériences très riches n’ont pas pu être évaluées, mais sont considérées comme
des initiatives aléatoires nécessitant beaucoup de diligence personnelle, et étiquetés par l’absence d’une politique claire ou d’une vision holistique.
——————————
Montecchi Barbara, see Ferrara Silvia
——————————
Montero Fenollós Juan Luis, Francisco Caramelo, José G. Gómez, Jehad Yasin
Theme 1
Tell el-Far’a (Palestine): a new Iron IIA house
Tell el-Far’a, near Nablus, is an archaeological site of reference in Palestine archaeological
historiography. In 1946, Tell el-Far’a was chosen by Roland de Vaux, director of the École
Biblique et Archéologique Française of Jerusalem, to start a great project of excavations with
the permission of the Jordanian Department of Antiquities. Until October 1960, a total of nine
archaeological campaigns were carried out. In October 2016, the University of A Coruna, the
NOVA University of Lisbon and the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities of Palestine signed a
cooperation agreement in order to initiate a new research phase at Tell el-Far’a. Between 2017
and 2019, three archaeological excavation campaigns have been carried out, supplying new
data on the Iron IIA phase and the first absolute dates for the site. One specific case is discussed
in this poster. A house, called “A”, which had a living space of 40 sqm, was brought to light.
Both the constructive fragility of the walls and the absence of signs of stairs inside suggest that
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it is a building devoid of an upper floor. The interior space of the house was organized into four
rooms: two reserved for cattle, another open-air central area with an oven to make bread, and
a fourth for domestic use, whose access was closed by a door (the doorway was found in situ).
To make this architecture understandable, which brings us closer to everyday life in the 10th
century BC (Iron IIA) in the region, a 3D reconstruction of the building has been carried out.
——————————
Monticolo Antonio, Anna Anguissola, Silvana

Costa

Theme 1

New research in the Northern necropolis of Hierapolis, Phrygia (Turkey)
The poster presents the results of three campaigns (2017-2019) of fieldwork in the Northern necropolis of Hierapolis (ancient Phrygia). There, the preservation of the archaeological context,
combined with the chance of a stratigraphic investigation, offers a unique opportunity to examine funerary practices and monuments within the social context of ancient Asia Minor between
the Hellenistic period and Late Antiquity. This research has provided crucial information to understand the layout and development of the burial grounds of Hierapolis, in relationship to their
topographical conditions, organizing principles, building techniques, access and circulation,
patterns of continuity and changes, and the negotiation between the city and its surroundings.
——————————
Moriset Sébastien, see Chamsia Sadozaï
——————————
Mousavi Haji Seyed Rasoul, see Alaei Moghadam Javad
——————————
Moussa Dia

Theme 3

Al-Ashik Qanat. A Roman Canal Between Salamiyah and Apamea
Al-Ashiq Qanat is one of the longest Roman canals in the world, measuring 152 km in length,
from the city of Salamiyah in central of Syria to the city of Apamea. The qanat was called by
this name (Al-Asheq) and in Arabic it means the “extreme lover” because of the love story between the prince of Salamiyah and the daughter of the king of Apamea. But the king of Apamea
stipulated that the prince of the region - the most powerful of them the prince of Salamiyah and
Jalmidon - able to bring drinking water to his kingdom would be the one to marry his daughter.
The canal was built of stones with 60-80 cm width, and 1-3 m depth. It had crossed 12 valleys
and therefore 12 bridges were built for it, most of them in the lead pipes form. And several
watermills were also built on it.
——————————
363

Mustafa Mohamad

Theme 4

Tracing Ritual, Burial practices in Pre-Pottery Neolithic southern Levant
The emergence of the Neolithic in the Near East, besides major economic transformations, was
also accompanied by the evolution of rituals which caused an increase in the number of human
and animal statues and figurines and other materials. Until the early 2000s and based on data
deriving from Jericho, Netiv Hagdud, Ain Ghazal, etc. there has been a tendency to regard all
Pre-Pottery Neolithic burial rites as relatively standardized comprising of the deposition of
adults and children in single graves, removal of heads of adults, skull plastering, and a general
lack of grave goods. However, recent excavations at Atlit Yam, Tell Aswad, Ba’ja, and Skharat
Msaied present evidence for more divergent Pre-Pottery Neolithic mortuary customs. Based
on the available evidence, I will discuss the implications of this diversity, which may be a reflection of gradual changing world views and new ways of knowledge transmission in the later
phases of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic.
——————————
Naji Djebil Ali, see Zaina Federico
——————————
Nasser Abdallah

Theme 1

The ancient roman cemeteries in the city of Serrin East Aleppo (Syria)
The Syrian City of Aleppo is rich in its historical civilizational and cultural heritage throughout
its ancient history, as a result of its geographical location and its connection with the international trade routes through the Silk Road. The increase in archaeological discoveries through
archaeological excavations, especially in recent decades, has led to the discovery of a group
of important burials. These burials date back to the Roman period in the City of Ṣerrin to the
eastern side of the Euphrates from the side of the Qāra Qozaq Bridge, and 12 k.m from the left
bank of Ṣerrin, east of the Syrian City of Aleppo, which contains a group of Cemeteries. The
settlement dates back to the classical (Roman period). Archaeological excavations were carried
out by the Aleppo Antiquities Directorate in 2005. At the beginning of 2011 a working group
was formed by the Aleppo (DGAM) with comprehensive archaeological exploration and expansion on this site, through the examination of a group of Roman Tombs unique in terms of the
building technique and decoration, the Style of sculpture, and the wonderful engineering art in
these ancient Tombs. I will talk about these archaeological excavations in those Roman Tombs
and work on the stages of full documentation through a poster or publishing the results of this
scientific research.
——————————
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Nett Seraina, see Ryberg Smidt Gustav
——————————
Nicotera Federica

Theme 3

The development of Urartian military architecture during the Iron Age (IX-VII century B.C.):
the case-study of Iran
Although there have been several boosts in the last few decades regarding Urartian archaeology, less attention has been given to the technical and architectural aspects of the most characteristic buildings of the Urartian State, namely the fortresses. Therefore, the present poster will
deal with the specific aspect of the military architecture, focusing in detail on the city walls and
the building techniques employed for their erection. Moreover, the specific case-study of the
area near Lake Urmia, that’s to say the Azerbaijan Region in Iran, will be introduced. This area
has been intensively investigated, starting in the ’60s, by W. Kleiss, then director of the Teheran
branch of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, with the co-operation of S. Kroll. Important to mention are also the surveys carried out by the ISMEA (Istituto per gli Studi Micenei
ed Egeo-Anatolici), between 1976 and 1978, that mostly investigated the areas of Urmia and
Ušnaviyeh Valleys, respectively to the West and to the South of Lake Urmia. Despite the limits
of both surveys, Iran is probably the best place to attempt to study the distribution of Urartian
fortifications and their building techniques.
——————————
Nishiaki Yoshiro

Theme 3

Chalcolithic lithic industries of the fifth millennium B.C. in Fars, South Iran
The fifth millennium BC of the highland plains of Fars, south Iran, is characterized by the development of a distinct pottery industry known as the Bakun culture. The advent of this culture at
the end of the sixth or the very early fifth millennium BC marks the Chalcolithic period, in which
significant socio-cultural changes occurred on inter- or intra-regional scales. Many archaeologists regard this important change as a result of cultural contacts with communities in the Susiana
lowlands to the west mainly through comparison of the ceramic evidence between these two regions. In this paper, an overview of the available lithic evidence from the sixth–fifth millennium
BC sites is made to define the temporal changes in the lithic industries in the regional context. The
study focuses on the core reduction technology and suggests that the lithic industry of the fifth
millennium BC in Fars was also established through contacts with the lowland communities. It
then suggests that further study of the lithic industries of this period would aid in interpreting the
advent of the Chalcolithic society from a different perspective than using ceramic evidence alone.
——————————
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Orrù Valentina, see Marchetti Nicolò
- see Roccetti Marco
——————————
Pecqueur Laure, see Bon Céline
——————————
Peker Hasan, see Cardini Vittoria
——————————
Petrosyan Artur, Roberto Dan, Priscilla Vitolo, Boris Gasparyan, Andrea Cesaretti, Onofrio Gasparro
Theme 1
Kaghsi-2 (KSP046), Meghradzor-1 (KSP059) and Berdi Glukh (KSP061): Three recently discovered Kura-Araxes sites in the Kotayk region, Armenia
In 2015 three new Kura-Araxes sites were identified during work associated with the Kotayk
Survey Project (KSP), an Armenian - Italian archaeological expedition started in 2013 with
the aim of investigating the Hrazdan and Marmarik river valleys. In Kaghsi-2, located in the
River Hrazdan Valley, a test trench was dug. Finds include pieces of Kura-Araxes pottery and a
fragment of a unique obsidian vessel. In Meghradzor-1, located in the River Marmarik Valley,
the small trench excavated brought to light hundreds of diagnostic Kura-Araxes potsherds (KA
II). Additional important fragments of this kind of pottery were discovered in the fortress of
Berdi Glukh, situated close to Meghradzor-1, a site which has unfortunately been damaged by
human activity. This poster introduces these three sites to the academic community, against the
background of the other Early Bronze Age sites known in the region.
——————————
Petrosyan Artur, see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Piliposyan Ashot, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Pizzimenti Sara

Theme 1

The Bronze Age Stratigraphic Sequence of the AA Sounding on the Acropolis of Karkemish
One of the main aims of the Turco-Italian Expedition at Karkemish, directed by Nicolò Mar-
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chetti (Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna), was to gather data also on the Bronze
Age town, in order to better define the history of the site. The 2019 and 2020 investigations
in a deep sounding in area AA, located on the top of the western acropolis, provided a well
stratified chronological sequence, with a continuous occupation covering a time span from the
Late Bronze Age I to the Early Bronze Age IVA. So far, a total of 8 structural phases have been
detected. The poster aims at showing how the use of built space in this area developed through
time, thanks to a detailed stratigraphic, material and architectural analysis.
——————————
Poulmarc’h Modwene, Françoise Le Mort

Theme 5

An overview of past funerary practices in the Southern Caucasus and their links with the neighbouring regions (6th-3rd mill. B.C.)
Knowledge of the modes of treatment of the corpse and the organization of the sepulchral space
is essential for understanding ancient societies. In the study of South Caucasian populations,
interpretations stemming from the material components of graves have until recently left little
place for the analysis of the deceased themselves. Thanks to the development of research in
funerary archaeology, to the use of new methods, such as archaeothanatology and the reassessment of all the published data, it’s now possible to propose a synthesis on funerary behaviour of
the Southern Caucasus populations from the 6th to the 3rd millennium. As far as the Neolithic
period is concerned, funerary practices seem to have been heterogeneous. During the Chalcolithic new types of tombs appear (burials in ceramic vessels and kurgans). Burials in ceramic
vessels looks to be the result of Mesopotamian and Iranian funerary influences. On the other
hand, some features of the first kurgans in the Southern Caucasus seem to indicate a North
Caucasian influence. For the Kura-Araxes culture, unsuspected burial practices - architecture
in perishable material, seated burials, post-sepulchral practices - have been identified and the
question of the spread of funerary practices along with material culture is open.
——————————
Poulmarc’h Modwene, see Herrscher Estelle
——————————
Proserpio Licia, see Marchetti Nicolò
——————————
Quaggio Sara

Theme 3

The Jemdet Nasr Period in Central Mesopotamia: Review of the Archaeological Evidence in a
Regional Perspective
This poster analyses the ceramic assemblage dating from the Jemdet Nasr Period and coming
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from 22 different sites situated in four areas: Mesopotamia, Diyala valley, Hamrin basin and
Iran. The aim of the study is to reconsider the ceramic dataset of the Jemdet Nasr period in a
regional perspective. Through typological analysis it is possible to recognize stratigraphically
different phases corresponding to the different contexts. The analysis of type-context can highlight deep interaction and exchange relationships between the different sites, thus identifying a
materially visible common social identity.
——————————
Rasia Piera Allegra, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Rattenborg Rune, see Ryberg Smidt Gustav
——————————
Ravanelli Roberta, see Ferrara Silvia
——————————
Razmjoo Atefeh, Nahid Razmjoo

Theme 3

Pottery Apprenticeship in Prehistoric Iran
“Painted pottery appeared in Iran by the end of 8th Millennium BC in Lowland Susiana and
the Highlands, as evidenced at archaeological sites such as Chogha Bonut, Chogha Mish, Tape
Sarab, Tape Guran and Tape Sialk, to name a few. The art and craft of producing painted pottery
reached its zenith in the middle of the 6th millennium BC and continued to develop with sophisticated forms and painted patterns. Susa, Tall-e Bakun A and Tape Sialk are the ancient loci
where examples of the highest artistically produced painted pottery have been documented. Yet,
in the corpus of painted pottery from these sites, occasionally there are pieces that are decorated
in an awkward manner that stand out as inferior in design and execution. Since the art and craft
of pottery making, as in any other craft, was handed down from masters to their apprentices,
and since these individuals must have had participated in the process of shaping and decorating
pottery to master the art, we must assume that such inferior examples were the products of junior potters. In 2016 we participated in the organization of the storage of Iran National Museum
under the direction of Dr. Abbas Alizadeh. These storage halls contained hundreds of boxes of
pottery and other archaeological materials that had deposited from numerous archaeological
excavations conducted in many provinces in Iran but had not been sorted and catalogued. In the
course of opening the boxes and organizing the material, and making inventory of the objects,
we came up on many pieces of prehistoric painted pottery that stood as inferior examples in
comparison to the majority of pieces in the repertoire. Such examples, found in many archaeological sites, are the best material evidence to detect and address material evidence on the
existence and practice of apprenticeship in making painted pottery. Other areas where one can
detect the product of apprenticeship are the art of glyptic and writing. The latter has produced
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clear examples of students’ exercise, sometimes with numerous errors. But the study of pottery
apprenticeship is not well developed, especially in Iran. Inspired by the work of Dr. Massimo
Vidale and his colleagues who addressed the process of chain of operation in pottery making
and apprenticeship in southeastern Iran, specifically the pottery from the 3rd millennium BC
Shahr-e Sukhteh (AMIT 2014), we intend to present in a two-part poster the most prominent
examples of pottery apprenticeship from Tape Sialk, in the Iranian Central Plateau, and Tall-e
Bakun A, in the province of Fars and address the mechanism of the process of chain of operation involved in making painted pottery in these two regions.
——————————
Razmjoo Nahid, see Razmjoo Atefeh
——————————
Reinder Neef, see Decaix Alexia
——————————
Rhodes Stephen, see Handziuk Natalia
——————————
Rivoltella Rosa, see Cardini Vittoria
——————————
Roberto Giulia, Eleonora Mariani

Theme 1

Digging in the excavation records: the case of Woolley’s 1913 Yunus notebook
The poster deals with the recovery of information from original excavation records. In 1913,
C.L. Woolley, along with T.E. Lawrence, dug at the Iron Age Karkemish necropolis of Yunus,
in south-east Turkey. Although the general area is known, the exact location of the graves is
currently unknown because they failed to produce a topographic record of their excavations.
Since 2011, the Turco-Italian Archaeological Expedition at Karkemish resumed excavations at
Yunus as well. In addition to these new excavation activities, the original documentation of the
1913 excavations at Yunus kept at the British Museum has also been carefully examined. In particular, a hand-written notebook by Woolley, presently kept in the Middle East Department, has
been digitized including all its annotations and drawings. The detailed study and comparison of
such data with the Yunus Iron Age graves report published by Woolley in 1939 allowed us to
recover additional and unpublished data about the necropolis, setting it in parallel with recent
excavation results.
——————————
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Roberto Giulia, see Marchetti Nicolò
——————————
Roccetti Marco, Luca Casini, Giovanni Delnevo, Nicolò Marchetti, Valentina Orrù
Theme 6
Aiming High: An A.I. Detection Experiment of Archaeological Sites in the Iraqi Floodplain
We have tried to provide an answer to the question whether a collection of satellite images,
with notable archaeological sites, is informative enough to instruct a deep learning model that
discovers new archaeological sites, well before archaeologists venture out in the field. Convolutional neural networks and satellite images in the visible light range were employed to detect
sites in the south-eastern region of Qadisiyah, Iraq. The preliminary results we achieved are
interesting, although yet not still fully convincing. The AUC value we got is near 70%, while
more interesting findings have come from the idea to map the numerical predictions into heatmaps, revealing the regions where a site can lie. Several reasons can explain this controversial
output. Not least is the fact that our model was instructed to learn archaeological sites of a very
different form and size.
——————————
Rogers John

Theme 3

Creating the King: Assyrian-Egyptian-Lydian networks in seventh-century BC rulership ideology
Psamtik I (664-610 BC), an Egyptian king originally appointed by Assyria, renewed prosperity
in Egypt and brought its economy into the wider Near East and Mediterranean sphere. However, during this time the ideology of the Egyptian ruler, which focused on the king as subjugator
of others, had to actively re-institute notions of national sovereignty after centuries of regionalism while yet nominally under Assyrian control. Ongoing research investigates the extent to
which this re-developing Egyptian rulership ideology is behind these processes, how it was
shaped by wider Near-Eastern ideological constructs, and how this can be used in developing
models to analyse networks of conceptual structures across the ancient world in the mid-first
millennium BC.
——————————
Rosso Serafino, see Cardini Vittoria
——————————
Rova Elena, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
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Ruschel Felicitas

Theme 3

The interior painted pottery of Tepe Sohz - An analysis of design configuration and their implications for early modes of interaction
I present the results of an analysis of the interior painted 5th millennium BCE pottery from
Tepe Sohz, South-Western Iran. Tepe Sohz, approximately equidistant from the Kur River Basin (Fars province) and the Susiana Plain (Khuzestan province), is particularly interesting for
studying interactions between prehistoric communities in this region. The analysis focusses
on a systematic study of the interior decoration and discusses stylistic similarities with other
regions. It follows Hardin’s multi-component ansatz composed of the decorative problem, the
identification and classification of the basic units of decoration and certain rules of decorative
principles (Hardin 1983:14). An interregional comparison of design structure indicates the contact of Tepe Sohz with the highland region (especially Marv Dasht) between the Bakun BII
period and at least the Late Susiana 1 period.
——————————
Ryberg Smidt Gustav, Seraina Nett, Rune Rattenborg

Theme 6

Geomapping Landscapes of Writing (GLoW): Large-Scale Spatial Analysis of the Cuneiform
Corpus (c. 3400 BCE to 100 CE)
The cuneiform record ranks among the largest preserved bodies of historical documentation
from the ancient world (Streck 2010). Conveyed on omnipresent and extremely durable types
of material, cuneiform texts are preserved in immense numbers, extending over all of the Middle East and a span of more than three millennia of early human history. Drawing on recent advances in digital humanities and geospatial data mapping, GLoW aims to survey, analyse, and
investigate broader, macrohistorical patterns in the formation and preservation of this unique
historical record. As a first quantifiable, comprehensive study of the cuneiform corpus, GLoW
will provide a benchmark example of the application of digital and spatial computing tools to
the study of writing in early human history. This poster offers an introduction to key research
foci and the project research programme, including an introduction to data infrastructure, dissemination, and key collaborators.
——————————
Santamaria Andrea, see Ferrara Silvia
——————————
Sarsilmaz Burcu, see Maner Çiğdem
——————————
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Scazzosi Giulia, see Marchetti Nicolò
——————————
Schlegel Valery J.

Theme 2

An Interdisciplinary Approach to Timber Resources in the ANE and their Impact on Royal Architecture in the First Millennium BC
Since the discovery of the Epic of Gilgamesh, researchers have argued that Mesopotamian kings
emulated his deeds: prominently the cutting of a Cedar Forest to build a gate for the temple of
Enlil. According to the written sources, various Mesopotamian kings acquired precious wood
types such as cypress and cedar growing in distant western mountain ranges for the roof and
gate constructions of their palaces and temples. From Sargon of Akkad (2300-2200 BC) down
to Achaemenid king Dareios (522-486 BC), inscriptions recount the collecting of timber from
the Lebanon and Mount Amanus through tribute or booty. Doubtlessly, the symbolism of power behind resources from the west loomed large for their import and use in palaces. However,
without negating ideological motives, my contribution seeks to rectify the insufficient care that
has been granted to the technical and ecological reasons behind the choice of certain tree species and their provenance for the construction of the ambitious palace architecture. I argue that
local accessible timber was not suited for monumental building activities and therefore, the use
of timber from western locations such as the mountains of Lebanon served not only as a symbol
of territorial power but was an ecological necessity. For this purpose, I combine archaeological
evidence and written sources with geographical and palynological data collected in the last two
decades from seven selected sites in Israel, Syria, Lebanon, Turkey and Iran. Expanding on a
similar study on ecological motives behind tree choices for Neo-Assyrian palace doors (Schlegel 2021), as case study for this contribution the roof constructions of Persepolis shall serve.
——————————
Schutkowski Holger, see Maaranen Nina
——————————
Shulga Dmitriy, see Bostanova Takhmina
——————————
Simonyan Hasmik, see Bertoldi Francesca
——————————
Skakun Natalia, see Bostanova Takhmina
——————————
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Štefanisko Denis, see Garba Roman
——————————
Svejgård Lunde, see Mahir Hrnjić
——————————
Tafazzoli Ailar

Theme 3

Bronze axes with figurative decorations from Iran
During my bachelor thesis, I carried out a research on the figurative decorated axes from Iran
in the Bronze Age, many of them coming from Luristan, Susa and Amlash. The dating of the
so-called Luristan bronze is one of the unsolved topics of the ancient Near Eastern Archaeology. The pseudo problems caused are due to the vast areas of the investigation and the verity
of this sort of metal working on one hand. On the other hand, the ambiguous origin and find
spots of some of the artefacts especially in Luristan, make the situation more complicated. The
Luristan bronzes came from art dealers, therefore it is difficult to date them to a certain group or
culture, particularly the memorial groups, based on ethnic, geographic and historic background.
However, since 1938 several scientific excavations have been conducted by American, Danish,
British, Belgian, and Iranian archaeologists on the cemeteries in areas including the northern
Pish Kuh valleys and the southern Pusht Kuh of Luristan. The term “Luristan bronze” is not
normally used for earlier bronze artefacts from Luristan between the 4th millennium BCE and
the Bronze Age in Iran (c.2900–1250 BCE), although they are often quite similar. The problem
with the stylistic and iconic differences are that the decoration of the typical bronzes are often a
directly zoomorphic imitation of the closely connected product. The fauna, the horses, the cattle, the birds of prey which represent the nomad’s lifestyle are marvellous and surreal. In some
cases, the craftsmen combined human and bestial elements in two decorative patterns. Their
deep sense of the rhythm made hybrid creations which the original stylistic component of the
motive was hardly recognizable. There are many figurative axes from Luristan, but also picks,
fibulas, clubs, hoes and hatchets. The debate about the origin of these elaborate metal works still
is continuing. The groups of interpretations for the dating of the whole Luristan bronze material
is made in a wider timespan separated by stylistic and typological characteristics. The shapes
of the axes include: T-shaped axes, animal heads, shields with figurative decorations, male and
female figures, decorated arrows, crowned animals, geometric, herbal, zoomorphic motives,
figures and mythological scenes, Anchor axes and their preform or ɛ-form, curved picks and
axes with heads decoration.
——————————
Tamburini Fabio, see Ferrara Silvia
——————————
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Tamburrini Maria

Theme 1

Inside the Pool of Gibeon. 3D model reconstruction and some observations about finds
Excavated in the mid-1900s, the site of Gibeon, modern el-Jib, was studied and published by
the American team of the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology of Philadelphia led by James Bennet Pritchard. A renovate analysis conducted during my
PhD on part of the finds and excavation reports, brought to attention new details of material
and architectural culture and therefore to the formulation of different observations on the site
and on the structures previously recognized. This poster will briefly outline the main features of
the site with particular attention to the first water system, the so-called cylindrical pool, dated
back to the 10th century BC and its contents. A conspicuous group of artifacts, dated between
the eighth and sixth centuries BC, has in fact been found as fragmentary in the same spot of the
pool, suggesting perhaps not a simple accumulation. A 3D model reconstruction of the structure
together with a reassessing of the earthy filling’s stratigraphy will help to understand the general
discovery background more closely.
——————————
Taranto Sergio

Theme 3

Pot baking: revisiting an ancient analogy
In 1990, M. Chazan and M. Lehner published a paper in which, based upon several similarities
suggested an analogy between the Mesopotamian bevelled-rim bowl dated to the Uruk Period
and the Old Kingdom Egyptian bedja. They concluded that, as most surely verified for the
bedja, the bevelled-rim bowls could have also had the function of a container for baking. To
enhance this hypothesis, the two authors pointed out that also a Late Neolithic pottery shape of
the Near East, the so-called husking trays, were supposedly used for baking. In recent years,
studies related to ancient baking thanks to the adoption of new ad hoc methods, have received
an impressive impulse. New discoveries about ancient bread production, husking trays and bevelled-rim bowls interestingly all seem to go in the same direction. Although it is not currently
possible to retrace an uninterrupted sequential line throughout the time, all of these discoveries
could mutually strengthen one another, suggesting the possible existence of an ancient pot baking tradition in the Near East.
——————————
Tarquini Ombretta, see Berardino Simona
——————————
Tavartkiladze Nino, see Bitadze Lia
——————————
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Thuesen Mette, see Kinzel Moritz
——————————
Tsuneki Akira, see Jammo Sari
——————————
Tursi Giampiero, Francesco Genchi

Theme 3

The Late Bronze Age-Iron Age transition in the soft-stone vessels assemblage: a possible marker of the early use of the Long-Chambered Grave 1 (LCG-1) at Daba al Bayah (Oman)
The excavation season carried out in 2012 at the collective tomb (LCG-1) of the funerary
complex at Daba has returned a striking softstone vessel assemblage composed by 320 specimens, which encompass the chronological span between 2nd and 1st millennium BCE. The
term “softstone” here employed conventionally refers to chlorite and steatite, which in absence
of petrographic analysis are stated to be the main materials utilized for such vessels. The present
poster aims to provide an overview of the Late Bronze-Iron Age transition (ca. 1500-1100 BCE),
by displaying a selected range of vessels of different shapes coming from LCG-1, which are
framed in a specific chrono-typological context that provide us with an archaeological marker
for the early stages of use of the grave. Given the outstanding manufacturing of the items, their
finely incised and even plastic decorations and their state of preservation, a statement of such
remarkable corpus contributes significantly to the study of the diffusion and production of stone
vessels in South-East Arabia.
——————————
Valeri Marco, see Guarino Giuseppe
- see Marchetti Nicolò
——————————
Valério Miguel, see Ferrara Silvia
——————————
Vila Emmanuelle

Theme 2

Middle Uruk village economy in the Southern Kurdistan (Iraq): The faunal analysis of Girdi
Qala (Qara Dagh Project)
Excavations undertaken at Girdi Qala in the frame of the Qara Dagh Project (Southern Kurdistan) yielded a small faunal assemblage (about 1100 bones remains) dated to the 4th Millennium
BC. The faunal remains come from Middle Uruk domestic contexts of Trench D of Girdi Qala
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northern mound. This is the first evidence of a South-Mesopotamian Middle-Uruk settlement
east to the Tigris River and north of the Hamrin Basin. Few comparative sites have been studied
in the area and the animal bone assemblage provides unique insight into local diet and economic activities. The animal remains analysis and the subsistence basis exploration provide also
information that may be used to further our understanding of the socio-cultural situation of the
Uruk settlement of Girdi Qala.
——————————
Vitolo Priscilla, Boris Gasparyan, Roberto Dan, Artur Petrosyan, Chiara Zecchi, Annarita
Stefania Bonfanti
Theme 3
An Urartian grave in Aghavnadzor, Vayots Dzor, Armenia
In 2014 an Urartian tomb has been identified by chance during the construction of a house in
the village of Aghavnadzor in Vayots Dzor Region, Armenia. Despite the tomb was heavily
damaged, archaeologist were able to dig it and document it before its destruction. The multiple
burial showed contemporary coexistence of inhumation and incineration, according to a funerary practice well known in Urartian times. A good amount of grave goods have been recovered
and restored. Most of them show typical Urartian features with some interesting exceptions
that refer to contemporary Assyrian models. The grave has been dated back to the 8th century
thanks to 14C. In the present poster, the materials of the grave are presented and discussed. This
discovery is particularly important because give new information on the Urartian occupation of
this part of the Armenian Highlands and, in particular, of Vayots Dzor Region. The tomb will be
discussed in the wider frame of the important Urartian evidences already known in the region,
like the so-called ‘tomb of Yeghegnadzor’.
——————————
Vitolo Priscilla, see Petrosyan Artur
——————————
Volpi Luca, see Casadei Eloisa
——————————
Watanabe Nobuya, see Jammo Sari
——————————
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Yamafuji Masatoshi, Bakit Amanbaeva, Daniyar Bazilov

Theme 1

Formation of the Tien Shan North Road, the Silk Road: A Preliminary Report on the First and
Second Survey Seasons of the Chuy Valley Archaeological Project (CVAP), Northern Kyrgyz
Since 2018, the Chuy Valley Archaeological Project (CVAP) has conducted the comprehensive
field survey along a part of the ancient Tien Shan North Road in Kara Balta to answer the following questions: 1) the precise period the road began to be used, based on the archaeological
evidence; 2) the reason why the road had been used frequently during the early Middle Age, ca.
fifth to seventh centuries AD; and 3) the whole spectrum of the habitational history including
smaller and nomadic remains not documented in the previous researches. The research area
measuring ca. 50 km N–S by ca. 35 km E–W consists of flat alluvial plain in the north and gentle slope of the mountain foot in the south. The two seasons confirmed dozens of archaeological
remains containing large scale cities/towns (e.g. Shish Tobe, Ak-Tobe Sretenskoe) and remarkable kurgans already known. Consequently, clear patterns of site distribution could provide
critical implications for resolving the research issues. This paper reports the preliminary results
of the infield surveys in Autumn 2018 and 2019.
——————————
Yasin Jehad, see Montero Fenollós Juan Luis
——————————
Zaina Federico, Çiğdem Maner, Ali Naji Djebil

Theme 7

Heritage Buildings in Kufa: Documenting and Preserving an Endangered Ancient City
The city of Kufa is one of the main cultural centers of Iraq. Of particular relevance there from
the architectural point of view is certainly the Ottoman period during which the city experienced
an important development. However, the unruly urban development of the last century and the
destructions caused by the war events of the last 30 years heavily damaged the architectural
heritage of Kufa. The local municipality is designing a large-scale urban renewal masterplan
including also the redevelopment of large areas of the old city. This project could ultimately
compromise the state of preservation of the few historical buildings still in place. Today the
majority of these heritage buildings are neglected by the local authorities and the community,
and this abandonment is leading to continuous deterioration. This process is threatening the cultural identity, and the community risks to only reach an awareness of the value of these heritage
buildings once they will be completely destroyed. Since 2019 a joint Turco-Italian-Iraqi team
has started a project to safeguard and enhance public and private heritage buildings in the old
city of Kufa. The first phase of this project consisted of a survey of the city to map the historic
buildings. The topographical data and the photographic documentation collected have been
integrated into a webGIS inventory which at the end of the project will be freely accessible to
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the community. The data collection phase also includes a literature review on the history and
heritage buildings of Kufa. Moreover, in order to ensure the sustainability of the project, training activities for the students and local heritage officers (SBAH) have been carried out.
——————————
Zaina Federico, see Maner Çiğdem
- see Marchetti Nicolò (2)
——————————
Zakrzewski Sonia, see Maaranen Nina
——————————
Zecchi Chiara, see Vitolo Priscilla
——————————
Zessin May-Sarah

Theme 3

Marks on Glazed Bricks from the 1st Mill. BCE in the Ancient Near East
The aim of this poster is to present the various types of marks occurring on glazed bricks from
the Ancient Near East, dating to the 1st millennium BCE, and to illustrate their function in the
building process of glazed decoration in Mesopotamian and ancient Iranian architecture. There
is a variety of marks, for example glazed fitter’s marks such as pictograms or Aramaic letters,
but also stamp impressions and stamped or carved cuneiform inscriptions, which were revealed
early in the history of archaeological research in Mesopotamia. One of the most well-known
examples of fitter’s marks occurring on glazed bricks from Babylon (1902) and Ashur (1923)
was given by Walter Andrae. The underlying research interest is based on the question at what
point these marks became necessary in the construction process? In addition, this question implies two aspects - firstly, what function do these marks convey and secondly, whether a general
marking system can be observed for a specific time period and/or for a certain geographical
region. At this point, there is no overview that shows and compares all marks on glazed bricks.
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Akyol Ali, Emine Torgan Güzel, Recep Karadağ, Vecihi Özkaya, Yılmaz Selim Erdal,
Kameray Özdemir
Theme 3
Archaeometric Analysis of Substances Coated on Skeletons from Körtik Tepe
Most of the human skeletal remains unearthed from Körtik Tepe were found coated with white
coloured substances, and red, and black dye embedded in this material. This study discusses
the elemental, compositional and petrographic analyses of the white coloured material, red and
black dye. SEM-EDX, Raman Confocal Spectroscopy, and Thin Section Optical Microscopy
techniques were used for the analyses. SEM-EDX analysis of the samples indicate that calcium
(Ca), sulphur (S) and oxygen (O) were in high abundance. The compositional analysis with
Raman of representative samples produced peaks of gypsum (CaSO4). The thin section analysis suggests mainly lime (CaCO3) in composition besides gypsum. The thin section analyses
also showed that the plaster was multi-layered in structure. In the samples coloured red, mainly
hematite (Fe2O3) beside limonite (FeO(OH))4 were found and it was clearly a valuable material for many prehistoric groups. The origins of black were carbon. All these substances were
evaluated as part of the post-depositional treatment at Körtik Tepe.
——————————
Northedge Alastair

Theme 8

Akyrtash, the first Islamic monument in Kazakhstan, and its interpretation
The unfinished castle of Akyrtash is proven to be Islamic by the find of a mosque. Why was it
built? The parallels are with early Islamic castles in Jordan and Iraq, in the 8th century. Why
would one build such a castle in Kazakhstan, at that time?
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